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spectrum
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ced .
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Happy Birthday
It seems like only a little while ago I was
writing an editorial for our first a nn iver
sary issue, now here I am agairi writing an
anniversary editorial. The re have been so
many changes in this short period of tw o
years that it almos t boggles t h e m ind. As I
think back I rec all my fi rst Color Computer
having a "B " circuit board, now there ' s
an "F " · (or El or EA. depending on who
you talk fo). We've grown from 26 pages
to the size of this one. The Color
Computers have grown from 4K to 64K
with rumors of more memory in the works .
That alone causes my mind to wander
back to my first computer , an Altair ,
which when I finally sold it had grown
from 256 bytes of memory to BK and I
couldn ' t imagine ever needing that much.
When we "old-timers" got our Color
Computers the constant complaint was the
lack of software, now there is more
Color Computer News

software than a single person can ever
find uses for , imagine four operating
systems, more languages than I can easily
recall, literally a mountain of games and
e nough application (business) software to
run an y business. 
I can see se veral similarities between
rai si ng my tw o children and this maga
zine. First of · all when I started Color
Computer News I had no experience at all
with publishing just as I had no experience
at being a father when my daughter was
born. I made a lot of mistakes as both a
father and a publisher when both were
young (and continue to po so as they both
get older). But I learned a lot from both
experiences and hopefully I'm making
new mistakes with both instead of
repeating the old ones over and over. By
the time I started to feel reasonably
accomplished at fatherhood my son was
born and while things appeared to go a bit
May 1983 5
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smoother there were still some struggles.
gained some experience at publishing and
hired several excellent employees to help
carry the load there will be problems. But
I guess the bottom line is that its really
been a great two years. Just like with my
children, l had a lot of fun in the process of
directing the personality of our magazine.
I would like to extend my sincerest
thanks to 'all of you readers, after all its
you that have made our magazine the
success its been, without you it wouldn't
have been possible. Your support through
your comments, suggestions and com
plaints are the backbone of this organ
ization. Although it's not possible to
implement every suggestion or to answer
every letter I depend on you to guide me
every step of the way after all this isn 't my
magazine its OURS. Without your input
we're nothing.
As part of our birthday celebration
we're having a back issue sale. We'll sell
any back issue we still have in stock for
only $3.00, which includes third class
postage. This is quite a savings when you
consider the cost of postage and the fact
that most back issues are really difficult to
find.

Articles
I recently received a letter from a fellow
who thought we wouldn't accept his article
because it wasn't by one of our "regular"
reviewer. To say the least I was shocked,
we have no "regular" reviewers. We do
have four people that do our "Quickie
Reviews" but these aren't really intended
to be reviews at all, they are simply a
· statement of what products that have been
sent to us by advertisers do, no more no
less. These people are Old Father Wil- ·
liam , some people seem to think that I'm
.using Old Fath~r William as a pe.n .na~e
which is totally false Old Father Wllham 1s
a local priest, Jeff Stipes, Linda Taylor
and John Abbott. Our regular reviews are
all submitted by readers like you. I feel
like a broken record, and probably sound
like one to long time subscribers, but I
· have a real problem with magazines that
do "in house" reviews. Its far to easy to
be influenced by advertisers which could
cause a publisher to write only favorable
reviews. The point to all of this is· that we
need your reviews and articles. Color
Computer News is by color computer
users for color computer users, · which
means you. If fact every member of my
staff are color computer owners, of their
own free will.

Conventions
I think the most difficult part of my job
is to write a May editorial when there's
snow on the ground. So I'll not talk about
flowers or sunshine or other May goodies
(since those conversations probably don't
fit well in a computer magazine anyway).
So let's talk about the computer show
season. This year I'll be attending the
Muskegon Ham Radio convention, the
National Computer Conference and the
Mieroware (0S9) Seminar. By the time
you read this the Ham Radio Convention
will have come and gone but NCC will be
the week of May 16 at the Anaheim
Convention Center. If your there •please
look me up. The Microware Seminar is
August 12 - 15. I learned a great deal at
last years seminar and I'm certain this
year will be even better. If you plan to use
OS9 and can get free for four days you
should plan to attend. This year will be a
bit more difficult since I'll be attending as
an exhibitor and trying to attend all of the
classes. I'll keep you informed about other
conventions as I decide to attend them.

Dealer Program Update
The kits for the dealer program I
mentioned last month should be in stock
by now and in fact we've·already had a few
inquiries about the program. The objec
tive of the program is to make Color
Computer News and Forum Sixty-Eight
available to every 6809 user through
newstands , bookstores and computer
stores. Since our best representatives
have always been our readers_we can now
reward some financially for their efforts at
placing our magazine(.s) in local stores and
at the same time reward all of our readers
with a better . magazine, since larger
circulation means more of everything else.
If you are unemployed or have a job jhat
allows you to travel in your home town I
suggest that you check out this oppor
tunity I'm offering. We'll both be glad you
did. Advertisers , this is a natural addition
to your business. Since you are already in
contact with computer stores it would be a
simple matter to add Color Computer
News to the items you're already shipping
to your dealers.

I think the same will be true of our new
magazine Forum Sixty-Eight, while I
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6809 WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM
AVAILABLE FOR FLEX;M UniFLEX;M and OS-9™

The STYLOGRAPH text processing system is a very easy to use but power ful
method of creating and printing text. It allows the operator to type text on the Coco,
modifying and correcting it as it's typed, and then print it out. The STYLOGRAPH
SYSTEM Is cursor-oriented with dynamic scree n formating. Cursor based editing
means that any portion of the text may be worked on by moving the cursor to that
point. Dynamic screen formating means t ha t the t ext is format ed on the screen in
the same way it will appear on the printed copy. The display Is continuously up·
dated to show how the text will appear. Th is is a very important feature and is nor·
mally available only on very expensive co mmerci al word processing systems. It
significantly reduces the time required to prod uce a finished copy.

FULL FEATURED TEXT EDITING
A full array of commands help In th e creation and modificati on of text. Th e text
displayed on the screen may be moved up, down , left or right . The cu rs or can be
moved to any page or to any specified series of letters or words. The cursor itself
can be moved left, right , up, down , to any tab position, or to the ext reme left or right.
Any block of tex t can be moved, copied or deleted. The operator may also do a
global replace so that all occurrences of a given string wi ll be replaced with or
without a " prompt " asking if the item should be repla ced.

OPERATOR CONVENIENCE
Flies longer than memory can be edi ted. Th e opera tor ca n move forward through
a long te xt file by selectively dumping text to the disk or filling from the disk.
The supervisor mode is menu driven and self prompting so th at the operator does
not have to remember the syntax of commands. This makes it eas ier for new opera·
tors to use the system .
An "assist" or "help" function makes it easy to learn the system since It is nor·
mally not necessary to consult the manual to learn the comma nds. This function is
menu driven and lists alt of the key boa rd functions and th e formating commands.
At the beginning of the text the operator normally typ es in a f1>w simple com·
mands indicating the line length , left margin , and so forth , and th en enters th e
header and footer as they should appear. After th at th e operator need not worry
about formating si nce it is taken care of automatically. Words that extend beyond
the end of the line are automatically removed and placed on the next li ne. Headers
and looters are automatically inserted so that t he opera tor always knows what por·
tlon of the page is being worked on. Ghost hyphens can be ent ered so that if the
word falls at the end of a line, and a ghost hyphen has been inserted , the hyphen
will automatically be added.

FLEXIBLE DISPLAY
Lines longer than the screen width are allowed . STY LOGRAPH can scrol l righ t
and left on the screen so that tables can be constructed and appear on th e scree n
exactly as they will appear on the print out.
A command allows viewing of th e formating commands on the screen . Anothe r
command allows the operator to see w hich charac ters wi ll be modified at print out
by underlining , superscripting or boldface. A page status command shows th e cu r·
rent format values and other useful information.

COMPLETE FORMATING CONTROL
The text of individual tin es may be centered, left justif ied, right justified, or right
and left justified. Tabs can be set or cleared at any point. Spacing of the lines on the
page is under complete operator control wi th end of page, spacing and vertica l tab
commands.
While entering te xt, it may be speci fi ed that the c haracters have some kind of
modification when they are print ed, such as underlining, superscript , boldface,

Control codes may be embedded in the text for special applications. For exam
pl e, some printers require spec ial control seq uences for double width , graphics or
b·oldface. These sequences may be embedded in the text tor those users that have
th ese printers . In conjunction with this, it is possible to cause the printer to stop in
the middle of a print ou t for c hanging prtntwheels. A backspace feature allows
overstriking.

OPERATING SYSTEM CO MPATIBILITY
STYLOGRAPH is com patib le with the FLEX, UniFtex, and OS·9 disk operating
systems. Text f iles prepared using STYLOGRAPH are directly usable by oth er soft·
ware such as BASIC and th e assembler. (This significantly aids software develop
ment since cursor-b ased editing allows full view ing of the text being worked on,
thereby red ucin g errors and decrnasing programming time). Fite size is limited only
by the capacity of the disk system. Files may be loaded into the te xt at any point
making It possible to rapid ly c reate "boi ler plate" documents using portions of text
that have been previously saved to a text file . Any portion of a text may be saved to
a te xt fi le for use at a later poi nt . The printer outpu t may be directed to a disk file for
later print spoo ling . Mos t operating system commands are directly accessible
without leaving STYLOGRAPH .
FULLY ADAPTABLE TO MOST PRINTERS
STYLOGRAPH is eas ily config ured by the user for most terminals so there is no
need to send for updates as equipment changes are made. Source code of th e ter·
minal interface is supplied so that users with unusual equipment conf ig urat ions
may adapt It to their sys tems. Th e source code for all of the "prompts" is also sup·
pl ied so that foreig n language versions may be easily constructed.
Printers curren tl y inc luded as standard are: Diabto , Oume, Starwriter, NEC
5515125, NEC 5510120; CENTRONICS 7371739; ITY type printer with backspace fun c
tion; nv type prin ter without backspace function .
COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS
A specia l tutorial sec t ion is included in the manual so that people with litt le or no
computer experience can eas il y learn to use STYLOGRAPH in a few hours. A te xt
file is in c luded which demonstrates most of the features of STY LOGRAPH and
allows the operator to prac tice most of th e functions . The logica l arrangement of
the commands and the immediate disp lay of the results greatly simpl ifies the learn·
ing process. In addition there is an " assistance" command whi ch helps the new
operator learn the com m and s.

STYLOGRAPH MAIL MERGE
A major option of STYLOGRAPH is the related MAIL M ERGE program. This pro·
gram adds " form lett er" capability to STYLOGRAPH . Variables such as names ad·
dresses , dates, may be tak en from a disk file or the keyboard at print out time and
inserted into the te xt. Successive letters may be printed out wi th out operator in·
terven ti on .
The second important capability o f th e MAIL MERGE program allows many
STYLOGRAPH text files to be appended at print out time. This allows files to be
edited in smaller, more convenient b locks and th en appended at print out time so
that th e page numbers will remain consecutive and the headers and footers will
automatically be retained through alt of th e print out.

overllne, or subscript. These character modificatio ns are done with "control" key

STYLOGRAPH SPELLING CHECKER
Anothe r major optio n of STYLOGRAPH is the related SPELLING CHECKER pro·
gram . This program reads through a te xt fi le and compares the wo rd s in the file with
a dictionary. Words that are not found in the dictionary may be marked in the te xt

strokes. For example, to start und erlinin g characters, simply hold down the "CTRL"
key, hit the " U" key and continue entering text. To stop underlining , hit the "DEL" or
"RUB" key.

may be added to or delet ed from the dictionary to crea te unique vccab ularies for
particular applications.

POWERFUL PRINTING OPTIONS
Underlining is supported on TTY ty pe printers. For those people who have
specialty printers there are a variety of additional capabilities including :
1.5 line spacing
BOLDFACE
superscript 1
subsc ript 1

underline, overline,
or any combination
Right and. left justification of tex t is accomplished by incremental printing on nv
type printers. True proportional spacing is supported on the specia lty printers .

for later editing, corrected on th e spot, skipped, or added to the dictionary. Words

STYLOGRAPH for the Color Computer FLEX ... '. . . .. . . 195.00
STYLOGRAPH MAIL MERGE .... .... ......... , ... . . 125.00
STYLOGRAPH SPELLING CHECK . . .... .. . .. ., ....... 145.00
STANDARD FLEX Version ......... ........ ... . .. ... 295.00
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TEN MOST-ASKED QUESTIONS
ABOUT

DYNACALC™

THE ELECTRONIC SPREAD-SHEET FOR 6809 COMPUTERS
1. What Is an electronic spread-sheet,

4. Do I have to learn computer
programming?
NO' DYNAGALC is designed to be used
by non-programmers, but even a·Ph .D.
in Computer Science can understand it.
Built-in HELP messages are provided
for quick reference to operating
instructions.

anyway?
Business people use spread-sheets to
organize columns and rows of figures .
DYNACALC simulates the operation of
a spread -sheet without the mess of
paper and pencil. Of course, correc·
tions and changes are a snap.
Changing any entered value causes the
whole spread-sheet to be re-calculated
based on the new constants. This
means that you can play, 'what if? ' to
your heart ' s content .

5. Do I have to modify my system to use
DYNACALC?
Nope . DYNACALC uses any standard
6809 configuration, so you don"t have
to spend money on another CPU board
or waste time learning another operat
ing system.

2. Is DYNACALC just for accountants,
then?
Not at all. DYNACALC can be used for
just about any type of job. Not only
numbers , but alphanumeric messages
can be handled. Engineers and other
technical users will love DYNACALC 's
sixteen-digit math and built -in scien
tific functions . There's even a built-in
sort command, so you could use
DYNACALC to manage small data
bases - up to 256 records.

6. Will DYNACALC read my existing data
files?
You bet! DYNACALC has a beautifully
simple method of reading and writing
data files , so you can communicate
both ways with other programs on yo ur
system, such as the Text Editor, Text
Processor, Sort/Merge , RMS data base
system, or other programs written in
BASIC, C, PASCAL, FORTRAN, and so
on .

3. What will DYNACALC do for ME?
That's a good question . Basically the
answer is that DYNACALC will let your
computer do just about anything you
can imagine. Ask your friends who have
VisiCalc, or a similar program , just how
useful an electronic spread -sheet
program can be for all types of house
hold, business, engineering, and scien 
tific applications.

8. Is there a version of DYNACALC for MY
system?
Probably. You need a 6809 computer
(32k minimum) with FLEX or UniFLEX
operating system. A version for OS-9 is
also in the works. You also need a
decent CRT terminal, one with at least
80 characters per line, and direct cursor
addressing. If your terminal isn 't smart
enough for DYNACALC, you probably
need a new one anyway. The UniFLEX
version of DYNACALC also allows you
to mi x different brands of terminal on
the same system. There's also a special
version of DYNACALC for Color Com
puters equipped with FLEX .

9. How much does DYNACALC cost?
The FLEX versions are just $200 per
copy; UniFLE X version $395 . Foreign
orders add $10 per copy for postage.
We encourage dealers to handle
DYNACALC, since it ' s a product that
sells instantly upon demonstration .
Call or write on your company letter
head for more information.

7. How fast is DYNACALC?
Very. Except for a few seldom-used
commands, DYNACALC is memory.
resident, so there is little disk 110 to
slow things down . Th e whole data array
(worksheet) is in memory , so access to
any point is instantaneous. DYNACALC
is 100% 6809 machine code for blister
ing speed .

ORDER YOUR

DYNACALC™ TODAY
ALSO FROM FHL

DYNAMITE+
"THE CODE BUSTER"
now available for UnlFLEX
05-9 version soon
DYNAMITE+ is a new version of DYNA
MITE, our popular 6809/6800 disassembler
package for 680g FLEX. Present users of
DYNAMITE can upgrade to DYNAMITE+ by
sending us the original DYNAMITE diskette
and $40 (plus $5 for foreign postage).
DYNAMITE+ does everything DYNAMITE

does, and more! A cross-reference gener
ator has been added, label files are now
maintained only in text form (LABEL EQU
$xxxx), and boundary file specifications
have been tremendously simplified , which
makes it easier to disassemble large pro
grams containing lots of big tables .
The UniFLEX version of DYNAMITE+
does everything the FLEX version does, and
also automatically handles system calls
and 'i nfo' areas.
DYNAMITE+ is available for $100 per
copy on FLEX (specify diskette size). and
$300 on Uni FLEX. Foreign orders add $5 per
copy for postage.
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1. Here is Jeri plugging The Solution into the Coco. Then
she will move the main case up close to the CoCo. The
cable is kept short to prevent noise and interference.
The disk controller can be plugged into the side slot. The
power supply plugs into a socket on the back of the
case. All wires for the internal boards exit out the back
of the case.

2. Here Jeri is setting the dip switches in The Solution.
The hinged top makes the iob easy. The switches can be
set for three diflerent th ing s. Up to four boards can be
installed inside the case.

3. Here is The Solution at work. It makes a very nice addi·
tion to your Coco with a black anodized top and a silver
anodized main case both made from heavy aluminum
stock.

4. Here 's The Solution all by itself. The heavy aluminum

5. All that's missing from this picture Is the plug in the

6. Here 's the real guts to The Solution . We took it all
apart so that you could look at the parts. The 1 amp
power supply can be seen in this picture. All the connec
tors are gold as you would expect. The small board Is
the butler board. The white connectors are the same as
th e CoCo 's.

~~~d~~e~;;:~~s1~~h/;?, :;'f ~~r::,~1no~ar:'ee ~~~e[f[/(n~

dicator on the front comes on when you turn on the
power to your Coco. The Solution needs no onlofl
switch.

wall power supp ly. Yo u can see the 4K EPROM monitor
and the 4 position dip switch. At the front are four of the
live expansion slo ts with a disk controller plugged into
the filth slo t on th e side. The power LED is at the lower
right front of th e case.

THE SOLUTION AND WHY WE BUilT IT
0

When we first Introduced FLE X for th e Coco In
February 19B2 we received hundreds of calls from sof t
ware and hardware developers who wanted to use the
CoCo because it was so inexpe~sive compared to every
thing else on the market. However there is not enough
expansion or 110 in the Coco to make this possible for
most of these users. I know that the CoCo is viable In
most cases, but for many , there needed to be more. So
~~~t ~!sc~~f.?f~~n~~r~~~ ~or, designing the expansion

an onloff switch. A LED on the front of The Solution in
dicates when the entire system is on or off. Th e tracking
power supply means that The Solution's bus voltage will
be the same as the Color Computers to within a very few
minnivolts. The power supply Included wit h The Solution
is a 1 amp supply for the 5 volt line only. Th e + 12 and
- 12 volt ages are taken from the Color Computer.

The motherboard has the 2K/4K EPROM socke t with a
4K monitor EPROM In It. Also inside are 4 vertic'li con
nectors for Internally mounted boards or ROM type car
tridges. The firth connector is horizontal and is made for
the disk controller, ROM cartridges or additional expan
sion out the side the of Th e Solution. A four position dip
switch ·allows for 3 options to be selected . One option
will cause the Coco to get its interrupt and reset vectors
from the monitor instead of RS Basic.

Dip switch options..
1) Select the 4K ROM monitor when thi s option is
selected. Th e sys tem will come up In the monitor and
get interrupt vectors from it rather than the Radio Shack
Basic ROM . The reason you might want to do this is so
you can boot FLEX from t he monitor rather than Basic.
This will allow running FLEX without having Extended
Color Basic in the Coco. This also ti es in with the op tion
on the seria l card to com e up on a terminal Instead of
the Coco TV se t and keyboard.

0

If you choose to come up In the monitor, th en it Is not
1

~~~f}st'.'Ek ~~ch:uv:e ~;e ~~~~t~~i~sa:l~u i7t-l~eb~~C~h\~
saves $100.00 of the cos t of The Solution. The power
supply is a plug-in-the-wall type with a connector in the
back of th e case. Th e back of the case is open and it is
thru this that all the cables for the different cards go.
This makes for a very neat appearance.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Bus Structure... Fully buffered Color Computer com
patible bus. Priority daisy chained arrangement where
each slot has a priority assigned to it. The farther out on
the bus that you are, the less priority you have. The disk
slot (0) has the highest priority with slot 1, 2, 3, and then
4 has the lowest. The pinout and the timing is the same
as the Color Computers with the exception of the sound
line. This is used on the motherboard for the priority line.

Power Supply...Th e power supply ls a tracking power

~~,1;,~ th:~~l~tra~aonnsa~~a~f/~~ t~~i~~e~~~~~t~~~~s~~
1

2) Disable th e disk slot (0). This will all ow using
ROM cartidges In The Sol ution without unplugging the
disk card . When the swi tch is on, t110 ROM Is octive.
When it is off, whatever ROM cartridge is there is active.
Thi s infers that you could switch back and forth bet
ween a cartridge and the disk system. This is NOT
necessarily true because of the need to initialize the
disk software in the ROM and this may destroy w hat is
in memory. It may be possible under special circum 
stances to do th is but it is up to th e user to work it out.
3) Select either a 2K or a 4K EPROM . Th is is set for a
4K EPROM which is incl uded wi th The Solution. Howf;~d~~;;s~~ea~~~ig~d if you have a need. Th e EPROM
4) User definable. This means that we didn't use
this switch for anything, but you can if you want, or we
could cal l it 'reserved for future expansion.' Thi s means
that we don 't have any use for it now, but we may in the
future .

The Solution 110 cards are addressed at either the
$FF60-$FFBF area OR the $FEOO-~FEFF area.

These prices and specs are subjec t to change without
notice. Call for confi rmati on .

THE SOLUTION
$249.00
(Price includes case and power supply.)
CARDS FOR THE SOLUTION
DUAL SERIAL PORT
$130.00
Two 6551 ACIAs, programmable baud rates
(1 10-) 9,200), fu ll RS-232, DB-25'conn.
CLOCK and PARALLEL
PRINTER CARD
$110.00
OKI clock wlbattery backup and 1 parallel
output port
PROTOTYPE Cards
3 V2 by 9 inch card

s

37.00

S 90.00
EPROMIRAM Card
Up to 16K ROM (2732) or BK static RAM (6116).
Each device individually addressed anywhere in
memory
EPROM programmer
$165.00
Program 2K, 4K or BK EPROMS. Software
included either on disk or on board ROM .
TRIPLE PARALLEL 110 Card
$105.00
Two 6B21 's and one 6522 for parallel 110.
Note: We are considering several other cards for The
Solution. Please let us know what you want, if there is
enough interest, we will make it.

FRANK HOGG LABORATORY, INC., IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE
ADDITION OF SEVERAL NEW PROGRAMS TO OUR PRODUCT LIST!!

From Wind rush, in England:
MACE - A 6809 Assembler and Co-resident editor.

PL/9 - A 6809 compiler with co-resident editor and co
resident trace-debugger.

A co-resident EDITOR/ ASSEMBLER written by Graham ·
Trott, which takes most of the pain out of assembly
language program development. Allows programs to be
written, edited, assembled, and de-bugged without ever
entering the disk operating system. Includes XMACE, a co
resident 6800/1/3 EDITOR/CROSS/ASSEMBLER.

$98,00

6809 FLEX only

A co-resident EDITOR/COMPILER/DEBUGGER written by
Graham Trott. A single pass compiler that produces
position independent machine code output. Supports many
BASIC, SPL/M and PASCAL structures. Supports 8 bit and
16 bit signed AND 32 bit floating point variables, FLEX
I/O, floating point, and scientific functions library
(w /source) included,
6809 FLEX

~198,00

From Computerware:
INVENTORY
DISTRIBUTORSs

CONTROL

FOR

RETAILERS

4

Designed to help you keep control of this important aspect
of your business, this program allows you to store your
cost and quantity information, updates it immediately, and
offers key management reports with useful summaries at
any time upon your request,
CC FLEX version

$195,00

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE SYSTEMs

Can give you the tools to plan your business growth by
controlling expenditures and forecasting cash requirements,
This system helps a small business manage and track its
cash liabilities by collecting vendor invoice information and
reporting the business cash committments and payment
history.
CC FLEX version:

$195,00

CHECK LEDGER SYSI'EMs

PAYROLL PROCESSING SYSTEMs

A single entry bookkeeping system which allows the user to
define multiple income and expense accounts, Deposits are
assigned to income accounts while cash disbursements by
check are assigned to expense accounts, Multiple expense
assignments may be made for a single check, allowing easy
recording of petty cash, credit card payments, etc.

Records key information on all employees. Allows for
entry of pay rates for standard hours, overtime hours, and
salary. Handles hourly, salary, and commissioned
employees, as well as, weekly, bi-weekly, semi-monthly, and
monthly pay periods. Once all pertinent information is
keyed in, processing takes seconds.

CC FLEX version:

$195.00

CC FLEX version:

$295.00

CORRESPONDENCE SYSTEMs
GENERAL ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE SYSTEMs

Provides reliable and timely information regarding the
status of all customers accounts. You can know instantly
which acccounts are past due, forecast how much money to
expect to receive for cash flow planning, and keep on top
of your customer credit position.
CC FLEX version:

The system collects name and address information and then
provides mailing labels or reports of the entire list or
subgroups within the list upon your request. You can add
names, delete names, or change information for a given
name at any time, keeping your list accurate at all times.
CC FLEX version:

$149.00

$149.00

(These business programs are also available for FLEX and
OS-9. Please contact us for prices. All of these require
Computerware's Random Basic.)

s:WI
-- - --

FRANK
HOGG
LABORATORY

:;REGENCY TOWER• SUITE2115 • 770JAMESST. •SYRACUSE, NY 13203
PHONE(315)474- 7856 • TELEX646740

MAIL CALL
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Dear Bill:
I found Arthur Doyle's letter in the
March Color Computer News at least
moderately amusing. He seems to suffer
from two afflictions that affect us all to
some degree: "name brand" loyalty, and,
probably due to that, partial blindness
with respect to comparing his "favorites"
to others.
I must admit to a certain amount of
present loyalty myself to the 6809, but it
wasn't always that way. The 6809 and CC
both started out as underdogs. Over two
years · ago I had been thinking about
buying a personal com pliter, and all the
ones I considered execpt the IBM were on
the market then and now. I read and
studied the available literature on indivi
dual products, peripherals and expansion
options, and CPU's for almost ten months
before making a decision to buy a specific
model. I will admit here to a very strong
initial bias toward the Apple II or II+,
with the TRS-80 Model III not far behind.
A comparison of BASIC interpreters and
the expansion options available appeared
to put the CC on a very nearly equal
footing, very much to my surprise!
Studying the CPU's involved was even
14 May 1983

more surprising: The Model III (Z-80) is a
good, cost-effective machine, but the Z-80
is an "old" chip. As age· is measured in
the CPU bussiness it is about a generation
behind the 6502 (Apple), and even further
behind the 6809 CCC). The Z-80 appears to
be an excellent 1/0 processor but is
somewhat cumbersome in really large
number-crunching or programming ap
plications. The 6502 is a large step in the
right direction, with much more sophis
tication and power , and in fact, I almost
bought the Apple. It appears that the 6809
is a blend of the best of the Z-80 AND 6502
with some extra goodies and enhance
ments thrown in for good measure. For
stack-oriented languages and large olock
manipulation of data it is light-years
ahead of whatever may be in second place
(The tests I have seen indicated that the
Z-80 isn't even number two!).
I still had some strong doubts about
buying a Color Computer, but I kept on
running head-on into the facts I had
gathered with my own two hands: the CC
with its 6809E was theoretically the most
powerful machine of the bunch. Oh well, it
was cheap, so I could afford to-learn on it
and then sell it off when I finally bought
Color Computer News
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my "real" computer. That was almost a
year and a half ago, and the only
limitations I've run into with it have been
my own.
"Will the CC ever be able to run
sophisticated financial modeling pro
grams?" Mr. Doyle asks (emphasis is
mine). My "falling star" el cheapo Color
can run FLEX9 and OS-9 Level I RIGHT
NOW. 'I think that "Dynacalc" , available
to run under FLEX, would fit Mr. Doyle's
description. And have you ever played
with a machine-code data-base manager
on a 6809? Talk about FASTl If Mr. Doyle
needs any further proof of speed please
steer him to the "BENCHMARK" article
in that same 3/83 Color Computer News,
or to earlier articles in "Interface Age" .
Even at nomal speed the CC is respec
table, and those figures are with the
Tandy/Microsoft BASIC. Running TSC
XBASIC under ccFLEX, its about 2-112
times as fast as the Apple or IE~ M !
BASIC09 running under OS-9 · is even
. faster yet: At present it's supposed to be
THE fastest BASIC available for ANY
8-bit micro. And with a $3 direct video
buffer hooked up to a high-bandwidth
monitor, my CC's 64 character/ 32 line
screen size doesn't give away anything in
that department, either!
Memory size seems to render all other
considerations "inconsequential" to Mr.
Doyle. Mr. Doyle, you haven't been doing
your homework. Even some recent, spe
cially optioned and enhanced Z-80's have
memory management available. The 6809
was designed from the ground up to make
it easier still: Using an on-board register
and a chip called a Memory Managem ent
Unit, a 6809 can address up to 2
Megabytes of RAM! In fact, from the
Motorola data sheets, it looks like you
might be able to hang up to 8 MMU's on
ONE 6809. How would SIXTEEN MEGA
BYTES of RAM sound? I can't answer for
Mr. Doyle, but as for myself, 2 Megabytes
of RAM is as much as I'll ever need for
personal or light business and engineering
computing.
I personally think that the ''overwhel
ming wave of software for the IBM PC"
will be slower in getting here than Mr.
Doye seems to believe. I have my hands
full just trying to really learn how to use
the excellent 6809 (and much 6800)
software that is availaole right now! My
dream machine is nowhere near a "B ig
Color Computer News

Blue:" No, give me something like a
GIMIX, HELIX, SWTP or SSB 6809
system, something I can use for FLEX and
OS-9; multi-user, multi-tasking, with that
- 2 Megabyte chunk of RAM.
One final consideration seems to have
slipped by without any mention at all:
COST. If you don't really NEED a 16- or
32-bit machine (and very few personal
computerists do), -then it is not cost-effec
tive to buy and own such a monster. I
understand that Motorola is thinking
about releasing a 3- or 4-MHz. 6809. That,
and the inherent efficiency of the 6809
would outrun a 10-MHz. Z-80 would
probably put a good crimp in some 16-bit
CPU's action! Right now the 6809 appears
to be the "bang-for-the-buck" champ in
8-bit CPU's ($2000 for a FLEX/OS-9
2-disk system with CC!) It may not be the
same tomorrow, but I think the 6809 and
its descendents will fill many needs for a
long time to come. Some "falling star"!
John Sacrison
Tumacacori, AZ

*

My sentiments exactly!

Dear Bill:
I'm happy to say that the Columbus and
Central Ohio Color Computer Club has
grown by leaps and bounds. We have a
number of professional programmers and
some competent hardware people among
the membership, which has grown to over
75 people.
Anyone in the area is welcome to come
to the meetings on the third Monday of the
month, usually at the Compuserve buil
ding. For more information, contact me at
the address below or call Gary or Susan
Davis at Sugar Software.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
John Boals
494 Cline A venue
Mansfield, OH 44907
(419) 756-4873

*

I'm pleased that your growth has been
so rapid, be sure to keep us informed
about the future.
Dear Sir,
We are plesed to announce the for
mation of the
REGINA TRColor COMPUTER CLUB
The aims of the club are to make its
May 1983 15
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members more proficient in the use of
their newly acquired computer, establish a
software and information library and to
schedule seminars and demonstrations on
special techniques or new equipment.
Our club contact is:
REGINA TRColor COMPUTER CLUB
cl o Georges G. Glass
26 Tweedsm uir Bay
REGINA SASK. S4X 2Bl
Tel (306) 949-3942 or (306) 565-28'57
Kindly advise if your organization offers to
computers clubs, general informations
and or catalogs.
Sincerely Yours,
Georges G. Glass
Dear Bill,
Here is a little bit of information about
printers for John Livernash.
First, the LP VII was never the only
printer available for the Color Computer.
LP VII works very well with the Color
Computer as will almost any printer with a
standard RS 232 serial interface. If you
have one of the older Color Computer ' s
you 're in luck. It uses one start bit, two
stop bits and seven data bits. This is an
old communication format. With the free
eight bit driver from Radio Shack, your
Color Computer is compatible with more
printers than most micros. Before I bought
my LP VII (all I could afford), I used a LP
VIII, DS-40-and a variety of other printers
(whose names I can't remember) with
oaud rates up to 9600.
The . Color Computer allows memory
POK Es to change buad rate, line delay ,
comma field, etc. But these changes only
affect the computer. They are used to
make the computer compatible with
various printers not vice versa. Changing
line delay or baud rate in the Color
Computer when using an LP VII or the
new DMP 100 will only cause garbage to
be printed. Baud rate is the term used to
express the electrical speed at which the
microprocessor communicates with the
printer. Even is you could increase the
baud rate to the printer, the mechanical
speed (cps) is the limiting factor in any
printer.- Increasing the buffer size of the
LP VII or using a spooler would allow your
Color Computer to execute other program
instructions while the printer is printing
but the printer will still print at the same
character speed.
Dennis H. Weide
Alburquerque, NM
16 May 1983

Dear Sir:
There's a new "kid" in town. Strictly
Communications, Inc., based in ·Queens,
New York, has just started a new Bulletin
Board Service for our town, and any town,
U.S.A .. We'd like to tell everyone about
us. It's for the fun and use of Color
Computer owners and it's free to all; no
service charge. We want to share our fun
with others, as a means of seeing what's
out there for the Color Computer.
Our Bulletin Board Service, CoCo's
Nest , is operated by two 64K color
computers, two double-sided MPI (B52)
disk drives, an auto answer modem, and a
lot of patience.
The program being used was written by
Lee F. Blitch, and it's a super system. We
also promote ads for callers, such as
selling or buying, and new items on the
market. Anyone and everyone is invited to
use our Bulletin Board Service by calling
in on CoCo ' s Nest.
We would like to appear in your
.magazine as:
New Bulletin Board Service
"CoCo's Nest"
Available 24 hours a day
Phone (212) 423-4623-Data Line
or
(212) 423-4626-Voice Line
With all our appreciation and thanks.
Yours truly,
Arnold Schiffman
Glen Oaks, NY
Dear Bill:
Has anyone commented to you that the
cover of your February issue should be
called "View from the Cabin?" I can see
snow , icicles, and pine trees. It's straight
out of 1 'Sanctum ' '.
Yours Truly,
Arnold H. Kahn
Chevy Chase, MD
Dear Bill,
Horror of horrors! I write a review for
your magazine on DynaSpell, a spelling
checker, send it in on a FLEX-formatted
disk, check it with DynaSpell itself before I
send it , and the review ends up in your
January issue with all those misspellings!
What happened? One of us has a
reputation at stake.
Sincerely,
William Ball
Dale City, VA
Color Computer News
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* Can you see my red face? We checked
the spelling with another spelling checker.
Dear Editor,
It has been a pleasure to spend the last
two years reading your magazine. It
signifies for me the very best with regards
to a journal for the Color Computer. Many
questions have perplexed me -and I
thought that now might be the best time to
place them before the community of
coinputerists, who read your column. The
first regards the ROM. With regard to the
comment corner your magazine seems to
be the only entity even attempting to
release a commented version of the
operating system. I would very much li~e
to have a complete annotated and disas
sembled printout of these great dark 24
pin brutes thus saving me the agony of
doing myself, or trying to obtain copy from
back issues. Next I would wonder if there
is anyone out there doing any work on
using the cassette (audio) 1/0 for a
modem .line. The liardware interface
seems simple and my own limited
experiments have proven rather encour
aging. Given the state of the art in
hi-speed image aquisition hardware, other
communications experiments such as slow
scan video transmission might seem far
fetched now but remain to me as distinct
possibilities. Other applications I am
· interested in relate once again to the
analog input features of the color com
puter. I am specifically interested in
medical telemetry aquisition kits which
would allow such vital statistical infor
mation as temperature, brainwave and
cardiac monitoring to be processed again,
through the D to a port. Finally I have
heard that Tandy may be considering the
installation of a memory management unit
in a new model color computer. This
would allow for expanded (128K ?) of
addressable memory. Could you please
comment or encourage commentary on
these topics or direcf me to a good BB for
the answers?
Kindest Regards,
Paul Flint III
Washington, DC

*

First things first, Comment Corner will
soon be reappearing under new author
ship, and sometime this summer we will
be releasing a book on the same subject.
I've heard the same rumors about a large
Color Computer News

memory Radio Shack computer using both
a 6809 and a Z80. However, nothing has
been announced yet.
Dear· Sir:
Why has the Non Extended Color
Computer become obsolete? I would really
appreciate an answer. There are very few
programs avialable for -it and virturally
nothing published in your magazine can
be used on it. The title of your publication
should be Extended Color Computer
News.
With the price on this computer during
the last few months, there are going to be
a lot of Color Computers without Extended
Basic in this country with no good source
of information for it. It is very discour
aging for those of us who think we have a
good Personal Computer and no program
for it.
·
By the way, if anyone could tell me
where I could find a good loan analysis
program for the Non Extended. C.olor
Computer, I would be most apprec1at1ve'.
Yours Truly,
Wendell Davis
Lake Park, IA
P.S. Please remind your advertisers to
state in the ads which programs will work
on the Color Computer and which ones
require Extended Basic. I have discovered
that programs require Extended Basic
after I have purchased them.
* Our lack of support for non-extended
BASIC is simply that we really don't
receive articles for it. We can't publish
what we don't have. How about some of
you folks without Extended B;\SIC ~har
ing some of the software you ve written
with us.
Dear Bill;
There now is a TRS-80 Color Computer
users group in the Milwaukee, WI area,
called Color Computer-Milwaukee Users
Group (CoCo-MUG), it's been in existance
for three months and has well over 75
members. If you live in the Milwaukee
area and want to learn more about your
Color Computer contact:
·coco-MUG
C I O Tom Fandre
2420 Misty Lane
Waukesha, WI53186
(414) 542-0600
Thanks,
Steve Koszuta
Milwaukee, WI
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THE APPLICATION: Automatic weighout
of propellant charges which must be more
precisely controlled than the common
volumetric methods usually employed.
Automatic weighing equipment of the
type used in Military Ordnance appli
cations .generally costs in the vicinity of
$20,000 to $30,000. The system I designed
and built was set up for less than $2000 . It
uses a 4K Color Computer and a rather
simple I/O board (which plugs into the
expansion port) to -control not 1, but 2
vibratory powder feeders which dump
propellant into the scale pan of 2 ·separate
balances.
DETAIL: The balances are the common
Reloader's type fitted with . a photocell
/light source tube. The balance beam,
when at rest, blocks the light beam
completely. As the beam rises (due to the
. weight of powder dumped info -the pan) a
proportional amount of light is allowed to
pass through to the photo cell. The voltage
across the photocell is monito.red by the A
to D converter in the computers joystick
circuitry, thus providing a quite accurate
feedback of the individual beam's positon
to the computer. When the beam begins to
,.
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rise from it's rest position, the computer
sends a signal via the I/O board to switch
the feeder to a trickle speed. This reduced
feed is continued until the beam reaches
the set cut-off point, at which time the
feeder is stopped completely. The opera
tor can visually verify that a correct charge
has been dispensed, and empty the pan.
THE PROGRAM: Operation of the dual
balance system is controlled completely by
a cassette loaded, auto-start type, 100 %
6809 machine language program. Initially
both vibrators are sent a STOP command,
then the single Start button is monitored.
When the button is pressed, both feeders
are turned on full. The program then
alternately monitors both photocells sev
eral thousand times a second, waiting for
any indication of movement, at which time
the corresponding feeder is set to low
speed. After · both feeders have been
stopped, the button monitor loop · is
re-entered. During normal operation, the.
CRT displays current status of both
feeders and a continuously changing byte
· in the upper left corner to indicate that the .
· program is running properly. At the
extreme bottom of the screen is a one line ..
' " ·Cb/Or C'ompu"ter 1Ve"ws

• ROML ...... ROM PAK Loader
- Save your ROM PAKs (or ANY machine language program) on disk then load and execute with ROML.
- You no longer need to remove your disk controller to execute your ROM PAK software!
- Also allows you to load from disk or tape and execute all machine language programs which are incompatible with
the disk system!
- Includes a utility to copy non -protected tapes to disk.
- Note-ROM PAK execution requires good 64K RAM system.
- Copy of article included describing how to access 64K RAM .

Tape: $25.00

Disk: $29.00

• PLUS32- 64K RAM Enabler
- Puts your system into the 64k RAM mode. Makes RAM above BASIC available for machine language programs .
- Runs ROM BASIC from RAM where you can modify it!
· Will not crash system if upper 32K is defective or not available.
· Note-Requires good 64K RAM system.

Tape: $15.00

Disk: $19.00

e ROM KIL -

BASIC ROM disable routine

·Your choice:
·Disables DISK BASIC ROM-returning your system to EXTENDED BASIC, or
- Disables EXTENDED BASIC ROM-returning your system COLOR BASIC.
· Frees up extra RAM .
· System stays in the level of BASIC you select even i f you press the Reset switch.
- Turning power off and on returns system to original configuration .
·Allows disk-incompatible mach ine language programs to be loaded and executed from tape without removing the
disk controller.

Tape: $15.00

Disk: $19.00

• BANNER - Creates GIANT Moving Messages

· Make your TV a moving Marquee with Color BANNER !
· Enter any message and have it move across the screen in GIANT letters in the colors of your choice.
· Control speed , delay and pause from within your mes sage '
· Great for parties and exhibit ions!

Tape: $19.00

Disk: $23.00

• PAC ATTACK - from Computerware
· The most popular game for the Color Computer !
- Fast action and brilliant colors!
·All the fun of the Arcade without the quarters!

Tape: $24.95

e

Nelson's SUPER "COLOR" WRITER II
· By far the BEST word processor available for the Color Computer!
· More Features than any other.
- Supports ANY line printer!
·Excellent quality documentation!

ROM PAK: $74.95

• LCA-47 -

Disk: $99.95

Lower Case Adapter

·Provides real lowercase letters with true descenders!
·Compatible with ALL Color Computer Software!
· Provides bright characters on a dark background!
·Superb User's Manual included.
·Easy 5 minute installation!
·Uses NO system memory!
· 1 year warranty .
· Hundreds of owners, all happy!

Assembled and Tested: $75.00

• SPECIAL - Save $25.00 when you purchase Super "Color" Writer II and an LCA-47 at the
same time! Order NOW!

• PP-16 -

EPROM Programmer

- Programs single supply 2516, 2716, and 2758 EPROMs .
. Program-entire or partial. Auto verify after programming .
·Transfer contents to RAM for modifying or duplicating .
- Select Documentation for:
Interface to:
6502
6820 PIA or 6522 VIA
6800
6820 PIA
6809
6820 PIA
8080/8085/Z80
8255 PPI
- Comprehensive docu·mentation booklet contains schematic , instructions for construction, check-out and use, and a
well commented assembly listing for the specified MPU.
. Note-User must supply the specified parallel interface.
- Specify MPU and computer system when ordering.

Complete Kit (includes ZIF socket): $45.00
PC board only (with documentation): $25.00

. ...........................................
............................
....................

·-

--

INC.

Micro Technical Products, Inc.
123 N. Sirrine, Suite 106-N
Mesa, Arizona 85201
Phone: 602-834-0283
Add 5% for shipping, minimum $2.00. Overseas 10%,
minimum $4.00. Arizona, add 5% tax.

'
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mini-menu which allows the operator to
start or stop the feeders from the console,
or redefine the hi-lo or lo-off set points
without the assistance of a programmer.
OPERATION: Without an automatic sys
tem such as this, each balance would
require an operator who could manually
weigh 500 to 700 charges in an 8 hour
day. Currently my system requires only
one operator for both balances, producing
100 to 1800 charges per balance per day
(total of 3 ,000 to 3 ,600) with consistently
nigher accuracy than the manual method.
Since the light beam has no effect on the
balance's accuracy, 100 % hands-off visual
verification of each charge is easily
accomplished. The computer and monitor
are isolated in a separate room from the
balances for safety reasons there by
allowing the building supervisor to ran
domly observe the efficiency of the
equipment and operator.
CONCEPTION: As Quality Assurance
Director for a small prime Government
contractor now using this system, it was
my job prior to beginning production, to
find some way to assure that no bad
charges could make their way into the
finished production round. This appli
cation of the 6809 microproc-e ssor seemed
to be the most economical approach to the
problem. The large number of instruc
tions, the additional registers and the
overall flexibility of the 6809 made writing
this type of machine language program
possible for an otherwise BASIC program
mer like myself. (Basic is far too slow to
keep up with a moving beam).
BIOGRAPHY: Barron LeRoy Lindsay,
born August 11, 1943 in Herrin, Illinois
attended the University of Missouri at
Rolla where he majored in Electrical
Engineering. Left 24 semister hrs. short of
a BSEE to work in Aerospace Ordnance
development and production as a Relia
bility and Test Engineer. Currently, Mr.
Lindsay and wife, Marianne, are 17 year
residents of Macon, Georgia where he · is
employed by a small Military Ordnance
Company as Director of Quality · Assur
ance. The Lindsays operate a part time
microcomputer software and consulting
business from their home. Their one child,
Michelle, is 1 13. Mr. Lindsay's other
interests include ·musk-and river tubing.
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MINI

STANDARD

5114' DISKETTES

5-PAK

10-PAK •

Solt Sector
Single Sided
SID Density..... ... .

$14.95

$26.95

'10 PAK wlcustom library case . add $3.00

- UPS SHIPPING 
(No. P.O . Boxes please)
$3.00 per pack

- Canadian shipping multiply by 2 

No. 1 Magnetic Media in the USA!
-

Write for volume prices 

·Build performance
into your system
with 05.9·· software tools
Unix" -based, multitasking, modular,
and versatile: these key features
are some of the reasons why more
6809 computer manufacturers
have selected OS-9 as their stan
dard operating system than any
other. And OS-9 has been put to
work by thousands of users in al
most every conceivable computer
application in business. science, in
dustry, education, and government.
Your operating system should not
be a barrier between you and
your computer. OS-9 is very friend
ly and easy to use. Its modular ·
structure makes it easy to cus
tomize, plus its comprehensive
documentation shows you exactly
how to interface it to just about any
I/O device.

Full timesharing support with
log-in and file security
Fast, secure random and
sequential access files
Comprehensive English lan
guage error messages
Compact real-time multitasking
executive
Hardware or software memory
management
Device independent interrupt
driven I/O
Fully ROMable for small control
systems
Standard versions available fro
manufacturers of most pop
6809 computers

OS·9 PASCAL Language
Compiler
most complete and vers

BASICot•• Structured llaslc

lnteracttYe Compiler
fastest and most comprehensive
full Basic language available
tor the 6809
combines standard Basic with
the best features of PASCAL
features compiler speed,
interpreter friendliness and
superlative debugging
facilities
option available: Run B ... a
-time system for

COLOR COMPUTER DISK INVENTORY SYSTEM
SSDIS .

For the Radio Shack COLOR COMPUTER
By Wayne D. Riggs
Sierra Software
PO Box 491
Atwater , CA 95301

INTRODUCTION
SSDIS is a multi-featured disk inventory
system for the Radio Shack Color Com
puter. This system requires a minimum of
one Radio Shack compatible drive and 32K
of RAM to operate. Of course, if the
hardcopy printout features are used then
an 80 column printer is required for the
print functions available and is self
-prompting during program executfon.
The SSDIS works equally well with one or
multi-drive systems. The program issues
prompts based on the number of drives in
your system and makes full utility of the
second drive if available.
The Disk Inventory· System will allow
you to see and control an index of the
contents of over 500 disk files . Problems
caused by disk files being scrolled off the
top of the ~creen by the DOS are corrected
by the program. SSDIS gives full menu
control of nine different functions. File
names, extentions, type , format, and
granules, and machine language start,
end, and execution addresses are printed
to screen or printer for each file in the
index. On listings by disk, free granules
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available are computed and displayed.
The master menu includes the following
· functions: you can review all disk files on
the monitor, number and name a new disk
adding it to the contents of the index,
update the directory contents of a disk
already in memory, delete a disk from the
index, find a particular disk, review it on
the television monitor and print a label for
the disk .jacket, search the index for a
specific program I file name, print out a
complete index by disk number, print out
a complete alphabetized list of all prog
rams I file names in the index memory,
and store the contents of the index in
memory into a disk catalogue file for use
at a later date.
A detailed description of each of these
functions is found in the section entitled
Menu Selections.
PROGRAM INFORMATION
Selection of menu item two, Add New
Disk to Index, causes the program to read
the disk directory and store all files in the
form of formatted strings. Subroutine
1010 is critical to proper operation, in that
Color Computer News

SSDIS
it reads the disk directory information with
the DSKI$ function. Carefully type it and
check to ensure the disk information is
~orrectly read and automatically stored
mto memory. Subroutine 60 decodes
packed string information in memory and
converts it into a useable format . The
same decode subroutines are used throu
ghout the program. No special print codes
are used for printer compatibility but may
be inserted where desired.
AFTER PROGRAM DEBUGGING:
Notice the remark on lines 220 and 230.
After the program is typed in, run, and
debugged sufficiently for a disk file of the
index to be written with menu selection
nine, the REM on program line 230 should
be removed. This Will enable the auto
matic loading of the index into memory
each time the program is run.
The easiest way to use SSDIS is to have
all of the disk index information stored on
the SSDIS program disk. This is not
required but you will find it 111ost
convenient. Therefore, because data often
is written to the program disk it is
recommended that a backup copy of the
debugged program be used as the working
program disk. The original disk will
remain in case of disk crash problems.
PROGRAM OPERATION
Insert the SSDIS program disk (working
copy) into drive zero. Load the SSDIS
program as you would any disk based
basic program: type RUN "SSDIS". If it is
not the first time run, the disk directory
information will be loaded into memory
automatically. After a few seconds of title,
the date of last update will be displayed
and the program will ask for the present
date. Enter as shown to save space.
Fo11ow program prompts as to wlien to
change disks. If you have more than one
disk drive the SSDIS disk will remain in
drive zero throughout use. For a one drive
system you will have to s-witch disks into
drive zero when directed.
The program now asks if you have more
than one disk drive. For all yes-no
questions in the program, press the 'Y'
key for yes or the 'N' key for no. The
master menu will now appear.
MASTER MENU SELECTIONS
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SELECTION ONE: REVIEW DISK INDEX
FILE
Th_is .selection lets you look at the index
information that presently resides in
computer memory on your television
~onitor. If you want to look at a specific
disk rather than all of them, use me.n u
selection number five. This .selection may
be used anytime after directory infor
mation is in memory.
Information will appear by disk number
following the name and number of each
disk. Name, extention, type of file, format
type, granules, and disk number will
appear under the appropriate heading for
each file on a disk. A machine code
program will also have start, end, and
execution addresses listed in hex fol
lowing each standard file listing.
Pressing the up arrow will scroll you
through the index. An index complete
prompt will appear when you have viewed
all items in memory. Any time the scroll
prompt appears touch the 'M' key to
return to master menu.
SELECTION TWO: ADD NEW DISK TO
INDEX.
WARNING: this selection writes number
and name to each disk inserted, do not use
with copy or write protected software.
This function numbers, names, -and
puts disk directory information into mem
ory for a new disk. Based on the number of
disk drives in your system, you will be
directed to the correct drive to insert the
disk . The program then displays the last
disk number on files and asks for a disk
number, and name. Then the program will
read directory information and store it in
memory. If a disk number has been
deleted (with menu selection four) and you
wish another disk to have the same
number, number it appropriately. The
'last disk on file' prompt is just for your
information. When complete the master
menu appears.
SELECTION THREE:
TING DISK INDEX

UPDATE EXIS

This function allows you to update a
disk that is already on file. Added or
deleted files on a disk are treated the same
way. You will be directed to the proper
drive to insert the disk and told to press
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any key to start. When complete the
,master mertu will appear.
SELECTION' FOUR: DELETE DISK
FROM INDEX
Use this selection to eliminate a
particular disk and it's fi~es from t.he
index. SSDIS will ask you to mput the disk
number you wish del~ted".. The pr?gra~
will search for the disk information m
memory and delete it from the index.
When complete the master menu will
again appear.
SELECTION FIVE: FIND DISK NO .I
PRINT LABEL

This one searches the entire index and
looks for a particular program I file name.
Each time it finds the program it will print
the file information and what disk number
it's on. Sure makes it easy to track one
down.
You will be asked to input the program I
file name you want to find. SSDIS will
print "searching" as it scans the index.
File information is printed as found in
memory. If the file name cannot be found,
you will be advised and asked if you wish
to look for another. A yes, will start the
above sequence over again. A no, wiU
return you to the master menu.
SELECTION SEVEN: HARDCOPY PRINT
BY DISK

This selection allows you to look at a
particular disk's directory in the ind.ex
without searching through the entire
index. SSDIS will ask you to input the disk
number you want to see. You will be given
the disk number and name followed by the
file information. Free granules will be
computed and displayed after you have
scrolled through the disk file information.
Scrolling is done with the up arrow key as
in menu selection one.

This selection prints the entire disk
index by disk. (See sample printout).
Pagination is performed automatically.
You will be reminded to turn your printer
on. Carefully align the paper so the printer
will start printing about one inch below
the paper perforations. Press 'ENTER'
and away it goes. When complete touch
'M' for the menu.

DISK LABELS:

SELECTION EIGHT: HARDCOPY PRINT
BY PROGRAM

When you've seen all the disk file
information, you will be asked if you want
a disk label. A yes will get you into the
printer routine. The disk labeling routine
is designed tO print name, date, free
granules, disk number, and all file names
in the disk's directory on each label.
Standard commercially available one a ~
cross, 4 by 1 7 /16 inch, form feed labels
are used. This size . will fit on either the
disk jacket or the top of the disk itself. If
the number of files on a disk exceeds -28
the the additional file names will be
printed on a second label automatically.
Carefully align the labels in the printer
so the name and number will print at the
very top of a label. Press 'ENTER' as
directed. After each label is printed you
will be asked if 'You want to see another?'
A yes, will let you select another disk
number to see and label; a no, will return
you to the master menu.
SELECTION SIX: SEARCH FOR PROG
RAM NAME
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This selection shows how smart your
computer is. It prints all programs I file
names in alphabetical order no matter
what disk they are on. Included with each
file name is the exteiition, disk number,
type of file, format, granules used, and for
machine language programs the start, end
and execution addresses.
The sort routine used is a self destruc
tive with the index information to save
processing time. However the program
automatically insures that information in
memory is saved to disk prior to sorting
and then it is reloaded into memory for
further use. After a reminder to turn on
the printer, an 'ENTER' will get it
running. The menu will appear when
complete.
SELECTION NINE: STOP I SAVE TO
DISK
This selection serves two related func
tions. Use it to update the disk file of the
index information in memory and I or to
finish use of the program.
Color Computer News
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Regardless of whose text processor you use, let SPELL 'N FIX find
and fix your ~pelling and typing mistakes. It reads text faster than
you can, and spots and corrects errors even experienced
proofreaders miss. It is compatible with all Color Computer text
processors . $69.29 in the Radio Shack disk or cassette versions·
$89.29 in the Fie. x version. (20,000 word dictionary is standard·,'
optional 75,000 word Super Dictionary costs $50 additional.)

•

e

HUMBUG - THE SUPER MONITOR

•

e
a

A complete monitor and debugging system which Jets you input
programs and data into memory, list memory contents, insert
multiple breakpoints, single-step, test, checksum, and compare
memory contents, find data in memory, start and stop programs,
upload and download , save to tape, connect the Color Computer to
a terminal, printer, or remote computer, and more. HUMBUG on
disk or cassette costs just $39.95, special 64K version for FLEX or
STAR-DOS 64 costs $49.95.

:
•
•
•
:
•

STAR-DOS

•

A Disk Operating System specially designed for the Color
Computer, STAR-DOS is fully compatible with your present Color
Computer disk format - it reads disks writ1en by Extended Disk
Basic and vice versa. STAR-DOS for 16K or 32K systems costs
$49.90; STAR-DOS 64 for 64K systems costs $74.90.

•
•
•
•
:

STAR Fl:.EX

•

:

. Number five in these chats, and it is still too early to judge the
results in our Name the Column contest. But I have received some
excellent entries, and will.have the winner next month. Stay tuned.
At this point, I'd like to thank a few more magazines for giving our
products great reviews in the past few months _ in March, Color
Computer News reviewed NEWTALK and Rainbow reviewed
REMOTERM, while in April 80 Micro reviewed STAR-DOS. They
all loved them · · · naturally.
This month I thought you might be interested in some of my
cassette procedures.
While a number of outfits make leaderless computer cassettes, I
distrust them. From my audio days, I know that the beginning and
end .of a reel-to-reel or cassette tape tend to get crinkled and
develop dropouts. This can destroy a program copy, and so I
wouldn't use the beginning of a leaderless tape anyway. In that case,
why pay extra for leaderless tape when you don't use it?
Instead, I buy 10-minute C -10 cassettes. These cassettes are
available from a variety of sources, and cost about 50 to 80 cents
each. I prefer to use one cassette per program, rather than put
many programs on one tape and then have to search for them.
All of these tapes have a leader, and so when you use them you
must be careful not to record your program on the leader instead of
the tape. Using fast forward to get past the leader may leave a bit of
an old program on the tape just before the new one, and CoCo will
have trouble separating them. Instead , my method is to do the
following: First, make sure the tape is fully rewound. Then place
the recorder in RECORD, and type the command MOTOR ON on
the computer. This starts the recorder motor, so that you are
recording although the computer is not yet writing anything to tape.
This erases the beginning of the tape . In the meantime, type your
CSAVE or CSAVEM command, but do not hit ENTER until you
see that the tape is well past the leader. I usually give it about ten
seconds before typing ENTER . This procedure not onl!,1 makes sure
that I get past the leader, but also guarantees that there is blank
space before the program to make reading it easier. Works every
time.
For the disk users among you, I would like to announce two new
products: STAR-DOS 64 and STAR FLEX. Both are disk
operating systems for 64K computers. STAR FLEX is the famous
FLEX system by Technical Systems Consultants, adapted for the
CoCo, while STAR-DOS 64 is our own STAR-DOS, but modified
for 64K computers. Both come with high resolution screens and
have many features for the more advanced disk user. STAR FLEX
is, of course, compatible with the large amount of software
developed over the years for FLEX systems. STAR-DOS 64 will
also run much of that software, but its big advantage (besides the
fact that it is cheaper) is that its disk format is the same as Radio
Shack's.

If you do not have a 64K system, then by all means consider the
original STAR-DOS. The upgrade from STAR-DOS to STAR-DOS
64 is just the price difference between the two, so you can upgrade
at any time. (But before getting any DOS for your CoCo, read our
February advertisement!)
That's it for this.month. Until June, just remember: On a Clear
Disk, You Can Seek Foreuer.
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The best implementation of FLEX for the Color Computer.
Complete with all utilities, text editor, macro assembler, and
HUMBUG debug monitor, $250.00.

•
•

ALL IN ONE - Editor Etc.

:

Three programs in one - a full function Editor, a Text Processor
and a Mailing List/ Label program. All this for just $50. Requires
STAR-DOS and 32K, or STAR-DOS 64, or FLEX, specify which.

•
•
•

8

•

DBLS for Data Bases

8

DBLS stands for Data Base Lookup System. A super-fast system
for searching for a selected record in a sequential disk file . Supplied
with SPELL 'N FIX's 20,000 word dictionary as a sample data file lets you look up the spelling of any word in under FOUR seconds.
Priced at $29.95. Requires STAR-DOS.

•
•
•
•
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CHECK 'N TAX

••

Home accounting package combines checkbook maintenance and
income tax data collection . Written in Basic for either RS Disk or
Flex, $50.

•
•
•

REMOTERM

•

REMOTERM - makes your CoCo into a host computer.operated
from a remote terminal. $19.95.

•
:

NEWTALK

•

8

NEWTALK - a memory examine utility for machine language
programmers which reads out memory contents through the TV
set speaker. $20.

8

•

8

•

SHRINK

•

SHRINK - our version of Eliza, in machine language and
extremely fast. $15.

•
:

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

•
•

Introduction to Numerical Methods computer math, $75.00.

college level course on
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We accept cash, check, COD, Visa, or Master Card. NY State
residents please add appropriate sales tax.

•

•
:

MT. KISCO, N.Y. 10549
(914) 241-0287

•
:
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SSDIS
You will be told to place The disk in drive
zero. Pressing 'ENTER' will store index
infofmation in memory to a file on the disk
in drive zero for later use. Next you will be
asked if you're finished . .Ayes will end the
program while a no will (_you guessed it)
bring you back to the menu.
NOTE: periodic use of -this function
when loading a number of disks into .the
index is an excellent technique to ensure
disk index information available on disk in
case of problems with one disk's directory.
It may prevent you from having to start
over. In case of any kind of disk 1/0 error,
type · "GOTO 330" to attempt recovery .
This will give you the menu with index
information intact in memory in most
cases.
SYSTEM UPKEEP
As disks are added to your collection,
they can be numbered I named and added
to your index as you get to it. You will find
the printouts most valuable fn keeping up
with what you have as your number of
programs increase. Note: SSDIS writes a
file with disk numoer and name to each
disk. I back up important software and add
the backup only to the index to avoid
writing to the original disk which I have
write protected .
The SSDIS print outs and disk labels
may be updated as needed. The dated
labels and listings provide po-sitive refer
ence as to the last update . Additions or
deletions may be hand wriften on labels
then updated periodically when conven
ient. The hand written labels now appear
as sloppy reminders to me that the index
needs an update. The convenience of the
label printing function makes update a
pleasure. As a matter of fact, I think the
label printing feature of this program
alone has made it worth the work.
If you have problems with debug or
don't like to type: write Sierra Software,
P.O. Box 491, Atwater CA 95301. I will
answer questions or can provide a ready to
run disk for $17 .00 plus $2.00 shipping.

r--------coror'C"omputerN"ew'sTip_,_.._.. ~
iTo eliminate Extended BASIC's default to~

, screen 0,0 POKE 359 ,57. To restore it~
1POKE 39,126
~
~WARNING: POKEing 359 with other\

b'~~~~~.?_.~~~~~;;J.~~..!?-.12.c!.~~
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FINE- - - - - SOFTWARE
FOR THE C.C . 16K OR UP

BAllOON BATTlES
A FAST ACTION ML GAME.
SHOOT MARAUDING BALLOONERS
THAT TRY TO LAND; DESTROY 'you.
DIFFERENT LEVELS, SOUND .
TAPE

S12 . 95

DISK
AVAILABLE
SOON

Bl OWOUT
A FAST - ACTION ML GAME .
KEEP THE OIL SPURTS FROM
REACHING

THE FIRE BELOW ,

CAUSING A MAJOR
TAPE $12 . 95
SOUND , L EVELS

FINE

BLOWOUT !

SOFTWARE

BOX 21572
LONG BEACH , CA . 90B01 4572
ADD $2 .00 FOR POSTAGE AND HANDLING.
CALIF . RESIDENTS ADO 653 SALES TAX .
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

COLOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE
16-K EXT EN OED BASIC
Adventure word games
·THE ALCHEMIST'S LABORATORY· $14.95
mix the ingredients yourself
· LOKAR'S MAGIC STAFF· $14.95
five crystal statues, the magic staff, and a castle
filled with wild animals.
·NIGHT TOWER DESCENT· $14.95
ten floors of danger, treasure, and magic are be·
tween you and freedom.
·
·SQUEEZE· $14.95
arcade style game where aliens close in from
both sides at once.
·GRAPHIC SCREEN EDITOR· $16.95
create pictures on the screen using joysticks or
arrow keys-save on tape, erase, paint, and many
other features .
·COLOR SHOW DISPLAYS· $8.95
five graphics programs that create endless
changing patterns.
all programs 16-K extended basic cassette only.
Send tor free catalogue. We accept checks,
money orders , Visa and Mastercharge. (no
C.0 .0 .' s) Pl.ease add $1 .00 for shipping. Send to:
REAL SOFTWARE CO.
P.O. BOX 401
HOPEDALE, MA 01747
- (617) 393·6281
Mass. residen t s add 5% sales tax
• dealer i nquiries we lcomed •
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SS DIS
SAMPLE DISK LABELS

I
j
1

Switchable Expansion Is Here

DISK LABEL WITH LESS THAN 28 FILES:

A PERFECT COMPANION FOR COCO

~ffi£~Yi-~-l~~~3·-- -F~~~i~C37 1~0;~1 ·
, TAPETYPE
DN
DIRECT
TPTODSK
MDISASM

DSKDMP2
WORDDISK
TPTYPPLS
Dim:::DUF'E
DISl<DUMP

CCD I 51
CCDIS
DSKDUMP

DISI< LABEL WITH MORE THAN 28 FILES:
.• __,_. ..,__,__, . - 

'"l'...e....o.=-~~
·
~

TEST
TEST
TEST2
TEST3
TEST4
TEST5
TEST6
TEST?

8J?iNff5
TEST16
TEST17
TEST18
TEST19
TEST20
TEST21
TEST22

TES TB
TEST9
TEST10
TEST11
TEST12
TEST13
TEST14
TEST 1 :':i

TES'TZ3
TEST24
TEST25
TEST26
TEST27
TEST28
TEST29
TEST30

.

~- - - ··

·-·

- - ·-

FREE G:

TESr~;1

TEST32
TESr:;:;3
TEST34
TEST35
TEST~::.6

--·- ----- - -,

17 NO: 5
TEST46
TEST47
TEST48
TEST49
TEST50
DN

TEST37
TEST38
TEST:28
TEST40
TEST41
TEST42
TEST43
TEST44
TEST45

~

and cata log with any order or send $1.00 for shipping . ALL
PROGRAMS 16K
LOST C IT Y, U.S.A . - You fi nd yourse lf lost in a c ity with
very little gas. You have to find you r way out of the city and
return hom e safe ly.
·
Save $4.00 now only . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8 .95
IMP OSS IB LE ESCAPE - You wil l think that it is when you
try this new adventure.
Save $4.00 now only .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8 .95
INTEREST CALCULATOR - Input the a mount you wish to
borrow, interest rate and time and it will te ll your monthly
or weekly payments a lon g w ith amount paid toward
µriciple at a g iven time and much more , or ca lculates
interest earned.
Re g . $9.95 now $4.95
C-60 Cassettes - money back if your not satisfied. Great
quality at a great price. 1 doz . $3.95 2 or more doze n $3 .50
Please add $1.00 for shipping on al l software and $1 .00 for
first doz . of cassettes and $ .50 ef!ch addit ional doze n .
SOFTWARE UNLIM ITED
115 Cedar Lake Road
Cheste r , CT 06412
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FOR THE ADVANCED USER OR
EXPERIMENTER
• The utmost in expansion power and versatility is che BT-1000
Expansion Interface Unit. $270.00.
• Large Built-in power supply
co power your peripherals
and experimenter circuits.
• Space for )Our ML utilities wich op tional SK of RAM.
$300.00

ALSO NEW FROM BASIC
TECHNOLOGY!!

~----•*FREEADVENTUREGAME~~:----11111111~
~

The key co versatility is the new BT-2000COMPANION, •Load
5 cartridges and enjoy the benefits of Push-Button selection.
•SA VE Cow's connector. Reduce plugging. •Indicator Lights,
know ac a glance which cartridge is in use. •No more Turn-Offs.
Swiech co the next cartridge in your COMPANION. •Push a
button co RESTART wichouc turning power ON and OFF.
$249.95.

• BT-1010 PPI Parallel Printer Interface. Free-up G:JCo's serial
pore. Run your printer at top speed. Five foot cable with
Centronics compatible conneccor and machine language printer
driver are included. $79.95.
• BT-1020 Real Time Clock/Calendar. Let CoCo keep che time
and date for your programs and files . Day-light savi ngs time and
leap year keep you on cime. Save data or program memory even
when power is off wich 50 bytes of batte ry backed memory.
Alarm capability to cum on che coffee poc. All for o nly $109.00.
• BT-1030 VIP Versatile Interface Port. G:innecc CoG:i to che
outside wodd with cwo 8-bic parallel pores, two 16-bit
timer / counters and a seria l shift register. All user
programmable. S69.95.
• WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE.
For years of trouble -free enjoyment all Basic Technology products
use cop quality components and are backed by a full 180 day pares
and labor warranty. We service what we sell!!'
Add SS shipping & handling for BT-1000, $2.50 for BT-1020.
Michigan residents add 4% sales cax. Shipping & handling for
residents of Canada, Hawaii, Alaska is SID. Overseas orders add
15 % . Check, money order, VISA, MC (give account no.,expiracion
dace, phone no.) . Personal checks allow 2-3 weeks to clear. COD
charge $2 (requires certified check or money order).

"Watch for more peripherals from
Basic Technology."

8SiC

P.O. Box 511

Ortonville, Ml 48462

ECHNOLOGY

13131621-e146

SSDIS
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SSDIS INDEX BY DISK
DISK NUMBER -

1

TYPE

Nl-iME
:::::==::::::::::::::::::::::::::=

Dl$ASM /BAS
TAPE
/BIN
TAPETYPE/BIN
DN
/DAT
DIRECT

/BAS

TF'TODS•< /BIN
MDISASM /BIN
SAVEM
/BAS
I FILE
/DIH
DEH<DMP2 /BAS
WORDDISK/BAS
DIEWDUPE/BAS
DISKDUMP/BAS
CCD I El 1
/B?'S
DISASM /DAT
CCDISl /DAT
CCDIS
/ DAT
DSKDUMP /BAS

N?,ME

=============:::

CCDIS1 /BAS
MAILL..IST/BAS
'DISASM /BAS
TAPE
/BIN
DRAWPICT/BAS
TAPETYPE/BIN
DN
/DAT
DIRECT /BAS
TPTODSK /BIN
MDISASM /BIN
SAVEM
/BAS
/DAT
I FILE
CCDIRF2 /BAS
WORDDISl</BAS
DISl<DUPE/BAS
DI SI<DUMP I BAS
TPTYPPLS/BIN

============

OER
/DAT
DN
/DAT
MCJTIONT /DAT
MOVETEST/DAT
MOVEl
/DAT
MOVE3
/DAT
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l.JTILITYl
GRANULES

:::::::::: :::: ::::::::

::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:

BINf'.-)RY
BASIC PROGRAM
BINARY
MACHINE LANGUAGE
MACHINE LANGUAGE
BINARY
ASCII
BASIC DATA
BINARY
BASIC PROGRAM
MACHINE LANGUAGE
BINARY
BINARY
MACHINE LANGUAGE
BINARY
BASIC PROGRAM
BASIC DATA
ASCII
BASIC PROGRAM
BINARY
BASIC PROGRAM
BINARY
BASIC PRCH:;r..;:AM
BINARY
BASIC PROGRAM
BINARY
BASIC PROGRAM
BINARY
BASIC DATA
ASCII
BASIC DATA
ASCII
Bl-iSIC DATA
1-iSCI I
BASIC PROGRAM
BINARY
FREE GRANUl.. . ES -· 38
Dim< NUMBER -·
TYPE

================

NUMBER -

TYPE

================

5
1

1
1

1
3
1
1

5
1
l
l
1

::::::=:::::::: = :::: ::::
c·

2
5
1
3
1

EXEC

=================

S118B $l.95B $1188

1
2
1

$0EOO $0EE9 $0EOO

..::.

$09E8 $17EF $A30A

,. ,

l.
1
5

,)

1

1
$217E $2620 $2l7E

1

======

========

ASCII
ASCII
ASCII

END~

$0989 $0C7D $0989

TEXTF
GRANULES

BASIC DATA
BASIC DATA
BASIC DATA

START~

d

FORMAT
~SCI I
ASCII
ASCII

EXEC

$09E8 $17EF $A30A

2

======·::: ::::

BASIC DATA
BASIC DATA
BASIC DATA

END~

SOEOO SOEE9 $0EOO

UTILITY2
GRANULES

3

START~

$0989 $0C7D $0989
$ll.8B S195B $118B

1
1
2
1

FORMAT

~~~

BASIC PROGRAM
BINARY
BASIC PROGRAM
BINARY
BASIC PROGRAM
BINARY
MACHINE LANGUAGE
BINARY
BASIC PROGRAM
BINARY
MACHINE LANGUAGE
BINARY
BASIC DATA
ASCII
BASIC PROGRAM
BINARY
MACHINE LANGUAGE
BINARY
MACHINE LANGUAGE
BINARY
BASIC PROGRAM
BINARY
BASIC DATA
ASCII
BASIC PROGRAM
BINARY
BASIC PROGRAM
BINARY
BASIC PROGRAM
BINARY
BASIC PROGRAM
BINARY
MACHINE LANGUAGE
BINARY
FREE GRANULES - ..,..,..,
·-'.L.
DIS•:~

NAME

FORMAT

.

START~

END~

EXEC

=================

3
1

2

3

,)

3
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SSDIS
MOVE4L.
MOVE5F
DEF: 2
PHONES
F<

DEF~

/DAT
/DAT
VDAT
/Dl:'.iT

/DAT
/DAT
/DAT

L

SOCFIN
SOCEND

=============

DN

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
FREE GRANULES =

DISK NUMBER TYPE

NAME
MEMTEST
MEMTEXT
MEMLOAD
MEMTSTD

BASIC
BASIC
BASIC
BASIC
BASIC
BASIC
BASIC

'/TXT
/DAT
/BAS
/BIN
/DAT

4
FORMAT

---------------BASIC DATA

-------·
----·--

<
~"

4
._::,

1
3
4

4

31
MEMTEST
GRANULES

ASCII
BASIC DATA
ASCII
BASIC PROGRAM
ASCII
MACHINE LANGUAGE
BINARY
BASIC DATA
ASCII
FREE GRANULES -· 61
DISK NUMBER TYPE

NP1ME

5

FORMAT

--·----
---·---·

=:::::;;:=::::::::============

PACTAC
DN

MACHINE LANGUAGE
BINARY
BASIC DATA
ASCII
FREE GRANULES = 64
DISK NUMBER TYPE

NAME

===============

SSDIS
/ASC
SSDISTXT/DAT
SSDIS
/BAS
I FILE
/DAT

DN

/DAT
NAME

=:========

/EXT

----

TAPETYF'E/BIN
TAPETYPE/BIN
TPTDDSK /BIN
TF'TODSK /BIN
TPTYPF'LS/E«IN
WORDDISK/BAS
WORDD I S~::/BAS

DISK

--·--

$7D44 S7EFD $7D44

1
2

1
~~

2

1
,.,

..::.

START, END, EXEC

=================

=========

$2610 $3AD9 $26:10

1

START, END, EXEC

=================

FORMAT

GRANULES

BINARY
BINARY
BINARY
BINARY
BINARY
BINAF<Y
BINARY

1
1

START, END, EXEC

------ ======== =================
================ -·-----
MACHINE LANGUAGE
MACHINE LANGUAGE
MACHINE LANGUAGE
Ml-iCHINE LANGUAGE
MACHINE LANGUAGE
Bl-iSIC PROGRAM
BASIC PROGF~AM

10 'SSDIS REV 3.0
20 PMODE0,1
30 BOT03270
· 40 CLEAR11000:DIMGR<6B),I$(600>,
B$(69>:DR•0:LDN•0
· 50 CL$•STRING$<32, 11 11 >:GOT0210
60 Nl1$•LEFT•<I•<R>,B>: EX••MID•<
I•<R>,9,3>:FL••MID•<I•<R>,13,1>:
FA$=MID•<I•<R>,1~,1>

70 GR$•MID$(1$CR>,17,1>:GR•VAL<G
R•>:DN••MID•<I•<R>,19,3>:IF VALC
FL•>•2 THEN 120
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1

______

TYPE

=================

:l

SSDIS
FORMAT..
GRANULES
-----··. ·-··
=========-=======
========
BASIC PROGRAM
ASCII
6
BASIC DATA
6
ASCII
c·
BAf::l IC PROGRAM
BINARY
•• 1
BASIC DATA
ASCII
1
BASIC DATA
ASCII
1
FREE GRANULES = 49
6

START, END, EXEC

2
2
1

PACTAC
GRANULES

=== ==:====:====

/BIN
/DAT

========

$118B
$118B
$0EOO
$0EOO
$217E

1

1
1

$1 <;>5B
S .1 95B
$0EE9
$0EE9
$2620

$118B
$118B
$0EOO
SQEC>O
$217E

3



._::,·

80 DN-=VALCDN•>
90 00T0110
100 NM••RIGHT$(1$<R>,B>:LN=(LEN<
It<R>>>-B:DN$=LEFT•CitCR>,LN>
110 RETURN
120 F$•RIGHTt<I•<R>,12>:BPR$=LEF 1
T$ <F•, 4): BPR•= ••~+8PR$
130 IF LEN<I$<R>>•33 THEN DN$•MI
D$(l$<R>,19,3> ELSE IF LEN<I•<R>
>•32 THEN DN$•MID•<I$<R>,l9,2>
140 IF LEN<I$<R>>•31 THEN DN$•MI
D$ <I• CR> , 19, 1 >
11
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SS DIS

150 EPR$=MID$(F$,5,4>:EPR$="$"+E
PR$
160 EAD$=RIGHT$<F•,4>:EAD$="$"+E
AD$
170 GOT080
180 FL$(0)=" PROG":FL$(1)=" DATA
II

190 FL'.fi<2>=" MACH":FL$(3)=" SOUR
CE":FA$<0>= BI.NARY
200 FA$<1>=" ASCII ":RETURN
210 HDR$=STRING$(32, % >:YON$= P
RESS <Y>ES OR <N>O"
220 REM REMOVE THE REM IN THE FO
LLOWING LINE AFTER DEBUG.
230 GOSUB30412J
240 CLS:PRINT@32,HDR$:PRINT@448,
HOR$
250 PRINT@131,"TRS-80C DISK INDE
X SYSTEM":PRINT:PRINTTAB<14)"BY"
:PRINT:PRINTTAB<7>"SIERRA SOFTWA
RE" .
260 PRINT:PRINTTAB<7>"WAYNE RIGG
S 1982":SCREEN0,1:FOR 9=1 TO 230
0:NEXT
270 CLS:PRINT@193,"LAST UPDATED
: ";DATES
280 PRINT@325,"EXAMPLE
: 10
JAN82":PRINT@257,"ENTER TODAYS 0
ATE: ";:LINEINPUT DATE$
290 CLS:PRINT@161,"SSDIS WILL DI
RECT DISK CHANGES"
300 PRINT@257,"DO YOU HAVE MORE
THAN ONE DISK":PRINT
DRIVE?
+YON$:YS=INKEY$
310 IF Y$="Y" THEN DR=1 ELSE IF
Y$="N" THEN DR=0 ELSE IF Y$::1: i T
HEN FOR S=1 TO 599:NEXT:PRINT@25
7,CL$
320 FOR S=l TO 100:NEXT:IF YS<>
THEN330ELSE300
330 CLS:PRINT HOR$
340 PRINTTAB<B>"menu of options"
350 PRINT" 1-REVIEW DISK INDEX ·
FILE
360 PRINT" 2-ADD NEW DISK TO IN
DEX"
370 PRINT" 3-UPDATE EXISTING DI
SK INDEX" :PRINT" 4-DELETE DISK
FROM INDEX"
380 PRINT" 5-FIND DISK N0./PRIN
T LABEL":PRINT" 6-SEARCH FOR PR
OGRAM NAME"
390 PRINT" 7-HARDCOPY PRINT BY
DISK":PRINT" 8-HARDCOPY PRINT B
Y PROGRAM"
400 PRINT" 9-STOP/SAVE TO DISK"
410 PRINT:PRINT" PRESS SELECTIO
N NUMBER"
11

11

11

11

11

II

II

1 11

11

II

11
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420 C$=INKEY$:IF C$=""THEN420 EL
SE IF VAL(C$)(1 OR VAL<C$)}9 THE
N SOUND100,1:GOT0330
430 SN=VAL<C$)
440 ON SN GOTO 530,730~1790,1810
,1900,2330,2520,2810,3140
450 REM DISK LOAD SUBROUTINE
460 PRINt@161, Ii** INSERT ' THE DIS
K IN DRIVE";DR:PRINT
470 PRINT ** PRESS ANY KEY WHEN
REAOY :PRINT:PRINT" WHEN DONE,
PRESS 'M' FOR MENU"
480 M$=INKEY$:IF M$="" THEN480
490 PRINT@161,CL$:PRINT:PRINTCL$
:PRINT:PRINTCL$:PRINT:PRINTCL$
500 RETURN
510 GOSUB3040
520 GOT0330
530 CLS:PRINT@5,"review disk ind
e~ file":PRINT HOR$
540 FOR S=1 TO 1000:NEXT
550 N=64:R=l:GOSUB180
560 CLS:PRINT"NAME/EXT*TYPE*FORM
AT*GRANS*DISK":PRINT@32,STRING$(
,3 2, "=")
570 IF <LEN<I$<R>>=0> OR <LEN<It
<R>>>13> THEN590ELSE GOSUBJ.00
580 80T0640
590 IF I$(R)="" THEN650
600 GOSUB60
610 PRINT@N,NM$+"/"+EX$;FL$(VAL<
FL$>>;FA$<VAL<FAt>>;GR;DN
620 IF VAL<FL$>=2 THEN N=N+32:PR
INT "START="+BPR$;" END="+EPR$;"
EX="+EAD$
630 GOT0650
640 PRINT@N,"disk number:";DN$;"
name:";NM$
650 N~N+32:R~R+1:IF R>IE THEN7~0
ELSE IF N>=416 THEN660ELSE690
660 N=64:PRINT@448,"PRESS A TO s
CROLL I M FOR MENU"
670 C$=INKEY$:IF C$=""" THEN680E
LSE IF C$="M" THEN330ELSE670
680 IF R>=IE THEN700ELSE560
690 GOT0570
700 PRINT"INDEX COMPLETE: TOUCH
'M' FOR
MENU"
710 C$=INKEYS:IF C$=""THEN710ELS
E720
720 IF C$="M" THEN330ELSE550
730 80SUB740:GOT0750
.
740 CLS:PRINT:PRINTTAB<12>"new d
isk":PRINT HDR$:RETURN
750 GOSUB450
760 IF M$="M" THEN330
770 GOSUB740:PRINT@226,"LAST DIS
K ON FILE IS ="JLDN
11

11
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SSDIS
780 PRINT:PRINT"
INPUT NEW DISK
NUMBER";:INPUT DN
790 CLS:GOSUB740:PRINT@226,"INPU
T DISK NAME, IF ANY":PRINT@298,"
";:INPUTDN$
800 IF . LEN<DN$))8 THEN SOUND50,3
:GOT0790
810 IF LEN<DN$><8 THEN820ELSE830
820 L=8-LENCDN$>:FOR S=1 TO L:DN
S=DN$+" ":NEXT S
830 ON DR+1 GOT0840,850
840 OPEN "0",#1,"DN/DAT:0":GOT08
60
850 OPEN "0",#1,"DN/DAT:1"
860 WRITE#1,DN:PRINT*1,DN$:CLOSE
11
870 CLS:PRINT:PRINTTAB<5>"add ne
w disk to inde>:"
880 PRINT HDR$
890 ON DR+1 GOTO 900,910
900 OPEN "I",#1,"DN/DAT:0":GOT09
20
910 OPEN "l",#1,"DN/DAT:1"
920 IF EOFC1>=-1 THEN 950
930 INPUT#1,DN:LINEINPUT#1,DN$
940 GOT0920
950 CLOSE #1
960 DIN$=STR$<DN>+DN$
970 OI=IE:IE=IE+1:I$<IE>=DIN$
980 GOSUB1f2110
990 NI=IE:IF DN<=LDN THEN GOSUB1
320ELSE IFDN>=LDN+1 THEN LDN=DN
1000 GOT0330
1010 PRINT@235,"PROCESSING":DSKI
$ DR,17,2,A$,B$:BF$=LEFT$(A$,68)
1020 FOR BT=0 TO 67
1030 GR<BT>=ASC<MID$<BF$,BT+1,1>
)

1040 NEXT BT
112150 FOR SC=3 TO 11
1060 DSKI$ DR,17,SC,AA$,BB$:AA$=
AA$+LEFT~<BB$,120)

1070 FOR EN=0 TO 7
1080 NM$=MID$<AA$,EN*32+1,8>:EX$
=MID$<AA$,EN*32+9,3>
1090 GR=ASC<MID$<AA$,EN*32+14,1>
>: FGR=GR
1100 FL$=MID$CAA$,EN*32+12,1>:FA
$=MID$CAA$,EN*32+13,1)
1110 IF LEFT$<NM$,1)=CHR$<0> THE
N1170ELSE IF LEFT$(NM$,1>=CHR$(2
55> THEN1180
1120 FA=ASC<FA$) AND 1
1130 FOR S=1 TO 6B:IF GR<GR><128
THEN GR=GR<GR>:NEXT S
1140 IF ASC<FL$)=2 THEN1190
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1150 IE=IE+1:I$CIE>=NM$+EX$+STR$
<ASC<FL$))+STR$(FA>+STR$<S>+STR$
<DN>
1160 IF ASC<FL$)=2 THEN I$<IE>=I
$(IE>+BPR$+EPR$+EAD$
1170 NEXT EN,SC
1180 RETURN
1190 GL=GR<GR>:LSC=GL AND 31
1200 GLL=GR:LBT=ASC<MID$(AA$,EN*
32+16,1))
1210 IF FGR<34 THEN NT=INT<FGR/2
> ELSE NT=INT<FGR/2)+1
1220 NS=1+CF6R AND 1>*9
1230 DSKI$ DR,NT,NS,A$,B$:BPR=AS
C<MID$CA$,4,1>>*256+ASCCMID$CA$,
5, 1) )

1240 BPR$=HEX$(BPR>:BPR$=STRING$
<4-LEN <BPR$), "0" >+BPR$
1250 EPR=BPR+ASC<MI0$(A$,2,1>>*2
56+ASC<MID$(A$,3,1>>-1
1260 EPR$=HEX$<EPR>:EPR$=STRING$
<4-LENCEPR$>,"0">+EPR$
12 70 IF GL.L<34 THEN NT=INf <GLL/2
> ELSE NT=INT<GLL/2>+1
1280 NS=<GLL AND 1)*9+LSC:DSKI$
DR,NT,NS,A$,B$:A$=A$+LEFT$CB$,12
7)
1290 EAD=ASCCMID$CA$,LBT-1,1>>*2
56+ASC<MID$CA$,LBT,1>>
1300 EAD$=HEX$CEAD>:EAD$=STRING$
<4 - LEN<EAD$),"0">+EAD$
1310 GOT01150
1320 GOSUB1330:GOSUB1410:RETURN
1330 PRINT@235,"PROCESSING":SS=D
N:S1=0:E1=0
1340 FOR R=1 TO OI
1350 IF <LENCI$<R>>=0> OR <LENCI
$CR>>>13> THEN1400
1360 GOSUB100
1370 IF VAL<DN$>=SS THEN S1=R
1380 IF VAL<DN$>=SS+1 THEN El=R
1

1390 IF SS=LDN THEN E1=0I
1400 NEXT R:RETURN
1410 IF S1>0 THEN1600
1420 60SUB1440:GOT01510
1430 RETURN
1440 REM FIND NEW DISK
1450 SS=DN:S2=0:E2=0
1460 FOR R=OI TO NI
1470 IF <LENCI$<R>>=0> OR <LEN<I
$(R>>>13> THEN 1500
1480 GOSUB100
1490 IF VAL<DN$>=SS THEN S2=R
1500 NEXT R:E2=NI:RETURN
1510 DD=<E2+1>-S2:B=1
1520 FOR A=S2 TO E2:B$<B>=I$CA>:
B=B+1:NEXT A
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SSDIS
1530 BD=E1+1
1540 IF S1>0 THEN BD=S1
1550 FO~ A=OI TO BD STEP-1:I$CA+
DD>=I$<A>:NEXT A
1560 IE=OI+DD
1570 B=1:Z=BD+DD-1
1580 FOR A=BD TO Z:I$<A>=B$<B>:B
=B+1:NEXT A
1590 GOT01430
1600 PRINT@224,"DISK NUMBER ";SS
;"ALREADY ON FILE":PRINT:IF SN=3
THEN1640
1610 PRINT " DO YOU WISH THIS D
ISK TO BE":PRINT" NUMBER ";SS;"
? <Y>ES OR <N>O"
1620 Y$=INKEY$: IF Y$="" THEN 16
20 ELSE IF Y$="Y" THEN1640
1630 IE=OI:GOT0330
1640 CLS:PRINT@235,"PROCESSING":
BL= <E1+1 >-S1 : .S=S1
1650 GOSUB1450
1660 B=1:DD=<E2+1>-S2
1670 FOR A=S2 TO E2
1680 B$<B>=I$<A>:B=B+1:NEXT A
1690 REM DELETE OLD DISK
1700 FOR A=<E1+1> TO E2
1710 I$<S>=I$<A>:S=S+1:NEXT A
1720 IE=IE-BL
1730 REM MAKE ROOM
1740 FOR A=IE TO 81 STEP-1
1750 I$<A+OD>=I$<A>:NEXT A
1760 B=1:Z=S1+DD-1
1770 FOR A=S1 TO Z:I$<A>=B$<B>:B
=B+1:NEXT . A
1780 RETURN
1790 CLS:PRINTTAB<5>"change to d
isk in index":PRINT HOR$
180121 GOSUB450:GOT0890
1810 CLS:PRINTTAB<5>"delete disk
from index":PRINT HDR$
1820 PRINT@227,"INPUT DISK NUMBE
R YOU WISH
DELETED FROM IND
EX";:INPUT SS
1830 IF SS>LDN OR SS<=0 THEN SOU
ND100, 1:CLS:PRINT@228, "LAST DISK
ON FILE IS :";LDN:FOR S=1 TO 20
0f21:NEXT:GOT01810
1840 OI=IE:S1=0:E1=0:GOSUB1340
1850 S=S1
1860 FOR A=<E1+1> TO IE:I$<S>=I$
<A>:S•S+1:NEXT A
1870 BL=E1-S1:IE=IE-<BL+1>:IF LD
N=SS THEN LDN=LDN-1
1880 PRINT@224,CL$
1890 GOT0330
1900 CLS:PRINTTAB<9>"search for
disk":PRINT HDR$:GOSUB180
1910 PRINT@224," INPUT DISK NUMB
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ER YOU WANT TO
REVIEW";:INPUT
SN
1920 IF <SN>LDN> OR <SN<1> THEN1
930ELSE1940
1930 PRINT@224,CL$:PRINT@228,"LA
ST DISK ON FILE IS :";LDN:FOR S=
1 TO 2000:NEXT:GOT01900
1940 SG=0:N=96:R=1:GOSUB1950:GOT
02030
.
1950 IF LEN<I$<R>><=12 THEN1960E
LSE1980
1960 GOSUB100:DN=VAL<DN$>
1970 IF DN=SN THEN1990ELSE1980
1980 R=R+1:GOT01950
1990 BC=R+1
2000 R=R+1
2010 IF LEN<I$<R>><=12 THEN2020E
LSE2000
2020 DC=R-1:R=BC:Y$=NM$:RETURN
2030 CLS:PRINT"disk number: "JDN
; "name: "; Y$
204121 PRINT" NAME
/EXT *FILE TY
PE* GRANS";:PRINTSTRING$(32,"="
)

2050 GOSUB60:SG=SG+GR
2060 PRINT@N,NM$+"/"+EX$;" "+FL$
<VAL<FL$});FA$<VAL<FA$}};" ";GR
2070 IF VAL<FL$>=2 THEN N=N+32:P
RINT"START="+BPR$;" END="+EPR$;"
EX="+EAD$
2080 IF R>=DC THEN2130
2090 N=N+32:IF N>=416 THEN2100EL
SE R=R+1:GOT02050
2100 R=R+1:N=96:PRINT@448,"PRESS
"' TO SCROLL THROUGH INDEX"
2110 CS=INKEY$:IF CS=""'" THEN 21
20 ELSE 2110
2120 IF R~DC+t THEN2130ELSE2030
2130 . PRINTTAB<b>"FREE GRANULES=
"J68-SG:PRINTTAB<4>"thats all on
this disk"
2140 PRINTSTRING$(32,"*">J
2150 PRINTTAB<4>"WANT A DISK LAB
EL?":PRINTTAB<4>YON$
2160 C$=INKEY$
2170 IF C$="" THEN2160ELSE IF C$
="Y" THEN CLS:GOSUB2220:GOT02240
2180 IF C$="N" THEN2190ELSE2160
2190 CLS:PRINT@227,"DO YOU WANT
TO SEE ANOTHER?":PRINTTAB<3>YON$
2200 C$=INKEY$:IF C$= 1111 THEN2200
2210 IF C$="Y" THEN1900ELSE330
2220 PRINT@224,CL$:PRINT@234,"PR
INTER ON?":PRINT" PRESS <ENTER>
I
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FINALLY!
A REAL SPREAD-SHEET PROGRAM FOR THE COLOR COMPUTER

DYNACALC™
Business people use spread-sheets to organize columns and rows of figures.
DYNACALC simulates the operation of a spread-sheet without the mess of paper and
Of course, corrections and changes are a snap. Changing any entered
penc i I .
value causes the whole spread-sheet to be re-calculated based on the new
constants. This means that you can play, 'what if?' to your heart's content.
But DYNACALC isn't just for accountants. DYNACALC can be used for just
about any type of job.
Not only numbers, but alphanumeric messages can be
handled. Engineers and other technical users wi I I love DYNACALC's sixteen-digit
math and bui It-in scientific functions. There's even a bui It-in sort command,
so you can use DYNACALC to manage smal I data bases - up to 256 records.
DYNACALC wi I I Iet your computer do just about anything you can imagine.
Ask your friends who have VisiCalc, or a similar program, just how useful an
electronic spread-sheet program can be for al I types of household, business,
engineering, and scientific applications.
DYNACALC is designed to be used by non-programmers, but even a Ph.D. in
Computer Science can understand it. Bui It-in HELP messages are provided for
quick reference to operating instructions.
DYNACALC has a beautifully simple method of reading and writing FLEX data
tiles, so you can communicate both ways with other programs on your system, such
as the Text Editor, Text Processor, Sort/Merge, RMS data base system, or other
programs written in BASIC, C, PASCAL, FORTRAN, and so on.
Except for a few seldom-used commands, DYNACALC is memory-resident, so
there is I ittle disk 1/0 to slow things down. The whole data array (worksheet)
is in memory, so access to any point is instantaneous. DYNACALC is 100% 6809
machine code for b I i ster i ng speed.
Color Computer DYNACALC works with the FLEX operating system from Frank
If you aren't already using this powerful
Hogg Laboratory (64k required).
operating system,, we have a special deal for you: order DYNACALC (regularly
$200) and FHL Color FLEX (regularly $99) together for only $250.
To order, see your local DYNACALC dealer, or order directly from CSC at the
address below.
We accept telephone orders from 10 am to 6 pm, Monday through
Friday. Cal I us at 314-576-5020. Your VISA or MasterCard is welcome. Be sure
to specify that you want the Color Computer version.

ORDER YOUR DYNACALC TODAY!
Computer Systems Center
13461 Olive Blvd.
Chesterfield, MO 63017
(314) 576·5020
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WHEN READY";:INPUT C•
2230 RETURN
2240 FOR 8=1 TO 68:B$<B>= 1111 :NEXT
B

2250 PRINT#-2,TAB<l>Yt;TAB<ll>DA
TE$;TAB<20>"FREE G:";68-SG;TAB<2
9) "NO: II; DN
2260 B=l:FOR R=BC TO DC:B$<B>=LE
FT•<I$<R>,8>:B=B+1:NEXT R
2270 C=1:Z=INT<Bl4>:IF Z<7 THEN
Z=7 ELSE IF Z>7 AND Z<15 THEN Z=
15
2280 FOR PL=l TO Z
2290 PRINT#-2,TAB<1>B•<C>;TAB(11
)8$(C+Z>;TAB<21>B$<C+<2*Z>>;TAB<
31)8$(C+(3*Z>>:C=C+1
2300 IF <C=S> OR <C=16> THEN PRI
NT#-2 .
2310 NEXT PL
2320 GOT02190
2330 CLS:PRINTTAB<4> 11 search for
program name 11 :Y$= 1111 :GOSUB180
2340 PRINT@226,"INPUT PROGRAM NA
ME YOU WANT
TO FIND:";:LINEI
NPUT PN$:PRINT@224,CL$
2350 IF LEN<PN$><8 THEN2360ELSE2
370
2360 L=8-LEN<PN$>:FOR 9=1 TO ~:P
N$=PN$+" ":NEXT
2370 R=1:PRINT@32,"NAME/EXT*TYPE
•FORMAT*GRANS*DISK":PRINTSTRING$
(32, "=");
2380 PRINTTAB<10)"searching"
2390 GOSUB60
2400 IF PN$=NM• THEN2420ELSE2410
2410 R=R+l:IF R>=IE THEN2470ELSE
2390
2420 IF Y$<> 11 Y11 THEN PRINT@128,CL
$;

2430 Y$="Y"
2440 PRINTNM$+ 11 /"+EX$;FL•<VAL<FL
$)>;FA$(VAL<FA•>>;GR;DN
2450 IF VAL<FL$)=2 THEN PRINT"ST
ART="+BPR$;" END= 11 +EPR$; 11 EX="+E
AD$
2460 GOT02410
2470 PRINTTAB<9> 11 that's all! !":I
F Y$="Y" THEN2480ELSE:PRINTa134,
"entire index searched":PRINT:PR
INT:PRINT II 11 +PN$+ 11 IS NOT IN IN
DEX FILE"
2480 PRINT:PRINT"
WANT TO SEAR
CH FOR ANOTHER?":PRINTTAB<4>YON$
2490 PRINT HOR$
2500 C$=INKEY•:IF C•=""THEN2500
2510 IF C$= 11 Y11 THEN2330ELSE330
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. 2520 BOSUB2530:GOT02550
2530 FL$(0)= 11 BASIC PROGRAM 11 :FL$<
2>="MACHINE LANGUAGE"
2540 FL$<3>="SOURCE CODE 11 :FL$(l)
="BASIC DATA":RETURN
2550 CLS:PRINT@4,"hardcopy print
by disk":PRINTSTRIN6$<32,"4t")
2560 GOSUB2220
2570 DP=1:PL=1:A=1:SG=0:TE=IE
2580 PRINT#-2,TAB<15>"SSDIS INDE
X BY DISK
";DATE$:PRINT#-2:PL=
PL+l
2590 FOR R=A TO TE
2600 IF <LEN(I$<R>>=0> OR <LEN<I
$<R>>>13> THEN 2690 ELSE 60SUB10
0

2610 IF SG=0 THEN 2620 ELSE GOSU
B2760:PRINT#-2,TAB<28>"FREE GRAN
ULES = ";68-SG:SG=0
2620 GOSUB2760:PRINT#-2:GOSUB276
121
263121 PRINT#-2,TAB<20>"DISK NUMBE
R - ";DN$;TAB<45>;NM$:XaX+1
2640 GOSUB2760
2650 PRINT#-2,TAB<S>"NAME";TAB<2
1>"TYPE";TAB<38>"FORMAT";TAB<47>
"GRANULES";TAB<58>"START, END, E
XEC"
2660 GOSUB2760
2670 PRINT#-2,TAB<3>STRING$(12,"
•">;TAB<1B>STRIN6$(16,"=">;TAB<3
8>STRING$<6,"=">;TAB<47>STRING$(
8,"=">;TAB<5B>STRIN6$<17,"=">
2680 GOT02780
2690 IF l$<R>=""THEN2780
2700 GOSUB60
2710 GOSUB2760
2720 X=X+l:SG=SG+GR:PRINT#-2,TAB
<3>NM$+"/"+EX$;TAB<1S>FL$<VAL<FL
$));TAB<37>FA$(VAL<FA$));TAB<49)
GR;
2730 IF VAL<FL$)=2 THEN PRINT#-2
,TAB<58>BPR$+" +EPR$+ "+EAD$J
2740 PRINT#-2
2750 GOT02780
2760 PL=PL+l:IF PL>=55 THEN2770E
LSE RETURN
2770 FOR S=l TO 12:PRINT#-2:NEXT
:PL=1:RETURN
2780 NEXT R
2790 PRINT#-2,TAB<2S>"FREE GRANU
.LES = "68-SG:S6=0:CLS:PRINT@224,
"INDEX COMPLETE. TOUCH 'M' FOR
MENU"
2800 YS=INKEY$:IF Y$="M" THEN330
ELSE2900
2810 GOSUB2S30
2820 CLS:PRINT(!!3,"hardcopy print
11

11
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SSDIS
by program":PRINT HDR$
2830 60SUB3180:GOSUB2220
2840 PRINT#-2,TABC15>"SSDI8 INDE
11
X BY PROGRAM
;DATE$:PRINT#-2:
PL=PL+l
2850 A=1:TE=IE:C=1:PL=1
2860 B$="ZZZZZZ"
2870 FOR R=A TO TE
2880 IF <LEN(l$CR>>=0> OR <LEN<I
$(R))<13> THEN C=C+1:GOT02900
2890 IF I$<R><B$ THEN B$=l$CR>:B
=R
2900 NEXT R
2910 R=B
2920 IF I$CR>=" 11 THEN 3020
2930 IF PL=l THEN 2940ELSE2960
2940 PRINT#-2,TAB<S>"NAME";TAB<l
1)"/EXT";TAB<17>"DISK";TAB<2B>"T
YPE";TAB<41>"FORMAT";TAB<49)"GRA
NULES";TAB<59>"8TART, END, EXEC"

2950 PRINT#-2,TAB<3>;8TRING$C8 ,"
=">;TAB<12>STRING$C3,"=">;TAB<17
>STRING$<4."=">;TAB<23>STRING$C1
6' II= II ) ; TAB 41 ) STR I N6$ ( 6' II= II ) ; TAB
<49>STRING$<8,"= 11 >;TAB<58)8TRJNG
$(17, 11 = 11 )
2960 GOSUB60
2970 GOSUB2760:IF PL=l THEN 2940
0

(

2980 PRINHt-2, TAB <3> NM$+" I "+EX$;
TAB<18>DN$;TAB<23>FL$(VAL<FL$> .>;
TAB<40>FA$CVAL<FA$));TAB<51)GR;
2990 IF VAL<FL$)=2 THEN PRINT#-2
,TAB<58>BPR$+" "+EPR$+" "+EAD$;
3000 PRINT#-2:I$<R>=""
3010 GOTO 2860
3020 GOSUB3040
3030 GOT0330
3040 OPEN 11 I 11 ,#1,"IFILE/DAT:0"
3050 INPUT #1,IE,LDN
3060 TE=IE
3070 FOR S=l TO TE
3080 IF EOF<l>=-1 THEN 3120
3090 LINEINPUT #1,I$<8>
3100 NEXT S
3110 LINEINPUT #1,DATE$
3120 CLOSE #1
3130 RETURN
3140 CLS:PRINTTAB<5>"update inde
x file disk":PRINT HDR$
3150 GOSUB3180:CLS:PRINT@224,"AR
E YOU FINISHED? <V>ES OR <N>O"
3160 V$=INKEV$:IF V$="V" THEN 31
70ELSE IF Y$= 1111 THEN3160ELSE330
3170 END
3180 PRINT@224,"INSURE CCDI8 DIS
K IS IN DRIVE 0":PRINT 11 PRESS
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<ENTER> WHEN READY";
3190 INPUT Y$
3200 OPEN "D",#1,"IFILE/DAT:0"
3210 WRITE #1,IE,LDN:TE=IE
3220 FOR 8=1 TO TE
3230 PRINT #1,1$(8)
3240 NEXT 8
3250 PRINT #1,DATE$
3260 CLOSE #1:RETURN
3270 PCLEAR 1:GOT040
,,..
UNIQUE COLOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE!
AMLOG - 200 entry amateur radio log with search
features . [16K Ext. J Price includes data cass. - $10.95
·
WEIGHT - This software helps you watch the waistline! 90
day diet log with analysis feature. (16K Ext. ) Price includes
data cass. - $10.95
SPQUIZ - 150 word Spanish vocabulary builder. Great for
anyone trying to learn the language![16K] - $7.95
CAPQUIZ- Learn your state capitols. Not just for kids!(16KJ
- $7.95
Write for details or contact via CIS EMAIL (72165, 1433)
Send check or M.O. to:
Creative Distribution,
P.O. Box 364,
Centerville, OH, 45459
(Ohio residents add 6% tax)

...

COLOR
COMPUTER
WEEKLY
CAN YOU AFFORD $1 A WEEK?
The CCW Newsletter will give you this if you can:
•

An issue load ed with program listings of all sorts
(for just a buck a week-unbelievable)!

•

Latest news and information - if it happens on
Monday you'll know about it by Friday
(for a mere 100 cents a week )!

•
•

Mailed out to you first cl ass every week!
(At last a reason to live from week to week)!
Free software/ha rdware manufacturer's directory
(This alone is worth the price of the subscription, and
we even send regular updates to subscribers.)!

All it takes is ten thin dimes a week to bring meaning to your
life. Cumulatively we'll take payment in the following ways:
O Charge my Visa or Mast e rCard at once for
the full amount ($52/year)
O Charge my Visa or MasterCard quarterly
at t he rate of $1 3 eve ry three months
o Here's my check for $14 for the first quarter, b[ll me
in three months for the next quarter (we have to charge
. you extra to send out those bills)
O Here;s my check for $52 for the full year
hurry and send me my first issue
Name _ _ _ _ __.:___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address----------------
City
State
Zip
O Visa D MC Exp. Date _ _ _ #
Tiny S i g n a t u r e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Send to: CCW •P.O. Box 1355 •Boston; MA 02205
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COLORED FONTS
Reviewed by John Abbott
5075 Hillview Drive
Muskegon, MI49441

Are you sick and tired of looking at that
green screen with that sickening black ·
upper case writing? Have you tried to do
word processing with that inverse upper
case pretending to be lower case? If you
want the characters to be the way you
want then you may like Colored Fonts
from Renaissance Game Designs. Colored
Fonts comes with six fonts to start you off
with: Future font, Giant font, Typeset
font, Standard ASCII font , Apple font, and
Profile font. If you feel that none of these
is right, then you can use the font editor
and make your own set or just change an
existing set. If you use the Radio Shack
screen prinf·program you should be able
to use the Colored Fonts· on your RS
printer, and if you have an Epson
MX-70/80 then they provide a program to
save the fonts on your printer (I don' t
know how well either of these idea-s work ,
because I do not have a printer).
One of the items that I noted was the
ability to change the SCREEN th~t you
were in, and the computer · would stay
there until you changed it or hit the reset
button. The normal default mode is
PMODE 4,1 and SCREEN 1,1.
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This program has two problems (com
pared to a home made lower-case gener
ator , this is nothing!), which prevents it
from being used with all programs. One, it
does not recognize the CLS coinmand,
however it does clear the screen if you
enter PRINT CHR$(12). Two, it does not
recognize the PRINT @ command, but
you can specify the X and Y positions of
the cursor with memory locations 220 and
2210 . The follo wing program will serve as
a PRINT @ routine: (Note: there are 768
screen locations with -colored Fonts).
10 Y= INT(PA / 32)
20 X-:- PA-Y* 32
30 POKE 220 ,X:POKE 221,Y
40 PRINT P$;
50 RETURN
Being in the Hi-res modes (the graphics
modes) means that you can mix hi-res
graphics with the test . Colored Fonts uses
the first four graphics pages, so if you
want a text window (only possible at the
top of the screen) -then you ean use
PMODE 4,4 to have a 6 line window. You
have to get the cursor down to the · 18th
line by either PRINTing 18 times or by
POKE 221 ,18 . Colored Fonts allows you to
Color Computer News

ETTES·
HERE'S WHAlsoUT YORK 10 CASS
.
USERS SAY
100%of
an rely on
,
. And the fast,
a tape you c
"It's nice to have
'th such quality.
.e"
the time to pe~i':e ":as a ple~sant ~~~~i~o·n, OH
courteous se
Tom Parkinson
'th a
t to the computer w1
" We monitored the outpndu found absolutely no
·it meter a
"
specially ~~:oughout the tape j ·s·-seaverton, OR
dropouts

Stace Papadopou o
BEST"
NOW
SUV
THE
D THE RES T•

CASSETTE STORAGE CADDY
'II'
NE ORGANIZE
YOUR TAPES!
$2 95 EACH

TRACTOR FEED
DIE-CUT BLANK
CASSETTE LABELS

II YORH lOTMComputerware
=-
Call: 213/710-1430

FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

on Credit Card Orders.

lll!iisj

oRo~R Now
Mail To .. •

OF FER EXPIRES AUGUST I. !98J

•

ITEM
C-05
C-10
C-20
Hard Box

-----------------------------------------•

1 DOZEN
D 7.50
D 8.00

D
D

13.50
14.40

Ea ch cassette includes two YORK 10 labels only. Boxes are sold separately.
Shipments are by U.P.S . unless Parcel Post requested . Boxes, caddies , and
blank labels are free of shipping charges when ordered with cassettes . When
ordered without cassettes, shipping charges : Boxes-$1 .00/doz., Caddies
$1.00 each . MINIMUM SHIPPING/HANDLING ON ANY ORDER-$2 .00.

10.00
4.00

Check or M.O.
enclosed O

2 DOZEN

10.00
2.50

D
D
D
D

Storage Caddy @$2.95 ea.: Quantity :_ _ _
FREE : Quantity:____
Blank labels

24573 Kittridge St. , #CC Canoga Park, c,._ ., ,307

D

4.00/100

D

30.0011000
SUB TOTAL

Calif. residents add 6% sales tax
Shipping/handling 1 doz. $2; 2 doz. $3.50 ;
3 doz. $4.50; each additional doz. $.50.
For Parcel Post instead of UPS $1 additional

TOTAL

Charge to
Credit Cerd:

Card No.

0

VISA

0

I
I
I
I

MASTERCARD

Exp.

Name
Address
City

State/~------------

Signature
Computer make & model

Outside Continental USA, $2 additional

TOTAL

. Disk?(y/ n) ___ _: _

0 CHECK HERE FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS PRICE LIST

------------------------------------------~---------

f
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•
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have a 32x24 or 16x24 or 32xl2 or 16x12
screen (char/line x #of lines), but when
using tbe enlarged modes (less than
32x24) the computer will write off the
screen if you are not careful.
When using Colored Fonts you must
make sure that you don't PCLEAR less
than 4 or else it will cause total havoc. You
must also be sure that you don't change
the amount of protected memory with the
CLEAR X,Y command (if you don't use
the "Y" you'll be O.K.r
The following is a word processor that I
wrote for use with Colored Fonts. It has to
use 32K, Colored Fonts and 1 disk (a
second drive cannot be used unless you
change the program because it adds an
extention of "WPD" to your files auto
matically). The word processor will even
allow you to play music by using strings
for the PLAY command. Whenever you
are typing music, use the first three lines
for title or whatever you need and write
your music on line 4 and beyond. To edit
your file type "E" while at the menu, then
it will ask for your filename, then it
displays line 1. use the left and right
arrows to move in the line your want to
edit, and use the up and down arrows to
move through the text. To change
something, type over it. To exit edit mode
(or any mode except printing or music)
press ENTER. To add information to a file
or to start a new one press ''A''. It will
prompt you with a '':'' then you can type
your text, press ENTER to go on to the
next line, If you press CLEAR it will
automatically center your text on that line.
The back arrow works to erase text in both
add modes. To exit the add mode get a
fresh ":" then type END in capitals.

0 CLEAR5000:DIM MU$(1000>:GOTO 1
0

1 A$=1NKEY$:IFA$="" THEN1:ELSERE
TURN
2 PRINT"Old file: ";CHR$(34>;FO$
;CHR$(34>:LINE INPUT"Filename: 11
;Fl$:GOSUB4:IFFl$="DIR" THENDIR:
GOT02:ELSEFl$=Fl$+ 11 /WPD 11 :0PEN 11 D11
,#1,FIS,29:FIELD #1,29 AS TX$:FO
$=Fl$:RETURN
3 CLOSE:PRINT:GOTO 100
4 IFFI $= 1111 THENF !$=LEFT$ <FO$, LEN ·
<FOS>-4>
5 RETURN
J
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CU$=CHR$<9>:CL$=CHR$C12>:CO$~

10

+CHR$<8>:CR$=": 11 :CW$=STRING•(
3£1, 32)
2!ZI CLS:PRINTCL$; "Word Processor"
:PRINT"By John Abbott":PRINT
100 PRINTCUS; "Choose: 11 : PR .I NT" Ad
d text 11 :PRINT 11 Print text 11 :PRINT
11
Edit text":PRINT" Music":PRlNT
11
Copy text 11 :PRINT" Font change"
II

11

: f-'R IN r " slop II
1 hi GOSUB 1 : PR l N l

cu•;

120 IFA$= 11 A11 THEN201tl
130 IFA$= 11 P" THEN500
135 IFA$="F" fHEN1500

140 1FA$="E" THEN1000
145 IFA$="C" THEN3000
150 IFA$="S" THENPRINTCL$;:END
155 IFA$= 11 M11 THEN2k100
160 GOTO 110
199 'Adds to file
21210 GOSUB 2: TE•= II II
205 R=LOF<1>+1
207 lE$= 1111
208 PRINTCR$;
210 GOSUB 1
212 IFA$=CHR$(8) AND LEN<TE$))0
THENTE$=LEFT$<TE$,LEN<TE•>-1>:A$
=" ..
215 IFA$=CHR$<13> THEN249
220 IFA$=CHR$(12> THEN30f21
225 IFA$< II II AND A$< >1111 THEN210
228 IF LEN<TE$>>28 THEN210
229 TE$=TE$+A$
230 POKE220,1;PRINTCU$;TE$;CU$;C
0$;
248 GOTO 2 UI

249 IFTE$="END" THEN3
250 PRINTCO$:LSET TX$=TE$
260 PUHt1, R
270 R=R+1
280 GOTO 207
300 X=INT<16-LEN<TE$>12>:Y=PEEK<
221 > : POKE220, 1 : PR I NTCU$; : PR I N.TCW
$;:POKE220,X:PRINTTE$;CU$;CO$;
310 GOSUBl
315 IFA$~CHR$(13> THEN TE$=STRIN
G$<X,32>+TE$:GOTO 249
317 IFA$=CHR$<8> AND LEN<TE$>>0
THENTE$=LEFT$<TE$,LEN<TES>-1>:PO
KE220,1:PRINTCU$;CW$;CU$;:A$=""
318 IF LEN<TE$>>28 THEN 310
319 IFA$<" ri AND A$<> 11 " THEN310
320 TE$=TE$+A$
330 X=INT<16-LEN<TE$)/2)
340 POKE220,X
350 PRINTCU$;TE.;CU$;CO$;
360 GOTO 310
499 'Prints a file
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X$> THENX=X+l:GOTO 1090
1082 A$=INl<EY$: IFA$=CHR$(13> THE
NF'F< I N 'I CU$; : Gfff 03: ELSE IF A$= II II OR
A$ < II II OR A$:::" "'· " THEN109fc'.l

..tELP
WANTED

Fo, 1
exp(;
Reqr
assi/
knc/

Dragon Slayers , Space Pilots , Witch
Doctors, Maze Makers, Professors
and other creative programmers.

'

13'1

Co

We Want You!

-J
~)

Your original Color Computer Soft
ware program is worth money and we
want to discuss it with you . . .

Wit ~
lllU '
corr ,

Earn Top Buck!

doll ~
mac ·
ConiI

~tM#•MfiMii•t.lffllll

pos~;

24001 ALICIA PKWY. , NO . 226
MISSION VIEJO, CA 92691
(714) 768-1551

-----------

COMPUTERS
Growing Company with lqts

o-v
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500 PRINTCL$;:GOSUB2
505 PRINT"Print to printer?":GOS
UB1
510 FORR=1 TO LOF<1>
521!1 GET#1,R

525 PRJNTUSING"## "1R;
526 IFA$= 11 Y" THENF'RINT#-2,USING"
## ";R;TX$
530

PRINTlX$;

540 NEXTR
550 PRINT:PRINT
560 GOTO 3
999 'Edit a file
1000 GOSUB2:PRINTCU$;
1010 MI=l:MA=LOF<l>
1020 PRINTCL$;"Editor:"
1025 Y=MI:X=0
1030 POKE220,0:POKE22t,1:GET#l,Y
1035 TE$=TX$
1040 PRINTTE$;:POKE220,10:POKE22
1,0:PRINTY;
1050 IFPEEK<342>=247 AND Y<MA TH
EN Y=Y+l:GOTO 1030
1060 1FPEEK<341)=247 AND Y>l THE
NY=Y-t:GOTO 1030
1070 IFPEEK<343>=247 AND X>0 THE
NX=X-l:GOTO 1090
1080 IFPEEK(344>=247 AND X<LEN<T
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1083 MID$CTE$,X+1~1>=A$:X=X+1
1085 GOTO 1110
1090 POKE220,0:POKE221,2:PRINTSl
RING$C32,32>:POKE220,X:POKE221,2

:PRIN1CU$;CO$; CU$;
1100 GOfU 1050
11 HI LSET TX$=TES:PllHH, Y:GOTOJ0
30

1500 PRlNTCI..$;
1 ~110 LINE
F$

INPUT "Name of font:

11

;

1515 IFF$=="DIR" THENDIR:GOT01510
1520 F-$=F$+ 11 /SET
15:30 LOADM F $
1535 PRINTCL$;

11

1540 GOTO 3
201!10 PRINTCL$;
2010 GOSUB2
2050 FORR=4 TO LOF<1>
212160 GET #l,R
2065 M$=TX$+"
II

2070 MU$CR>=LEF1$(MS,1NSTR<l,M$,
II

II)

-1)

2080 NEXTR
212190 FORR=4 TO LOF <1 >
2100 PLAY MU$<R>
2110 NEXT
2120 GOlO 3
301210 PR JNTCI.. $; "le>:t copier": PRIN
T:GOSUB'.2
31£110 LINE INPUT "START: II; 8$: S=VA

L<SS>
;E$:E=VAL<
ES>
:5025 LINE INPUT"DESTINATION: ";D
$:D=VAL<D$):IFD=0 THEND=LOF<1>
3030 DI= <E.-S>
3040 FORR=1 TO DI
3050 GET#1,S+R:PUT#1,R+D
3060 NEXTF<
3070 GOTO 3
5000 REM LINES OF SUBROUTINES
200 ADD TO FILE
500 PRINT FILES
101210 EI> IT F I LES
1500 CHANGE FONTS
2000 PLAY MUSIC
3000 COPY TEXT

3020 LJNE

INPUT"END:

11
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DEFENDERS OFTHE aJCO'S ARK
Reggie Hollingshurst
2886 Sarah Dr.
Clearwater. FL 33519
;~

~

.

.

So you want to guard the CoCo's sacred
ark (or whatever else you'd like to
imagine) against the infidel invaders??
1
Well, there are a number of CoCo clones
of the popular "Defender" arcade game
" ;·. · genre which have recently appeared on
the scene which will give you that chance.
The two I will be taking a look at for you
are "Prote<;tors" from Tom Mix Software
and "Starfire" from Intellectronics. By
the way, this is the second time I have
done a comparative review of a similar
programs from these same two software
houses (see the article entitled ·'King of
the K ongs · ).
I can apply to these "Defender" type
programs my previous sentiments from
the "Kong" article and praise the
sophistication and graphic marvels these
program authors have accomplished. You
·see, I was one of the real early purchasers
of the Color Computer, getting my fir.s t 4K
model (with a 3 digit serial number!!) well
over two years ago. Oh, how I remember
the scoffing of the App le and Atari owners
at the "crude" graphics and capabilities
of what they mockingly called Tandy's
new toy. With programs like these (and
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manyothers), the availability of FLEX-and
OS-9, and the basic superiority of the
M C6809 chip itself, there is far less
scoffing these days!!! Anyway, down off
my soapbox and back to the matter at
hand ...
PROTECTORS

The Tom Mix Software entry is a neatly
put together 21K program providing you
with three different levels of difficulty
which is a plus for the rank beginner (like
me!!) The sound routines and colors used
are better than those Starfire, (I par
ticularly liked the ship destruction sequen
ces) however I didn't like the "choppy"
way in which the various sprites moved
about on the screen when using the slower
speeds. I would have liked this · program
all the more . if l had a better sense of
forward motion which makes the arcade
original such a "trip." Yes,. there is a
scrolling screen, and a nice touch was the
mountain terrain, but I felt that my ship
was on an elevator rather than getting the
feeling I was moving from side to side.
Color Computer f'{ews
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CO-RES9 is a co-resident Editor I Assembler that
will allow you to create, edit and assemble,, . ·
machine language programs for tb.e color cdfu.:!J/ \

· ·

EDITOR & ASSEMBLER Disk
•· w/manual .. . ... . . . . . .. ~ $49.95

·

.••§,

~'1;:. .~~

:;,,
lf~S$DISK

• Single Keystr

·, Decimal Align, center, Left &
Right Justify on Tab Column
• Display & Input from Keyboard
• Change Formatting During
Processing

Than Memory
• INo conversion Requiredl Fully
ASC II Compatible
• Full Featured Line Oriented
screen Editor
• search and Replace Any
Character Pattern
• copy , Move or Delete Lines
or Blocks Of Text
• Edit Basic, Text or Assembler
Files

TEXT PRO 11 Features over 70 commands In All. Disk ... $ 79.95

• Full Text Buffering
• Terminal Baud Rates 300 To 9600 Baud
• Automatic word wrap Eliminates Split words
•Full/Half Duplex
• Automatic File Capture
• Programmable word Length, Parity & stop Bits
• Automatic Buffer Size At Memory Limit
• Save & Load Text Buffer To Tape or Disk
• send Files Directly From Buffer or Disk
• Full Disk support For Disk version
•Printer Baud Rates 110-4800
·• send control Codes From Keyboard
• ASCII Compatible File Format

• Display On Screen Or Output contents Of Buffer
To Printer
we also have a disk version available called "DISKPACK. "
It includes all the commands mentioned plus com
mands for disk control. They include: Disk Load, Disk
save, Directory, send Disk File and Kill Disk File. As usual
all files are Basic compatible ASCII formatted files
which are also compatible with our Text Editor and
word Processor programs.
oatapack on tape w I manual ....... . . . .. 124.95
Dlskpack for R.S. disk w I manual . . . . . . 49.95
Dlskpack for CCMD 9 w I manual . . . . . 39.95

5566 Ricochet Avenue
Las Vegas,·Nevada 8911 o

(702) 452·0632

All Orders Shipped .
From stock
Add $2.50
Postage

Defenders
so doing, is a lot closer in format and
tactics to the original arcade game. The
graphics, while not as e xotic or colorful as
the other program, .are on the whole, a lot
smoother (though there are occasional
problems of sprite figures overlapping
each other.) I do get my desired simu 
lation of lateral motion of my ship. While
recognizing that the graphics and sound
routines are not as exotic as Protectors, I'd
like to point out that this program runs in a
16K machine, and most impressively, it
· uses about 65 percent les s code!

Protector's Screen
Another minor drawback for most
people would be that two joysticks are
required to play. The left stick controls the
direction of the ship and that fire button is
your speed control. Only by pressing both
fire buttons at the same time can you use
your four "smart" bombs. Unless you
have something like Jarb's dual joystick
unit, I seriously doubt that you will avail
yourself much of the left stick's functions.
That clearly takes away from this pro ~
gram's playability.
I uncovered no play "bugs " but did
discover that the letters "A" and "D"
activated the fire button. By abandoning
my joystick fire button in favor of those
two keys, I was able .to lay down quite a
barrage! It is a good thing that you have
the three difficulty levels, without which
one might tire of this program in fairly
short order. It only take 5000 points to get
back another ship, and with four smart
bombs with each craft, you have quite an
arsenal at your disposal. Even fumble
fingered "Indiana Reggie" (that's me!)
was racking up the points after just a few
games. In spite of the minor difficulties
cited, all in all, Protectors is a good
program and may be the choice for you if
has the features you prefer. [Available
from Tom Mix Software, 3424 College
N.E., Grand Rapids, MI 49505. The 32K
machine language cassette -is $24. 95, disk
is $27. 95]
STA.RF/RE

The Intellectronics version takes a bit
different approach than Protectors, and in
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Starjire 's Screen
As I mentioned , the Starfire gam~· plays
much closer to the original and includes
features such as having your men sna
tched and if you save them, you get bonus
points (loose them all and you have to
grope around in the dark!) You only get
three smart bombs (which wipe all
enemies on the screenr but you have a
hyperspace option to (hopefully) get you
out of trouble. However , use that with the
knowledge that you can pop out of it in
worse shape than before! Although it
takes a bit to get used what the tiny blips
represent, there is also a radar scanner in
the top righthand corner which helps keep
you aware of what is going on off screen.
As opposed to the three difficulty levels
in Protectors, there is ' only one play mode
in Starfire, but because it takes 40 ,000
points to gain back a ship and another
smart bomb, it is more difffcu-lt to master
this game than· you might think. The next
bonus level is at 80,000 _points at which
point you get ten new men. I assume that
this is the way things are from the written
instructions, because I came no where

1
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Defenders
near either of those bonus levels!!
Starfire controls are totally on the
keyboard, which I didn't like at first but
which actually improve playability once
you get used to them. The control
responses are lighting fast and reliable.
An odd choice to me was the selection of
the "2" and "Z" keys to control the
up/down movement with the number "3"
key reversing your present direction . I
would have used the up/ down arrows and
the "Z" key to change direction instead
(said he who still can't program very well
fn BASIC!!) But anyway, the right arrow
fires your laser and the left arrow is your
forward thrust control, with the spacebar
activating hyperspace and the clear key
releasing your smart bombs. (Available
from lntellectronics, 22 Churcfiill Lane,
Smithtown, NY 11787. The 16K machine
language cassette tape is $21. 95)

despite its graphic limitations, I would
give an edge to the Starfire version
because of better playability and the fact
that it only requires a 16K machine. The
author must be commended for packing so
much into a limited amount of memory
usage. I hope that we can all look forward
to many more such offerings in the future!

CONCLUSIONS
As I brought up in the beginning, both
of these programs are well done. But

S.AT
( College Entrance Exam )
Math and Verbal
Six graded programs
with explanations
cassette only $19. 95

LJ Radio Shack
Color Computer 16K
LJ TI 99/ 4A 16K
LJ Timex/Sinclair 16K
EMMONS SOFTWARE
Box 356
Salem NH 03079

PARALLEL
PRINTER
INTERFACE
FOR THE RADIO SHACK COLOR COMPUTER

• ·RUN ANY STANDARD PARALLEL PRINTER FROM THE COLOR COMPUTER SERIAL

1/0 PORT

*WORKS WITH: EPSON MX 70/80/100, NEC PC8023, CENTRONICS, C-itoh, OKIDATA,
SMITH CORONA DAISY WHEEL, RADIO SHACK, OR ANY OTHER PRINTER WITH A
STANDARD PARALLEL INPUT.
*SWITCH SELECTABLE BAUD RATES FROM 300 to 9600
The Color Computer is capable of 9600 Baud -- Poke 150, 1.
Running at 9600 Baud greatly increases the printing speed of some printers.
*COMPLETE - All CABLES AND CONNECTORS INCLUDED
* PRICE : $69 plus' $3 for shipping and handling. Michigan residents add 4% sales tax.

BOT EK

INSTRUMENTS

4949 HAMPSHIRE
UTICA, MICHIGAN 48087
313-739-2910

Dealer inquiries invited

.,

AVFNGER
By Robert P. Bussell
104 Barley Court
Lexington Park, MD 20653

The Cornsoft Group
6008 N. Keystone Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 45220
$19.95
The Avenger is an adaptation · of the
arcade game Defender written for the
TRS-80 Color Computer by the Cornsoft
Group. This program is written in machip.e
language and offers fast action and
dynamite sound.
In this arcade game you are a crop
duster charged with the mission of saving
your planet from the pests that are
destroying it. You are armed with a laser
cannon and five pesticide born bs. You also
have a long range scanner to view what's
coming at you next. You can maneuver
your ship up and down and thrust forward
into the next group of droid pests. This all
sounds easy but beware, these pests come
in a variety of forms and all can be
hazardous to your health. There is another
character called the Avenger who flies
around in a saucer and is all over you.
Wave after wave of pests appear. If you
make it to the eighth wave, an alert
appears on the screen that says VEN
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GEANCE ENCOUNTER. I will not des
cribe a vengeance encounter to you. This
is something you must experience for
yourself.
At the beginning of the game you have
five ships and five pesticide bombs. As
you accumulate points you receive bonus
ships and bombs. The pesticide bombs
will destroy everything on the. screen but
you only have five of them so use them
with care. The pests come in many sizes
and shapes. Some fire at you, others are
attracted to you, and some of them just get
in your way. You are awarded points for
every pest you destroy. Sonie of the pests
however, when hit with a laser cannon
break into smaller pests. It will take many,
many playings of this game just to find out
all of the tricks the pests have in store for
you.
The Avenger is the fastest action arcade
game for the Color Computer that I have
tried to date. The sound effects when
played on a TV with a good speaker are on
a level with the arcade version. The
graphics are very smooth and fast. The
long range scanner shows where you are
and where the enemy is. It does not,
-however, show what kind of enemy pest is
coming.
The only weak point in this program is
the instructions printed on the back of the
program package. ·The first problem I
encountered was trying to determine
which versi<;>n of the computer the
program would run on. By experimenting
I have determined that the program
requires 16K but does not appear to
require Extended BASIC. Also, the in
structions state that you can play the
Avenger with the keyboard or with
joysticks. The program would not woric.
with the joysticks. I tried switching them
with no results. By pressing all the keys on
the keyboard I found that you can switch
between the keyboard and the joysticks by
using the "K" and "J" keys respectively,
during game startup.
I can recommend this game heartily. It
is not a program that is easily mastered
and then put on the shelf to rest. I
particularly like the way the author comes
up with new surprises as you progress
through the game.
Color Computer News

Whether for reasons of feel, a ppearance, or reliability,
you, like most Color Computer owners, would probably
prefer a better keyboard.
Now, you can have one.

$89.95

The
Color Computer
Professional Keyboard, with
full strol<Cie, positive action l<Cieyswitches,
provides a feel normally associated with more
expensive microcomputers and terminals. The finely
textured l<Cieycaps, gray and blacl<Ci with white lettering, nicely
complement the Color Computers sleel<Ci appearance. And,the l<Cieyboard' s high quality construction
assures years of reliable operation. A 90-day limited warranty is provided. The four function keys,
.occupying the extra positions in the l<Cieyboard matrix, ore on added bonus. Whether with your own
software, or with that from vendors who have specially adapted theirs, (such as Franl<Ci Hogg
Laboratories' FLEX), the function l<Cieysenhance the l<Cieyboord's utility. BASIC programming examples
and assembly language driver listings ore included. The l<Cieyboord is custom made for the Color
Computer by Macrotron, an experienced manufacturer of computer components and peripherals.
Consequently, installation is a simple plug-in operation, requiring no soldering or cutting
whatsoever. The installation procedure is detailed in an illustrated users manual, which is included
but also available separately for $2.00 (refundable with purchase). Two versions of the l<Cieyboard
ore available, one for revision E and earlier Color Computers and the other for the revision F(also
known as A or El) Color and TDP-100 computers. Please specify which version you have when
ordering, if 'possible. Otherwise, include the complete catalog number and serial number.

Micronix Systems Corporation
#7 Gibraltar Square
St. Charles, MO 63301
(314) 441-1694
Terms: Prepaid check or money order, Mastercard or Visa.
Shipping Charges: U.S. $2.00, Canada $4.00, COD $3.50 (No COD's to Canada).

CALLDUPE

~:

By Ken Newman
81 Holly Drive
Woodbury, NJ 08096

PROGRAM
DUPE'

SPECIFICATIONS:

'CALL

· USE: Finds duplicate callsigns in Ham
Radio contests.
SYSTEM: TRS-80CC Extended Color
Basic, 16/32KB, & Cassette.
AUTHOR: Ken Newman, N2CQ
OVERVIEW:
After the initial setup, the program
accepts keyboard input of international
callsigns, checks them for duplicates in
memory, prints them on the screen, and
puts them on tape backup. The tape can
be used with another program for printing
a call summary sheet. (Dupesheet). If
there is a power failure, tbe tape can· be
loaded into memory, and operation can
resume. Audible prompts are sounded for
error messages and for keyboard input, in
the main routine.
OPERATING DETAILS:
The system prompts and operator
responses follow:
OPER: Power up the system. Key in:
POKE25,6:NEW 'ENTER'
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OPER: CLO AD 'ENTER'. RUN (when
OK)
SYS: ENTER FILE NAME FOR THIS
CONTEST?
OPER: 'filename' 'enter'. (Name for the
tape file).
SYS: LOAD QSOS FROM TAPE (Y /N)?
OPER: (N) 'ENTER'. (Nothing on tape
yet) or,
(Y) 'ENTER'. (See Note tf3 to load the tape
file).

SYS: PREPARE RECORDER FOR output.
PRESS 'ENTER' WHEN READY?
OPER: 'ENTER'. (Opens the tape file to
write)
SYS: ENTER MODE: OFF= OFFLINE.
ON=ONLINE.
OPER: (ON) 'ENTER' or, (OFF) 'EN
TER'. (See note #1)
SYS: (Display menu of bands available) .
OPER: 'LETTER' 'ENTER'. (Select barid
to operate).
SYS: NEXT CALL?
OPER: 'callsign' 'ENTER'. (The callsign
to check in memory)
SYS: LOG 'callsign'. (Means the call was
not a duplicate)
OPER: 'ENTER'. (fo log the call). or,
Color Computer News

Call Dupe
'spacebar' (Not to be logged)
SYS: NEXTCALL?
OPER: (Continue with entering more
callsigns) (see note tf2)
NOTE#l:
OFFLINE is for keying in a log after the
contest.
ONLINE is the mode for operating in the
contest. It allows you to enter calls, and
gives the operator a chance to decide to
log them or not.
NOTE tf2:
The 'NEXT CALL' system prompt has
three commands which can be used
besides entering a callsign:
To change bands, key in: 'BAND' 'EN
TER'. (The Band Menu is displayed).
To delete a call from memory and put a
delete message on tape, key in: (DEL=.
(callsign)) 'ENTER'. (The total number is
decremented).
To finish inputting calls, put tl;ie last
record on tape, and close the file, key in:
'STOP' 'ENTER'. If you think you may
want to load the tape file again to continue
processing, note the last call before the
'STOP' command.
NOTE lf3:
Loading calls from tape:
It is quite possible the tape file could be
segmented. Each time the 'STOP' com
mand has been used, the file is closed. If
the file is loaded to continue operation, the
file has another segment. It is up to the
operator to keep tabs what the callsign
was for the last 'STOP'. The system
prompt, 'LOAD QSOS FROM TAP~
(Y /N)?' expects keyboard input (Y) until
tbe last segment. When the operator
recognizes the last callsign in the l.ast
segment, key in: (N) 'ENTER'. Processing
can now continue.

, <F> 18 MHZ, <G> 21 MHZ, <H> 24.5
MHZ, <I> 28 MHZ
16~ FURA=0 TO 8:READ BN$<A>:NEXT
A

17121 XN$="04T200V15L 1A": XE$="04T2
l!IJ!IV30L 1 AGAGAGAGAG"

180 ,
'SETUP
200 CLS: PR INT•!!160, "ENTER FILE NA
ME FOR fHIS CON1EST":INPUTFI$:CL
S:PRINT
21.0 INPUT "LOAD QSOS FROM TAPE?
<YIN>";A.3$
220 IFA3$=;iN"THEN280 EL.SE IFA3$<
.>"Y" J'HEN 21121
231{1 CLS:PRINrt~C~2*4>, "PREPARE RE
CORDER FOR INPUT";:PRINl:INPUT"
PRESS <ENTER> WHEN READY";A3$:CL
s: PRINT•~l 66, "SEARCHING: (II; FI$; II
191!1

)

II

240 OPEN "I",tt-1,Fl$:T=1
250 IF EOF<-1>

THEN 270

_

260 INPUT#-1,C$,BN$:BN=ASC<BN$>
65: GOT03lf21

270 CLOSE #-t:T=0:GOTO 210
28fil CLS: PRINTl!f52*4, "PREPARE RECO
RDER FOR output":PRINT:INPUT" PR

ESS <ENTER>· WHEN READY";A3$
290 OPEN"O", #-1, FI$; T=f21
:31210 CLS: PRINT@32*4, "ENTER MODE:
II: PR INT TAB ( 12 )·"OFFLINE=OFF II: PRIN
TTAB<12>"0NLINE=ON":INPUTOLS
-31121 CL.S
.320 C$=" BAND II: GOT0:39121
T30 '
340 'MAIN ROUTINE

350 IFT=lTHEN'.250
.360 PLAY XN$: PR INT "NEXT CALL";: IN
PlllC$:PRlNTSlRING$(32,8>;
,
.J70 IF LEFT$(C$,4)="DEL=" THEN C

'Revision A

$=RIGHT$(C$,LEN<C$>-4>:DE=1
.380 IF C$= 11 STOP 11 THEN. CLOSE#-1: C
LS: PRIN-r "READY TO POWER OFF": INP
UT"ENTER TO CONTINUE QSOS, OR EL

'************

SE POWER OFF

1 l!l ,

20
30
40
5121

130 'INITIALIZI NG
140 CLEAR0:CLEARMEM-1900:DIMA$C9
,25),BN$<8>:CLS
150 DATA <A> 1.8 MHZ, CB> 3.5 MHZ
, <C> 7 MHZ, <D> 10 MHZ, <E> 14 M.H Z

************

'CALLOUPE

'

60 ' ( c) 1 982 by
71!1 ·• N2CQ

80 'Ken Newman
90 • 81 Ho l l y Dr- •
100 'Wodbury NJ
11 l!l • 1218096
120 ,
. Cqlor Computer News

NOW~";A3$:0PEN"O",tt

-1.Fl$:GOT0350
39kl 1 F c $<. .> .. BANO II fHEN4 HlELSE.CLS: p
RlNllAB< 7> "F-RE.Q. BAND <MHZ> ":Pf<l

NT
400 FORA=0 TO 8:PRINTTAB<9>BN$(A
>:NEXTA:PRINl:lNPUT"WHICH LETTER
11
;BNS:BN=ASC<BN$>-65:CLS:GOT0350
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4 HI

' SET ARRAY

DISK

420 IF LEN<C$>< 3 fHEN470
430 FOR A=3 10 2 SlEP-1
440 B=ASCCMID$(C$,A,1>>-4B
4512! IF B<H! AND B >-- 1 THEN 480

COLOR

11

;

WICO • MADE JOYSTICK INTERFACE ' TWIN STICKS
ALLOWS ANY TWO JOYSTICKS TO WORK ON THE
COLOR COMPUTER '
ONLY19.B!5

THENE=25:GOTU5~l0

490 E=ASCCMID$(C$,A+l,1>>-65:IFE
<01HENE=25ELSEIFE >25THEN470
50~1

' F I ND

ACC - U .. FIRE PADDELS . ATARl': TYPE GAME PADDELS PLUG INTO COLOR 
COMPUTER FOR IMPROVING SCORES! WORKS ON HOR.&VERT. GAMES .
ONLY $19.95!

CALL

HARDWARE!
ROM PACK EXTENDER ' PUT YOUR DISK PACK
WHERE YOU WANT IT ' 3 FEET LONG
QUALITY CABLE
ONLY 27. 00

510 A=INSTRCC$,"l">:IFA >01HENCA$
=LEF l$ <CS, A-- 1 >ELSECA$=C$
52'21 A= INSTR tA$ <B, E >, CA$+BN$+ " /.")
530 IFDE=01HEN560ELSEIFA>0THENA$

REVERSE PRINT ADAPTER ' NOW PRINT GREEN ON BLACK SCREEN!
ALL HARDWARE . NO SOFTWARE! NO SOLDERING! AND ONLY $19 .95!
WORKS ON ANY TV · SM All BOARD GOES ON THE
Rf SHIELD ONLY THREE WIRE CLIPS
EPROM PROGRAMING! 2K,4K,BK BYTES
WE Will PROGRAM YOUR EPAOM FOR !5.0 0
SEND US ONE Of YOUR GAME PACKS ANO WE Will PUT YOUR '
PAOGAAMINllFOR ONLY 20.00

CB,~>=LEF1$CA$CB,E>,A - 1>+RJGHr$<

A$CB,E>,LENCA$<B,E>> - LEN<CA$+BN$
+ "f." > - CA-· l )' > : DE=0: PR I NT" DELE:-. TED

CALL OR WRITE FOR DETAILS
YOU CAN PRINTVIDTE>< FROM ROMPACK
WICO COMMAND CONTROL STICK li!BOO OUR SOFTWARE ALLOWS YOU TO
WICO AEDBALL STICK 3400
PRINT Off LINE FROM VIDTEX
WICO TRACKBALL 6800
WITH SERIAL Y CAB.LE
2q.q ~
DISKWASHER POINT MASTER 15 .95
WITHOUT CABLE
ri.o\
WE CARRY TOM ·· MIX & MARK - DATA .
ZAXXON DATASOFT 34.85
Toledo .Oh;o 43612
DONKEY KING .......... $24 .95
W. LASKEY 1 419 476 6282
450
PROTECTORS ......... 24 .95
ASTRO BLASL. ... 24 .95
I ASK FOR MICRO - DIV.I
SPACE RAIDERS .. ...... . 24 .95
C.0 .0 . Credil Card
MOON LANDER E.B. 19.95
orders accepted add $2 .00 shipping
HAYWIRE .......
... 24 .95

"C$:C$="DEL="+(;$:2=Z-1:1Fl=01HE

NPRINT#-1,C$,BN$
54121 GOlff350
55Y.I IFA=0THENPLAYXE$: PRINT'' NOT

MICRO - DIV.

NU r · DELETE l.> "; c•: DE.:::f!I: Gm

FpUND.

o:.:..50
5b!ll 1FA>0 THEN PLAY XE$: PRINT" DU
PLICAlE CALL II; C$: GUT0:.'5.50

570 IFT=1THEN660
5a.l!I 1FLENCA$ rn~E> )+LEN<CA$) = .>2 54
THENPLAYXE$:PRJN1" ARR?W OVERFUJ

W ERRUF<. LOG l Hl 'S

C~\L

L MANUAL

LY "; C$: GOT0:351<'.!
591<'.I IFOL$="0H· "THEN650
601!1 ' LOG CALL
610 PLAYXN$:PR1NT"log ";C$
62~ A3$=1Nt<EY$: IFA3$=" "THEN620
630 A=ASC(A3 $):PR1NTSTRING$C32,8
) ;
640 1FA=32THEN350

650 PRINT#-1,C$,BN$
11
11
66~1 A$ <B, E> = A$ <B, E> +CA$+BN$+ / .
671'21 Z=Z+1
61;J0 ' PRINT"#"; :PRINTUSING"###"; Z;

:Pf<INT

11

"C$" ";:PRINTTAB<12>RIGH

T$CBN$CBN>,LEN<BN$CBN>J-4)

690

GOT0:~50

.["c"?L'o R

co M 'Pu"f£jt--;l"Ews""-fi7''=

Ii CLEARO
Entering POKE25,6:NEW for a P
does not work on a disk system
i as · it

destroys the file buffers and file
··control blocks. Instead, do the following
for a PCLEARO on a disk system:
PMODEO (ENTER)
POKE25,14 (ENTER)
NEW (ENTER)
• ?MEM (ENTER) (should return 28,967)
111111111 I I
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11111111...
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PACKAGE

ARCADE - CONTROLS!

C$: Go1u:;.50

480 IFLEN<C$>=A

ZIPPER
UT ILL ITY

A MENU DRIVEN SYSTEM. DISK CONTAINING '
ERROR CRASHLESS BACKUP ' DUAL AND SINGLE DRIVE
WRITE OR READ ANY SECTOR ' CHECK DISK FOR ERRORS
PAGE DISK THROUGH ANY PMODE WINDOW IN COLOR
DUMP DISK IN HEX OR ASCII' PRINTER SUPORTED
LOAD Ml TAPE TO DISK -RELOCATES UNLOADABLES
WITH COMPLETE MANUAL ' REOS3RK AS DISK
ONLY 24.85

46121 NEXT A
471'! PLAYXE$:PRINT 11 CALL FORMATE

RROR

DISK

,....................................,
a

POWER BYTE SOFTWARE TM

a

;

Presents

:

..

APPLICATION SOFTWARE

:

Business and Home

:

for the

:

a
*

a •TRS 80 Color Computer

:*

• TDP-100 Computer

:
:*

*
*!

65 Applications Available including:

*:

:

..-

it
it
:

it
it
Jtlt
it

!

*

THE ACCOUNTANT- Gene ral Ledger, In co me
Statement & Balance Sheet
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE/PAYABLE- Create
Journal
Current Accounts & Record o f Paid Accts.
BUSINESS INVENTORY $19.95 AT HOME INVENTORY
ORDER TRACKER
$19.95 CHECKBOOK BOOKY
MY PRO F IT MARGIN
$16.95 THE STOCK TICKER
BILLIN G SOLVER
$19.95 TAPE
CASH FLOW MOD E L
$16 .95 UTILITY BILL SAVER
THE CLIENT TICKLER $19. 95 THE BAR CHART
INCOME&EXPENSER
$15.95 MOTHER'SRECIPES
BUSINESS
$16 .95 THE MAILMAN
APPOINTM ENTS
GRADE MY KIDS

for

$29.95

it
!

""

$21.95

~

""
$12 .95 .:
$12 .95 it
$16 .95 Jt
$12.95
$8 .95
$12. 95
$12 .95
$15 .95

it
Jt
it

*!

it
it
it
AND MANY , MANY MORE!!
it
: ALL PROGRAMS FOR CASSETTE & GUARANTEED TO LOAD :

a

i

•FREE CATALOG

it-

WITH INTRODUCTORY SPECIALS

it

*

it

!
;

it
lt

it

POWERBYTE SOFTWARE

fiWP1

~

2 CHIPLEY RUN
WEST BERLIN, NJ 08091
(609) ~46-3063

:

•

lt
it

*.......................................... *
:

:
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S~ectrum Projects
Your TDP·lOO Deale·r ·

Trims Down Prices!
•••••••••••••••••••
1&4K TDP·lOO !
with Ext/Basic
•
$499.95 •
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
! Co~or Graphic I
:• Printer
:•
•
$19Q95 •
•••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••
••
•
I Color Cassette I
I• Recorder $49.95 !•
•••••••••••••••••••••
CALL 212'•441•2807

i

i

all orders plus $2.00 S/H
N.Y. residents add sales tax

•••••••••••••••••••
Line Printer I
·: (DMP·lOO)
:
••
$29Q95 •
•
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••••
·: DC Modem I :
Communications
•
$129.95 •
•••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••••
: 16K TDP·lOO · :·
with
Ext/Basic
•
$39Q95 •
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••
SPECTRUM PROJECTS

i

i

i.

i.

'

i

Dept. A

i

93-15 86th DRIVE
WOODHAVEN, NY 11421

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

CDNVERT YOUR D 10 E THE "E"ASY WAY
By Russell T. Delaney
P.O. Box 186
Westland, MI 48185

Hey hardware hackers of the world, it's
time to get your old D revision Color
Computer up with the times and convert it
to E board specifications!
There is no real excuse for you if you
have a little knowledge on how to work on
a PC board and at least know how to solder
moderately well why you shouldn't be able
to do it. After all, didn't you get into
computers to at least get some knowledge
on how the machine works ... or did you just
pick it up to look pretty and make pretty
pictures .. well enough of this and lets get
to it!
TOOLS YOU WILL BE REQUIRED TO
USE:
(1) A Soldering Iron, one with the proper
wattage that you need to work on a Printed
Circuit Board.
(2) A Solder Wick, or Solder Removing
Tool.
(3) An Exacto Knife or some type of
cutting blade.
1 (4) Solder, preferable PC board solder,
small, thin, low wattage.
(5) A Soft Padded Mat.
{6) Two screwdrivers: one flathead and
one phillips.
50 May 1983

(7) Patience!
Please Note: Step 7 is a very crucial one. It
can make or break the upgrade!
DISASSEMBLY
Now you are ready for the disassembly.
Find a nice place where you have plenty of
room to work, and access to an outlet for
your soldering iron. Now do the following:
(1) Place the Color Computer face down on
tbe padded mat and remov.e the seven
screws from the bottom of the case. Don't
shy away because there are 3 screw holes
not filled, this is normal.
(2) Carefully place the computer face up,
fift off the case top and set it aside.
(3) Carefully lift the keyboard froin the
plastic bosses and remove the keyboard
cable. ·
·
(4) Remove the tie wraps, if any are there,
on the top cover of the RFI shield and lift
the shield off.
(5) Remove the three screws supporting
tbe transformer assembly (two on the
transformer, one on the ooard) and
disconnect all jumper cables. (IMPO:Q.
. TANT: BE SURE TO NOTE WHICH
COLOR OF WIRE CONNECTS TO TER
MINALS ES, E6, E7).
. Color Computer,/lews

(6) Remove the ten screws fastening the
CPU PC Board and lift the board off its
plastic bosses.
(7) Notice the sixteen fasteners which hold
tbe metal Ground Plane and its insulator
to the back of the PC Board. It is necessary
to remove all sixteen fasteners. Use a
screwdriver or small thin tool to pry off the
fasteners from the board.
REVISION D PROCEDURE (For 32K and
64K upgrades)

(1) Check the number stamped on U #. It
should be 8040364A. If the number is not
followed by an A, you must replace it with
a revision 1.1 ROM which has that
number. Some of the advertisers in Color
Computer News sell this ROM.
(2) Remove the following capaCitors:
C61, C31, C64, C35, C67, C45, C70, C48
(3) Move the jumper plug at the right of
UlO to the 16K position and remove the
jumper plug between U8 and U4.
(4) Make the following cuts and add the
following jumpers to the Printed Circuit
Board.
CUTS
JUMPERS
+sv to pin 9 of the RAM's
+sv to the RAM's pin 1
+12V to pin 8 of the RAM's
+sv to the RAM's pin 8
-SV to pin 1 of the RAM's U4
12 to U8 pin 17
(5) Remove the RAM's currently in the
U20 through U27 positions and install the
32K or 64K RAMs in their places. (To
preserve the old RAM' s, place them - in
some conducting black foam for protection
against static).
(6) Be sure that the notches in the chips
are carefuJly positioned in the direction of
U4 and UlO.. If not.. I hope your
pocketbook is iri good shape I
. (7) Carefully, yes CAREFULLY , check
your work. Be sure all traces are clean and
all solder work is good. A good technician
always double checks. ·
(8) Replace the Ground Plane and its
Insulator on back of the PC board and
install all fasteners except the five along
the front edge of the PC board. You may
need to close the tips of the fasteners with
.
pliers then insert:
(9) Now it is time to reassemble the
Computer.
.
RE-ASSEMBLING THE COMPUTER
(1) Since you should have all the fasteners
6ack in I will take you from the point of PC
board re-installation... So carefully set
· Color. Computer News
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your CPU board bac1c onto the plastic
bosses and replace the ten screws which
hold it down.
(2) Replace the transformer assembly,
making sure that the wire connectors to
terminals ES , E6, and E7 are back into
their proper locations ... and also, place
the three support screws back in (two on
the transformer, and one on the board).
(3) Place the RFI shield back on. It might
oe a good idea to place two pieces of
Electrical Tape on the shields sides, thus
holding it down in place, or tie wraps if
you prefer.
(4) Place the keyboard back onto its plastic
6osses and · replace the cable back to its
proper position on the CPU board. MAKE
SURE THAT YOU WATCH AS YOU
CONNECT IT BECAUSE, IT IS VERY
EASY TO PLACE THE KEYBOARD
CONNECTOR ON WRONG SO THAT
THE PINS DO NOT MATCH UP!
(5) Now, simply place the top cover back
on the Color Computer.
(6) Once the computer is turned over,
fnstall the seven screws back where they
had originally came from. NOTE: MAKE
SURE THE TWO SMALLEST SCREWS
RETURN BACK TO THE FRONT POSI
TION OF THE COMPUTER! IF YOU
ATTEMPT TO SUBSTITUTE ' LARGE
SCREWS IN THEIR PLACE, YOU WILL
HA VE TWO NICE PRETTY HOL·ES IN
THE TOP CASE OF YOUR COLOR
COMPUTER! REMEMBER, THREE
HOLES, THE ONES JUST BEHIND THE
LABEL ON THE BOTTOM ARE EMPTY.
(7) Refer to step 8
(8) YOU ' RE DONE!
·,'
- Now you have a finished upgraded D
revision board, and if you are interest in
how much money you have just saved ~ ': .
about $30.00 some places are charging to
do this procedure ... I outta know .. I work
for one...
'
Color
Computer
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·Tip
If a disk drive will not perform a proper
DSKINI to format a disk, yet all other disk
functions seem to work, remove the drive
cover and shine a fluorescent light on the
drive wheel on the left side of the unit.
With the drive unit running, the 60 cy.ble ·
hash marks on the drive wheel should
appear to stand competely still~ If ~ot,
adjust the yellow potentiometer to the
lower left of the drive wheel until the hash
marks appear to stand still.
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KIDSTUFF 21 KIDSAVENTURE
By T. Gray
Box39
Sunnybrook, Alberta
Canada TOC 2MO

Forthright Software
278 Connecticut Avenue
Newington, Conn. 06111
The first tape, Kidstuff 2, promises a
word program and six games in Extended
Basic. The games first. My five-year-old
son e·njoyed "Drawing_,,, moving a red
block (no choice of color) around the
screen,- but he soon tired of guessing a
number between one and ten. "Aster
oids", the third game, seemed tO be fight
out of the Color Basic manual. The three
math games had few sounds cir graphics.
One, Addition, had a bug that had my son
adding decimal numbers instead of whole
numbers, but I didn't bother to fix this
because I have other programs that do a
better job of math drill. The final game,
intended to _provide practice with inequal
ities (greater than I less than I equal to)
used - a vertical format that was both
. unusual and confusing. Last, but far from
least, on these math ga·mes my son found
the display for a wrong answer more
attractive than that for a right answer!
If "Games" had been the only program
on the tape, it would have gone back to
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Forthright. Fortunately, the second prog
ram, "Words", is by itself worth the
modest cost-($6) of the tape.
One section, "Billboard", allows the
player to enter five lines of up to 10 letters
each. The message is then printed in huge
black letters centered on a colored screen.
Great fun for kids and parties.
The screen color is set to red .in line 150.
Changing that line to
150 INPUT ''ENTER NUMBER OF COL
OR (1 TO 8);C:Cl = C
will allow you to choos~ one of the
standard screen colors.
For some more variety in the display of
the billboard, add
2105 FOR W = 1TO700:NEXT W: GOTO
2070
which gives a flashing billboard 'press
BREAK to quit); or insert pauses (FOR W
= 1 TO lOOO:NEXT W) at 2065, 2075, 2085
and 2095 . to make the billboard slowly
print one line at a time.
The second half . of Words is called
"Flashcards". This uses the same block
graphic letters as Billboard but flashes
one word at a time onto the screen. The
player then types the word shown. Correct
Color Computer News

Kidstuff 2/ Kidsadventure
answers get a sound/text reward; but
misspelled {lnswers are displayed with the
original word. There are two levels based
on the length of words involved but there
is no way to control the length of
presentation, nor is there any provision for
a second look at the word (useful for young
children or slow learners). The words are
stored in data statements and so can be
modified.
After a set of ten words has been
presented, . there is a not particularly
interesting display called "Fireworks" (if
the name hadn't been in a REM statement
in the program, I'd never have known
what they were) followed by a happy or
sad face, depending on the scor~.
The documentation says to BREAK and
RUN to go from Billboard to Flashcard or
back, but entering @ in either program
will return you to the menu.
Since "Games" was poor and "Words"
was better, you can guess that I've saved
the best till last. The second tape, KIDS
AVENTURE, showed such a difference in
presentation and performance that it's
hard to believe they have the same author.
This is a full graphics adventure that is
easy to understand, challenging for child
ren, and lots of fun. The hi-res green on
black maze contains various obstacles
such as moving (but unaggressive) mon
sters, locked dqors, and scary caves. To
help these problems, there are object such
as a key, rubber boots, and swords. The
player uses a joystick to move through the
maze, collecting items or stumbling into
obstacles. Objects collected are "stored"
in a box at the bottom of the screen, while
simple descriptions of objects, obstacles,
and events are printed just below the
storage area. It took Mom and Dad about
30 minutes to explore the entire maze;
members of my Grade six class took about
the same; and Number One Son may need
several weeks.
The maze has two skill levels, two
speeds of play, and two message speeds to
adjust for reading rate. This one is for kids
12 and under, I'd say. It is DEFINITELY
worth its $9 cost!

POOR MAN'S
FLOPPY

K

HIGH SPEED CASSETTE SYSTEM
Novv for the TRS-80 Color Computer
The JPC PRODUCTS High Speed c 'assette System, in operation
for aver 4 years, is now available for all versions of the Radio
Shack@) Color Computer.
• lL-SC - Plugs directly into the expansion port of your
TRS-80 Color Computer. It is fully compatible with all
versions of the Color Computer from the standard 4K to
the Extended 32K.
.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FAST - Twice the speed of the Color Computer System.
RELIABLE - Less than one error in a million bits.
SUPPORTS 1'XIO DRIVES - Software selectable.
ALL FILE TYPES - BASIC. machine language, data.
MOTOR CONTROL - Two on-board relays.
EPROM OPERATING SYSTEM
SRA.RE EPROM SOCKET - 2716 or 2732 compatible.
OPTIONAL JBUG MONITOR - EPROM or Cassette
• 6809 ~sembler
• Memory modify and list
• 6809 Ors-assembler
• Break point traps
• ASSEMBLED and TESTED
lL-SC . . ...... . . . S129.95
JBUG (EPROM) .... 534.95
JBUG (Cassette) . . .. 529.95
TERMS:
Cash. Mas~r Card or Visa
Shipping & Handling S3.SO(USJ
SS.SO (Canada! SI 5.00
(Foreign! ~chnicaf
lnqulrl~s: Phone
5:00 • 6:00 PM MST

Amaaar1 CarnP-aser
Let your 32K ECB COLOR COMPUTER !T.M . TANDY I
Radio Shack) compose and play original music according to
the rules first set down by Mozart over 200 years ago. An
unusual program-nothing li_ke it anywhere else in the world.

* 100 quadrillion possible tunes.
* 350 million years to hear all the possibilities.

* Each tune approximately 2 minutes long.
* Requires 32K Extended Color Basic
(cassette tape) system.

$14.95 + $2.00 shipping & handling ($5.00 outside continental United States).
North Carolina residents add 40/o sales tax. Send check or M .0 . !sorry. no COO's.
no bankcards) to:

CIRCLE SOFT
3325 Woodbine Lane
Charlotte. NC 28210
704/554-8315

. Color Computer News Tip

POKEing 359,0 eliminates all output to
the screen. The cursor will move only for
PRINT@ commands.
Color Computer News
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TUNNFlS OF TERROR
By Miles J agusch
R.R.1
Red Wing, MN 55066

INTRODUCTION:
Last year, my best friend (who hap
pened to own a Color Computer) first
introduced me to computers . I was
immediately hooked! I took every oppor
tunity I had to use his computer. He even
taught me how to program. Well, to make
a long story short, I soon bought my own
Color Computer and my first adventure
''The Bl.a ck Sanctum'' (story sound fami
liar? Read "Mail Call":Nov ./Dec. 1981).
Since then I've spent all my free time
trying to improve my programming. I
originally wrote this program last Nove·m
ber, and I've been refining and debugging
it since then. I hope you enjoy it!.
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION :
.
The key to this program is the use of
arrays. All the data needed to operate the
program is included with these arrays. Be
. especially careful when you enter lines 40,
. SO and 60 as this data is responsible for
movement within the program . If there is
' an error in this da.t a it will result in an
error in the map of the dungeon. The data
in line number 80 is · for the location of
objects, and the objects themselves are in
lines 100 and 110. Finally, the data in lines
130 and 140 are for room descriptions.
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The way this system works is when you
enter a room, the computer reads the
arrays, and if a member of an array equals
the room number, that string of the array
is printed as a visible object (or room
description). For example: if L(lU)= your
room #, then L$(10) is printed as a visible
object. As far as- the direction array goes,
when a movement is made, the computer
will read that member of the array and
change the room number to that number.
·The next important part of this program
comes in line numbers 150 and 160 which
contain the strings containing the com
mand verbs and the command objects
respectively. If the computer doesn't
recognize the correct command words,
this is the first place to check. Lines 550 to
580 are responsible for determining which
command word numbers are used. For
example, the first command word~ the
second command word, etc. Line 640
sends program operation to the correct
section of the program depending .on the
command number. If a command doesn't
give the expected result, this is where to
look.
The final thing needing explanation is
the sub-routine for the inputting of
Color Computer News

•
•
•
•
•
•
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•Computers produced alter
approximately October
1982 require an additional
keyboard plug adapter.
Please add $4.95

Affordable Price-Only $69.95.
A must have for all serious computerists.
Highest quality-U .S. made.
Direct replacement-same key layout
Professional appearance and operation.
Fast, simple installation.
Complete instructions included.
In stock now.

AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER OR DIRECT FROM

.
Mark Data Products
24001 ALICIA PKWY ., NO . 226 , MISSION VIEJO, CA 92691 • (714) 768-1551
We pay shipping on all orders in the continental U.S. and Canada . Overseas add $5.00for shipping and handling. Foreign orders
please rem i t U.S. funds . California resid e nts. please add 6% sales tax . We accept MasterCard and VISA . We are always looking
for quality machine language programs. Contact us for details.

Tunnels of Terror

commands. This is found in line numbers
1630 to 1660. What this does is to find the
first four letters of each word (if there are
four letters) so they can be used in the
determination of the command numbers .
By the way, only the first four letters of
each word are needed for an acceptable
command.
P.S. For this program to fit onto a 16K
computer, you must POKE 25,6: POKE
27;6: POKE 29,6: POKE 31,6:CLOAD.
This is also necessary for loading the
program.
PROGRAM OPERATION:
As stated in the instructions within the
program, commands are to be given in one
or two word sentences. In order for the
computer to understand your commands ,
there must be a space between the.
command verb and the command object .
The only exceptions to this are directions
which only require the first letter. For
example, to go north, just type "N" and
then enter. As far as the "help" and
"hint" commands go, they will give you a
full list of possible command verbs. For
· those of you who are adventure 'purists',
you may not wish to use this command as
it may give away answers to some of the
problems. Two of the most commands are
"save" and "load". These commands are
used to save or load a game already in
progress. They simply save or load all the
data necessary for the game in progress to
or from a cassette file. The file name is the
name that you input as your character's
name (CH$).
This- adventure contains many things
including weapons, armor, m.o nsters and
. magical items. You will need every item
that you come across (excluding non
-moveable items such as a _bed or a table)
at one time or another during the course of
the game. Some things you will only need
once, while others you will need several
times. You may only carry seven items at
one time, so you must decide which ones
you will need and at what time. Many of
the objects are also hidden, so you may
have to search (examine) in order to find
them.
One more thing I feel needs explanation
is winning the game. In order to win the
game, you must defeat the evil Vrock in
mortal combat. One warning- DO NOT
attempt this until you are sure you have all
the things you will need to accomplish this
task. The Vrock is very powerful..
.
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One final comment. It will be extremely
helpful to map the dungeon. It contains
well over 50 different locations and is very
easy to get lost in.
CONCLUSION:
I truly hope you enjoy this adventure. If
anyone has any questions or c.omments
about this program, I would deeply
appreciate a letter from you. Also, if
anyone is concerned about learning the
secrets to this program while typing it in, I
will gladly send you a copy of this program
on cassette tape for $5.00. My address is:
Miles J agusch
R.R. 1
Red Wing, MN 55066
1 ' TUNNELS OF TERROR
2 'WRITTEN BY MILES JAGUSCH
3 'R.R. 1
4 'RED WING, MN 55066
10 CLEAR400:DIMD<59,4>,L<30>,L$(
30>,R$(17>:CH=40:MH=50:R=16
20 CLS:PRINT@199,"0NE MOMENT PLE
ASE.":PRINT@227,"I AM PREPARING
THE DUNGEON."
30 FORX=1T059:FORY=1T04:READD<X,
Y>:NEXT Y,X
40 DATA17,,,22,4,,,,,,22,21,20,,
' ' 38' ' 23' 40' 34' ' ' 39' ,, 35' ' 33' 50' '
,,,49,,,,30,,,31,,,,,10,,,,,53,,
53,,,55,,,47,56,22,59,,,18,1,,,,
17,19,44,,,20,10,23,4,,19,39,,3,
,45,16,1,3,36,20,24,5,25,,,23,26
,24,,,27,25,,,28,26,,,,27,,29,,,
28,30,10,33,29,50,,11,52
50 DATA32,,58,31,,30,,7,,51,6,,,
7,36,,37,35,23,,,,30,35,46,37,5,
,,57,21,6,,41,,5,,,40,,42,47,43,
41, '42,·44, '51, 43, 45, 18, '44, 22,''
,,37,47,48,42,46,15,49,47,,,9,48
,50,53,,B,30,49,52,34,43,,,51,,3
1,,14,49,13,58,,57,,,56,14,,55,,
15,,,39,,54,32,54,,,16,59
60 DATA59,59
70 FORX=0T029:READL<X>:NEXT
80 DATA,3,3.5,1,1.5,2,8,7,11.5,5
,5.5,15.5,15.5,1,4,11,5,15,13,13
,10,12,7,,,,,,,9
90 FORX=0T029:READL$(X>:NEXT
100 DATA,"A LONG CANE","A JAVELI
N" "A PEWTER CANDLEHOLDER" "A LA
' GREEN GEM","A SILVER CROSS"
'
RGE,
,"A ROUND SHIELD","A SET Of KEYS
","A GOLD RING","A SEALED TUBE",
"AN ANCIENT SCROLL","A WAR HAMME
R","A SET OF ARMOR","AN OAK TABL
E","A LARGE BOOKCASE"
'
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llred of plugglng and unplugging
devices from the RS232 port of your Color
.COrnputer? Noke your lffe easier. Buy our
RS232 expansion cable and connect two
devices at the same time. Just rtght for
printers, modems, etc. Anything that plugs
Into the Color Computer wlll plug Into this
hlgh quality cable.
RS232 Coble
$20.00

RB232

EXPANSION

CABLE

COLORCOM/E BONUS! Order
COLORCOM/E and get the RS232 cable
for only $15.00. Save SS.00
Color Computer Tech Manual
$7.95
Epson Printer Interface (Serial 1/0 Port)
49.95
ONLV $69.95
Lowercase Kit
12 Key Numeric Keypad
$79.95
Extended Basic ROM Kit
$88.00
64K "E"/"F"/TDP Board Upgrade
$99.95'
RS Disk Interface (with manual)
$179.95
Epson MX-80 w/CoCo Interface
$499.95

32K RAM Button
$2.99
Nanes System Reference Card
$3.99
SPECTRUM PUTS THE SLAM ON RAM
16K Chips
$12.00/set
64K Chips
$49.95/set
$36.00
Basic ROM 1.1
Disk ROM
$39.95
6883 (SAM) Chip with heat sink
$29.95
6809E
$29.95
CoCo First Aid Kit (Be Prepared)
(2 6821's. 6809E. & 6883)
$69.95

' FREE Return UPS Shipping

STINGER IS HEREI The ultimate maze game.
Cosaette $24.95 Disk $29.95 ROMPak $34.95

©©~©al©©Wl / (!
SMART TERMINAL PACKAGE
WE DIDN1 WAIT for the competition to catch up with us I We've added even MORE
features to COLORCOM/E, our superb Smart Terminal program for the Color
Computer. Compare before you buy. NOBODY offers you morel

* Complete Upload and Download Support
* Online Cossette/Disk Reads and Writes
* 110. 300. 600. or 1200 Baud
* Full or Half Duplex
* Preenter Data Before Calling (Saves SS's)
* Offline and Online ScroliinQ

* Automatic Capture of Flies
* Send All 127 A.5Cll Characters From Keyboard
* Word Mode Eliminates split Words
* 7 or 8 Data Bits (Including Graphics Support)
* Efficient Data Storage S-t-r-e-t-c-h-e-s Memory
* ROM Pack or Disk

COLORCOM/E

$49.95

AND, our eftlclent storage and easy editing of received data
makes printing to v.our prlnter ottllne a snap. S"elect any_ P.Ortlon of
the received Clata for printing. No need to print everymlng.
Add $2 for Shipping and Handling
6'K DISK UTILITY PACICA(;E
1. 40K-Tlred of seeing 22823?A ?MEMnow
~!ums 31015 with lour pages fOf graphics!
2. Software Print Spooler-Tlred of waiting
IOf your printer? You can now output data to
a RAM butler at high speed and go back to
programming while your data 11 being
printed 1lmultaneou1ly on your printer! WOiie•

8PECTAUM PAO.lll!CT8
83-111 IMllh DRIVE
WOODHAVEN, N.Y. I 1421

Connection At (212) 441-3755

(212) 441 ·2807 (VOICE)
(212) 441·3756 (DATA!

a (212)

with printers that accept 1:.!OU baud.
. 3. ROMCRACK-Now you can place your
ROM PAC soft'.Nare on dllkl ROMCR.ACK can
make most ROM PAC eoltware WOiie on vcur
dllk.
$21.95
"• Available on ca•lte tape by lteell fCt
59.95. Hall-price when ordered with
Spectrum's 641< chlpel

441-3766 for Rainbow Programs

DEALER/CLUB INQUIRIES WELCOME
New· York Slate hlldenll add appropriate lax•

1, Tunnels of Terror
110 DATA"A WOODEN CHEST","A OAK
lABLE","A NASTY LITTLE DWARF","A
BRASS BED","A WOODEN CHAIR
A
HUGE, IRON DOOR","A RATHER LARGE
' . MEAN-LOOK I NG
VROCI<
A DUMP
Y OLD CARElAKER",,,,,,, A TRANSY
LVANJAN VAMPIRE"
120 FORX=1T017:READR$<X>:NEXT
130 DATA"THE TEA RDOM","A PRIVAT
E SlUDY","THE ENTRY HALL","THE L
IBRARY","THE l<ITCHEN","THE SITTI
. NG ROOM", "A SMALL CHAMBER"., "THE
ARMORY","THE GUARD ROOM","A WELL
-L.11 CORRIDOR", "A STORAGE CLOSE'T
","'THE. VROCK'S LAIR","A SMALL BE.
DRODM","AN EMPTY ROOM"
140 DATA"A LARGE DINING HALL","A
DARI< PASSAGEWAY", 1 HE. WlLDERNES
11

11

;

II '

II

11

11

S"
S E W TAtc:.EINV
ELOOKDROPGE·r EXAMREADOPENREMOUSE
SWINTHROWEARHI l HOLDMEL.l<UNL.01<.IL
LHELPHINlSAVEL..OAD"
~60 SW$="CANE..l AVECANDGEM CROSSHI
EkEYSklNGTUBESCRDHAMMARMfffABLBOO
kCHESDWARBED CHAIDOURVROCCAREBOl
TEND MANUHANDWOR DHEl-\DABA 1VAMP 11
l 7f!t CLS0: PR1N1@1 :::.6, tunnels"; CHR
$ ( 128 > ; "of " ; CHR$ ( 128 > ; t er· r or " ;
18J!l PR I NT@212l3, "wr· i t ten
CHR$ ( 128

150 l. ( 16> =121: fW$="N

11

11

11

;

>;"by";

190

PRJNT•~265~

. "h"; CHR$ ( 128>;

"mi les";CHR$ ( 128);
11

jagusch";
,CHR$

220 FORX=0T07:PRINT@<102+32*X>,C
HR$( 166); :NEXT
230 FORX=0T07:PRINT@(122+32*X>,C
HR$ ( 1 66 > ; : NEXT
240 FORX=0T020:PRINT@<326+X>.CHR
$(166>;:NEXT
.

FORX=0T063:PRINT@X,CHR$<166>
; : NEXT
260 FORX=352T0479:PRINT@X,CHR$(1
66);:NEXT
270 FORY=0T09:FORX=0T05:PRINT@(6
250

, 4+Y~32+X>,CHR$(166>;:NEXTX,Y

280 FORY=0T09:FORX=0T05:PRINT@C9
.0+32*Y+X>,CHR$(166>;:NEXTX,Y
, 290 FORX=lT02000:NEXT
300 CLS:PRINT@225,"WHAT IS YOUR

.CHARATER'S NAME

11

350 GOTff.$20
360 CLS:PRINT"IN THJS ADVENTURE
YOU WILL
ENCOUNTER MANY THI
NGS.":PRINl"THF. COMPUTER WTLL AS
K YUU WI-IA I
I U DU, ANO "YUU WlLL.
ANSWER USJ.NGTWO-WORD SENTENCES <
EXCEPT FOR
DIRECTIONS WHICH YOU
MUST USE
SINGLE ··-LETlER ANSWER
S).":PRINT"EXAMPLES:":PRINT"N
370 PIHNT"GET KEYS":PRJNT"DROP G
EM":PRINT"USE HAMMER"
380 PRINT@451~"PRESS ANY KEY TO
CONTINUE."
390 Z$=JNl<EY$:IFZ$=""THEN390
400 CLS: PR I N"f 11 IF YOU BECOME TOT A
LLY SlUMPE.D,
YOU MAY WANT TO TY
PE 'HELP' OR 'HINT' TO G~T A FU
LL. LIST OF
POSSIBLE COMMANDS.
":F'RINl"YOU MAY NOl WANT TO USE
THJ.S
FUNCTION IF YOU LlkE MOR
E OF A CHALLENGE.":PRINT:PRINT:
PRINT"P.S. IT MAY BE HELPFUL
4HI PRINT"THE DUNGEON. ":PR1NT@48
:3, "PRESS ANY KEY HI CONTINUE.
42e1 Z$='1Nt<Ev$: IF Z$=
rHEN42et
4:.:--0 CLS:PRINT"YOU HAVE ,JUST DESC
ENDED ABOUl
1000 FE~I DOWN . AL
ONG' DAF<I<.
TUNNEL. II: f'R 1 NT: PR I
Nl"YOU ARE NOW AT lHE E.NTRANCE T
D THE rlJNNELS OF TERRDH 1 ~ ~ " : PR I
Nl•!!2.55, ''GOUD LUCI<~ ":PRINTi!!453, "F'
RESS ANY KEY TO BEGIN."
II

11 11

440 Z$:INKEY$: IFZ$=" "lHEN44fll

200 FORX=lT01500:NEXT
.. 21121 FORX=0T020:PRINTl:~(70+X>
( 1 66 > ; : NE X T

I

;:INPUTCH$

· 310 CLS: PRINH!!228, "DO YOU NEED I

NSTRUCTIONS?"

451!1 CLS: PRINT II YOU ARE 1N ";
460 IFR=59THENPRINTR$C17>:GOT049
0
470 IFR >l5THENPRINTR$C16>:GOT049
t!I

480 PR I NTR$ <R)
4.9 0 PRINT "VISIBLE PASSAGES: II;: GO
SUfi1550
500 PHINT:PRINT"VISIBLE OBJECTS:
":GOSUB1600
510· J FR=15THENGOSUB170~1

PRJ.Nl:GOSUB1630
F=0:S=f21
540 IFR=9THENTU=TU+1
550 FORX=1TOLEN<FW$>S1EP4:IFMID$
<FW$,X,4>=A$THENF=<X+3>14:G01057
52~

530

0

560 NEXTX
57. FORX=1TOLEN<SW$>STEP4:IFMID$
CSW$,X,4>=B$THENS=<X+3)/4:G01059
0

320 Z$=1NKEY$:IFZ$=""THEN320

580 NEXTX
590 IFF<5ANDF<>0THEN1750

330 IFZ$= N THEN430
340 IFZ$="Y"THEN360

610 IFF=6ANDS=0THEN730

11
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6it0 IFF=7ANDS=0THEN45fll
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620 IFF=25THEN2060ELSEIFF=26 THEN
2120
630 IF<F=230RF=24}ANDS=0THEN151 0
ELSEIFF<10RS<1THENPRINT"I DON'T
UNDERSTAND YOUR REQUEST.":GOT052

76121 Z$=INl<EY$: IFZ$=" "THEN760
770 GOT0450

780 .lFS=4ANDL <S>=100ANDR=7THENPR
INl"THE CARETAKER GRABS THE GEM
AND HANDS YOU THE KEYS. ":L<7>=10
0:L<4>=0:GOT0650
790 IFL<S >=10121THENPRINT"OK.":L<S
>=R:W=W-1:GOT0650
800 PRINT"YOU DON'T HAVE IT!":GO
T0650
810 1FS=4AND<L<S>=R ORL<S>=100>
THENPRINT"IT LOOt<S VERY EXQUISIT
E.":GOT0650
820 IFS=10AND<L<S>=R ORL<S>=100>
THENPRINT"IT HAS WORDS WRITTEN
ON IT.":GOT0650
830 IFS=9AND<L< S>=R ORLCS>=100>
THENPRINT"IT HAS A LOOSE END.":G
OT0650
840 IFS=4AND<L<S>=R ORL<S>=100>
THEN700
850 IFS=17 ANDL<17>=R ANDL$C17>=
"A DEAD DWARF" THENPRINT"HE IS W
EARING ARMOR.":L<12>=R:GOT0650
860 IFS=1AND<L<S>=R ORLCS>=100)
fHENPRINT"IT HAS A LOOSE HEAD.":
GOT0650
870 IFS=16ANDL$(17><>"A DEAD DWA
RF"ANDL<S>=R THENPRINT"I CAN'T D

0

640 ON<F-4>GOT0680,730,810,780,6
80,810,970,1010,1090,1140,1140,1
270,1330,1370,1380,1410,1440 ,148
0,2060,2120
650 IFR=9THENGOSUB1670
660 IFR=12THENF9=F9+1:GOSUB1810
670 GOT0520
680 IFS<13ANDS<>7ANDW<>7ANDL<S>=
R THENL<S>=100:PRINT"OK.":W=W+1
690 IFS=24ANDR=4 THENPRINT"HEY!
THE BOOKCASE MOVED
REVEA
LING A PASSAGE TO THE
SOUTH
!":0<4,2>=2:GOT0650
700 IFS=7ANDR=7 THENPRINT"THE CA
RETAKER WON'T LET YOU."
710 IFS>12 THENPRINT"DON'T BE RI
DICULOUS."
720 GOT0650
l30 CLS:PRINT"YOU ARE CARRYING:"
:FORX=1T012
740 IFL<X>=100 THENPRINTL$<X>
750 NEXTX:PRINT@451,"PRESS ANY K
EY TO CON rINUE. II

Master Control For Your Computer

JOB CONTROL PROGRAM
Features and Applications
parameter substitution
conditional branching/loop control
error trapping and recovery options
built-In text editor
compact ... all commands reside In 2K by bytes
co-resident with executing programs
fast, efficient machine language Imp lementation
both 6809 and 6800 versions available
runs on all standard FLEX computers, including TRS-80
Color Computer•
• compatible with all standard FLEX programs
• fully supported by the author
• comprehensive, well written SQ.page manual with relevant
-- ··-· . - - .. exa.rnP.l!l~ .
• source code available for customization
• liberal license arrangement for software producers
• make complex processing routines simple
• perform file maintenance, backups easily
• software producers: make systems user-friendly , easier to
use and operate
• computer dealers : demonstrate software/hardware
automatically
• simplify program development activities - allow your
computer to run unattended for long compiles. assemblies,
etc.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ORDERING INFORMATION
•
•
•
•
•

Object code only, $29.95 (special price good for orders
Object + source, $89.95
Manual only, $12.95 (credited toward purc hase)
Please add $3.00 SH charges
Colorado residents add X% state sales tax

£ & Scientific Instruments
~

204 N. Link Lane, Alpha 9
Fort Collins, Colorado 80524
(303) 484-1913

by Peter Murray

Special
Price
For JCP:

$29.95

(Object code on
FLEX diskette,
plus 60-page
manual)

Expires May 31

Reg. $49.95
See July 1980
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JCP Coc:>rdlnates your FLEX computer

qcJ
~
BASIC

USER·WRITIE
PROGRAMS

What Is JCP?
JCP, field-tested by satisfied users for over two years, Is a
program which loads Into memory, then controls operation of
the compu ter. Sequences of FLEX programs, utilities,
language processors , etc. are executed , with JCP supplying all
parameters, options, and operator inputs as required (or,
allowing direct operator Input, if desired). You define a JCP
procedure (job st ream) once; thereafter, you type a simple one·
line command to initiate the job. You don 't have to remember
all those operational details required to run a routine job. Just
tell JCP to run a procedure. JCP even handles error situations
under user options - JCP can handle the error or can BREAK
to give you the chance to look at the situation, take corrective
action. then CONTINUE the procedure from the point of
interruption! JCP allows conditional branching within a job
stream. JCP will substitute parameters Into the job stream,
allowing general purpose procedures to handle complex
compiles, assemblies, link-edits, sorts and so forth . JCP puts
you in control of your computer!

review of JCP

We accept VISA/MASTER CHARGE
Trademark Credits
FLEX Is a registered trademark of Technical Systems Consultants, Inc.
TRS-80 Color Computer Is a registered trademark of the Tandy Corp. °Frank Hogg
Laboratory supplies a version of FLEX which runs on the TRS-80 Color Computer.

Tunnels of Terror
0 THAT NOW.":GOT0650
880 IFS=15ANDL<S>=R THENPRINT"IT
IS SEALED SHUT WITH NO
VI
. SIBLE LOCK.":GOT0650
890 IFS=14ANDL<S>=R THENPRINT"IT
HAS ONE MANUSCRIPT THAT
ST
ICKS OUT FROM THE REST.": GOT0650
900 IFS=3AND<L<S>=R ORL<S>=100>
THENPRlNT"IT HAS A LOOSE BOTTOM.
":GOT0650
910 IFS=24ANDR=4THEN690
920 IFS=19ANDR=10THENPRIN'T" IT'S
LOCKED!":GOT0650
930 IFS=20ANDR=12THENPRINT"YOU'R
E CRAZY!":GOT0650
94"J IFS=21ANDR=7THENPRINT "HE WON
'T LET ME.":GOT0650
950 IF<S=2 ORS=5 ORS=6 ORS=7 ORS
=8 ORS=11 ORS=12 ORS=13 ORS=17 0
RS=18>AND<L<S>=R ORL<S>=1~0>THEN
PRINT"l SEE NOTHING SPECIAL.":GO
T0650
960 IFS<2BAND<L<S><>R ORL<S><>10
121) THENPRINT"I DON'T SEE IT HERE
.":GOT065f21
970 IFS=10AND<L<S>=R ORL<S>=100)
THENPRINT"IT SAYS-'MELKURION ABA
TH'":FORZ=1T0920:NEXTZ:CLS:PRINT
"THE SCROLL DISAPPEARS IN A PUFF
OF SMOl<E! II
980 IFS=26AND<L<10>=R ORL<10>=10
0>THENPRINT"IT SAYS-'MELKURION A
BATH'":FORZ=1T0920:NEXTZ:CLS:PRI
NT"THE SCROLL DISAPPEARS IN A PU
FF OF SMOKE!"
990 IFL<10><>R ANDL<10><>100THEN
PRINT"THERE IS NOTHING HERE TO R
EAD.
1000 GOT0650
1010 IFS=9ANDFS=f21AND<L<S>=R ORL<
S>=100>THENFS=0:PRINT"THERE APPE
ARS TO BE AN ANCIENT SCROLL INS
IDE.":L<1f21>=R:F12=1:GOT0520ELSEI
FS=9AND<L(S)=R ORL<S>=100>THENPR
INT"lT'S OPEN!":GOT0650
1020 IFS=23AND<L<9>=R DRL<9>=100
>ANDFS=0THENL<10>=R:PRINT"THERE
APPEARS TO BE AN ANCIENT SCROLL
· INSIDE.":FS=1:GOT0520ELSEIFS=23
AND<L<9>=R DRLC9>=100>THENPRINT"
IT'S OPEN!":GOT0650
1030 IFS=19ANDL<7>=100THENPRINT"
THE DOOR OPENS REVEALING A
CHAMBER TO THE NORTH.":D<10,1>=1
2:L$(19)="AN OPEN DOOR":GOT0650
1040 IFS=15ANDL<S>=R THENPRINT"I
V
T IS .SEALED SHUT WITH NO
11
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ISIBLE LOCK.":GOT0650
105f2J I FS=3ANDFC=0AND <L <S >=R ORL <
S>=100>THENFC=1:PRINT"THE BOTTOM
OPENS REVEALING A
LARGE GEM
INSIDE.":L<4>=R:GOT0520ELSEIFS=3
ANOCLCS>=R 0Rl..<S>=100>THENPRINT"
IT'S OPEN~":GOT0650
1060 IFS=22ANDFC=0AND<L<3>=R ORL
C3>=100>THENFC=1:PRINT"THE BOTTO
M OPENS REVEALING A
LARGE GEM
INSIDE. 11 :t'..<4>=R:GOT0520ELSE1FS=
22ANDCL<3>=R ORL<3>=100>THENPRIN
T"IT'S OPEN!":GOT0650
1070 IFS=19ANDR=10ANDL<7><7100TH
ENPRINT"IT'S LOCKED":GOT0650
1080 PRINT"I CAN'T DO THAT.":GOT
0 650
1090 IFS=23AND FS=0AND<L<9>=R OR
L<9>=100>THENFS=1:PRINT"THERE AP
PEARS TO BE AN ANCIENT SCROLL I
NSIDE.":L<10>=R:GOT0520ELSEIFS=2
3AND<L<9>=R ORL<9>=100>THENPRINT
"IT'S OPEN!":GOT0650
1100 IF~=22ANDFC=0AND<L<3>=R ORL
C3>=100>THENFC=1:PRINT"THE BOTTO
' M OPENS REVEALING A
LARGE GEM
INSIDE.":LC4>=R:GOT0520ELSEIFS=
22AND<L<3>=R ORL<3>=100>THENPRJN
T"IT'S OPEN! 11 :GOT0650
1110 IFS=24ANDR=4THEN690
1120 IFS=27AND<L<1>=R ORL<1>=100
>THENPRINT"YOU DISCOVER IT'S REA
LL y A
JAVELIN. II : L ( 2) =R: L ( 1)
=0:GOT0650
1130 GOT01080
1140 IFS=11ANDL<S>=100ANDR=11THE
NPRINT"YOU SMASHED IT OPEN. 11 :PRI
NT"YOU SEE A GOLD RING IN THE
DEBRIS.":L$C15>="A SMASHED CH
EST":L<B>=R:GOT0650
1150 IFR=12THEN1200
1160 IFS=25THENPRINT"NO EFFECT."
:GOT0650
1170 IFS<13ANDL<S>=100THENPRINT"
NO EFFECT.":GOT0650
1180 IFLCS><>100THENPRINT"YOU DO
N'T HAVE IT!":GOT0650
· 1190 GOT01080
1200 CLS:IFS=11ANDL<S><>100THENP
RINT 11 YOU DON'T HAVE IT!":GOT0650
1210
1220
1230
1240
650
1250
1260

IFS=25THEND=3
IFS=11ANDL<S>=100THEND=6
PT=RND<20>:IFPT>10THEN1250
PRINT"YOU MISSED HIM.":GOTO
PD=RND<D>:MH=MH-PD
PRINT"YOU HIT HIM FOR ";PO;
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Auto Run is a utility program for the TRS-00 ·
Extended Basic Color Computer. It is used to add
convenience and professionalism to your software .
Auto Run will help you create your title screen
with the graphics editor. The graphics editor allows
you to choose a background color and border style.
Using the arrow keys and several other commands
you can draw pictures, block letters and also include
text.
Auto Run will generate a machine language load
er program to preceed your program on the tape .
Then , to start up your program, simply type
CLOADM to load in the Auto Run loader program,
which will then automatically start itself up, display
your title screen, load your program and then RUN
or EXEC it.
Also you may record a vocal or musical introduc
tion preceding your program . The Auto Run loader
will control the audio on/off: ·
Basic programs can be set to load anywhere in
memory above $600 (the PCLEAR O page) .
Software authors: The Auto Run prefix may be
appended to your software products.
Auto Run is $14.95 and includes complete docu
mentation and an assembly source listing.
Requires 16K Extended Basic .
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A great new twist to the popular, educational word
guessing game for the Color Computer. Large (700
words) and sophisticated vocabulary. Or enter your
own words, your child's spelling list, foreign
language vocabulary, etc.
Outstanding high resolution graphics, animation
and sound effects.
For $14.95 you get both the 16K and 32K versions
of Galactic Hangman .

Tape Information
Management System
A user-oriented, easy to use personal database
management system for the TRS-80* Color Com
puter with these outstanding features:
* keeps files of programs, names, addresses, birth
days, recipes, class or club rosters, anything
*variable record and field lengths
* phrase substitution editor
*up to 8 user-definable fields
* ML sort (up to 3 fields), search and delete functions
*2 search modes - range and item
* user-definable printer format , for any printer
* up to 230 characters per record
For $24.95 you get the database management
system, our full documentation which includes a
reference guide and a programmer's guide, and our
1981 Bibliography of articles relating to the Color
Computer. Requires 16K Extended Basic. 32K
recommended.
1982 TIMS Bibliography - $9.95

SP-1

~yntax .r£>£m~

)J

A sensational and educational version of a popular
party game for the TRS-80* Color Computer ...
For 1 to 1O players. Load a story into the com
puter . The players are asked to supply a noun, verb,
part of body, celebrity, etc. which the program uses
to complete the story. The story, which is displayed
when all words are en.tered, will be hilarious. Silly
Syntax requires 16K Extended Basic (32~ for disk
version) . For $19.95, you get a user guide an~ a
tape containing the Silly Syntax game and 2 stones.
You can create your own stories or order story tapes
from the selection below.
Silly Syntax stories - Te.ri stories per tape.
SS-001 - Fairy Tales
SS-004 - Current Even~s .
SS-002 - Sing Along
SS-006 - Adventure/Sc1-F1
SS-003 - X-Rated
SS-007 - Potpourri
Each story tape is $9.95 . 10% off for 3 or more.story
tapes. Disk is $24.95 for Silly Syntax a~d 2 stones or
$49.95 for Silly Syntax and all 62 stones.

SUGAR SOFTWARE
2153 Leah Lane
Reynoldsburg, Ohio 43068
(614) 861-0565
·rRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

,,.~

CIS orders EMAIL to 70405, 1374

Add $1.00 per tape or disk for
postage and handling. Ohio
ans add 5.5% sales tax. COD
orders are welcome . Dealer
inquiries invited.

Tunnels of Terror
" POINTS.":GOT0650
1270 IF<S=2 ORS=11>ANDL<S>=100AN
DR=14ANDL$C17><>"A DEAD DWARF"AN
DL(17>=R THENPF<INT 11 GOOD JOB! YOU
KILLED HIM 111 :L<S>=R:L$C17>="A D
EAD DWARF":W=W-1:GOT0650
1280 IFS=2ANDL<S>=100ANDR=12THEN
W=W-1:GOT01900
1290 IFS=11ANDL<S>=100ANDR=12THE
NW=W-1:GOT01900
1300 IFS<13ANDL<S>=100THENPRINT"
Ot<.":L<S>=R:W=W-1:GOT0650
131'?1 IFL<S> < >100THENPRINT"YOU DO
N; T HAVE IT~"
1320 GOT0650
1330 IFS=6AND<L<S>=R ORL<S>=100>
ANDF5=0THENBO=BO+t:LCS>=100:F5=1
:PRINT"OK.":GOT0650
1340 IFS=8ANDCLCS>=R ORL<S>=100>
ANDF6=0THENBO=B0+1:F6~1:PRINT"OK

.":GOT0650
1350 IFS=12AND<L<S>=R ORL<S>=100
>ANDF7=0THENF7=1:BO=B0+3:PRINT"O
K. ": 6010650
1360 PRINT"THERE IS NOTHING HERE
·ro WEAR.":GOT0650
1370 PRINT"TRY 'USING' SOMETHING
.":GOT0650
1380 IFR=9ANDF1=0ANDS=5THENRA=RA
+1:PR1Nl"O.K..":GOT0650
1390 IFL (8) =10f21THENPRINT"OK. II: GO
T0650
1400 PRINT"YOU DON'T HAVE IT~":G
010650
1410 IFR=9ANDF1=0ANDS=28THENRA=R
A+l:PRINl"O.K:.":GOl0650
1420 1FS=28THE.NPRINl"NOIH1N13 HAP
PENS.":GOT0650
1430 PRINT"WHAT?!?!":GOT0650
1440 IFS=9ANDL<7>=100ANDR=10ANDL
$(9><>"AN OPEN DOOR"THENPRINT"IT
·s OPEN NOW.":L$(19)="AN OPEN ·no
OR":D<10,1>=12:GOT0650
1450 IFS=15ANDR=11THENPRINT"THER
E'S NO LOCK TO UNLOCK!":GOT0650
1460 IFS=9ANDR=10ANDL$(9)="AN OP
EN DOOR"THENPRINT"IT'S ALREADY 0
PEN.":GOT065121
1470 GOT0108121
1480 IFS=21ANDR=7THEN2030
1490 IF<S=20 ANDR=12> OR<S=29 AN
DR=9>THENPRINT"TF<Y 'USING' SOMET
HING.":GOT0650
1500 80T01080
151,0 CLS: PRINT"COMMAND WORDS ARE
--": PRINT"GET"' "TAKE"' "DROP"' II INV
ENTORY 11 , 11 LOOK 11 , 11 EXAMINE 11 ,"READ",
11
0PEN", "REMOVE", "SWING", "USE", "T
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HROW", 11 WEAR 11 , 11 UNLOCK 11 , 11 KILL 11 , 11 HE
LP 11 , 11 HINT 11 , 11 SAVE","LOAD 11 :PRINT"S
ECRET WORD <YOU MUST FIND IT
Y
OURSELF>"
1520 PR1NT@451,"PRESS ANY KEY TO
CONTINUE . II
153.0 Z$=1Nl<EY$: IFZ$= 1111 THEN 1530 ·
1540 GOT065f21
1550 IFDCR,1> < >0THENPRINT" N";
1560 IFD <R, 2> <>0THENF'RINT" S";
1570 IFD <R, 3> < >0THENPRINT" E";
1580 IFD <R, 4) <>0THENPRINT II W11 ;
1590 PRINT:RETURN
1600 FORX=1T029:1FL<X>=R THENPRI
NTL$<X>
1610 NEXTX
1620 RETURN
16:30 A$="": 8$= 1111 : INPUT"WHAT NOW"
;A$:1FLEN<AS> <4THENFORX=1T0<4-LE
N<A$>>:A$=A$+" ":NEXTX
1640 FORX=1TOLENCA$>:IFMID$CA$,X
,1>=" "ANDLEN<AS>><X+2>THENB$=MI
D$CA$,X+1,4>:IFLEN<BS><4THENB$=B
$+" ":GOT01660ELSEGOT01660
1650 NEXTX
1660 A$=LEFT$(AS,4>:RETURN
1670 IFRA=2ANDF1=0THENFORX=240TO
50STEP--5: SOUNDX, 1: NEXTX: PRINT"TH
E VAMPIRE LETS OUT A BLOODCU
RDL I NG SHR I El< AND DISAPPEARS. " : C
H=50:F1=1:L(29>=0: RETURN
1680 1Flll=5ANDF1=0THENPRINT"IT L
OOK.S LIKE HE GOT YOU IN THE NECK
1
":GOT0193f21
1690 RETURN
1700 IFFD=1THENRETURN
1710 PRINT"THE NASTY LITTLE DWAR
F THROWS A WAR HAMMER AT YOU.":L.
<11>=R:GOSUB174f21
1720 IFA$< >"DUCl<"THENPRINT"OOOPP
PSSS!":PRINl"HE TOOK YOUR HEAD 0
FF WITH IT!":GOT01930
1730 PRINT"YOU DODGED IT!":PRINT
"THE DWARF RUNS OUT OF THE ROOM
TO THE WEST.":FD=1:L<17>=14:RET
URN
1740 INPUT"WHAT NOW";AS:A$=LEFT$
(A$,4>:RETURN
1750 IFR=12THEN18121f21ELSEIFF=1ANDD
CR,1><>0THENR=DCR,1>:GOT0450
1760 IFF=2ANDD<R,2><>0THENR=D<R,
2>:GOT0450
1770 IFF=3ANDD<R,3> < >0THENR=D<R,
3>:GOT0450
1780 IFF=4ANDD<R,4><>0THENR=D<R,
4>:GOT0450
1790 PRINT"YOU JUST RAN INTO A W
ALL.":GOT0520
Color Computer News

· Tunnels of Terror .
181210 PRINT"THE VROCK WON'T LET M
E~":GOT0650

1810 IFF9<2THEN1890
1820 MT=RND<20>:IFMH<=0 THEN2040
t830 MT=MT-BO:IFMT>6THEN1850
1840 PRINT"HE MISSED YOU.":GOT01
880
1850 MD=RND<6>:CH=CH-MD
1860 PRINT"HE HIT YOU FOR ";MD;"
POINTS."
1870 IFCH<=0lHEN1930
1880 PRil\IT"HE HAS ";MH;"HJT PDIN
TS.":PRINT"YOU HAVE ";CH;"HIT PO
INTS.
1890 RETURN .
190f21 CL.S: IFF9>1THENPRINT"YOU ARE
TOO CLOSE. II: GOT0650ELSEP..l=RND ( 1
00>:IFPJ>50THEN1920
1910 PRINT"YOU MISSED HIM.":GOTO
630
1920 IFS=11THENDH=RND<6>:PRINT"Y
OU HIT HIM FOR ";DJ;" POINTS.":M
H=MH-DH:L<11>=R:GOT0650 ELSEDJ=R
ND ( 1121): PRINT "YOU HIT HIM FOR "; D
J; II POINTS. I I : MH=MH--DJ: L (2) =R: GOT
0650
1930 PLAY"T502V31L2FL4FL1B-L2FL4
B-03L2D02P12FL4B-03L2D02P12FL4B
03L2D02P12FL4B-03L2002P12L2B- L40
3DL1FL2DL402B-L2FP12Fl.4Fl.1B-"
1940 FORX=1T0750:NEXTX
195121 CLS: PR I NT OOOPPPSSS ! ! ! PR I
NT"YOU SEEM TO HAVE GOTTEN YOURS
ELFKILLED!":PRINl"BETTER LUCI< NE
XT TIME!":FORX=1T02000:NEXTX
1960 PRINT@450,"WOULD YOU LIKE T
0 TRY AGAIN?"
197121 Z$=1NKEY$:IFZ$=""THEN1970
1980 IFZ$="Y"THENRUN
1990 IFZ$="N"THEN2010
2000 GOT01970
2010 CLS:PRINT@162,"l HOPE YOU E
NJOYED YOURSELF 111 :PRINT@230,"PLE
ASE COME AGAIN TO":PRINT@294,"TH
E TUNNELS OF TERROR~"
2020 GOT0202121
203121 CLS:PRINT"YOU FIND YOU CANN
OT MOVE!":FORX=1T01000:NEXTX:PRI
NT"YOU HEAR SOMETHING BREAKING~"
:FORX=1T0500:NEXTX:PRINT"IT'S YO
UR BONES!! 111 :FORX=1T01500:NEXTX:
PLAY"01T255V31L255CDEFGAB":PR1N'f
"YOU NECK JUST SNAPPED!! !":FORX=
1T01000:NEXT:GOT01930
2040 FORX=1T01000:NEXTX
212150 CLS:PLAY"03L4T5FB-04DL2FL4D
L1F":PRINT"WELL, IT LOOKS LIKE Y
II

II
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II :

OU'VE DONE IT~ YOU'VE DEFEATED T
HE VROCI<
AND ALL HIS EVILS SER
VANTS. ":PRINT"YOLFVE MADE AN ABS
OLUTELY
EXCELLENT PERFORMA
NCE ! ":GOTOl.960
2060 Cl.S:PRINT"PLEASE POSITION T
APE,PRESS PLAY,AND HIT ANY KEY T
0 BEGIN SAVING"
207 0 A$=1NKEY$:JFA$=""THEN2070
2080 OPEN"O", # ·- 1, CH$
2090 FORX=0T029:PRINT#-1,LCX>:PR
INT#-1,L$<X>:NEXTX
2100 PRINT#-1,FC:PRINT#-1,FS:PRI
NT#-1,F1:PRINT#-1,F9:PRINT#- 1,TU
:PRINT#- 1,RA:PRINT#-1,R:PRINT#-1
,W:PRINT#-1,BO:PRINT#-1,D<10,1>:
PRINT# - 1,D<4,2>:PRINT#-1,CH:PRIN
T#- 1,MH:PRINT#-1,FD
2110 CLOSE#-1:GOT0450
2120 CLS:PRINT"PLEASE POSITION T
APE,PRESS PLAY,AND HIT ANY KEY T
0 BEGIN LOADING"
2130 A$=INKEY$:IFA$= THEN2130
2140 OPEN "I",#-1,CH$
2150 FORX=0T029:INPUT#-1,L<X>:IN
PUT#-1,L$<X>:NEXTX
2160 INPUT# - 1,FC:INPUT#-l~FS:INP
UT# - 1,F1:INPUT#-1,F9:INPUT#-1,TU
:INPUT#-1,RA:INPUT# - 1,R:INPUT#-1
,W:INPUT#-1,BO:INPUT#-1,D<l0,1>:
INPUT# - 1,D<4,2>:INPUT#-1,CH:INPU
T#-1 , MH:INPUT#-1,FD
2170 CLOSE# - 1:GOT0450
1111

Color Computer News Tip

EXEC 44539 has the same effect as:
10 A$ = INKEY$: IF A$ = "" THEN 10
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ASSEMBL V LANGUAGE GRAPHICS
for the TRS-80 Color Computer
by DON & KURT INMAN
280 pages

$14.95 +$1 . 25

postage & handling

~SOFTWARE 16K EXTENDED

New!!!
CRYSTAL
REVENGE
$16.95 +$1 . 25
postage & handling
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P.O. Box 116C
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19539
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DISK UTILITY PROGRAM
By Michael Bowers
1153 Culligan Blvd.
San Jose, CA 95120

I ordered my Color Computer so I could
play games and then do serious work
using FLEX. FLEX has several neat
utilities for listing directories, copying,
and ' deleting FLEX data sets. . These
functions were missing from the Radio
Shack DOS so I decided to write my own.
This task was simplified because Radio
Shack DOS is written· such that the
commands COPY and KILL may be
executed from a BASIC program. Thus the
power of basic may be used to form the
constructs that DOS needs.
One of the things I like about the FLEX
utilities was the ability to enter a
command followed by .a text string. The
command would then only operate on data
sets whose name began with the text
string. For example, COPY DI would copy
all data sets whose name began with DI
such as DISKUTIL and DIVIDE. The IBM
system I use at work allows me to use a
suffix for selecting data sets. This * UTIL
would select all data sets · ending with
UTIL such as DISKUTIL and TAPEUTIL. I
also decided it would be nice to select all
data sets with the same extension. Thus
/DAT will give all data sets with an
extension of DAT.
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The functions that I wanted to do were:
selectively list the directory, selectively
copy data sets, and selectively kill (delete)
data sets. I wanted the KILL optiori to ask
(promp.t) before deleting the data set. I
also wanted a prom pt option for copy so
that all items meeting the selection did not
have to be copied.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
The commands that DISKUTIL allows
follow.
L opts
C opts
PC opts
PK opts
DRIVE nbr
FREE nbr
H
End

List directory
Copy data sets
Prompt Copy of dafa sets
Prompt Kill of data sets
change default Drive
Display number of free granules
Help (lists valid commands)
Ends the program

opts = Optional Text String
nbr = optional drive number
The first four commands accept the
optional text string that is used to select
data sets. The text string selector can take
any one of the following forms:
Color Computer News

• 3 display formats: 51/64/85
columns x 24 lines
• True lower case characters
• User-friendly full-screen
editor
• Right justification
• Easy hyphenation
• Drives any printer
• Embedded format and
control codes
• Runs in 16K, 32K, or 64K
• Menu-driven disk and
cassette I/ 0
• No hardware modifications
required
THE ORIGINAL
Simply stated, Telewriter is the most powerful
word processor you can buy for the TRS-80
Color Computer. The original Telewriter has
received rave reviews in every major Color
Computer and TRS-80 magazine, as well as
enthusiastic praise from thousands of satisfied
owners. And rightly so.
The standard Color Computer display of 32
characters by 16 lines without lower case is
simply inadequate for serious word processing.
The checkerboard letters and tiny lines give you
no feel for how your writing looks or reads.
Telewriter gives the Color Computer a 51
column by 24 line screen display with true
lower case characters. So a Telewriter screen
looks like a printed page, with a good chunk of
text on screen at one time. In fact, more on
screen text than you'd get with Apple II, Atari,
TI, Vic or TRS-80 Model III.
On top of that, the sophisticated Telewriter
full-screen editor is so simple to use, it makes
writing fun. With single-letter mnemonic
commands, and menu-driven I/O and
formatting, Telewriter surpasses all others for
user friendliness and pure power.
Telewriter's chain printing feature means that
the size of your text is never limited by the
amount of memory you have, and Telewriter's
advanced cassette handler gives you a powerful
word processor without the major additional
cost of a disk.

... one of the best programs for the Color
Computer I have seen ...

- Color Computer News, Jan. 1982

TELEWRITER-64
But now we've added more power to
Telewriter. Not just bells and whistles, but
major features that give you total control over
your writing. We call this new supercharged
version Telewriter-64. For two reasons.

64K COMPATIBLE
Telewriter-64 runs fully in any Color Computer
- 16K, 32K, or 64K, with or without Extended
Basic, with disk or cassette or both. It
automatically configures itself to take optimum
advantage of all available memory. That means
that when you upgrade your memory, the
Telewriter-64 text buffer grows accordingly. In
a 64K cassette based system, for example, you
get about 40K of memory to store text. So you
don't need disk or FLEX to put all your 64K
to work immediately.

64 COLUMNS (ANO 85!)
Besides the original 51 column screen,
Telewriter-64 now gives you 2 additional high
density displays: 64 x 24 and 85 x 24! ! Both
high density modes provide all the standard
Telewriter editing capabilities, and you can
switch instantly to any of the 3 formats with a
single control key command.
The 51 x 24 display is clear and crisp on the
screen. The two high density modes are more
crowded and less easily readable ,. but they are
perfect for showing you the exact layout of
your printed page, all on the screen at one
time. Compare this with cumbersome
"windows" that show you only fragments at a
time and don't even allow editing.

RIGHT JUSTIFICATION &
HYPHENATION
One outstanding advantage of the full-width
screen display is that you can now set the
screen width to match the width of your
printed page, so that "what you see is what
you get." This makes exact alignment of
columns possible and it makes hyphenadon
simple.
Since short lines are the reason for the large
spaces often found in standard right justified
text, and since hyphenation is the most
effective way to eliminate short lines,
Telewriter-64 can now promise you some of the
best looking right justification you can get on
the Color Computer.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS:
Printing and formatting: Drives any printer
(LPVIl / VIII, DMP-100/ 200, Epson, Okidata,
Centronics, NEC , C. ltoh, Smith-Corona,
Terminet, etc).
Embedded control codes give full dynamic access to
intelligent printer features like: underlining,
subscript, superscript, variable font and type size, dot
graphics, etc.
Dynamic (embedded) format controls for : top ,
bottom, and left margins; line length, lines per page,
line spacing, new page, change page numbering,
conditional new page, enable / disable justification.
Menu-driven control of these parameters, as well as:
pause at page bottom, page numbering, baud rate (so
you can run your printer at top speed), and Epson
font . "Typewriter" feature sends typed lines directly
to your printer, and Direct mode sends control codes
right from the keyboard. Special Epson driver
simplifies use with MX-80.
Supports single and multi-line headers and automatic
centering. Print or save all or any section of the text
buffer. Chain print any number of files from cassette
or disk.

File and 1/0 Features: ASCII format files 
create and edit BASIC, Assembly, Pascal, and C
programs, Smart Terminal files (for uploading or
downloading), even text files from other word
processors. Compatible with spelling checkers (like
Spell 'n Fix).
Cassette verify command for sure saves. Cassette auto
retry means you type a load command only once no
matter where you are in the tape.
Read in, save, partial save, and append files with disk
and/or cassette. For disk: print directory with free
space to screen or printer, kill and rename files , set
default drive. Easily customized to the number of
drives in the system.
Editing features: Fast, full-screen editor with
wordwrap, block copy, block move, block delete, line
delete, global search and replace (or delete) , wild card
search, fast auto-repeat cursor, fast scrolling, cursor
up, down, right, left, begin line, end line, top of text,
bottom of text; page forward, page backward, align
text, tabs, choice of buff cir green background,
complete error protection, line counter, word counter,
space left, current file name, default drive in effect,
set line length on screen.
Insert or delete text anywhere on the screen without
changing "modes." This fast "free-form" editor
provides maximum ease of use. Everything you do
appears immediately on the screen in front of you .
Commands require only a single key or a single key
plus CLEAR.

... truly a state of the art word processor...
outstanding in every respect.

- The RAINBOW, Jan. 1982

PROFESSIONAL
WORD PROCESSING
You can no longer afford to be without the
power and efficiency word processing brings to
everything you write. The TRS-80 Color
Computer is the lowest priced micro with the
capability for serious word processing. And
only Telewriter-64 fully unleashes that
capability . .
Telewriter-64 costs $49.95 on cassette, $59.95
on disk, and comes complete with over 70
pages of well-written documentation. (The step
by-step tutorial will have your writing with
Telewriter-64 in a matter of minutes.)
To order, send check or money order to:

Cognitec
704 Nob Street
Del Mar, CA 92014
Or check your local software store. If you have
questions, or would like to order by Visa or
Mastercard, call us at (619) 755-1258
(weekdays, 8AM-4PM PST). Dealer inquiries
invited .
(Add $2 for shipping. Californians add 60/o state taX . Allow 2
weeks for personal checks. Send self-addressed stamped
envelope for Telcwritcr reviews from CCN, RAINBOW,
SO-Micro, 80-U .S. Tclewriter owners : send SASE or call for ·
information on upgrading to Tclewriter-64. Tclewriter·
compatible spelling checker (Spell 'n Fix) and Smart Terminal
program (Colorcom / E) also available. Call or write for more
information.)
Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc .; Atari is a
trademark of Atari, Inc.; TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy
Corp; MX-80 is a trademark of Epson America, Inc.

Disk Utility

##It This is the prefix form. All data sets

beginning with the text string are sel
ected.
* #lt#This is the suffix form. All data sets
ending with the text string are selected.
I ##It This is the extension form. All data
sets with the ##It extension are selected.
Note that the selector string ##It may be
any length from 0 to 8 characters for the
prefix or suffix. The string If #It can be 1 to
three characters for the extension selec
tor. However only zero or one of the three
forms can be used. They can not be mixed
in the same command.
With the drive command, the drive
address .can be entered with the com
mand. If the address is not entered the
program will prompt for it after enter is
pressed. When the program is loaded the
drive defaults to drive 0. The List
command will list the selected directory on
the current drive. The PK command
prompts for killing data sets on the current
drive. The C and PC commands are
designed primarily to copy from one drive
· to a second drive. When the copy
commands (PC C) are invoked, the
programs asKs for the target disk. It then
gives the source and target disk addresses
and asks if they are OK. If they are OK the
copy starts. If the answer is no, the
program returns to the command mode.
Since the copy command is executed
within a basic program, any file error will
abort the program. To prevent AE? (file
already exists) errors from occurring, -the
program checks the target disk to see if
the data set already exists. If it does, it is
deleted (killed) on the target disk, then the
source is copied to the target disk . The
copy command (C PC) are primarily set up
for plutocrats wfth two or more drives. For
the poor relations who only have one
drive, copy still works, but in a degraded
mode. When · DISKUTIL asks for the
target drive answering with the same
drive as the source will invoke the DOS
single disk copy command. DOS (not the
program) will have you inserting- source
and target disks until the copy is
complete. The single disk copy is not
smart enough to check to see if the data
set already exists on the target disk. If it
does the program will terminate with an
AE? error.
The FREE command displays how many
free granules are left on the disk. If a drive
address is not specified, the number of
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free granules on the default drive is
displayed. If a drive address is entered
then the number of free granules on the
addressed drive is displayed.
EXAMPLES
RUN "DISKUTIL"
L DISK List all items in directory
beginning with DISK on drive 0.
L * S List all items in directory ending
with S on drive 0.
L List entire directory on drive 0.
FREE List number of free granules on
drive 0.
L /DA List all items in directory with
extension starting with DA on drive 0.
DRIVE 1 Set default drive to 1.
PK * GAME for each data set on drive 1
that ends with "GAME", the program
will ask' if it is OK to delete. If yes they will
be deleted.
FREE 0 List number of free granules on
drive 0. Note that even though the default
drive is drive 1, the free granules are
listed for drive 0. The default drive
remains drive 1.
C /BIN The program will ask for the target
drive, then copy all files with an extension
of /BIN from drive 1 to the target drive,
listing the file names as they are copied.
·
DRIVE 0 Set default drive to 0.
PC The program will ask for the target
drive, then attempt to copy all (since no
optional text string was specified) files
from drive 0 to the target drive. For each
file, the program will ask if it is OK to
copy. If no, the program goes to the next
file. If yes, and the target drive is not the
source drive, the program 'checks the
target drive to see if the data set exists. If
it does not, the data set is copied. If it does
exist, the program asks if it is OK, to
delete the data set on the target drive. If it
is OK, the target data set is deleted. Then
the data set is copied from source to
target. If it is not OK to delete the target
drive data set the program goes to the
next data set.
A suggestion for those who type in this
program. To make sure a typing mistake
does not delete a valuable disk, save the
program on a disk that has several other
files on it. Then use the DOS BACKUP
command to copy the entire disk to a new
disk. Put the original disk in a safe place.
Execute the program from the copied disk:
Try all the .functions, and check the
Color Computer News
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directories to make sure the program
640-870 determine if directory entry
w?rks as expected. If you find any typing
matches optional text string
mistakes, make sure the copy on the
880-1010 copy if match subroutine
master disk is corrected.
1020-1090 get target drive address for
PROGRAM OUTLINE AND VARIABLE
copy
FUNCTION
1100-1160 prompt copy ok
VARIABLE MAIN USE
1170-1270 prompt kill
DD
default drive number
128q-1460 check target disk directory to
D2
target drive for copy
see if data set already exists
.
C$
command and other text string input 1470-1490 restore source disk after single
disk copy
C
length of C$ and also as a switch
1500-1590 display commands (help menu)
PCt
lines until full screen counter
1600-1620 pause when screen-full
G $
optional text field
LG
length of optional text field
HAPPY COPYING
SL
type of command:
SL= 1 list
SL= 2 copy
10 'LIST COPY AND DELETE UTILITY
SL= 3 prompt copy
SL= 4 prompt kill
drive
number for free command
20 'BY MIKE BOWERS SEPT 1982
FD
do loop counter for directory list
:~0 VERIFY ON
s
string to input data from disk
40 CLEAR1500: CLS: DD=f!I
A$,B$
50 GOSUB 1500
do loop counter for directory list
N
name from directory
60 LINE INPUT "ENTER COMMAND <H>
NA$
extension from directory
: "; C$
EX$
switch
to
show
name
match
7121
PC=0
M
l=no match
80 C=LEN<C$>
2= match
91ZI IF C=0 GOTO 60
used for secondary directory do loop andHl0 FOR I=C TO 1 STEP-1
SS
to show ifembedded I
110 IF MID$(C$,I,1><>" "GOTO 14
F$
source (from) name for copy and delete 0
T$
to name for copy
120 NEXT I
AA$,BB$ secondary disk input string
130 GOTO 60:' IF ALL BLANK GET C
NN
secondary do loop counter
MD AGAIN
NM$
secondary name
140 IF C <> I THEN C$=LEFT$ <C$, I
ET$
secondary extension
) : 'DROP TRAIL I NG BLANKS
R$
input for next page question
150 C=LEN <C$)
160 FOR I = 1 TO C
1 70 IF MI 0$ (C$' I' 1 )

PROGRAM OUTLINE
10-50 init variables, reserve string space,
display help
60-490 main loop
60-90 get command
100-190 drop trailing and leading blanks
200-230 move optional text field into LG$
240-280 first level command decode based
on length of command
300-340 command decode for one letter
commands
350-380 command decode for two letter
commands
390-430 command decode for 3 ,4,5 letter
commands
440-460 get default drive number
470-490 print free granules
500-630 read directory, process each entry
for list, copy or kill as directed by SL
Color Computer News

<>

II

II

THEN

190
180

NEXT I
190 IF 1 <> 1 THEN C$ = RIGHT$<C
$,1~C-I>:'DROP LEADING BALNKS
2 00 C=LEN<C$)
210 'SEE IF GENERIC TEXT FIELD E
NTERED <GT$>
220 LG= INSTR ( 1, C$,
230 IF LG>0 THEN GT$=RIGHT$(C$,C
-LG>:C$=LEFT$(C$,LG-1>:C=LEN<C$)
:LG=LEN<GT$)
240 IF C=1 THEN 300
250 IF C=2 THEN 350
260 IF C=3 THEN 390
270 IF C=4 THEN 410
280 IF C=5 THEN 420
290 PRINT"INVALID COMMAND--TRY A
GAIN":GOTO 60
300 IF C$ = "L" THEN SL=l:GOTO 5
II

II)
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00
31.0 IF C$ = "C" THEN SL.=2:GOSUB
1020:0N M GOTO 60,500
32Y.I IF C$ = "E" THEN END
334!1 IF C$ = H THEN GOSUB 1500:
GOTO 60
3412> GOTO 290
351'!1 IF C$ = PC THEN SL =3: GOSUB
1020:0N M GOTO 60,500
360 IF C$ = "Pl<" THEN SL=4:GOTO
50121
370 IF C$ = "EN" THEN END
380 GOTO 290
390 IF C$ = "END" THEN END
400 GOTO 290
410 IF C$ = "FREE" THEN 471!1
42121 IF C$ = "DRIVE" THEN GOTO 44
II

II

II

If

0

430
440
IVE
450

GOTO 290
IF LG=0 THEN INPUT "INPUT DR
# ";GT$
DD=VAL<GT$)
460 GOTO 60
470 IF LG = 0 THEN FD=DD ELSE F
D = VAL<GT$>
480 PRINT "GRANULES REMAINING ON
DISK = ";FREE<FD)
490 GOTO 60
500 FOR 8=3 TO 11
510 DSKI$ DD,17,S,A$,B$
.520 A$=A$+LEFT$(B$,127>
530 FOR N=0T07
540 NA$=MID$CA$,N*32+1,8>
550 EX$=MID$CA$,N*32+9,3>
560 IF ASC<NA$>=0 THEN 590 ELSE
IF ASC<NA$)=255 THEN 610
570 B$=NA$+"/"+EX$
580 ON SL GOSUB 640,880,880,1170

UB 800:0N C GOTO 780,750
730 IF L.EFT$(GT$,1)="/" THEN 790
740 GOTO 780
750 IF SL=l THEN PC=PC+l
760 IF PC >=16 THEN GOSUB 1600
770 PRINT B$+":"+STR$<DD>:M=2
780 RETURN
790 IF RIGHT$<GT$,LG -·1>=MID$(B$,
HI, LG -- l> THEN 770 ELSE 780
800 'SET C TO 1 IF LAST OF B$ <
> GT$ ELSE C=2 IF =
810 C=l:'INIT TO NO MATCH
820 FOR J=B TO 1 STEP-1
9 ~;0 IF MID$ (B$' J ' 1 ) <> "
THEN
850
840 NEXT J
850 C$ = LEFT$(B$,J)
860 IF RIGHT$CC$,L.G-1>= RIGHT$CG
T$,LG - 1) THEN C=2
870 RETURN
880 'COPY IF MATCH
890 GOSUB 640 :'PRINT IF MATCH
900 IF M=l THEN 1010
910 I F SL=3 THEN GOSUB 11.00: ' PRO
MPT MODE
920 IF M=l THEN 1010
93121 F$,;,B$+": "+RIGHT$ <STR$ <DD>, 1)
II

940 T$= B$ ·t-": "+RIGHT$ <STR$ <D2>, 1
)

950 IF 02 <>99 THEN GOSUB 1280:"
IF ALREADY EXISTS
960 IF M = 1 THEN 1010: ~ SKIP IF
NOT DELETED
970 IF 02 = 99 THEN CLS: COPY F$
GOTO 990
980 COPY F$ TO T$
99~1 PRINT B$ +
COPIED"
1000 IF 02 = 99 THEN GOSUB 1470
1010 RETURN
1020 'GET SECOND DRIVE ADDRESS
1030 INPUT "TARGET DRIVEtt ;C$
1040 D2=VAL<C$)
1050 PRINT"COPY FROM DRIVE" STR$
<DD> + " TO DRIVE" +STR$CD2}
1060 INPUT "C IF CORRECT, N IF W
RONG";C$
1070 IF LEFT$(C$,1)="C" THEN M=2
ELSE M=1
1080 IF D2 = DD THEN D2=99
1090 RETURN
1100 'PROMPT COPY
1110 PRINT "Y IF OK TO COPY
1120 SOUND 128,1 ·
1130 C$=INKEY$
1140 IF C$ = 1111 THEN 1130
1150 IF C$ = "Y" THEN M=2 ELSE M
SEE

II

590
600
610
620
, 630
640

NEXT N
NEXT S
' END OF DIR LOOP
GOTO 60
END
' PRINT AND MATCH SUBROUTINE

650
660
670
680

M=1:'1Nil TO NO MAlCH
IF LG = 0 GOTO 750
SS=INSTR<2,GT$,"/")
IF SS = 0 OR SS = 7 THEN 710

690 GT$ = LEFT$<GT$,SS-1> + STRI
N6$(9-SS," ") + RIGHT$<GT$,1+LG
SS>
700 LG=LEN<GT$)
710 IF GT$ = LEFT$(B$,LG> THEN 7
70
720 IF LEFT$(GT$,1>="*" THEN GOS
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=1
1160 RETURN
1170 'PROMPT DELETE
1180 GOSUB 640: ' PRINT IF MATCH
1190 IF M=1 THEN 1270
12!Zl0 PRINT "Y IF 01< TO l<IL.L <DEL
ETE>"
12112! C$= I Nl<EY$
1220 IF C$=
THEN 1210
1230 IF C$<>"Y" THEN 1270
1240 T$=B$+":"+RIGHT$(STR$<DD>,1>
1250 l<ILL T$
1260 PRINTT$ +
DELETED"
1270 RETURN
1280 FOR SS=3 TO 11
1290 DSKI$ D2,17,SS,AA$,BB$
1300 AA$=AA$+LEFT$CBB$,127)
1310 FOR NN=0T07
1320 NM$=MID$CAA$,NN*32+1,8>
1330 ET$=MID$<AA$,NN*32+9,3>
1340 IF ASCCNM$>=0 THEN 1360 ELS
E IF ASC<NM$)=255 THEN 1380
1350 IF B$=NM$+"/"+ET$ THEN 1390
1360 NEXT NN
1: n0 NEXT SS
1 :380 RETURN
1390 IF SL = 2 THEN 1440
t 4V.10 PRINT T$ + "ALREADY EXISTS,
OK TO DELETE?"
1111

II

1410 C$ = INKEY$
1420 IF C$ = "" THEN 1410
1430 IF C$ <> Y THEN M=t:GOTO 14
11

11

60

1440 l<ILL T$
1450 M=2
1460 RETURN
1470 PRINT"INSERT SOURCE DISKETT
E AND PRESS ENTER"
1480 GOSUB 1130
1490 RETURN
151!10 CLS: PRINT"L ###----LIST DIRE
CTORY"
1510 PRINT"C ###---COPY"
1520 PRINT"PC ###--PROMPT COPY"
1530 PRINT"PK ###-- PROMPT l<ILL"
1540 PRINT"DRIVE #-SET ?';CTIVE DR
IVE"
1550 PRINT"FREE #--GRANULES LEFT
ON DRIVE"
1560 PRINT"H
---- -DISPLAY THIS
TEXT"
1570 PRINT"E END PROGRAM"
1580 PRINT"### TEXT SELECTION"
1590 RETURN
161!10 INPUT "HIT ENTER TO CONTINU
E";R$
1610 PC=0
1620 RETURN

THE GREATEST
SOFTWARE DEAL
ON EARTH!
Tame your computer w ithout breakin g your
wa llet's spiritl Quality programs on tape for th e
pri ce of peanuts !
A su bscripti on to Chromasette Magazine consists of 6 to 8 ready-to-l oad use ful , prac tical,
and fun programs de live red by First Ciass M ail every month. Progra ms like CuNe Fit, Diggem,
Graph Tex t, Li st M oq, Robo t Run, House Adventure, and Keep Text.
Trea t yourse lf to a grea t show - get a subscripti on to Chromasette Magazine. Or catch
a single ac t and tr; a back iss ue. You 'll be de lighted by the tricks your computer w ill do 1
I yt>ar I 12 1ssut>s)

The Bottom Line:

6 mo nths 16 ISSU E'S)
Single Copies

The Fine Print:

S50.00
530.00
s 6.00

Calif. residents add 6 % to singl e cop ies
N o rth Am t>nca - First Cla ss po stage in cluded.
Overseas - add SJO to subscnpt1 o ns and SJ to sing le cop1t>s Sent AO ra te.

All issues fro m July 1981 available -

ask for list Programs ar e for the Extendt>d BASIC m odel and occas1ona lly for disks.

............Im
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Santa Barbara, CA 93102
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THE !WR MAN'S FIDPPY
By James G. Kriz
5517 Williston Drive
Parma , OH 44129

. -. ~

I recently received from JPC Products a
new product called TC-BC Cassette Inter
~ face. It is advertised as the "Poor Man's
~ Floppy". Some of you may recognize the
\ ancestor of this product as originally
:. offered for the Mod I. The TC-BC is a
' plug-in ROM pack that contains a cassette
operating system for the Color Computer
.c alled CCCOS. Before you say "cassette ,
why bother?", read on! The TC-BC has
two jacks for connecting two cassette
recorders. The CCCOS supports the
concurrent operation of both recorders. It
is possible to read a file on one recorder,
add, delete, or change a record and write
· that file out on the other recorder just like
the big tape-oriented mainframes. No
, loriger is it necessary to limit the length of
· tape files to that which will fit into
. available memory. Actually , although JPC
· makes no mention of it in their ads , it is
: possible to operate three recorders concu
. rrently since the operation of the standard
; Color Computer cassette port is in no way
affected by the CCCOS.
· Beginning to sound good? There is
; more. The TC-BC operates at a little more
· than twice the ·s peed of the standard Color
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Computer cassette port - approximately
3600 baud. This rate is changeable by the
user, if so desired, by a "POKE". A
program that normally takes about 45
seconds to load takes only 20 seconds with
the TC-BC! This does point to on:e of the
apparent restrictions on the use of the
TC-BC. I experimented with three dif
ferent cassette recorders: a $50 Radio
Shae!\ model, a $35 Panasonic, and the
recommended CTR-BOA. The Panasonic
would not load at all .. The Radio Shack
worked sporadically with too many 1/0
errors to be considered acceptable. The
CTR-BOA has been working fine with no
problems.
Because of the higher baud rate,
standard Color Computer tapes are not
compatible with the TC-BC; however, this
is not really a serious problem. Conversion
is easy. Since the standa-rd port is
unaffected , simply load a program in the
usual way and save it using the TC-BC .
The CCCOS provides 13 commands and
5 BASIC statements. It resides in ROM
and is activated by EXECuting 5324B
(HDOOO). When active, it uses 594 bytes at
the top of memory for IO buffers, etc.
Color Computer-News
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SCEPTER OF KZIRGLA

I

MOON
SHUTILE

From Rainbow Connection Software
Real-time graphics adventure game with arcade sound for
the color computer. 13 floors of dungeon with monsters,
treasure chests, hidden trap doors ... even a flying magic
carpet! All in your quest to find the Scepter of Kzirgla.
Whatever you do, don't get caught in the poisonous gas
cloud! Extended BASIC required.

Programmer's
Corner

.

From DataSott
Pilot your moon shuttle to meet your destiny- The Prince
cl Darkness. Out maneuver spinning rockets, dodge life
threatening man-o-wers, meteors, bomb launchers and
expandos. Suddenly your flight becom es more perilous as
enemy forces multiply. Test the outer limits cl your instinct
for survival!

16K Tape, $16.95,
16K Disk, $21.95

BASIC AID
From Eigen
Help for the BASIC programmer! Merge command, move
command and automatic numbering plus 45 common
BASIC commands - or change keys to your specttica
tions. Comes with convenient easy to use plastic keyboard
overlay. Power up and you instantly have all the develop
ment tools you need.

·• 

16K Tape $34.95 .

ZAXXON

ROM$34.95

TELEWRITER 64

From DataSott
The official Zaxxon , now lor home use. combines 3 dimen·
sional effects, unique color graphics and realistic sound
effects. Arcade ac tion while you maneuver your ship
through a battlefield cl enemy missiles, tanks and planes
lo meet your match in the deadly Zaxxon Robot armed with
a lethal homing device.

The adventure continues, seek out and destroy the enemy
wizard before his sceptor recharges. While a continuation
of Sceptor of Kzlrgla, you don't have to have the earlier
program to play Conquest.

From Cognitec
Now word processing at its best! This machine language
program uses Hi-Res graphics to draw text. ii includes
advanced features to create. edit store, format and print
any kind of text with justification, hyphenation and page
numbering. Creates a new character set (no hardware
modifications required) that has !rue lower case letters in 3
display formats 51 /64/85 columns x 24 lines. The full
screen editor is simple to use with single key commands,
menu driven 110 and formatting. Comes with well written
documentation and runs on 16K, 32K, or 64K with or with
out extended basic. Telewriter surpasses other word proc
essors for user friendliness and power.

16K Tape $39.95

16K Tape $21.95·or
32K Disk $26.95

PLANET
INVASION

~

T~pe $49.95 or

From Spectral Associates
Be a defender! Your ships are fortified with smart bombs to
protect the planet from aliens. Machine-language arcade
style game with fast action and superior Hi-Res graphics.
What will be the fate of civilization when you are in control ?
Joystick required .

KEYS OF
THE WIZARD

by John Gabbard
From Spectral Associates
Unlock all the doors! Smart creatures follow you through
out hundreds of rooms lilted with glittering treasures.
magic spells. traps, tricks and puzzles. This exciting ma
chine language text adventure has great sound. Three skill
levels allow you to learn easily and work up to expert.
Cassette save with random features so you never play the
same game twice!

ii:~ER

16K Tape $21.95

16K Tape $19.95

l!lillJr .[~
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BREAKTHRU
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From Tom Mix
How high can you climb? Use the praC1ice game to test
your skills. Become an expert at this arcade-style game
filled wtth exciting sound and realistic aC1ion. For 1 or 2
players. There are 4 screens: barrels, pins, jacks and con
veyors. Reach the hammer if you're fast and strong.

by Don Inman and Kurt Inman
From Reston Books
Improve your skills! Create graphical data displays atter
reading these revealing applications using sound and
graphics to show you what can be done wi th an assembler.
A complete guidebook to assembly language program 
ming on the Color Computer.

From Avalon Hill
Futuristic racquetball! Knock out five walls al the opposite
end of the court using joystick to strike or deflect the lively
ball. Fast action, 3 dimensional, high resolution machine
language, arcade game. Exciting simulation of motion and
perspective.

32K Tape $26.95

$14.95

16K Tape $19.95

For Information Call

THE
PAOGAAm ITOAE

1
I

Item

Tape/Disk/Book

Price

.

800-424-2738
MAIL ORDERS: Send check or M.O. for total pur
chase price, plus $2.00 postage & handling. D.C .. MD: &
VA.: add sales tax. Charge cards: Include all embossed in

~

formation.

r- -THE PROGRAMSTORE·"O;.,;: oa:05.3.&;x95a2.4200
~

.

To Order Call Toll-Free

T.M .

Visit our other stores:
829 Bethel Rd.. Columbus OH
Seven Corners Center, Falls Church , VA
W. Bell Plaza, 6600 Security Blvd., Baltimore, MD
White Flint Mall, Rockville Pike, Rockville. Md.
Coming Soon to Boston. Philadelphia and Pittsburgh .

I

16K Tape $19.95

ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE
GRAPHICS

202-363-9797

I
I

A

by Bob Sleath
From Spectral Associates
Do you hunt and peck? For beginners or rusty typists,
become proficient in touch typing al your own pace. In
structional program has 15 lessons stressing eye-finger
coordination . accuracy and speed. The last lesson points
out errors so you know which characters you miss.
Smooth. free-flowing typing is simple with this tutorial.
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Poor Man's Floppy
The commands are:
@SA VE - same as CSA VE except that it
does not support the A (ASCII) option.
@LOAD - same as CLOAD
@VERIFY - a command most welcome on
the Color Computer; compares a @SA VEd
program with the original in memory to
verify a good save.
@SA VEM - similar to CSA VEM except
that addresses must be in Hex.
@LOADM - same as CLOADM
@VERIFYM - verifies the save of machine
_language programs.
. @DIR - similar to SKIPF. Lists all file
names on a cassette on screen. If a file
name is specified, @DIR stops after that
.• name.
@GO - similar to EXEC. Causes execution
: of a machine language program.
@ON - same as MOTOR ON.
@OFF - same as MOTOR OFF.
@RUN ~load and runs the nam-ed BASIC
program. It's almost like having auto-run.
@RUNM - loads and executes machine
language programs.
@KILL - deactivates CCCOS to free up
those 594 bytes at the top of memory.
The format of the above commands
includes a drive number so that they may
be used for either tape 1 or 2.
The available BASIC statements are
@OPEN, @CLOSE, @INPUT, @PRINT,
and @EO F. These all generally parallel
the corresponding BASIC IO statements
with a few differences. Device number
may be specified so that, for example,
.Tape 1 may be opened as input while Tape
2 is opened as output. One minor problem
with the system is that in the @OPEN a
file name must be specified; you cannot
use a variable and set the file name to
some value during program execution.
The biggest fault of this otherwise
outstanding system is the absence of the
@LINEINPUT instruction. This makes it
useless for data tapes created by text
editors or word processors since commas
and colons are treated as delimeters by
the @INPUT instruction and any liries
, containing them will be truncated.
I teach Programming and Systems
Analysis at a local college so I know what
good documentation should look like. The
documentatfon supplied with the TC-8C is
an outstanding example of what good
documentation should be. It consists of 45
pages in a loose leaf binder. Each
command and statement gets o·ne full
page to itself. Error messages are clearly
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defined and information regarding · key
variables and addresses is provided.
The ROM pack itself is well m~de. It
contains a spare ROM socket for insertion
of a ROM of your choice. JPC recom
mends that you use their J-BUG monitor
ROM. The manual includes instructions
for installation of a second ROM and the
setting of DIP switches for different
PROM types. JPC also thoughtfully
includes a nut driver for opening the ROM
PACK.
Overall, with the exception of the lack of
a @LINEINPUT statement, I feel that the
TC-BC is an exceptional product for the
Color Computer and, even with the
additional cost of a second CTR-80A or
CTR-81, is a reasonable alternative to a
disk system.
If you decide to delay your purchase of
the TC-8C until it has had more time in the
field or until it is revised to include
@LINEINPUT or the ability to specify a
variable in the file name entry, fear not. I
discussed this problem with Gerry Wil
liams, president of JPC, and he explained
that registered owners of JPC products
are sent announcements of major revi
sions and _are given the opportunity to
upgrade at the cost of the change only.
This is usually in the $10 to $12 range. He
also said that some of the suggestions
made here may be implemented within 4
to 5 months.
The TC-8C is available from:
JPC Products Co .
12021 Paisano Ct. N .E.
Albuquerque, NM 87112
Price $129. 95
COLOR COMPUTER NEWS TIP

To disable ROM pack POKE 65315,54 then
insert ROM pack. To execute POKE
65315,55 or EXEC&HCOOO.
POKE65313,4 turns the cassette motor on
and leaves il on. POKE65313,52 to turn it
off.
To keep the screen on text or Graphics
POKE359,57 and SCREEN 1, 1 will show the
graphics, you will still be able to -type, but it
will not be shown. SCREEN 0, 1 inverses the
screen.
·

Color Computer News

YOU NEED
COLOR FORTH!!

MACRO-BOC
The Micro Works is pleased to announce the release of
its disk-based editor, macro assembler and monitor , writ
ten for Color Computer by Andy Phelps . THIS IS IT - The
ultimate programming tool'
The powerful 2-pass macro assembler features conditional
assembly, local labels , include files and cross referenced symbol
tables . MACR0-80c supports the complete Motorola 6809 instruction set in
standard source format. There are no changes , constraints or shortcuts in
the source language definition . Incorporating all of the features of our
Rompack -based assembler (SDS80C) . MACR0-80c contains many more
useful instructions and pseudo-ops which aid the programmer and add
power and flexibility .
The screen-oriented text editor is designed for efficient and easy editing of
assembly language programs . The " Help Key " feature makes it simple
and fun to learn to use the editor . As the editor requires no line numbers.
you can use the arrow keys to position the cursor anywhere in the file .
MACR0-80c allows global changes and moving / copying blocks of text. You
can edit lines of assembly source which are longer th~n 32 characters .
DCBUG is a machine language monitor which allows examining and
altering of memory . setting break points . etc .
The editor. assembler and monitor - as well as sample programs 
come on one Radio Shack compatible disk . Extensive documentation
included. MACR0-80c Price: $99 .95

Why?
•Forth is faster to program in than Basic
•Forth is easier to learn than Assembly Language
•Forth executes in less time than Basic

Forth is a highly interactive language like Basic , with
structure like Pascal and execution speed close to
that of Assembly Language . The Micro Works Color
Forth is a Rompack containing everything you need to
run Forth on your Color Computer.
Color Forth consists of the standard FORTH Interest
Group (FIG) implementation of the language plus
most of FORTH -79. It has a super screen editor with
split screen display. Mass· storage is on cassette .
Color Forth also contains a decompiler and other aids
for learning the inner workings of this fascinating lan
guage. It will run on 4K . 16K. and 32K computers .
Color Forth contains 1OK of ROM , leaving your RAM
lor your programs' There are simple words to
effectively use the Hi -Res Color Computer graphics .
joysticks . and sound . The 112-page manual includes
a glossary of the system-specific words , a full
standard FIG glossary and complete source listing .
COLOR FORTH ... THE BEST 1 From the leader in
Forth. Talbot Microsystems . Price: $109.95

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

MICROTEXT: COMMUNICATIONS
VIA YOUR MOOEM!

The Micro Works Software Development System ISDS80C l is a complete 6809 editor. assembler and
monitor package contained in one Color Computer program pack' Vasily superior to RAM·based
assemblers / editors. the SDS80C is non·volatlle. meaning that 11 your appl1cat1on program bombs. 11 can ·1
destroy your editor/ assembler . Plus it leaves almost all ol 16K or 32K RAM lree for your program. Since
all three programs . editor . assembler and monitor are co-resident. we eliminate tedious program loading
when going back and forth lrom editing to assembly and debugging'

Now you can use your printer wllh your modem' Your computer can be an
intelligent prin:1ng terminal . Talk to timeshare services or to other personal
computers: print simultaneously through a second printer port : and re
display text stored in memory . Dump to a cassette tape . or printer . or both.
M1crotext can be used with any printer or no printer at all . It features user
conl1gurable duplex / parit y tor special applications . and can send any ASCII
character . You 'll find many uses for this general purpose module' Microtext
is available in ROMPACK . ready-to-use . !or $59.95.

The powerful screen-oriented Editor features lin.ds. changes . moves . copys and much more. All keys have
convenient auto repeat (typama11c) . and since no line numbers are required . the lull width ol the screen
may be used to generate well commented code .
The Assembler features all ol the following : complete 6809 instruction set: conditional assembly :· 1ocal
labels: assembly to cassette tape or lo memory: listing to screen or printer : and mnemonic error codes
instead of numbers .
The versatile monitor is tailored tor debugging programs generated by the Assembler and Editor. It
features examine / change of memory or registers. cassene load and save . breakpoints and more. SOS80C
Price: $89.95

Star Blaster - Blast your way through an asteroid field in this action-packed Hi-Res graphics game. Available in ROMPACK: requires 16K. Price: $39 .95
Pac Attack - Try your hand at this challenging game by Computerware. with fantastic graphics. sound and action 1 Cassette requires 16K. Price: $24.95
Berserk - Have fun zapping robots with this Hi·'Res game by Mark Data Products. Cassette requires 16K. Price: $24.95
Adventure - Black Sanctum and Calixto Island by Mark Data Products. Each cassette requires 16K. Price: $19.95 each.
Cave Hunter - Experience vivid colors. bizarre sounds and errie creatures in hot pursuit as you wind your way through acave maze in search of gold treasures.
exciting Hi-Res game by Mark Data Products requires 16K for cassette version. Price: $24.95

*

*

Also Available: Machine Language Monitor
2-Pass Disassembler
Memory Upgrade Kits
Parts and Services
Books
Call or write for information

*
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*

GOOD STUFF!

* We Stock 64K Chips

MasterCharge/Visa Accepted
California residents add 6% tax.

P.O. BOX 1110, DEL MAR, CA 920-14 [714) 942-2400

REVIEW-1HE COI\1IDSER
From Speech Systems
by Gabe Weaver
1309 W. Ave. J-2 Apt. 1
Lancaster, CA 93534

Extended Basie's PLAY command is a
powerful musical tool. The PLAY state
ment allows you to easily compose and
play a melody on the Color Computer. The
VIC 20 and Commodore 64 require two
POKES for each note entered. One
drawback of the PLAY command is the
inability to play multiple voice songs. Only
one note, at a time, can be played using
the PLAY command. I was told by Radio
Shack that multiple voice music could be
composed and played on the Color
Computer using machine code. Unhap
pily, Radio Shack could give me no
guidance on how to write machine code for
multiple voice music.
In November 1982 I noticed several
advertisements for a music utility called
the "COMPOSER", by Speech Systems.
According to the advertisements the
"COMPOSER" will play music in 'four
voices, has a seven octave range, variable
tempo and octave capability, single and
double dotted notes, quarter and eighth
note tripletts, and a detailed manual. I
called Speech Systems and talked to
Richard Perry the author of the "COM
POSER". Richard reconfirmed that the
"COMPOSER" has all the capabilities
74 May 1983

described in the advertisements. I ordered
the disk version of the program from
Richard. The "COMPOSER" arrived
within a couple of days.
·
The package contained a large .manual
and the disk version of the "COM
POSER". Without hesitation, I be~an to
read the manual. From the very begmning
I knew that I had struck pay-dirt. The
manual begins with discussions on how to
handle possible cassette version loading
problems, using the cassette recorder to
record music, and how to play music
through a hi-fi system. A quick listen
section describes how to sample the power
of the "COMPOSER". The disk version
has a "JUKEBOX" program which plays
"Raindrops Keep Falling On Your Head",
"Exodus", and several sound effects.
Boy-oh-boy, I could hardly believe my ears
or eyes. The TV screen was alive with a
kaliedescope of semigraphic colors and
music, that would rival many organs or
music synthesizers, was filling the air.
"COMPOSER" is the main Basic program
on the disk and cassette versions. If you
follow the quick listen instructions you will
be able to compile the source program and
play "Raindrops Keep Falling On Your
Color Computer News
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THE STEREO COMPOSER

The STEREO COMPOSER music synthesizer was developed for tt1e true music
lo"ver. All the features available for the COMPOSER descri bed below are also
available for the STEREO COMPOSER . However. instead of •1sing the single 6 bit
digital to analog converter built into the computer and the <peaker built into your
TV. the STEREO COMPOSER uses two 8 bit digital to ar alog converters which
drive two audio power amplifiers. These amplifiers surply enough audio power
to easily drive your own external speakers . If you li~ d. the output may be con
nected to your home stereo system to further increase fidelity. Connection is
Provided by two phono connectors. If the music is too loud. two bu ilt-in volume
C011trols are provided to allow you to control the volume of each of the channels
separately. The advantage of being able to use external high quality speakers is
obvious. The use of higher quality digital to analog converters serves to further
increase music fidelity.
The STEREO COMPOSER produces music in stereo . Of the 4 voices produced . 2
are directed to each channel . This ability alone increases the realism of the
music. You can even move the voices between speakers as the music plays.
The STEREO COMPOSER comes assembled. tested . burned in, with all the
software and hardware to allow you to immediately start enjoying your music. A
complete manual and examples are provided to give you everyth ing you need to
know .
The STEREO COMPOSER is completely memory decoded so it does not conflict
with the Radio Shack disk controller. In this way. disk owners with an expansion
interface such as the BT-1000 by Basic Technology i:an produce music from disk
with the STEREO COMPOSER in one slot and the disk controller in another. In
fact . you can even have THE VOICE in another slot without any fears that there
will be memory conflicts.

..

THE VOICE should not be mistaken with software speech synthesizers which
require the computer to do all the work in producing speech .
THE VOICE uses a special large scale integrated circuit. the SC-01 by VOTRAX .
to reproduce any one of 64 phonemes at 4 inflections. Phonemes are basic units
of speech which allow one to reproduce any word in English as well as many
other languages.
THE VOICE has · two outputs. Speech may be heard through the user's TV
speaker. or the built-in audio power amplifier may be connected tei your own
external speaker. A phono connector is provided for th is purpose and if the
volume is too high. a built-in volume control may be used to adjust it to the
µroper level.
THE VOICE comes assembled , tested . burned in . w ith all the necessary
hardware and software. A complete manual with many examples are provided to
get you started in developing your own BASIC or machine language programs to
use speech .
THE VOICE is completely memory decoded so it does not conflict with the Radio
Shack disk controller. In this way, disk owners w it'1 an expansion interface such
as the BT-1000 by Basic Technology can produce speech from disk with THE
VOICE in one slot and the disk controller in another. In fact , you can even have
the STEREO COMPOSER in another slot without any fears that there will be
memory conflicts .
We are trying to develop a library of software for THE VOICE . Toward this end . we
will be offering substantial royalties to sottware authors for their work .

Requires Extended BASIC and Minimum of 16K
Specify Cassette o r Disk
STEREO COMPOSER (Hardware and Software)

SPEECH SYSTEMS got its start providing high quality speech synthesizers for
SS-50 bus computers. We are now proud to announce the same high quality
product for the Color Computer and TDP-1 00 .

...$119.95

Requires Extended BASIC and Minimum of 16K
Specify Cassette or Disk
·
THE VOICE (Hardware and Software) .

. ... . ..$179 .95

THE COMPOSER

The COMPOSER is a 4 voice music compiler which easily allows one to develop
high quality music. Each voice is programmed separately . In addition . each
voice uses its own waveshape table which means a unique sound for each of the
4 voices.
The COMPOSER features a 7 octave range . It supports dotted and double dotted
notes as well as eighth , quarter, and standard triplet notes. Sixteenth and thirty
second notes are also supported .
The COMPOSER allows the music to be played at any tempo and in any key. And
believe it or not, the tempo and key can be modified as the music plays. Th is
gives the user tremendous versatility in developing music. Key modification also
allows the user to move the music up or down one or more octaves .
The COMPOSER displays a constantly changing random kaleidoscope pattern
as the music plays . In addition . the number of the note being played is displayed
which aids une in finding sour notes during music development. Both of these
displays can be disabled to allow any screen to be displayed while the music is
playing. In this way, one can show the words to a song or display a picture as the
music plays.
The COMPOSER develops a machine language position independent sub
routine that can be Saved. Loaded, and Executed independent of all other
software. This means that you can share your music with friends. In fact, you can
write your own BASIC programs that call and play the music. Software vendors
may include the music in their own product .
The COMPOSER is menu driven making it extremely easy and friendly to use and
operate. A thick operating manual is also provided . Many examples are given to
aid the user in getting started . All you need is provided , no additional hardware is
necessar)t. Don't let the price fool you, the COMPOSER has got to be heard to be
appreciated .
Requires Extended BASIC and Minimum of 16K
CASSETIE VERSION ... ...... .. ... .... .. .... ..... . .. .. ... . . ... . ....$24.95
DISK VERSION (32K) . . • .. ..... . , ..•...... .. . . ... .... . ... .. . . ......$29.95

~

HOW TO ORDER
We accept CASH , CHECK . COD, VISA. and MASTER CARD orders.
Shipping and handling for all products in the
continental US and Canada
Shipping and handling for all. products outside the
continental US and Canada
........... . .
COD charge (requires cash , certifieC: check, or
money order) .. .. . ........... . ... . . .

. . ....$2 .00
. .. $5 .00
. . . ..$2 .00

Illinois res idents purchasing the STEREO COMPOSER or THE VOICE please add
5V•% sales tax .
Dealer Inquiries Invited
SPECIALISTS IN SYNTHES!ZERS
FOR THE COLOR COMPUTER AND TDP- 100.

38W255 DEERPATH ROAD .
BATAVIA, ILLINOIS 60510

(312) 879-6880 .

..............................................................
CALL ANY DAY. ANYTIME TO ORDER . YOU MAY ALSO ORDER BY MAIL

Composer
Head''.
The next section of the manual deals
with how to use the "COMPOSER". A
display menu is presented: 1. Load Source
(BASIC), 2. Compile Source, 3. Play
Music, 4. Modify Tempo, 5. Modify
Key/Octave, 6. Save Compiled Music
(ML), 7. Save Source (BASIC), 8. Graphics
On (Y /N), 9. End or Eait. The Load Source
(BASIC) option allows you to load in a
Basic source program you have devel
oped. This will normally be the first option
the user will select. Option 2 Compile
Sour~e translates the Basic source prog
ram mtci machine code. An error detecting
routine will display source program er
rors. After correcting all source program
errors and compiling the source program
you are ready to select option 3 Play
Music. If Graphics On is selected in option
8 a colorful semigraphics presentation will
be displayed on the TV screen. In
addition, a note counter will be displayed
in the lower right corn er of the screen to
aid. in debugging music. Modify Tempo ,
opt10n 4, allows you to modify the tempo
of the music. The tempo can also be
modified by placing tern po data state
men~s in the source program. Option 5
Modify Key/Octave allows you to modify
the key or octave of your entire musical
score. The key can be dynamically
changed by placing key data statements in
the source program. When you are
satisfied with the mu sic select option 6
Save Compiled Music (M L). The saved
machine code program -can be run as a
stand alone program or used with a Basic
pro~~am ..The machine code program is
pos1t1on independent. Option 7 Save
Source (BASIC) saves the Basic "COM
POSER" program and the source data
statements. Option 8 Graphics On (Y /N)
enables or disables the semigraphic
display in the machine code program. The
End or Edit option allows you to modify
the source data statements .
·
A "Preparing Music" section describes
how to write the Basic source code data
st~tements. This sectio~ is exceptionally
written. E15G4C #4B!4E ts a typical source
data statement. This statement translates
to four notes: E flat octave 5, G octave 4, C
sharp octave 4, B flat octave 4 played for
an eighth note duration. Best of all, the
four notes are played simultaneously.
There are several diagrams in this section
that make translation of sheet music to
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source data statements very easy.
Source data statements for "King Of
The Road", "Adeste Fideles", "Battle
Hymn Of The Republic", "Blowin In The
Wind", "Mexican Hat Dance", and
"Jimmy Crack Corn" are included in the
manual. These data listings are excellent
examples of Basic source programs. Just
type the desired song's data listing into
the source program and compile. The song
is then ready to play and save.
The "COMPOSER" manual includes a
short discussion on sound effects and a
detailed Reference List. Anyone wishing
to research voice or music synthesis will
find the Reference List very useful.
After reading the manual I deGided to
write some music. Being a science fiction
fan, I decided to translate the theme from
"STAR WARS". I bought the sheet music
for "STAR WARS" from the local music
store and began the easy task of
translating the sheet music notes to source
data statements. My first attempt at
writing music using the "COMPOSER"
was a success. I experimented with the
Key and Tempo options until the music
was to my liking. I might add, these
options are very easy to use. Using ·option
6 Save Compiled Music (ML) and option 7
Save Source (BASIC) I saved my music. In
addition , I also recorded the music on my
cassette recorder so I could play the music
on my stereo. Playing the music on a good
stereo system is a real musical treat. The
Color Computer can really hit those high
and low notes. This program is an
excellent example of the outstanding
software available for the Color Computer.
The "COMPOSER" is .available from
Speec? Systems, 38 W. 255 Deerpath Rd.,
Batavia, IL 60510, 16K Extended Basic
Cassette $24.95 or Disk $29.95.
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THE
KING

$28.95

TAPE
ONLY

1982
32K Machine Language
$26.95 tape

This program gives you the real
feeling of flight. Full instrumenta
tion complete to the max . Actual
simulation of space flight. 32K
Ext . Basic

$29.95 disk
ARCADE ACTION - How high can you climb? Four full graphic
screens. Exciting Sound - Realistic graphics. Never before has
the color computer seen a game like this . Early reviews say:
Just like the arcade - Simply outstanding!

PROTECTORS
Exciting fast paced arcade
game that looks and plays like
the popular arcade gllme
" DEFENDER"
Wave after wave of enemy
fighters drop bombs on your
city. Destroy them before they
destroy your city. Soon the
mother ships appear firing laser blasts at you . Watch for the
heat seeking mines.
Your defense includes your laser cannon plus four smart
bo~bs on each of your four ships. A new ship with each 5,000
points.
High resolution graphics with four colors make th is new 32K
arcade game the one for others to follow .
$24.95 TAPE $27.95 DISK

\t . .J.\§?}t~~'1~gg~f~~t~~~ngii;~
v

graphics in the fairway or on thP.
green . Helps your game.
32K EXTENDED BASIC
$17.95

·

BIRD ATTACK-A fast paced machine language arcade game.
Shoot the birdmen before they descend upon you . Wat ch out
$21 .95
for their bombs! 16K Machine Language
MAZE RACE-Maze race is a one or two player game . Play either
against the built in timer or against your favorit e opponent. 16K
Machine Code
$17.95
SOLO POOL-Now play pool with your color computer. Two
players . Plays like machine language. Super color. High resolu
tion graphics . 16K Ext. Basic
$17.95

OTHER GREAT GAMES

ALL PROGRAMS REQUIRE 16K
MOON LANDER•Fantastic Graphics. Land on the Moon if you
$17.95
can . 2 Programs. Ext. Basic
DANCING DEVIL•Watch him dance to music or program him
yourself. Machine Language.
$14.95
WAR KINGS•Battle to save your castle and king . High resolu
tion graphics with outstanding sound make this one a real win 
ner. 16K Machine Language
$17.95

ADVENTURES

TREK·18·Travel thru space with Spock and Capt . Kirk. Adven 
517_95
ture. Tough! Ext . Basic .
SHIPWRECK-Escape from a desert isle if you can. Great
Adventure! Ext . Basic .
$14.95
ESCAPE FROM SPECTRE (Graphic Adventure)-You are a
secret agent for British Intelligence sent on a mission to obtain
the secret nerve gas formula being developed by S.P.E.C.T.R.E.·
to destroy the world . 16K Ext. Basic
$17.95

TRAP FALL

by Ken Kalish
The "Pitfalls " in this game are many . Hidden treasures, jump
over the pits , sw ing on the vine , watch out for alligators ,
beware of the scorpion . Another game for the Co lor Computer
with the same high resolution graphics as " The King ".
Requires 16K
Tape

KATERPILLAR
ATTACK
Outstanding graphics and sound

will
end all of those trips to the arcade. So
much like the arcade you have to see it
to believe it. Requires Ext . Basic .
16K MACHINE LANGUAGE
$21.95
DISK
$24.95

UTILITIES

COLOR MONITOR-Written in position independent code. (May
be located in any free memory). Very c;;ompact. Only occupies
1174 bytes of memory . Full Featured . Includes Break-Pointing
of machine language programs, register display and modify,
memory display and modify, and block memory move com
mands . Displays memory in hex and ascii format on one line 8
bytes long.
MACHINE LANGUAGE $24.95
ROM-This program is a utility that will move "most" BK Rom
Packs to disk and allow you to run them from disk. Easy to use.
Requ ires 64K.
$17.95
SCREEN PRINT ROUTINE-Using your Epson or Microline
Printer. Print the screen contents on a full size 8V2 x 11 sheet.
16K Ext. Basic
$17.95
TAPE DUPE-Brand new machine language program that
copies any tape effortlessly . Completely automatic .
$16.95
DISK TO TAPE·Dump the contents of any disk
automatically . Machine Language.
TAPE TO DISK·Load the contents of any tape
automatically. Machine Language .
MAIL LIST-Maintain a complete mailing list with phone
numbers etc. Ext. Basic .
$17.95
THE FIXER-Having trouble moving those 600 Hex progams to
disk? The fixer will help. Completely automatic.
$17.95
TAPE CAT-All new machine language program lists contents of
tapes to printer. Make a catalog of your tapes .
$17.95
PROGRAM PRINTER UTILITY·This program will list basic pro
grams to your printer in two column format. ·Saves paper and
$17.95
makes your listing look professional. Disk based .

ADD $1 .00 POSTAGE & HANDLING
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS ADD 4% SALES TAX

•
•

TOP ROYALTIES PAID
LOOKING FOR NEW SOFTWARE

*TO PLACE ORDERS AFTER 5:00 P.M. CALL OUR BBS AT 818-364-4791
SEE YOU AT RAINBOW FEST

.......:

NUMERIC DATA ENTRYPAD ,
By Don Brettle
4 709 Kellogg Drive
Woodbridge, VA 22193

Radio Shack must have intended the
Color Computer to be a game machine
because they forgot to give us the proper
keypad to enter our numerical data easily.
We all know the Color Computer is
much more than a game machine. The
Color Computer is a friend that can do
everything any other micro can.
Let me .first explain the real reason I
made this modification to my Color
Computer. I have a number of loves in life.
My wife (Grace), my two sons, and my
Color Computer. Either Grace or I were
spending too much time entering data into
.the Color <'.:omputer and not enough time
with each ·other (we are both in retailing
with different firms). Many nights it was
one or · two in the morning before we
finished updating the daily figures.
One answer to the late nights would be
faster data entry. Grace says a keypad is
what we need. I could not find any
a?vertised .so I decided to make my own.
First I had to decide how to connect it to
the Color Computer. I thought about the
cartridge slot, the lf O port, cassette and
joystick ports but ruled them all out
because ·! didn ' t fully understand how they
worked ·even after reading a number of
articles about them. I don't understand all
the timing and logic signals etc. Besides it
would probably require software to drive it
. 78 May 1983
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and I know very little machine code. This
left me with the keyboard 110 ;- the
software is already there to read the key
board so all I had to do was make my Color
Computer think it was reading its own
keyboard. Next step was to find the spot to
tap into the keyboard. This was easy as
the keyboard merely plugs into the circuit
board. The theory I was using was to hook
up external keys in parallel to the same
keys in the keyboard.
This articles shows how I converted an
old 'calculator to a keypad for my Color
Computer. The procedure involved open
ing the color computer and tapping into
the connections between the keyboard and
main printed circuit board. (Caution this
voids your Radio Shack warranty).
The parts I used were;
One old calculator. (Logic circuits and
power supply were dead. I didn't need
them any way. But the key pad was still
good).
S"of 16 conductor ribbon cable.
1 male 25 pin connector. (I only needed 16
of the pins but it was what I had at hand).
1 female 25 pin connector.
Solder and the service manual for the
Color Computer.
· The procedure I used was;
1. Open up old cakulator and cut all traces
that come from the keys. This eliminates
Color Computer News

Numeric Dat Entry Pad
any chance of shorts or overloading the
input to the color computer.
2. Rewire the keypad to duplicate the color
computer's matrix. This information is
found in the service manual. Each key in
the calculator has 2 connections. These
must be connected to the ribbon cable. I
cut off about 18" of the cable and saved it
to be used for the connections inside the
color computer. The rest of the cable is
connected to the calculator. I will number
the wires in the ribbon from 1 through 16.·
I only use wires 5 through 16 (wires I
. through 4 are used for letters but I decided
to bring them outside the color computer
for possible later use). The following are
the connections to the calculator pad.
They may vary depending on the number
of keys you have available.
Wire tf5 to clear entry key
Wire #6 to 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 keys
Wire tr1 to 8, 9, X, +, -, . and divide keys
Wire #8 to total key and one other spare
key (to be used as shift key)
Wire-s 9 to 16 go to the other connection on
the following keys .
Wire /$ to 0, 8 and total keys
Wire #10 to 1 and 9 keys
Wire #11 to 2 and X keys
Wire #12 to 3 and + keys
Wire #13 to 4 key
Wire #14 to 5, - and clear entry keys
Wire #15 to 6 and . keys
Wire #16 to 7, divid·e and the spare key to
be used for shift arrow and comma. These
keys I plan to use as control keys. Tliey are
connected the same way as the others.
Check the service manual to find the
corred wire Ifs.
A good idea rs to use a cable clamp of
some sort inside the calculator to prevent
the wires being pulled loose. Then run the
cable out through the air circulation slots
or any other opening in the case.
The next step is to connect the other end
of the cable to the cable connector. I used
a solderless connector so I only bad to
place the ribbon in its proper position and
press hard.
Now check out the calculator end of the
project. This can be done using an ohm
meter. If no keys are pressed there should
be no continuity between any two pins on
the connector. If you find no resistance
between the pins then recheck your work
for shorts or improper connections. If you
press a key you should find coritinuity
between two pins and only two pins.
Color Computer News

Exam pie pushing the #1 key will give you
continuity between pins 6 and 10 only, no
others.
If your tests check out you may now
reassemble the calculator.
Now for the scary part.
Remove the cover from the color
computer (follow insttildions· · in the
service manual of the directions given in
the many other articles on how to void
your warranty). After removing the cover
you will see that the keyboard is connected
to the circuit board by a short 16 wire
cable with plugs on each end. Unplug the
keyboard end of the cable from the
keyboard. Turn the keyboard over and you
can see 15 pins. Pin lfJ is not there. I could
not find a socket in my spare pa.rts that
would fit over these pins so I got out the
soldering iron.
I next took ·about 18" of ribbon cable
and soldered each wire to the correspon
ding pin. These connections must be made
near the base of the pin to allow the
keyboard to be plugged back in. Wire 1 to
pin 1 wire 2 to pin 2 wire 3 to (oops no pin
3) tape it to insure no short. Wfre 4 goes to
pin 4 etc.
·
I then ran the cable out one of the
ventilation slots in the bottom of the color
computer and connected the other connec
tor to it . Next I checked for shorts as
before. All checked 0 .K. so I reinstalled
the keyboard and put the color computer
back together again.
Now for the tests. Test 1, plug in the
color computer and · see if it still works
properly. It does! Test 2, let boy meet girl.
Plug the calculator cable into the cable
coming from the color computer. Does the
color computer still work? Yes! Try to key
in the number from the calculator. Does
the keypad work? It does. It even ·a.nows
you to use the pad in the command mode
by using (SHIFT?) to print your answer on
the screen. I had enough keys to have the
(,) also so I can print to the printer from
tbe pad. I changed the program we were
using to ask 1 or 2 rather than Y or N and
now the menu driven programs are
completely operated from the pad.
Now Grace can enter her numerical data
in less than half the time it took her
before. This leaves me more time with the
color computer to write programs and play
games with the boys and more· time in bed
with Grace.
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FULLTIME LOWERCASE HAS COME
a Hardware Review
by Old Father William

One of my least favorite lines in
software ads is the offer of "real
lowercase". That line strikes home with
me, because just about the only thing I
haven't liked about the Color Computer is
its reverse-video substitute for lowercase
letters. Maybe it is just my old eyes, but I
find it almost impossible to proofread text
accurately while looking at a screenful of
positive and negative video blocks.
The problem I have with ''real lower
case" is that I have this prejudice that the
word "real" is to be reserved for use with
things that either are or aren't, not for
things that are sometimes or to a certain
degree. If a program will give me
lowercase only when it is running, or
worse, only when it is running and I can
spare 7200 bytes of memory for the
lowercase graphics routine ,. I have a hard
time justifying the use of the phrase "real
lowercase''.
With thaf introduction in mind, let me
tell you that my own Color Computer is
now running with fulltime, REAL
LOWERCASE. So can yours, for less than
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$85.00. What's more, we are talking
hardware, not soft.ware, so it uses none of
your precious memory. NONE!
The magic that accomplishes this
condition is the WORD PROCESSING
LOW ERK IT, from Hometronics Inter
national, 7701 Fifth Avenue, Brooklyn, NY
11209. The magician is Dennis Kitsz, of
Roxbury, VT, the designer of this simple
-looking hardware additive. The design is,
to me, obviously the "right" one. Radio
Shack/Motorola designed the Colo-r Com
puter to be capable of incorporating an
external character generator for the video
display , but they didn't make use of that
capability. Dennis Kitsz's hardware kit
puts an external character generator right
where the Color Computer's design left
room for one.
' If you have sent Hometronics Inter
national $79.97 ( +$2.50 Shipping and
Handling) for- the fully-assembled version
($45.00 +s &H gets you the kit form),
opening the package reveals a 30 + page
instruction manual and a plastic bubble
pack protecting a 2-1/ 4" x 4-112" printed
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Yes, you can save a full 33% off any issue of the CCN Magna-Zine cassette program
loader tapes!!
In celebration of Color Cbmputer News' second anniversary, during the
month of May we are reducing the cost of single tapes from their regular low price of
$6.00 each to just $4.00 each!
There is no limit on the number of tapes you may order,
and you can select from any of the 20 issues published thus far.
Act now, because this
sale is only good for the cover date of this anniversary issue and after the sale is
over, the single tape price will be raised to $6.50 each. (U.S. and Canada customers
please add $1.00 postage per tape, other foreign please add $2.00 for airmail. All pay
ments must be in U.S. funds only. Florida residents must add $.20 sales tax per tape.)

SamplerSeries
The popular CCN Magna-Zine SamplerSeries volumes are also available now for immedi
ate delivery. The six SamplerSeries tapes are compilations of programs grouped together
by general subject matter. This allows you to select only those tapes which most inter
est you, saving you both time and money. The five of the tapes are priced at only $14.95
1) Fun and
each (plus $1.00 domestic and $2.00 airmail postage). The tape titles are:
Games,
2) Hobbies and Hams,
3) Words and Numbers , 4) Get Smart, and 5) For Disks
Only. The sixth tape is the "Programmer's Toolbox." Since it has several more programs
and a 16 page booklet of technical documentation to go with it, it is priced at $19.95
(plus $1.50 domestic and $3.00 airmail postage. Florida residents must render 5% sales
tax unto Gov. Graham for each of the above tapes ordered.)
CCN MAGNA-ZINE SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION

The CCN Magna-zine produces the software loader tapes of the programs appearing each
roonth in Color Computer News magazine. The concept is simple: instead of hours of typing
and debugging your favorite programs in CCN, our tape will let you just ''cload" your
troubles away!! Until June 1st, a 12 month subscription for the U.S. and Canada is
$42.00 (plus $6.00 postage for a total of $48.00).
For other foreign countries, the
airmail postage is $18.00 (for a total of $60.00) HOWEVER, the base subscription rate
will be increased to $48.00 for all subscriptions recieved after May 31st.
(i.e. the
U.S. & Canadian totals will be $54.00 and other foreign, $66.00 per year, and of course,
all foreign payment is in U.S. funds) So act now, and save $$$$$! !
Send your orders to :

CCN Magna-zine Service
Post Office Box 68
Safety Harbor, Florida 33572
Send a SA SE for
a complete listing
of all program s

Lowercase
circuit board, bristling with IC chips.
Don't let the "30 + pages" scare you. f
said that to convey how impressed I am at
the thoroughness of the documentation,
not how difficult the installation might be.
In fact, my copy of LOWERKIT was
installed and operating within 10 minutes
· of my picking up a screwdriver! I can't
imagine anything being easier.
OK, let's be fully honest. I dfd spend 15
minutes before I picked up the screw
driver, reading through what I needed in
the instructions. This was happening in
the office of REMarkable Software, while
Bill Sias was busy doing three other
things. Not too busy, though, that he
couldn't holler at me that no self-respec
ting Color Computer hobbyist would ever
stoop to reading the instructions before
tackling the task. I'm sorry if this looses
me readership, but, after all, I am in the
"confession is good for the soul" busi
ness.
The first item of importance in the
manual is: Don't even unwrap the PC
board to look at it until you make two
decisions about whether or not you want to
do this installation. 1.) Are you ready to
void your Radio · Sfiack warranty by
opening the case? 2.) If you have an early
Color Computer, is· your Video Display
Generator (marked MC6847) soldered
directly, pin by pin, to the PC board? If it
is soldered in, do you have the equipment
and skill to unsolder it without damage? If
you decide to wrap it up and send it back
unopended, you have a full refund
coming. If it has been opened, Home
tronics International will deduct $15.00
from your refund for checkout and
re-stocking.
From there on, you open the case of
your Color Computer; lift the RF shield;
pull .out the MC6847 Video Display
Generator IC chip; insert the original VDG
into the open socket on the LOWERKIT;
press the LOWERKIT board in place, so
the legs of the IC socket adapter on its
bottom side fit into the VDG's old socket;
replace the RF shield and screw the Color
Computer's case back together. I told you,
10 minutes.
Excuse me for a minute, dear readers,
. while I fuss at Hometronics International
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for just a minute. Mr. Kitsz and Friends:
Everything about the LOWERKIT is so
amazingly well planned and executed, I
can't imagine where this one unprofes
sional element got in. Twelve lines of text
in the manual, describing how to get the
VDG out, using a nailfile. Really! Surely
there is someone out there who would sell
you, in quantity, an "el cheapo" bent
sheet metal IC chip puller. You could
throw it in the box as a freebie, or even
sell it for your $.40 cost!
OK, readers, · I'm back. You have to
realize that I got as much satisfaction out
of that as Bill Sias did out of hollering at
me about reading the manual.
Now, your LOWERKIT is installed, .and
you have hooked up the Color Computer
again and turned it on. The powerup
copyright message fairly - jumps off the
screen at you. The letters are all larger
than the ones ·you have been accustomed
to. You hit (SHIFT) (0) and begin to type
lowercase letters. You try (FOR I= 1 TO
255:?CHR$(1);:NEXT I) (ENTER), and
there they - are; large, readable, clear
characters.
A little close examining gives some
information about what you are seeing.
Every character block you have ever seeri
on the Color Computer was drawn by
either setting (on) or resetting (off) a
matrix of pixels- 8 wide by 12 higfi. The
standard Color Computer characters are
drawn on a 5 wide by 7 high block of pixels
within the 8x12 block. Dennis Kitsz uses
an area 7 wide by 12 -high, so the letters
look quite a bit larger, but still occupy the
same screen space as the , standard
characters.
Mr. Kitsz always turns on the entire left
column of 12 pixels in each block, as a
space between letters. The top 9 pixels of
the next 7 columns form the area in which
capital letters are drawn. Every once in
awhile, that seems crowded to my eye, but
I'll take it, in order to get the rest.
The middle 6 pixels of columns 2-to 8 in
the block serve for drawing most of the
lowercase letters, with taller letters able to ·
extend up toward or to the height of the
capitals. That leaves, wonder of wonders,
the bottom area, 3 pixels high by 7
columns wide, for honest-to-goodness
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Lowercase
descenders for the g, j, p, q, and y. Yes,
the neatest collection of tails yoii can
imagine.
If you are counting closely, you have
figured out that the system does not leave
any separation at all between the tail of a
"y" in one line and a "T" in the row
immediately below it on the screen. Is that
a problem? I don't find it to be. The tail is
curved, so only two black pixefs from the
"y" are contiguous with the top of the
"T", and I find it very readable. In
practice, this touching doesn't happen
very often.
I spoke earlier about the documen
tation. Excellent is the only word I can
think of to describe the booklet. In
addition to a detailed description of what
LOWERKIT is and how to install and
troubleshoot it (with pictures and diag
rams), there are several other well-written
and informative sections:
1. Replacement Parts List - including a list
of ten other stock character generators
which may be ordered instead of or in
addition to the standard one normally
supplied (Greek, European, Arabic, Kata
Kana, inath symbols, etc).
2. Hometronics International can supply a
LOWERKIT with any design of characters
possible with an 8x12 matrix: There is a
thorough description of how to prepare a
data tape to send with your order. The
parts list shows a $20.00 program to use to
create this tape. The custom character
generators cost $25.00.
3. The input/ output list for the 24 pins of
the character generator.
4. Kit version parts inventory and as
sembly-step list. The directions seem
clear and concise.
5. The wiring 4iagram, PC etching guides,
and a diagram of component locations.
6. Final descriptions, specification, and
order information.
One phrase early in the booklet scared
me. The statement is that LOWERKIT is
designed for an "otherwise unmodified"
Color Computer. Mine is modified. I have
64K. LOWERKIT works just fine in my
Color Computer. Hey now! No guaran
tees! I'm not going to say it will work in
your Color Computer, nor is Hometronics
International, unless it is the only modiCotor Computer News

fication in there, but all I had to do was to
push a couple of wires down out of the
way.
LOWERKIT may be purchased with the
option of a SPST switch, to be installed
anywhere the user· may wish. The screen
display may then be toggled between the
normal Color Computer characters and the
LOWERKIT shapes. I put the switch on
mine, so that I could review software by
looking at it the way most Color Computer
owners see it.
Some interesting things happened when
I tried some word processors with
LOWERKIT. Radio Shack's new Color
Disk Scripsit has its own 7200-byte
lowercase graphic system, which may be
turned on or off. LOWERKIT is bypassed
completely by Scripsit. There is no
difference in the display; whether I have
LOWERKIT running or not. My favorite
word processor with the normal Color
Computer display was Super "Color"
Writer II, because it turns everything on
the screen to black, except for capital
letters. That was very comfortable to my
eyes. With LOWERKIT, however, both
uppercase and lowercase letters are
black-on-white, but Writer is still turning
numerals, punctuation, and the screen
perimeter black. Back to confusion:
.
So far, my favorite word processor with
LOWERKIT is Cer-Comp's Textpro II,
because Bill Vergona chose to use the
straight Radio Shack display. I didn't like
it that way originally, but with LOWER
KIT, I love it. Everything just comes out
with the LOWERKIT character set, all in
black-on-white, very clear and readable.
Well done, Hometronics International
and Dennis Kitsz.

COLOR COMPUTER NEWS TIP

To convert Hex numbers to decimal try the
.following "PRINT &Hnumber" The result
will be the hex number printed in base 10.
11111111.....HI.............................
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FLEX CORNER
By Roger L. Degler
Micro Technical Products
123 N. Sirrine, Suite 106
Mesa, AZ 85201
-·~-----..-..,.._~

MORE DOS COMMANDS

64K RAM

Last month we talked a little about the
coming of OS-9, and as you probably
gathered, I'm quite excited about it.
Please don't think, however, that I don't
like FLEX - I do! I wouldn't be writing this
column if I didn't. FLEX is very friendly
and easy to use-, and certainly more
versatile than ROM BASIC.
I do want to point out again that FLEX
(or OS-9 or what have you) is not for
everybody. The types of people that would
find such a DOS to be useful are:
1) machine language programmers
2) High level language programmers
(other than BASIC)
3) people looking for serious business
software
4) tinkerers (serious hobbyists)
I've undouotedly missed someone, but
it was unintentional. None the less, one
thing to remember, Is that buying a new
DOS is going to cost you a pretty penny.
The question you must answer is, "Is it
going to be worth it?''. I hope that this
column, over the montlis, will help you
decide.

Something I would like to take a little
time out to discuss is what it means to
have 64K of RAM in your system. As I talk
with people about their Color Computers,
the one thing that seems to be most
misunderstood is the 64K of RAM, and
what can be done with it. Figure 1 shows
several memory maps which we are going
to discuss.
The Color Computer was first intro
duced with only 4K of RAM. Optionally it
could be purchased with 16K, or you could
upgrade to this later. Figures l(A) and
l(B) show the memory maps for these
systems.
Note how much void space there is in
these maps.
_
Now, wait a min qt~ - just what do I
mean by 'void space?', Everything in a
6809 microprocessor system which the
microprocessor is to read or write data to
or from, must have associated with it a
unique memory address; When the MPU
(MicroProcessor Unit) wants to read or
write data to or from a particular device, it
will place its unique address on the
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address bus, so that this device can
recognize (decode) its own address, and
respond by-placing its data on the data bus
to return to the MPU, or by accepting the
data being sent to it on the data bus from
the MPU. It should be simple enough to
see that each address, therefore, should
have only one device assigned to · it.
Otherwise, two (or more) devices will be
answering at the same time, and this gets
very confusing indeed.
Likewise, to each device, there is,
hopefully, only one assigned address.
However, this is not always the case.
Some address decoding schemes allow a
device to answer to a range of addresses.
This is alright as long as the programmer
is aware of the fact, and makes sure he
always accesses the proper addresses.
This is typically referred to as 'partial~
address decoding.
But, just what are these 'devices' that
answer to the requests of the MPU?
Again, they are anything that the MPU
would like to read or write data to or from.
Memory, such as RAM, ROM, EPROM;
etc., qualifies as this type of device since
the-MPU frequently. reads or writes data
to or from it. Also, I/O (Input/Output)
ports through which the MPU gains access
to other electrical circuits. These ports act
as interfaces between external circuitry
and the MPU by providing unique
addresses through which this data may
flow.
Computer systems which use this type
of addressing scheme are called 'memory
mapped' because everything the MPU can
access, from actual memory devices (such
as RAM), to I/O devices, MUST appear to
the MPU as unique memory addresses.
-Another ty_p e of addressing scheme which
is commonly used is called 'I/O' mapping,
but we don't have time to discuss that
here. All Motorola microprocessor chips,
such as the 6800, 6809, and 68000, are
'memory mapped'.
Well, now back to the question regar
ding the void spaces shown on the
memory maps. The 6809 MPU generates a
16-bit address bus. This allows the MPU
to access 65,536 (2 to the 16th power)
unique addresses. In most Color Com
puter configurations however, there are
far less than 65,536 unique devices
(memory locations and I/O ports). This
simply means that many of the addresses
are unassigned. If the MPU requests data
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from any of these unassigned addresses,
no device in the ,system will answer the
request, and the MPU will read whatever
happens to be 'floating' on the data bus at
that particular time - obviously nothing of
any value. It is these unassigned addres
ses we are referring to as void space. You
can see, in a 4K system and a 16K system,
there is a lot of it.
The next generation of memory expan
sion came when people started piggy
-backing the 16K chips to achieve 32K~
This gives a memory map as shown in
figure l(C). There are no differences here
except tliat there is much less void space.
Generally, it seems that people have no
problems understanding maps A thru C.
The only confusion apparently comes from
the void space above the BASIC ROMS.
The size of the void above the ROMS
depends upon which ROMs are installed
in your system. Anytime a particular ROM
is not installed-; a void exists in its place.
There voids are typically never used by
anything other than the ROMs them
selves, or RAM when we go into the 64K
mode, as shown in memory map l(E).
The next step in the evolution occured
when Radio Shack started selling the 32K
versions of the computer. This was
accomplished by using 64K RAM chips
instead of the 16K chips. Of course, only
the first half of these chips was to ever be
used. This required that they produce a
new version of the PC board to accomo
date these new RAM chips. This new
version was called 'REV. E'.
However, it was immediately obvious to
several people that there was a second,
hidden, 32K of RAM in these systems.
And, of course, they wanted to figure out a
way to put it to use.
One approach w~fs to divide the 64K
RAM into two 32K pages at the bottom of
memory and swap the two pages back and
forth, as shown in Figure l(D), always
leaving the system ROMs resident in the
upper half of the memory map. Only one
page of RAM could ever be accessed at a
time by the MPU via this approach. The
real trick to making use of both pages was
in the fact that the program that switched
the pages had to reside somewhere in the
upper 32K of the memory map (the ROM
section), as this was the only secfion which
remained present no matter which RAM
page was selected. And, of course, the
problem here was now to load a program
Color Computer News
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FILM ASTA
A powerful DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM for the
COLOR COMPUTER. If you have been wanting a really
good data manager at a reasonable price, THIS IS IT!
FILMASTR combines the best features of the big
systems to provide a combination of speed, .p ower, and
simplicity that can't be beat.
CUSTOM SCREENS - Design input screens with up to
20 fields . Inverse labels for contrast.
FORM FILL ENTRY - Non-destructive blinking cursor,
full screen editing, no garbage collections, copy fields
from previous record. Keeps up with the fastest
typist.
FAST SORT & SEARCH - Machine language sorts the
entire file in-seconds. Sort on any field or fields. Use a
variety of relational search techniques to select any
record or group of records that you can define.
EDIT FILES - Change or delete any record easily. Create
and save sub-files or append files.
PRINT FORMAT - Print any field in any order on any line.
Insert characters or phrases .
MENU DRIVEN - No special commands to be learned.
All functions are menu selected and aided by on
screen instructions.
CAPACITY - Up to 255 characters per record, 24000
characters per file. 19000 with 16KJ
DOCUMENTATION - A thorough manual with
examples and explanation of every command .
16K or 32K
TAPE $29.95
FILMASTR
EXT BASIC
DISC 34.95

1

==

TIME & MONEY
A " WHAT IF?" financial planning tool. T & M is used to
evaluat e the time value of money as an aid in planning
inves t ments, savings plans, retirement plans, leases; '·
loans. mortgages or any other situations that involve
compound interest.
The program is menu driven with simple on-scre:en
instructions. It uses a unique form fill-in for data entry
with easy editing. It even accepts simple m,a th expres-.
sions as input.
Calculated results are automatically entered.as data and
can be used for further "WHAT IF?" calculation . All
factors are always on screen, making it easy to
understand the relationship between TIME & MONEY.
i

TIME & MONEY

16K or 32K
EXT BASIC

TAPE $19.95
DISC 24.95

·;Ht:.

COMPUTER
HOUSF

(814) 371-4658

BOX 1051, DUBOIS

PA, 15801

Add $2.00 Postage & Handling
PA Residents Add 60/o·.Tax .
C.O.D. $2 .00 Additional
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into the ROM area.
Imagine what would happen if a
program running in page zero attempted
to switch pages. Remember, when your
system is first turned on, the RAM contain
only garbage. Large portions of page zero
are initialized. So, if a program in page
zero switches pages , then this program in
page zero is going to disappear from the
MPU ' s memory map, and garbage is
going to appear in its place. I probably
don't need to tell you this, btit, generally
when this happens, your computer will
come to a grinding halt, or at least, trot off
on its own, doing who-knows-what. Need
less to say, this approach has not achieved
very wide use.
The second approach to utilizing the
second 32K of RAM is one which allows
the computer to enter the memory map
shown in figure l(E). This memory map is
referred to as 'map type 1 ' . Whereas all
the other maps are referred to as 'map
type O' .
With the new 'rev. E' PC boards there
was still an obstacle to overcome. As you
can see , when map type 1 is selected, the
upper 32K of RAM is supposed to
substitute for the ROMs in this area. In
other words, the ROMs are supposed to
disappear.
But , the design of the Color Computer
would not quite let this happen. When this
map is selected and the MPU wants to
read data from an address in the upper
32K area, everything works ok, and the
RAM chips send the contents of the
proper location down the data bus back to
the MPU. While this happens, the RO Ms
are effectively disabled.
However, whenever -this map type is
selected and the MPU wants to write data
into an address in the upper 32K area, the
address decode logic in the computer tells
the ROM chips that they are to be read
from. So, at the same time the MPU is
trying to send data to the RAM chips via
the data bus, the ROMs are trying to send
their contents to the MPU on the same
data bus. This contention causes the
trivial problem that the MPU cannot write
the proper data into the upper 32K of
RAM. And, this makes the RAM useless!
But, don't despair, there is an easy fix .
Frank Hogg designed the simple modifi
cation, now strangely enough referred to
as the 'Frank Hogg mod.', to make the
ROM chips mind their own business
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whenever 'map type 1' is selected. This
allows the upper 32K of RAM to be- used
successfully, thus allowing your computer
to become a full 64K system. This
modification has been documented in
several magazines, and is also readily
available from Frank Hogg Labs, as well
as many other companies, including Micro
Technical Products.
With this modification in place, it is
indeed a simple matter for a program to be
loaded from tape or disk into the lower
32K of RAM which will switch to 'map
type 1' and make use of the upper 32K of
RAM for whatever it wishes.
I should point out that one of the most
common applications for the upper 32K of
RAM is to copy into it an exact duplicate of
the BASIC ROMs. This allows your
system to remain in BASIC, but places the
BASIC system into RAM where it can be
modified. It also fills the void which used
to exist above the ROMs with RAM. This
extra RAM may then be used to - hold
assembly language programs. It may not
(at least not easily) be use -for storing
programs written in BASIC, as the BASIC
system has no idea this area of memory
even exists. It is also in this map type that
FLEX and OS-9 execute.
Now , to finish up this discussion, this
modification is so acceptable to Radio
Shack that they have incorporated it into
the newest Color Computers and the TDP
System 1OO's as well. This new generation
of Color Computers is fondly being
referred to as 'revision F', although
technically that is incorrect. The PC board
in these new systems (both the Color
Compute and the TDP-100) is a whole new
version, and hence has no revision letter
assigned to it. Whenever this new PC
board undergoes a revision, will we start
all over again with revision 'A'?
All of these new systems that are
purchased as 32K systems are in actuality
full-blown 64K systems. All of the TDP
system lOO's are of this new generation.
To tell if a Color Computer is one of these
new models , look at the model number on
the bottom of the computer. It it ends with
an 'A' then it is, otherwise it is not.
I hope you found this discussion helpful.
I undertook this discussion because I
believe you can get a lot more out of your
computer if you understand more about
how it works. Anyway, we'd better get on
with our continuing discussion of FLEX's
Color Computer News

COLOR COMPUTER IFLEX* IOS-9t USERS
functions (els, polcat,
floating point, etc.).

DO YOU WANT faster
running programs (over
100 times faster than
BASIC)? A high level
language that is also a low
level language? A compiler
that runs in less than
32K? Assembly language
output? Position
independent code?
Extensive library
functions in source
assembly code? Periodic
newsletters with new
library functions? An aid
in learning assembly
language? Liberal version
updates?

DUGGER'S GROWING
SYSTEMS with over 21
years of experience in
computing was first on the
market with a 6809 C
compiler. The compiler has
been extensively tested,
revised, and proven.
DUGGER'S GROWING
SYSTEMS C is a growing
subset of the standard C.
Version 1 contains all the
necessary C commands
(while, if, if else, int, char,
etc.). Version 2 contains
additional features (float,
long, for, goto, etc.).

Flex C Compiler
Version 2.3 ....... .. . . .. 120.00

C is the language of the
eighties; accepted by IBM
and Bell Labs for system
development: a compact,
highly versatile, easy to
use language, excellent
to use to build games,
applications, utilities,
operating systems, etc.

AN EXTENSIVE
LIBRARY in assembly
language source is
provided (char, I/O,
formatted print,
filehandling, string
manipulating, etc.) Color
Computer version also has
additional functions which
use the BASIC ROM

Shipping add $3.00
C.O.D. and Foreign handling
add 15%

ORDER NOW
(new low prices)

Color Computer C Compiler
Version 1.2 (disk version) .. $49.95

OS-9 C Compiler
Version 1.2 ........ . ..... 95.00
C Programming Language
by Kernighan & Ritchie
(a must) .... .. . .. ... .... . 19.95
Computerware
disk assembler . . ......... 49.95
Computerware Scribe
(Disk editor-text formatter) . 49.95

MasterCard and Visa accepted.

DUCiCiER'S CiROWlnCi

Post Office Box 305 • Solana Beach
California 92075 • (619) 755-4373

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Move up to
language compiler
•05.9 is a trademark of Microware , Inc.
tFLEX is a trademark of Technical Systems Consultants , In c.

~ SYSTErru
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commands.
More Commands
Command: NEWDISK
The NEWDISK command is used to
format diskettes to be compatible with
FLEX. As you may recall from some of our
earlier discussions, FLEX's disk format is
not the same as ROM BASIC's. Hence,
the NEWDISK command must be used
rather than ROM BASIC's DSKINI com
mand. The general syntax of the NEW
DISK command is:
+ + +NEWDISK (drive If)
where (drive If) is the aisk drive number in
which you wish to format the new diskette.
A note of caution here - you may re-formaf
a diskette at any time. However, doing so
to a diskette which afready contains files
will totally obliterate the files. So, be
careful to make sure the correct diskette is
installed before allowing the formatting
process to commence.
When the NEWDISK command is
invoked the following seven questions will
be asked, although different adaptations
of FLEX may present them in a different
order:
1) ARE YOU SURE?
2) SCRATCH DISK IN DRIVE X?
3) DOUBLE SIDED DISK?
4) DOUBLE DENSITY DISK?
5) NUMBER OF TRACKS?
6) VOLUME NAME?
.7) VOLUME NUMBER?
The first two questions are simply to
allow you to confirm your request. Any
response to either question other thcfn 'Y'
will cause NEWDISK to abort and return
to FLEX. Note in the second question, the
'X' will be replaced by the drive number
you specified on the command line.
The third question brings up a s-ubject
we haven't yet discussed - FLEX's ability
to handle various disk drive and controller
capabilities such as single/ double sided,
single/ double density, and 35/ 40/80
tracks. You are probably going to think
that since the 3rd, 4th, and 5th questions
are asked, FLEX can handle all of these
variations - and you are right! Therefore,
whenever FLEX formats a new diskette, it
must ascertain from you the proper
information so it may initialize the disk
according to your desires or your system's
capabilities.
·
Remember, once a diskette is format
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ted, it will retain all of these attributes
until it is re-formatted. That is to say, if
you format a diskette to have 40 tracks,
you will be unable to read all the data from
this diskette on a 35 track drive. The same
applies to double density, double sides,
etc. You might like to bear in mind that
the standard Radio Shack disk drives are
only single sided and can handle no more
than 35 tracks. They can, however, handle
single or double density operation.
Question six asks for the name you
would like assigned to the diskette. It may
be as long as eight characters. Q-uestion
seven asks for a volume number, which
may be from 1 to 65,535. Typically I use
this number to indicate backup copies of
my various disks - the backup copies
bearing the same names as the primary
copies.
When all of the questions are answered,
the formatting procedure begins. There
fore, if you are going to . format 1n drive
zero, make sure to remove y'our system
diskette and insert the new diskette before
answering the last question. On a single
sided 35-track drive, formatting takes
about two minutes to complete. When the
formatting is done, you will be shown how
many free sectors are available on the
diskette.
Command: ASN
The ASN command allows you to assign
the functions of 'system' disk and 'work
ing' disk to the various disk drives you
may have connected to your computer.
OS-9 allows this same distinction, but of
course, the commands are different.
FLEX, however, goes one step farthef
than OS-9 by adding the 'all' concept as
we will see shortly. This concept of
'system' and 'working' disks · is a feature
worthy of some discussion, as not even
CP/M (the most popular 8-bit DOS in the
world), -or even MS-DOS on the IBM-PC,
supports this dual concept. And, of
course, neither does ROM BASIC.
The 'system' disk will be the default
drive from which all command utility
programs are loaded. Remember, when
you enter a command to FLEX, the first
name on the command line is the name of
the command you wish invoked. You may
append a disk drive number to the
command name as you are entering the
command to override the default 'system'
disk. An example should help tO explain:
+++COPY FILEl .BAS,FILE2.BAS
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In this example, a file called "COPY.
CM_D" will be loaded from the currently
ass~gned system drive. This is typically
assigned only to drive zero. If this were
the case, then:
+ + +1.COPY FILE.BAS,FILE2.BAS
will override the defaulfthe load "COPY.
CMD" from drive one.
The 'working' drive will be the default
drive from (or to) which all other file
names specified on the command line will
be read (or written). As with the 'system'
disk, the- default ma:y be overridden. The
following exam pies will explain:
+++COPY FILE1.BAS,FILE2.BAS
To carry on with this -same example, the
file which will be copied is going to be
read from the default 'working' drive.
Likewise, the file being written will also be
on the default 'system' drive was zero and
the default 'working' drive was one. Then,
the following example will do exactly the
same as the previous one.
+ + +O.COPY.CMD I.FILEl.BAS,l.
FILE2.BAS
However, the earlier example required
less typing. That's why defaults are nice 
because,if you set them up correctly, you
won't have to be forever specifying drive
numbers.
For the next example, pretend the
default values we just mentioned are still
in affect.
0.FILE1.BAS,FILE2.
+ + +2.COPY
BAS
In this case the command "COPY.CMD"
will be loaded from drive two and put into
execution.
Then
a
file
named
"FILEl.BAS" will be copied from drive
zero to a file names "FILE2.BAS" on
drive one. '
Now, for the 'all' concept. The default
drives, as we ,have already seen, may be
assigned to individual drives. They may
also be assigned to 'all'. When this is
done, FLEX will start looking on drive zero
for the file name it is trying to locate. If it
is not found there, FLEX automatically
searches drive one, and so on, until, either
the file is located, or all drives have been
searched.
The general syntax for the ASN command
is:
+ + +ASN [, W =(drive #) ][ ,S =(drive #
)]

where (drive If) is to be replaced by the
drive number of interest (0 thru 3) or 'A'
to indicate 'all'. Here are some examples:
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+++ASN W=l
+++ASN S=2
+ + +ASN S= 1,W=2
+ + +ASN S=A,W=3
+ + +ASN S=O,W= A
Command: BUILD
The BUILD command is a very primitive
text editor. It allows you to create small
text file~ for whatever reason. The general
syntax for the BUILD command is:
+++BUILD (file-spec)
where (file-spec) - is the name of the file
you wish to create. If you do not specify an
extension, ".TXT" will be used. If the
specified file already exists, then you will
be asked "MAY THE EXISTING FILE BE
DELETED?" A response of 'Y' will delete
the existing file, while any other response
will terminate the BUILD command.
When the BUILD command executes it
will prompt you with an equals si'gn
(" = "). When this appears you may enter
any text you wish. Press the Enter Key at
the end of each line. You will receive
another prompt. When you have entered
all your text, enter a pound sign (" #' ') as
the only character on a line an-d press
Enter. The text will be saved to the disk
file and BUILD will return to FLEX.
Next Month
You guessed it , we are going to look at
more FLEX commands. 'Til next month ...
NEW FOR THE COLOR COMPUTER

GRAF PLOT
HIGH RESOLUTION DATA GRAPHING
GRAFPLOT turns your COLOR COMPUTER into a sophisticated
data plotter, producing professional quality graphs of any type
of X-Y data. GRAFPLOT is perfect for personal , business, statis
tisti~al , scientific and engineering applications. Includes features
not found in any other COLOR COMPUTER graphing system:
• 222X174 pixel on-screen data plotting area.
• Complete on-screen labeling for two Y·axes w / 200 data
points per axis leven more points by chaining data lilesl.
• 9 graph ing options: 3 symbols w / 2 line types or points only.
• Full functi on data editing: add , change , delete and sort.
• Hardcopy w / standard screenprint programs !not supplied!·
includes Interlace tor Tandy SCRPRT w / lnstructions for
interfacing other printers and screenprint programs.
• Unlimited overlays - plot 9 or more data sets per graph .
•Graphs output to screen 1 printer , tape or disk.
• Plots any user -defined function, edit 4 program lines.
• Built-in data smoothing !moving binomial average!.
• Built-in integration -calculate areas or evaluate integrals of
user-defined functions .
• Lists data and integrals to screen or printer .
• Saves completed graphs for instant reloading.
• Menu-driven w /auto·prompt option for last throughput.
• Complete error trapping·GRAFPLOT won 't let you make a
mistake, practically impossible lo crash.
• Comprehensive manual w/ tutorials and sample data.
GRAFPLOT is available for 16K E.C.B. on cassette 1$351 and 32K
1disk1$451. Easy upgrade to disk for difference in price· !disk
version reads and writes tape data files!. Send check or money
order to: HAWKES RESEARCH SERVICES, 1442 Sixth St.,
Berkeley, CA, 94710. Include $3 S/ H on all orders . Manual
available separately tor S10+S/ H, refundable with purchase
of GRAFPLOT . CA residents add state sales tax.
Dealer inquiries welcome. Quantity discounts available .

MAS'IER SHAPES
(16K EXTENDED)
By Randall Smith
124 Norris Avenue
North Vernon, IN 47265

I've always enjoyed the game of Master
Mind. I find it a stimulating, entertaining
game, but it has three drawbacks. 1.) It
takes two people to play, 2.) Often tiines
the player who sets up the combination
will mis-score your guess and really mess
things up, and 3.) Those little scoring pegs
are hard to get hold of and poke in the
holes.
With this in mind I determined the old
Color Computer might be able to alleviate
these drawbacks. But... there was a prob
lem. (Isn't there always?) Only four colors
are available at any one time and one of
those had to be the background color.
Master Mind uses six colors. Darn! Back
to the drawing board.
After some thinking I came up with a
program that used the initials of each
color. It worked all right, but this is a
Color Computer. Why settle for a game
that didn't use all th.o se great colors and
the CC's outstanding graphics capabil
ities. Rats. Time to think some more!
A few days went by while I tried to get
my brain in gear. It finally came to
me ... By way of a suggestion by my·
computer widow (bless her heart). Why
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not use different sliapes instead of specific
colors? Sounded good to me. I finally
settled on three shapes in two different
colors. The shapes are a square, triangle,
and a sort of misbegotton circle (the best I
could get in PM 0 DE 3 in a s1ze small
enough to be useful).
In my version of the game, you have
seven options. The six shapes plus a
blank. The player has ten chances to guess
the combination that the CC's random
generator has come up with. There are
three levels of play:
1. All the symbols used are different.
2. The possibility of a blank being
included.
3. Any of the symbols or blank may be
used more than once.
The player has the ability to change his
mind before giving the CC his guess by
use of the left arrow key. Pressing it will
erase the entry one symbol at a time. The
screen will prompt the player to hit
ENTER when the guess is ready to give to
the CC.
The program itself is pretty straight
forward. There is an option to read the
instructions before playing. The player
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IF

y·ou

O'l-Vl'l A

COLOR C01'·1 PUTER

THEN: YOU NEED

THE COLOR CD:t-1PUTER TDDLE:ITS

Tt1e software develoP111ent tools that Jet yoo put even 1110re POWER into the already super pciwertul COLOR
COMPUTER. They're full of tools, aids, bells and 11histles useful to the BASIC/HACHH£ CODE proqra11111er, in
friendly, easy to use software packages.
Al 1 tools are in the COLOflKIT; • tools not in the t11CROKIT,
LIGHT Characters on DARK Background with CURRENT Lii£ HIGH-LIGHTING i or Noraal Dark Characters
. Fl..ll SCREEN EDITOR with: Arrow Key controlled Cursor ; open up space / delete and close up space
Enablinq selective line ·REtfJiber I COPY I l10VE I tER6E i or use Noraal EXT. BASIC's line editor
• PROTECT the current BASIC Proqra1 froa being wiped out by Ct.OAD, tEW, etc; or froa being LISTed.
RESTORE a protected P.ASIC proqrc11 I APPEND any nu11ber of MSIC proqraas together easily
• Kl..ICX on Keypress i or Noraal Silent Keys ( Klick Tone aodifiable by use of SOOIDn,n CoHand l
(101\f.l.. SEARCH of Cotf'WID or TEXT strings in BASIC proqraas, with WILDCARD character and t£XT •.'
• 9 SCREEN PRINT DElAY's with keyboard override ( for slow READABLE LISTing's I DISK Directories! >
VARIABLE NAtE LIST I String-Byte Hetlory Usage I Range of FREE 1£11 I Top of l'lellOry Address Display
• FAST Machine Code to BASIC DATA Stateeent CotfJERTER for storing Machine Code visibly in BASIC
• IClSA~ Address I Backup Tool <Last Filenaite, Start, End, Execute)
• Recovery of LOST BASIC Proqrc11s after tEW, BACKUP, DSKINI, etc
BREAK KEY DISABLE I ENABLE ( Pause keys still available >
11odified TRON Display ( .L.N. replaces CLNJ l
t, IERGE BASIC with Kachine Code Routines so Machine Code 'invisible' &lClSAl,£/(ClLOADable
•. 9 BASIC !Mi DELAY's with keyboard override i SING_E STEPtS> l'1ode with Current Line tuber display
t, l'EHORY EXNtlt£ I HOOIFY with 1£X I ASCII I DEC I DOON.E OCCil1AL output and 1£X I ASCII input

•. Hetiory BLOO<-HOVE for relocating Machine Code Prograas, DATA blocks, etc ; or the KIT itself
t, TEH USER DEFitED ~CTION KEYS accessible with <a> ; <HJ1BER> I f.ASIC 11ACRO's I Block Storage
1, Aut011atic Linefeed for Printer's that don't I double space LISTings, or Normal PRINT
1, DELETE all Spaces ( not in PRINT Strings, DATA or REHARK lines l
t, ASCII I ~X 11etiory DU1PS to Screen or Printer
1, DELETE all R81ARK's ( either REl1 or ' type >
'· Parallel EOiO of Screen Output to Printer
• TRNf.lPARENT to the User, Install it and forget about it until you need ·it
• BASIC Runs up to 1/3 FASTER through the Toolkit 15-107. typical!
ffl..P Comliand Lists all Kit Coataands and Current Kit Address
• Saae Proqraa ldOf'ks on TAPE and I or DISK and in 16 I 32 K
• Entire Systea Totally REMOVABLE anytiae
• COttPATIBLE with other Utility Packages
• Green I Orange Text Screen Capability
• Easily l10DIFIAPtE Cclaand Syntax

>

n£ KIT's are RELOCATABLE pr09raas that load anytiae without bothering your BASIC proqra1 or variables or top
of aeaory address. All the tools aay be turned on and off at will including the KIT itself.
The tools are available with siaple 3 or 4 letter coaaands entered in direct aode, with the entire instruction
set vie111able by use of the .1£1..P cOMand:
.VAR
.OLD
.lt1RG .11PR6 .BRON .BROF .SCON .SCOF .KL~ •Kl.OF •JROF .DARK
.LITE .PROT .REST .TX~ •TXOF .ROLY .POLY .DELR .DELS •Stl.F • DN..F .DU1P
.IEH .BYE .BLOC .EC~ .ECOF .11ADD .FNIN .fELP .GBL ,(nextl
The COlORKIT is 5 K-bytes with all the tools for $29.95
The KICROKIT is 2.5 K-bytes minus • tools for $27.95
On DISK with handy BASIC KIT loader for additional S5.00
ftflflfffflffl+ffllffflf+llfftftfllfltflftffflllllfflflltfflllflffffflffffltfltffl++lltfltff+lflflffltffltfllffllfll

,

,

,

.

THE GOOD LIFE $16.95
T1£ DISK COtt\AHDER Sl9.95
!ER IWT $15.95
The C..ASSIC Gaae of LIFE, with:
. DISK FILE UTILITY with:
. • A~CADE Shoot-e141p SKILL Gaae
64 x M 4-COlOR sy1111etrical display CG1Cl. Single Key VIEW I COPY I LCIAD!t1l of Files. A11. for . ~Y the DEER
.
J Selectable Birth and Old Age Colors
, Double Key KILL I R8WE of F1 l~
• A~o1 d h1 tting peopl~, cars, tra1 n
15 Hodifiable Pre-proqrariaed Patterns
, SORT DIRECTORY on Ni!llE! I Extension
• Will HOT Cau~ Tension He~dachK
Save/load life Screens to Tape/Disk
, PAO< DIRECTORY so n~ files P':lt at end • BASIC I t_1ach1ne Co<Je Hybrid
Speeds froa Bgen/sec to 1 a second
, DIRECTORY KEYWORD SEARCH of Filenaes
• Tape I Disk Coapahble
JOYSTIO< and I or ARROW Key Input
• PRINT DIR w/ 11A~HE CODE addresses
Written in User Hodifiable !asic
• RECOl,.£R Killed Files
With Machine Code LIFE processer
fflP Screen Couand List
Tape I Disk C:O.patible
ARIZIN INC •
Selectable Color Sets
P. O. BOX 8825
Xl YAxis Wraparound
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85252

Master Shapes
can ·also review the instructions as many
times as· desired before beginning play.
Before ·play be.gins .there is a menu to
se.lect the level of play or to exit the game.
After the screen is drawn and displayed
the player is prompted both by the screen
and by sound; If the player is unable to
guess the correct combination in ten tries,
it is displayed on the screen.
The program uses INKEY$ and 'IF
statements' to keep the wrong type of
keypresses from bombing it out. It's
pretty well 'kid-proofed' except for the
.b reak key. If your kids are like mine they
learned early to leave that 'red key' alone . .
The color set used is determined in ·line
360 and can be changed by changing the
screen statement to SCREENl,O. The
program uses just over 15K and of course
requires Extended BASIC. The font set
used is a subset of the complete ASCII set
I use for my graphics text display in my
programs that require · it. The scale
parameter in the draw statements is used
to change its size as needed. I'm sorry the
'circle' doesn't look much like the real
thing, but it is distinctive from the .others
and serves ~ts desired purpose quite well
in this application.
If you . don't have time to key this
program. in, and you haven't subscribed to
Magna-zine (by the way .. they're real nice
people with a good product), I'll be glad to
send a copy of the program on tape to you,
first class mail (U.S. and Canada) for
' $5.00.· My address is: Randall Smith, 124 ·,
Norris Avenue, North Vernon, IN 47265.
... I'd appreciate any comments or sugges~
· tions from any one interested in the Color
Computer.
.
·
Let me close by exhorting any of you
who have written programs either useful,
entertaining, or both; to submit them to
Color Computer News for publication. If
they're. accepted you'll get a nice feeling
from seeing something you created in
print and old Bill ain.'t cheap either! With
the continued support of magazines like
Color Computer N.ew_s and its enthusiastic
user's .creativ'ity ·and desire to learn more
about it, this so called 'Game Machine' is
going to make it big .. maybe I should say
bigger, cause it's· already big!
10 '*******MASTER SHAPE*******

20 ,
3~

'*****BY RANDALL SMitH*****

40 ,
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5121 CLSRND<B> :PRINT@106, "m.asfer·"C
HR$<128>"shape";
60 PRINT@200,"by"CHR$<128>"randa
ll"CHR$<12B>"smith";
70 PRINT@292,"do"CHR$(128> · yciu C
HR$ ( 128 > "want CHR$ ( 128) i n st r uc: t
ions";
80 IN$=1NKEY$: IF IN$= THEN 80 E
LSE IF IN$="Y"THEN GOSUB910
90 '***INITIALIZATION***
10fc'.J T=RND <TI MER> : CLEAR500: PMODE3
11

11

11

11

1111

, 1: PCLS5

·110 ·DIM ,A1 <4 > , A2 ( 4 > , A3 <4 >, A4 ( 4 >,
A5<4>,A6<4>,A7<4>,CH$<20>,W<3>,R
<3>,G<4>,S<4>
120 '****MENU****
130 CLS: .PRINT@32, "WHAT SKILL LEV .
EL.?":PRINT:PRINT"1. ALL .SYMBOLS
DIFFERENT":PRINT:PRINT"2. A BLAN
K ADDED TO THE SYMBOLS"
140 PRINT:PRINT"3. ANY OF THE SY
MBOLS OR THE
BLANK APPEARI
NG ANY NUMBER
OF TJMES":PRI
NT:PRINT"HIT NUMBER OF CHOICE":P .
RINT
15~ IN$=INKEY$:1F JN$=""THEN 150
ELSE M=VAL <IN$>

160 IF M<1 OR M>3 T~IEN SOUND200 ,.
2:GOT0150:ELSE PRINT" JUST A .SE
COND OR TWO WHILE I
GET ,T
HINGS GOING ••• "
170 '****READ FONT SET***** .
*****DRAW SCREEN******
180 FORX=1 TO 20:READ CH$<X>:NEXT
190 COLOR7:DRAW';BM~, 15;R12;M-6~
12; M~6, +12": PAINT< 12, 10>, 7
200 .CIRCLE <30., 9>, 6: PAINT <32, 9>, 7
210 LINE<42,3>-<54,15>,PSET,BF
220 COLORS,: DRAW" BM6.f21, 15; _R12; M-6,
~ 12; M-6' + 1 2
PA I NT ( 66' 10) ' 8 ' '
230 CIRCLE<ii,2S>,6:PAINT<12,2&>,8
240 l.. INE <24, 22> - <36, ~4 ·> . , PSET, BF
250.· GET <6, 15> - <18, 3> •, A1, G: GET (24
,15>-<36,3>,A2,G:GET<42,15)-(54,
3>,A3,G:GET<60,15>-<72,3>,A4,G
260 6ET<6,22>-<18,34>,AS,G:GETC2
4,22>-<36,34>,A6,G:GET<42,22>-<5
4,34>,A7,G
270 COLOR5,6:PCLS:CJRCLE<128,96>
II :

,5,5:PAINT<128,96>~GEf<125,91>-t

135, 1'01 >, W, G: CIRCLE< 128, 96>, 5, 8:
PAINT<128,96>,S:GET<125~91r-<135

, 101> ,R,G
280 PCLS5: LINE <0, 0> - (78,.191 >, PSE
T, ~F: LINE <0, 0) - (78, 191 > ,· P~ESET, B
:FOR Y=0 TO 171 STEP19:LINE<0,Y>
-<7B,Y>,PRESET:NEXT:LINE<0~191>

. <78,19~>,PRESET:LINE~<i~B,0>,PRE
· · ..

·. ·

· Color :Computer News

Master Shapes
SET,BF
290 COLOR6:DRAW"BM154,11;S8;C6"+
CH$<14>+CH$<B>+CH$(19>+CH$<20>+C
H$ <11 >+CH$ <18 >
300 DRAW"BM162,27"+CH$<19>+CH$(1
2 > t CH$ ( 0 ) _..CH$ ( J 7> t· CH$ ( 1 J. )
310 LINEC170,31>-<217,147>,PSET,B
320 X=174:Y=35:GOSUB500:Y=51:GOS
UB510:Y=67:60SUB520:Y=83:GOSUB53
0:Y=99:GOSUB540:Y=115:GOSUB550:Y
=1~1:60SUB560

330 FORY=48 TO 144 STEP16:CH=CH+
1:0RAW"BM198,"+STR$<Y>+"C6;S8"+C
HS<CH>:NEXT
340 SCREEN1,1:GOSUB 830
350 Y=3:FOR GUESS=t TO 10
360 COLOR6,5:G$="":GOSUB760:X=6:
FOR SY=1 TO 4:GOT0390
370 FOR SY=YS TO 4:GOT0390
380 SY=SV-t:IF SY<1 THEN SY=1
· 390 IN$=1NKEY$:1F IN$=""THEN390
ELSE IF IN$=CHR$<8> THEN GOSUB88
0:GOT0380
400 IF VAL<IN$><1 OR VAL<IN$>>7
THEN 390 ELSE G$=G$+lN$
410 SOUND200,t:ON VALCIN$) GOSUB
500,51121,520,530,540,550~560 'PU
T CHOSEN SYMBOL ON SCREEN
420 X=X+18:NEXT SY:GOSUB740

8809

430 IN$=INKEY$:1F IN$=""THEN 430
44121 IF IN$=CHR$C13) THEN GOSUB58
0:Y=Y+19:NEXT GUESS:ELSE YS=SY-1'
: GOSUB880: GOSUB760: GOT0370 .
450 SOUND40,8:SOUND1,15:GOSUB810 ·
:Y=167:X=138:LINE<153,162> ~ <236,

184>,PSET,B:FOR C=t TO 4:X=X+20:
ON VAL<MI0$(S$,C,1>> GOSUB500,51 ~
0,520,530,540,550,560:NEXT C
46121 FOR X=t TO 8000:NEXT:GOSUB740
470 IN$=INKEY$:IF IN$=""THEN 470
ELSE IF IN$=CHRt<13> THEN RUN ·1
00:ELSE CLSRND<S>
480 PRINT@229,"DO YOU WANT PLAY
AGAIN?";:IN$=INKEY$:IF IN$="" TH
EN 480
490 IF IN$="Y"THEN RUN 1rcJ0 EL.SE
CLS:END
500 PUTCX,Y>-<X+12,Y+12>,A1,PSET
:RETURN
'
510 PUT<X,Y>-<X+12,Y+12>,A2,PSET
:RETURN
520 PUT<X,Y>-<X+12,Y+12>,A3,PSET
:RETURN
530 _PUT<X,Y>-<X+12,Y+12>,A4,PSET
:RETURN
54~ PUT<X,Y>-<X+12,Y+12>,A5,PSET
:RETURN
550 PUT<X,Y>-<X+12,Y+12>,A6,PSET

RMS

RECORD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

DATABASE MANAGEMENT
RUNS ON THE COLOR WITH FRANK HOGG FLEX

•USER DEFINED RECORD FORMAT VIA DATA DICTIONARY
•SCREEN ORIENTED, FORM FILL OUT TYPE OF ACCESS
•OPTIONAL TWO LEVEL RECORD HIERARCHY
•ALL FILES IN-ASCII "TEXT FORMAT, BASIC COMPATIBLE
•DIRECT ACCESS BY KEY FIELD, MULTIPLE INDEX FILES
•EXTENSIVE DOCUMENTATION, SAMPLE APPLICATION
•VERSATILE, PROFESSIONAL QUALITY REPORT WRITER
•BUILT-IN SORT/MERGE'
•EASY TO USE

RMS is a complete DATABASE MANAGEMENT package
for the 6809 computer. It is made up of five machine
language programs that make up the most powerful·
business programming tool available for the 6809. It can be
used by the relative novice, to implement an incredible
variety of information storage and retrieval applications,
without any programming. However, the programmer can
use RMS as part of the solution to a larger problem, saving
many hours of unnecessary program development time_.
RMS can be used to handle data input, editing, validation,
on-line retrieval, sorting and printed re.ports. Custom data.
manipulation can be filled in by the user's BASIC programs ..
SINGLE CPU LICENSE

FLEX*

$200

OS-9+

$260

UNI FLEX*

$300

TEllMS: VISA I MC I PREPAID

WASHINGTON
COMPUTER SERVICES
3028 SllVERN LANE .
BELLINGHAM, WA 98225
, (206) 734-8248

In Australia & Southeast Asia, Available Through:
Paris Radio Electronics, 7A Burton St.
Darlinghurst, NSW 201 OSydney Australia
• FLEX -

UNI FLEX.,. tr-....U o1 Technical S - CONUltanll Inc.:

• OS-9 ia 1 1r-.,.r11 of Microware

Master Shapes
:RETURN
PUT<X,Y>-<X+12,Y+12>,A7,PSET
:RETURN
570 '***CALCULATE ACCURACY
580 FOR C=l TO 4:G<C>=VAL<MI0$(G
$,C,1>>:S<C>=VAL<MID$CS$,C,1>>:N
EXT:W=0:FOR C=l TO 4:IF G<C><>S<
C> THEN 590 ELSE W=W+l
590 NEXT C:IF W=4 THEN 630
600 B=0:FOR C=l TO 4:FOR CC=t TO
4: 1F GCC> <>S<CC> THEN 610 ELSE
B=B+t:S<CC>=0:GOT0620
610 NEXT CC
620 NEXT C:B=B-W
6 3 0 XX=69:YY=Y+2:IF W>0 THEN FOR
C=1 TOW:XX=XX+12:GOSUB680:NEXT
C:IF W=4 THEN 710
640 IF B >0 THEN FOR C=t TO B:XX=
XX+12:GOSUB690:NEXT C
6 5 0 IF W=4 THEN GOT0710
660 RETURN
6 7 0 ' **SCORING WHITE DOTS
680 PUT<XX,YY> - <XX+10,YY+10>,W,P
SET:RETURN
690 PUTCXX,YY>-<XX+10,YY+10>,R,P
SET:RETURN
700 '***CORRECT ANSWER***
710 GOSUB780:GOSUB740
720 GOT0470
730 ~ ***HIT ENTER PROMPT***
7 4{21 GOSLIB81 f!I: SOUND225, 1 : DRAW" BH 1
76,166;C8;S8"+CH$(12>+CH$C13)+CH
$(20>:DRAW"BM163,186"+CH$(11>+CH
$(15>+CH$C20)+CH$C11>+CH$(18>:RE
TURN
750 '***ENTER. CODE PROMPT***
760 GOSUB810:SOUND225,1:SOUND200
,t:ORAW"BM163,166;C7;S8"+CH$C11>
+CH$(15>+CH$(20)+CH$C11>+CH$C18>
:ORAW"BM170,186"+CH$(9)+CH$C16)+
CH$<10>+CH$C11>:RETURN
770 '***DRAW CORRECT PROMPT***
780 GOSUB810:FORX=1T010:IF X/2=1
NT<Xl2>THEN C=7 ELSE C=8
790 DRAW"BM149,177;S8;C"+STR$CC>
+CH$ (9) +CH$< 16> +CH$ ( 18) -t·CH$ <18> +
CH$(11>+CH$<9>+CH$(20>:PLAY"V31;
T1.50;L1;03;1;5;1;5":NEXT:RETURN
800 '*CLEAR SCREEN PROMPT AREA*
810 LINE<146,150>-<255,191>,PRES
ET,BF:RETURN
820 '***SELECTING SYMBOLS***
830 IF M=l THEN K=6 ELSE IF M=2
THEN K=7 ELSE GOTO 860
840 S$="":FOR S=l T04:SS$=RIGHT$
<STR$ <RND <K> >, 1>: S$=SS$+S$: NEXT S
850 FOR S=1 TO 4:FOR SS=l TO 4:
IF Ml0$(S$,S,1>=MID$CS$,SS,1) AN
560
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D S< >SS THEN 840 ELSE NEXT SS,S:
RETURN
860 S$= :FOR 8=1 TO 4:SS$=RIGHT
$CSTR$<RND<7>>,1>:S$=SS$+S$:NEXT
S:RETURN
870 'ERASING SYMBOL
880 IF X>6 THEN X=X - 18:G$=LEFT$(
G$,LEN(6$>-1>:GOSUB560:RETURN:EL
SE SOUND50,1:RETURN
890 GOSUB560:GOT0390
900 '****INSTRUCTIONS***
910 CLS:PRINT:PRINT" IN THE GAME
OF MASTER SHAPE THECOMPUTER WIL
L SELECT SIX RANDOM SHAPES. YOU
WILL THEN ATTEMPT
920 PRINT"TO MATCH THE .SHAPES IN
THE SAME SEQUENCE IN WHJCH THE
CDMr·UTER HAS SEL.ECTEO THEM . THE
COMPUTER WILL GIVE YOU CLUES IN
THE FORM OF RED AND WHITE DOTS
NEXT TO"
930 PRINT"EACH ATTEMPT AT MATCHI
NG. EACH WHITE DOT SIGNIFIES TH
E PROPER SHAPE IN THE CORRECT P
OSITION.
EACH RED DOT SIGNIFIES
THE RIGHTSHAPE IN THE WRONG POS
I TION.
940 PRINT:PRINT"
HIT ANY KEY
TO CONTINUE";
950 IF INl<EY$=""THEN 950 ELSE CL
S:PRINT
960 PRINT" YOU WILL HAVE TEN AT
TEMPTS IN WHICH TO ENTER THE COR
RECT RE- SPONSE. IF YOU WANT TO
CHANGE A SYMBOL AFTER HAVING EN
TERED ITS CODE, YOU CAN PRESS TH
E _KEY."
970 PRINT"AFTER ENTERING FOUR SY
MBOLS, THECOMPUTER .WI~L PROMPT Y
OU TO 'HITENTER'. IF YOU WANT TO
CHANGE
ANY OF THE SYMBOLS, HI
T ANY OTH-ER KEY AND YOUR LAST S
YMBOL WILLBE ERASED, AND YOU WI
LL BE ABLETO ERASE AND RE-ENTER
ANY SYMBOLYOU WISH."
980 PRINT:PRINT"
HIT ANY KEY
TO CONTINUE";
990 . IF INKEY$=""THEN 990 ELSE CL
S:PRINT
1000 PRINT" THE GAME IS PLAYABL
E IN THREE DIFFERENT LEVELS:":PR
INT:PRINT"1> ALL OF THE SYMBOLS
DIFFERENT FROM EACH OTHER":PRINT
"2> ONE OF SPACES MAY BE OCCUPIE
OBY A BLANK INSTEAD OF A SYMBOL"
:PRINT"3) EACH SYMBOL OR THE BLA
NK CAN APPEAR ANY NUMBER
1010 PRINT:PRINT"GOOD LUCK!! PRE
1111
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Color Computer New s

PRO-COLOR·FILE©
If you're through playing games and are ready to get serious about

software, then PRO-COL OR-FILE is for you. Turn your TRS-80 32k
Color Computer Disk System into a powerful data base manager.
NEW VERSION - 2.0

60 DA TA FIELDS
These fields are defined by you along with how many spaces to allow
for data entry and are broken into 4 segments of 15 fields each.
Define from 1 to 15 fields per segment and indicate separate disk
drives ~or segments if you have them.

PRO-COLOR-FILE 2.0 has added features that offer even more
flexibility and added Data management capabilities.

SCREEN REPORT FORMATS
4 DA TA ENTRY SCREENS
Don't bother with PRINT @statements anymore. PRO-COLOR-FILE
lets you custom design your screens that will be used for entering
your data with full color. Type headings, notes and titles to suit your
needs and specify your fields as being alphanumeric, whole number,
or decimal entry. Switch through screens while entering data or
reviewing records. You can even define a password for r/ny screen for
limited access.

14 MA TH EOUA TIONS
Set up math equations to apply the operations of add, subtract,
multiply, or divide to the data you enter on each record. In a Job
Quote program you could set up the equations to multiply the hourly
rate by the number of hours, add all the expenses together and then
apply sales tax.

ALPHABETIZED INDEX
An index will allow you to scan through your file or obtain a hard
copy report in an alphabetical order by any of your fields. An index
will also allow access to any record within a 1000 record file in less
than 10 seconds. Tag up to 2 additional fields to create an index
within an index within an index. This means that you could alpha
betize a mailing list first by STATE then within each STATE by CITY
and then within each CITY by LAST NAME.
Select records for indexing by using AND/OR options and relation·
ship indicators such as =,
=,
=,

<. >, <

>

< >.

Re-Index a file at any time when new records are added or when a
different index is desired.

5 REPORT FORMATS
PRO·COLOR-FILE gives you the freedom to design report formats
that will produce hard copy reports of your data formatted to your
needs. The versatile report formatter will let you design report
formats with column width selectable from 32 to 255 spaces. Indicate
up to 5 ASCII codes to be sent to the printer to take advantage of
different font sizes on printers with that capability. Define report
title and column headings, create vertical lines, obtain totals on
numeric fields and even design label formats.
Select records for reporting from the index list by using the same
AND/OR options and relationship indicators as mentioned.
A custom menu lets you name each report format to indicate the
type of report it will generate. Password protect any format to allow
limited acceS'S.

If you need to review records and/or obtain totals for numeric fields
without wanting to produce a hard copy, you will be able to do so
with the screen report feature.

ASCENDING / DESCENDING
Have your hard copy or soft copy reports printed out in ascending or
descending order.

SELECT A RANGE
PRO-COLOR-FILE 2.0 gives you the ability to select a range of
records for indexing or reporting by two fields at the same time. In a
mailing list program you could select only those records that fall with
in a certain zip code range and that have last names within a certain
range of the alphabet.

Design as many programs as you can think of: Mailing List, Inventory,
Job Quotes, Expenses, Student Records. Any application that re
quires information to be stored, updated and reported can be created
with PRO-COLOR-FILE. Fully documented with examples of data
base programs created using PRO-COLOR-FILE.

VERSIO~~I}> 0 l : J T i e s available)
VERSION 2.0 - $79.95
Upgrade copies and new manuals available for owners of the 1.0
version for $20.00. Send serial number when ordering!

(Check, money order, Visa or Master Charge · allow 2 to 3 weeks for
delivery. Add $2.00 for Shipping and Handling.)

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY________ STATE _ _ _ ZIP_ _ __
PHONE--------------~--VISA _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MC _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
EXP/RATION_
DA_
TE_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
SIGNATURE

Derringer Software. Post Office Box 5300, Florence, S.C. 29502.
Phone: 803 665 5676
after 6:00 p.m., Monday · Friday.
Before 10:00 p.m.. on weekends.
PRO-COLOR-FILE ©1982 Dennis Derringer
(TRS-80 is a trademark of TANDY Corp.)

T~TRSSO
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68 Micro Journal" was established with one objective in
mind; to provide a Magazine FOR 68xx Users BY 68xx
Users. Because of a strict advertiser policy, 68 Micro
Journal• has gained a strong fol lowing WORLDWIDE
because the reader KNOWS what he is getting when
purchasing from a 68 Micro Journal• Advertiser. It has
gained a strong User following because most of the
material published is contributed BY USERS, and,
therefore, Is relevant to the Users needs.

From the January 198.1 i$SUe of the CSRA Computer
Club newsletter:
There was some amusement at the Novem
ber meeting when the Radio Shack ·repre
sentatives stated that the software in the
ROM cartridges could not be copie>d. This
month's 68 Micro Journal reported they had
disassembled the programs on ROM by
covering some of the connector pins with
tape. They promise details next month. Never
tell a hobbyist something can't be done! This
magazine seems to be the only source so far
of technical informations on the TRS-80 color
compuier ·•. Devoted to SS-50 6800 and
6809 machines up to now, 68 Micro Journal
plans to include the TRS-80 6809 unit in
future issues.

Currently, and even betofe the Color Computer"' hit the
stores, 68 Micro Journal• was devoting more space to
the TRS-BOC Color Computer• and information concerning
the ' Motorola 6809 (which is the CPU in the Color
Computer•) than ANY OTHER Computer Magazine. Examples
include:
REVIEWS of the three major Disk Control. Systems for
the Color Computer•, mos't "of the Monitors,
Assemblers, and Disassemblers, Word Processors and
Editors, "Terminal" Programs (for use with Modems,
Communications with other Computers, etc,), and of

course, Games.
HINTS tor Expanding Memory, Power Supply Cooling, re
pairing sticky keyboards, disabling the ROM PAK ''Take
Over'', hooking up to Printers, etc,
·
DISCUSSIONS of the 6883 Synchronous Address
Multiplexer, using the Color Computer"' with 64K and
96K memory (which it is ALREADY capable of handling),
thoughts on Programming, etc.

NOTE: This and other interesting and needed articles
for the Radio Shack TRS-80 color computer'-" are being
included monthly in 68 Micro Journal - The Largest
specialty computer magazine in the world!

68 MICRO JOURNAL

I suggest that you subscribe to 68 Micro Journal•, SOON,
as many back issues are sold-out,

5900 Cassandra Smith Road
Hixson, Tennessee 37343

We still, and will continue to, lead in the type
information you need to FULLY UTILIZE the POWER of tile
6809 In the Rijdlo Shack TRS-80 Color CCJRputer"'.

615 842-4600
Subscription Rates

#f:{Y

USA:
I-year $24.50;
2-year $42,50; 3-year $64.50
CANADA and MEXICO:
Add $5,50 per year to USA Price
Foreign Surface:
Add $12.00 per year to USA Price
Foreign AIRMAIL:
Add $36.00 per year tO USA Price

Col or Computer Edi tor

"Sample issue - $3.50

The Original FLEX for Color .C omputers
• Upgrade to 64K
• RS to FLEX, FLEX to RS file transfer ability
• Create your own character set
• Automatic recognition of single or double density and single or
doubled sided
• All features available for either single or multiple drive systems
• Settable Disk Drive Seek Rates
• Faster High Resolution Video Display with 5 different formats
• Save RS Basic from RAM to Disk
• Move RS Basic to RAM
• Load and save function on FLEX disk
• 13 Support Commands 8 with Source Text
Languages Available
Pascal, Fortran, RS Basic, RS Assembler, TSC Basic, TSC Assemb
ler, Relocating Assembler, Macro Assembler, Mumps

DATA-COMP has everything you need to make your TRS-BOC ·• Color Computer WORK
for YOU; from Parts end Pieces to Full, Ready To Use SYSTEMS. DATA-COMP designs,
sells, services, and SUPPORTS Computer SYSTEMS, not just Software. CALL DATA
COMP TODAY to make your Computer WORK FOR YOU!
System Regulrements
FLEX9 Special General Version x/Editor & Assembler (which normally sell tor $50.00
ea.)
$150.00
F-MATE(RS) FLEX9 Conversion Rout. for the RS Disk Controller
when purchased with Special General FLEX9 Sys.
when purchased without the General FLEX9 Sys.
Set of Eight 64K RAM Chips wlMod. Instructions
Color Computer with 64K RAM and EXT. BASIC
Color Computer with 16K RAM
Color Computer with 16K RAM and EXT. BASIC
SPECIAL SYSTEM PACKAGES
64K Radio Shack COLOR COMPUTER, Radio Shack COLOR DISK CONTROLLER, a Disk
Drive System, Special General Version of FLEX9 .. , F-MATE(RS) ·· " and a Box of 1o
Double Density Diskettes; a COMPLETE, ready to run SYSTEM on your Color TV Set.
$1249.95
DISK DRIVE PACKAGES, etc.

11 you are tired ol playing games on your TRS-80C .. Color Computer. or find that you are
handicapped by the limitations of the RS BASIC in trying to write a Program that will allow you to
actually USE th e Color Computer as a COMPUTER. YOU ARE READY TO MOVE UP TO THE
FLEX9 '' Operating System . If you want to have REAL PROGRAMMING P.OWER. using an ·
Extremely Powertul Business BASIC. PASCALs. C Compilers. a full-blown Macro Assembler
with a Library capability so you are not continuously "reinventing the wheel", YOU ARE READY
TO MOVE UP TO THE FLEX9 .. Operating System. If you would like to see if YOU REALLY
COULD USE A COMPUTER IN YOUR BUSINESS. or begin to make your Computer start
PAYING IT'S OWN WAY by doing some Computer Work for the millions ol small businesses
around you, such as Wordprocessing. Payroll. Accounting. Inventory, etc .. then YOU ARE
READY TO MOVE UP TO THE FLEX9 .• Operating System . How?? DATA-COMP has the way'

PARTS AND PIECES

DATA-COMP's FLE-X9 ·• Conversion for the TRS-80C " Color Computer was designed for the
SERIOUS COMPUTER USER; with features like greatly increased Display Screens, WITH
Lower Case Letters. so you can put a FULL Menu on ONE Screen , or see SEVERAL Para
graphs at the same lime: with features like providing a FULL Keyboard so you have FULL
Control of ~our. Com_
puter AND it's Programs NATU RALLY, without needing a chart to see what
Key Comb1_nat1on will give you what function: with USER ORIENTED functions to make using
the Operating System natural. like having the Computer AUTOMATICALLY determine what
type of Disk is being used in what type of Disk Drive and working accordingly, rather that you
have to specify each and every thing for 1t. or like having the Computer work with the Printer you
have been using all along without you having to tell the new Operating System what is there:etc..
etc., etc.
·

Radio Shack Disk Cootroller
1 Tandon Single Sided, Double Density Disk Drive
1 Tandon Double Sided, Double Density Disk Drive
t Oume Thinline Double Sided. Double Density
Single Drive Cabinet with Power Supply
Double Drive Cabinet with Power Supply
Single Drive Disk Cable for RS Controller
Double Drive Disk Cable for RS Controller
Micro Tech. Prods .. Inc. LOWER CASE ROM Adapter
Radio Shack BASIC Version 1.1 ROM
Radio Shack Extended Basic ROM

DATA-COMP

P.O. Box 794

These Packages Include the Radio Shack Disk Controller. Disk Drives with Power Supply and
Cabinet, and Disk Drive Cable:
PAK # 1 - 1 Single Sided, Double Density Sys.
$499.95
PAK # 2 - 2 Single Sided. Double Density Sys.
$769.95
PAK #3 - 1 Double Sided, Double Density Sys.
$599.95
PAK #4 - 2 Double Sided. Double Density Sys.
$949.90
PAK #5 - 2 Oume Thinline Double Sided Double Density Sys.
$764 .95

HIXSON, TN 37343

COLOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE
SS ENTER TO BE
R KEY TO REVIEW

s.

GIN OR ANY OTHE
THE INSTRUCTION
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102121 lN$-=INl<EY$:IF IN$=""THEN 10
20 ELSE IF IN$<>CHR$<13> THEN GO

T0910 ELSE RETURN
103121 '****FONT SET****
1040 DATA "BU5;BR1;E1;06;NL1;R1;
BM+4,+0"
1050 DATA "NR4;U1;BU3;U1;E1;R2;F
t;D1;Gl;Ll;G2;BM+7,+1"
106121 DATA "BU5;E1;R2;Fl;D1;Gl;NL
2;F1;D1;61;L2;NH1;BM+7,+0"
1070 DATA "BU3;NR4;M+3,-3;D6;BM+
4,+0"
108121 DATA "BU4;NR3;U2;R4;BD2;BL1
;Fl;D2;Gt;L2;Hl;BM+7,+1"
112190 DATA "BU6;BR3;NF1;L2;G1;D2;
NR3;D2;Ft;R2;E1;U1;H1;BM+4,+3"
1100 DATA "Ut;BU5;R4;0t;M-4,+4;B
M+7,+1"
111121 DATA "U5;E1;R2;Ft;D3;NL4;D2
;BR3"
1120 DATA "BU1;U4;Et;R2;F1;BD4;G
1;L2;H1;BR7;BD1"
1130 DATA "R1;U6;NL1;R2;F1;D4;Gt
;L2;BR6"
1140 DATA "U3; NR3; U3; R4; BD6; L4; B

STINGER
A Color Computer Original
Con YOU raid the hive without being stuna? Watch out!
Everything moves in this game. Even the different levels
of the hive rotate .
This fast machine language game has high resolution
color graphics and sound. Works on any l 6K or larger
Color Computer. Joystick required.

Cassette
Disk
ROM-Pok

SPELL-RITE
The Cossette Spelling Verifier
Finds all of your misspelled words and typing errors. Designed specifically for cassette
operation. Works with Color Scripsit, Telewriter and other major word processors.
•
•

Lorge, easily expandable dictionary
Fast! Verifies 1000 word document in under 8.5 minutes· including
cassette 1/0!

•

Easy to Use, menu driven

•

Superb documentation

Spell-Rite allows you to put that final, professional touch on oil of your documents.
Requires 32K RAM .

R7"

Cossette end complete instructions

115121 DATA "U3;NR4;U3;BR4;D6;BR3"
1160 DATA "BU6;BR1;R1;ND6;R1;BR1
;BD6;BL.1;L.2;BR6"
1170 DATA "U6; M+2, ... 3; M+2, -3; Db; B
R3"
1180 DATA "U6;M+4,+6;U6;BD6;BR3"
DATA "U6;R4;D6;L4;BR7"
120121 DATA "U6;R3;Ft;D1;Gt;L3;D3;
BR7"
121121 DATA "U6;R3;F1;D1;G1;L3;R1;
M+3,+3;BR3"
1220 DATA "BU1;F1;R2;E1;U1;BU3;H
1;L2;Gt;Dt;M+4,+2;BR3;BD2"
1230 DATA "BU6;R2;ND6;R2;BD6;BR3
1190
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1240 DATA"BU6;R2;ND6;L2;BD6;BR3"
1250 DATA "BUt; U5; BR4; D5; 61; L2; H
1;BOt;BR7"
126121 DATA "BU6;M+2,+6;M+2~-6;BD6
;BR3"
127121 DATA "U6;BR4;D6;M-2,-2;NU1;
M-2,+2;BR7"
1280 DATA "U1;M+4,-4;U1;BL4;D1;M
+4,+4;Dt;BR3"
1290 DATA "BR2;U3;M-2,-2;Ut;BR4;
01;M-2,+2;BD3;BR5"
1300 DATA "BU6;R4;M-4,+6;R4;BR3"
Color Computer News

$24.95
$29.95
$34.95

=: BASICAID

$59. 95

HELP FOR THE
BASIC PROGRAMMER

At last, the development tools you need! All available instantly at power-up.

MERGE COMMAND: Insert programs stored on cassette into your Basic program.
You can even assign new line numbers to the file you read in. Create your own

tape library!
MOVE COMMAND: lets you renumber ony port of your basic program. GOTO "s
GOSUB 's, etc . outomoticolly changed.
AUTOMATIC LINE NUMBERING: You"ll love this. Never type in another line number.
PLUS 45 common Basic commands available as single key Control characters.
Or change ANY OR All keys to your own specifications! Comes with convenient,
easy to remove , plastic keyboard overlay . All of this in a convenient ROM cartridge
that uses almost none of your valuable memory ..... .... .. ... ...... .. ..... .. CARTRIDGE $34. 95

COLORCOM/E SMART TERMINAL PROGRAM
The acclaimed Smart Terminol package for the color computer. Check these features:
•Complete upload & download support
•Send ell 127 ASCII characters
•On line cassette reads & writes
•Word Mode eliminates split words
•Automatic capture of files
•Off line AND on line scrolling
•Pre-enter dote before colling
•Selectable RS232 parameters
We 've got the best cassette and upload / download support available. And you con
conveniently print any portion of the received buffer you want. NOW ON DISK!
Reads and writes files from disk. Same great features plus more.
DISK OR CARTRIDGE

EDITOR ASSEMBLER DEBUGGER

$49.95

$6.95

CCEAD : This SK Basic Program supports cassette files, has full cursor control, line
insertion / deletion, and much more.Two poss assembler supports full 6B09 instruction
set & addressing modes, lists to screen or printer. Debugger allows memory examine
/ modify, program e xecution. 1f not delighted return within 2 weeks for a full refund.
You get fully commented Basic source & complete instructions. Requires Ext. Basic
& 16K. ... ..... .... .... .... ......... .. . ..... ........ ... .............. .
. .......... ,.CASSETTE $6.95
Send check, money order,
or Vise/MC Number
Include S1.50 for postage
end Handling: Visa/ MC:
Phone for fast service

. .
• , •

P. 0. Box 1B0006
Austin. Texes 7B71 B
(512) B37-4665
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HANGMAN
By Chris Phillips
8123 Farnam Drive
Omaha , NE 68114

Whenever I force party guests to enjoy a
computer game, this is the one they are
most likely to request. It's a universally
-known game that is given a new twist,
thanks to CoCo' s 600-word vocabulary.
The value of this kind of program is
largely dependent upon the words chosen
as data. I like to think that the collection
given here makes the program both
educational and fun to play. There are
common words for fun and obscure words
that help the player develop his or her
vocabulary . . There are long easy words
and treacherous words of three and four
letters. And l gave special attention to
words that contain many of the less
-common letters. Guessing off a letter
-frequency chart won't always work here.
I wrote this program on a 32K color
computer; you will have to delete the
comments and probably some of the words
to use it on a 16K machine. If you change
the number of words in data, be sure to
alter line 400; the random number should
be the number oI words.
When you guess a letter, just hit the
letter key; the guesses are entered by an
INKEY$ and not an INPUT function.
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The subroutine that produces lettering
on the high -resolution screen uses Exten
ded Color ·Basic's "DRAW" command. At
the standard scale of four (SK$= "4"}, it
produces 32 characters per line. The
capital letters use a 5 x 7 matrix within the
8 x 12 matrix provided by the spacing in
line 2840; this leaves room for lower-case
descenders.
The subroutine, which ·occupies lines
920 through 2870, will produce all upper
and lower case letters and many symbols
as well. It is ready for use with any
high-resolution program you desire (al
though it is necessary to use scale eighf in
the lower numbered modes). If you wish to
graft it onto an existing program, there
are several methods to merge programs
on the Color Computer. The easiest makes
use of the fact that basic stores the
location of the beginning of the current
program in the 16 bit memory location
beginning at $0019 and the end of the
program in the 16 bit location starting at
$001B. Just peek out the values in 25, 26,
27 and 28 after you have loaded the
lower-numbered program. Then poke the
value of 27 into 25 and two less than the
Color Computer News

In celebration of the 2nd birth
day of Color Computer News,
we are offering available back
issues at a special low rate. This
rate includes postage and hand
ling. The supply of some issues
is limited. This offer expires
June 30, 1983.

Back Issues Available
# 4 - Nov ./ Dec. 1981
# 6 - February 1982
#10 - July 1982
#11 - August 1982
#12 - September 1982
#13 - October 1982
#14 - November 1982
#15 - December 1982
#16 - January 1983
#17 - February 1983
#18 -. March 1983
#19 - April 1983

RATES
U.S., Canada, Mexico
$3.00 per issue
All other countries
$5. ·JO per issue

ALSO AVAILABLE is Color Computer News - The Best of 1981. This small soft bound
book contains the first four issues of Color Computer News. Thts book is available for
$9.95 (price includes postage).
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Hangman
value in 28 into 26. Next load the
subroutine and replace the original values
in 25 and\26.
If you'd like to play "HANGMAN" but
want to save yourself the trouble of typing
it, send me $4.95 to cover my costs and I'll
mail you the program on cassette tape.
Please specify whether you want the 32K
or 16K version.
LETTERS
· This subroutine will produce lettering
on the high-resolution screens in Exten
ded Color'Basic. It is capable of producing
attractive and easily readable upper and
lower · case letters and a number of
characters as well, including the digits 0-9
and most punctuation marks. Used with a
scale of four (SK$= "4"), it produces 32
characters per-line. The capital letters use
a 5 x 7 matrix within the 8 x 12 matrix
provided by the spacing in line 2840 ; this
leaves room for lower-case descenders.
"LETTERS" can be used with any
~i~~-resolution BASIC program, although
tt ts necessary to use scale eight in the
lower-numbered modes. If you wish to
graft it onto an existing program, there
are several methods to merge programs
on the Color Computer. The easiest makes
use of he fact that BASIC stores the
location of the beginning of the current
program in the 16 bit memory location
beginning at $0019 and the end of the
program in the 16 bit location starting at
$00lb, Just load the lower numbered
program and peek our the values in 25, 26,
27 and 28. Then poke the value in 27 into
25 and two less than the value in 28 into
26. Next load the subroutine and replace
the original values in 25 and 26.
If you'd like this subroutine without the
trouble of typing it, send me $4.95 to cover
my costs and I'll mail it to you on cassette
tape.
10 'HANGMAN
20 'BY CHRIS PHILLIPS
8123 FARNAM DRIVE
OMAHA, NE 68114
30 'VARIABLE LIST
40 'A$,L,SK,SK$,SP,W$,X ANDY
ARE EXPLAINED AT LINES 930
AND 940
50 'CT=# OF WRONG LETTERS
GUESSED
60 'DG CHECKS WRONG LETTERS TO
AVOID REPETITION
70 'DM$ RECORDS CORRECT GUESSES
80 'G$<DM> CREATES A GUESSED
102 May 1983

WORD
90 'H=LETTER COUNTER
K=# OF GAMES PLAYED
LL=# OF LOST GAMES
PC=PERCENTAGE
R NOTES A CORRECT GUESS
W=# OF THE WORD IN DATA
WD$=THE WORD to GUESS
100 'WX=HORIZONTAL LOCATION OF
INCORRECT LETTERS PRINTED ON
SCREEN
W1 JS USED TO RANDOMIZE THE
WORDS
110 PMODE4,1:COLOR0,1:PCLS:SCREE

Nt,1
120 'USE OF THIS SUBROUTINE IS
EXPLAINED AT LINE 930 .
130 X=71:Y=50:SK$="8":W$="HANGMA
N":GOSUB920
140 X=111:Y=80:W$="BY":GOSUB920
150 X=15: Y=110: W$="CHRIS PHILLIP
S" : GOSUB92~1
160 SK$="4 ."
170 'THE HANGING TREE
180 PLAY"T503GAFGEFDEGAFGEFDECCG
L26L4"
190 'ENSURES A DIFFERENT
STARTING POINT EACH TIME
200 FORW=1 TOTIMER-INT <TIMER/500>
*500:W1=RND<600>:NEXT
210 PCL.S

220 'DRAWS THE GALLOWS
230 LINE<100,50>-<250,60>,PSE1,B
240 LINE<230,60)-(245,1B0>,PSET,
B

250 LJNE<220,180>-<255,190>,PSET

,B
260 LINE<160,49>-<164,61>,PSET,B
F
270 LINE <161,60>-(163,80>,PSET,
BF
280 'DRAWS THE PERCENTAGE BOX
290 LINE<0,160>-<40,1B0>,PSET,B
300 'DRAWS THE GAME NUMBER
310 W$=STR$(K+1>:X=216:Y=188:GOS
UB920
320 IF K=0THENGOT0360
33'21 'DRAWS THE PERCENTAGE SCORE
340 PC= INT< 100-.. <LLIK> * 100+. 5)
350 W$=STR$<PC>+"X":X=0:Y=176:60
SUB920
360 'WO$ IS THE WORD TO GUESS
370 'THIS ENSURES A DIFFERENT
GAME EVERY TIHE
380 FORW=1TOTIMER-INT<TIMER/50>*
50:W1=RND<600>:NEXT
.
390 '550 IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF
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MODEL I
BASIC: Bull & Blue
5 Panels, 10 Pages
(For the Classroom)
Memory Map.
Easy Graphics.
Basi c Statements.
Basi c Functions
Basic Facts.
Special Characters .
Basi c Commands .
Edit Subcommands.
PRINT USING Examples.
Message & Codes.
Res erved Words .
Spec ial Keys .
Asc11 Character Chart.
with Space Compression Codes.
Control Codes.
Basrc Internal Codes.
Hex/Dec Conversion Chart .

~;:~r~ k i ~~~W'e~ER : Buff
8 Panels, 16 Pages

(For lhe Pro)
Complete Z80 Instructions.
Assembler Instructions.
Command s. Operators .
Ed1tor!Assembler Commands,
and Ed1I Subcommands
Flags. Conditi ons. & Chart.
lnlernal Routines .
Assembler Error Msgs.
Plus Most Items in th e Basic Card
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1
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Modes ol Operation.
PRO Mode.
RUN Mode.
RESERVE Mode.
DEF Mode.
Fi xed Variable Facts and
References.
System Function Keys .
Math and Logic Function Keys .
Normal Character Keys .
Special Characters and
Function Keys .
Basic Commands.
Cassette Interface Commands.
Reserved Words .
Math and Numeric Fun c t ions.
Derived Fun ctions
Bas cc Statements.
Error Messages and Codes.
USING Statement Examples
and more. . . !

A pocket card for your
pocket computer.

MODEL II
BASIC & ASSEMBLER: Green
10 Panels, 20 Pages
(For the Business)
Small Memory Map.
Screen Layout.
Easy Graphics.
Complete Z80 Instructions .
Series· 1 Assembler Instr.
Commands, Operators, and Edit
Subcommands .
Assembler Error Msgs.
Power·up Error Msgs.
Flags, Conditions·. & Chart.
Wild Cards, DOS Messages.
SVC Procedure Panel.

~~r~ iolno~~onLr;C~mmand

1

Formats
and System Ulilit y Formats.
Basic Function s & Statements.
DOS File Naming Convention.
Basic Commands & Edit
Subcommands.
Special Keys .
Basic Internal Codes and
Reserved Words .
Basi c Msgs. & Codes.
PRINT USING Examples .
Special Characters.
" DO" Ulil ilies & BASIC Command .
Ascii Character Chari wilh SVC
Names and Numbers.
Control Codes .
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MODEL Ill
BASIC: Blue & Buff
6 Panels, 12 Pages
(For the Classroom)
Special Characters.
Kana Characters.
Euro·Characters .
Memory Map.
Special Keyboard Functions.
Ascii Char. Chart w/Space
Compression Codes.
Conlrol Codes .
Cassette Loading Err Msgs.
Basic Commands, Edit
Subcommands, Special Chars.,
Ba sic Statements, Facts.·
Funct ions, Derived Functions,
Special Operalions (POKEs).
PRINT USING Examples .
Basic Msgs. & Codes.
Ba sic Internal Codes.
Reserved Words .
Screen Line Layout.
BASIC & ASSEMBLER : Blue
10 Panels, 20 Pages
(For lhe Pro)
Complele ZBO lnslruclions.
Assembler In structions, Commands,
Operators.
Series I Edit or/Assembler
Commands & Edit Subcommands .
Flags, Condilions. & Chari .
Hex/Dec Conversion Chart .
Assembler Error Msgs.
Internal CALL Routines.
Bre ak Processing Procedure.
Plu s all items in the Basic card .

APPLE II & II PLUS

BASIC & EXTENDED:
Grey + 9 Colors.
8 Panels 16 pages
(For the Artis!)
All Color Graphics.

~~~~?u~~:J'3'~~~~ples

Special Characters.
Special Keys.
Casselle Loading Err Msgs.
Basic Functions & Statements.

~~d~~~~~i~a~:1k~.ng

a Circle,

Derived Function s.
Messages & Codes.

~~l~~~~~l~~~·gbAe~~~a;~d i~ime.
Memory Map.
Reserved Words.
lnlernal Codes.
0

~[cfig6h ~/~,;'des Chari.

Including Inverse Graphics
and Color Graphics .
Conlrol Codes.
Color Group Chari.
Pmode Information Summary.
Screen Line Layout.
Exlen ded Graphics Pmode
Illustrat ions.

Card
Copies of MODEL I BASIC & ASSEMBLER
Copies of MODEL I BASIC·ONL Y
Copies of MODEL II BASIC & ASSEMBLER
Copies of MODEL II SVC
Copies of MODEL II COMMANDS & UTILITIES
Copies of MODEL Ill BASIC & ASSEMBLER
Copies of MODEL Ill BASIC·ON LY
Copies of COLOR BASIC AND EXTENDED
Copies of POCKET BASIC
Copies of APPLE II & II PLUS BASIC
Copies of APPLE II & II PLUS BASIC & 6502
Copies of Z80
Copies of ZX80, 81, & TIMEX SINCLAIR·1000
Copies of HEATH/ZENITH HOOS for H8/H89/Z89/Z90

BASIC: Red & Pink
7 Panels, 14 Pages
(For the Classroom)
48K Memor y Map
APPLESOFT and INTEGER BASIC.
Basic Statements.
Basic Functions.
Derived Functi ons.
Special Characlers & Operalors.

~~~~es~p~~kl~l0 i~a?i~mmands

Monitor Commands.
Key & Control Functions.
APPLESOFT lnlernal Codes.
APPLESOFT Reserved Words .
Integer Basic Addressi ng.
DOS 3.3 Command Summary.
Color Seleclion Chari.
Error Msgs. & Handling.
Read ing Machine Language.
Hex/Dec Conversion Chart
ASCII, Print, Video, 6502, lnleger
and APPLESOFT Code Relerence
Chari, 0·255.
Basic & 6602: Red
8 Panels, 16 Pages
(For the Pro)
All fealures of the Basic Card, Plus:
6502 Timing.

~~~~sL:n8~~8~ i~~~~W;dRet erence
Chari.

Price
$4.95
2.95
5.95
2.95
3.95
5.95
3.95
4.95
2.95
3.95
4.95
4.95
5.95
5.95

Wholesale pr ices available
1n quantities over 24.
Send Check or Money Order to:
NANOS SYSTEMS CORP.
P.O. BOX 24344
SPEEDWAY, IN 46224
13' 7) 2444078
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CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ _ __
Indiana Residents Add 5 Percen t for Indiana Sates Tax

Hangman
WORDS IN DATA
400 FORW=1TORND<600>:READWD$:NEX .
T:RESTORE
410 'MAKES A DUMMY WORD TO CHECK
AGAINST THE REAL WORD
42~ DM$=STRING$CLENCWD$),0)
4 ..)!{I ' MAkES 1HE l..1 NES liEl. UW l HE
LETTERS
440 FORH=1TOLEN<WD$)
450 LINE<8*<H-1>+1,40>-<8*<H-1>+
6, 4121), PSET
460 NEXT
470 K=K+1
480 W$=INKEY$:JFW$=""THEN480
490 'R DENOTES A CORRECT GUESS
5Y.10 R=0
510 'TESTS THE GUESSED LETTER
520 FORW=1TOLEN<WD$)
530 IF W$=Ml0$CWD$,W,1>THENR=1:M
ID$CDM$,W,1>=W$:PLAY"T2405CEG":X
=2~<W-1>*8:Y=36:GOSUB920

54121 'CHECKS THAT WRONG LETTER
HASN'T ALREADY BEEN GUESSED
550 G$ cc·r + 1 > =W$
560 IFCT=0THENGOT0600
570 FOR DG=l TO CT
580 IF W$=G$CDG>THEN480
590 NEXT
60!2! NEXT
610 IFR=f21THENPLAY"T2401GEC":

X=WX

:WX=WX+12:Y=10:GOSUB920
6'21!1 IFWD$=DM$THENX=0: V=96: W$="Th
at's right~":GOSUB920

IFWD$=DM$THENPLAY"T503GAFGEF
DEGAFGEFDECCGL2GL4":GOT0730
640 'DRAWS THE HANGED MAN
650 IFR=0THENCT=CT+t:ON CT GOSUB
630

750,780,800,820,840,860,880,900
GOT0480

66~1

b7Y.I LL.=LL t-1
680 X=0:Y=72:W$="Toc1 bad •••

":GOS

UB920
690 X=V.1:

Y=84: W$==" you

1 ose ••• " : GO

SUB920
700 X=0:Y=96:W$="the wor-d was":G
OSUB920
710 X=0:Y=108:W$=WO$:GOSUB920
72f2l

PLAY

"T5016AFGEFDEGAFGEFDECC

GL.2GL4"
T~0

CT:0:WX=0

740 GOT0210
750 CIRCLE<162,86>,6
760 PSET<161.86>:PSETC164.86>:LI
NE ( 161 , 89 > - <i 63, 89 > , PSET .
770 RETURN
780 DRAW II BM 164' 9f!I; D3F2NG4R6D5G4D

4L1NL10D6L10U6L1U4H4U5R6NF4E2U3"

790 RETURN
104 May 1983

800 DRAW"BM152,95;L282D22R1NU2~1
NU2R1NU2R1.U2R.2U1L2U16"
810 RETURN
820 DRAW"BM172,95;R2F2D22L1NU2L1

NU2L.1NU2Lll.12L2U1R2U16"
S:?;0 RETURN

840 DRAW"BM157,114;D22R5U22"
850 REHURN
860 ORAW"BM162,1t4;022R5U22"
870 RETURN
880 DRAW"BM161,136;04G4L2U2E3U3"
890 RETURN
900 DRAW" BM 16:3 , 136; D4F 4R2U2H;3U3"
910 GOT0670
920 'HIGH-RESOLUTION LETTERS
930 'YOUR STRING IS W$.

THE

HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL
COMPONENTS OF THE BOTTOM
LEFT-HAND CORNER OF YOUR
STARTING POINT ARE X AND
Y. SCALE IS SK$; '4' GIVES
32 CHARACTERS PER LINE AND
'8' 16 CHARACTERS.
940 'OTHER VARIABLES:
L=STRING CHARACTER
COUNTER
L$ DRAWS THE LETTER
A$=LETTER BEING DRAWN
SP DENOTES A SPACE
SK PROPORTIONS SPACING
TD SCALE
95121 Sl<=VAL <SK$>
960 FORL=1TOLEN<W$)
970 A$=MID$CW$,L,1>
980 IF A$= II 11 THEN SP= 1 : GOT0284121

990 IFASCCA$))96THEN1100

1000 IFASC<A$><65THENGOT01060
1010 'UPPER-CASE LETTERS
1020 ON ASCCA$>-64GOSUB1670,1690
,1710,1730,1750,1770,1790,1810,1
830,1850,1870,1890,1910,1930,195
0,1970,1990,2010,2030,2050,2070,

2090,2110,2130,2150,2170
1030 NEXT

1040 RETURN

112150 'CHARACTERS AND NUMBERS
1060 ON ASC(A$>-32 GOSUB2200,284

0,2220,2240,2260,2280,2300,2320,
2340,2360,2380,2400~2420,2440,24

60,2480,2500,2520,2540,2560,2580

,2600,2620,2640,2660,2680,2700,2
840,2720,2740,2760

1070 NEXT
1 fil80 RETURN

1090 'LOWER-CASE CHARACTERS
1100 ON ASC<A$>-96 GOSUB1140,116
Color Computer News
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'COCOCASSITTE' SUOSCRIPTION SOFTWARE

•

TRS-80 IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY COMPANY

•

ENJOY A MONTHLY COLLECTION OF 8-10 PROGRAMS!
Including games, education, home finance and more;
on cassette for as low as $5.00 a month! Add some action and imagination to your Color Computer ... l3est of
all, we do the worl~!

•
•

LOOK AT SOME OF THE LETTERS WE RECEIVED FROM OUR SUBSCRIBERS.
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"I just thought I'd let you lmow that your cassettes arrive in good order. load just fine, and I really enjoy your programs!"
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MARION . OHIO

"I was extremely impressed by the first tape I received from you. The added extras ore just super."

•

~
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WILLOW GROVE. PENNSYLVANIA

"Seldom do I ever write a fan letter. Usually if something is good . nothing is ever said. I just renew the subscription or buy
the product instead. T&D is on exception . I subscribe to several
cassette computer magazines. Yours is certainly the most creative .
The covers ore original and clever . The material covered is
excellent!"
PINEOLUFF. ARKANSAS
"I only entered a six-month trial but om already willing co extend my
t
subscription!"
OOLTEWAH . TENNESSEE
.p v

PRICES
1 YR (12 ISSUES). . $55. 00
MO (6 ISSLJ ES) . . '10. 00

6
SINGLE COPIES. .

-MICHIGAN RESIDENTS ADD 4% TO ORDER
-OVERSEAS ADD $10 .00 TO SU8SCRIPTION AND $1 00 TO
SINGLE COPIES .

$ 6.00
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PROGRAMS ARE FOR
EXTENDED GASIC
MODEL ONLY. ISSUES
ARE SENT FIRST CLASS.
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Hangman
0,1100,1200,1220,1240,1260,1280,
130f21,1320,134f21,136f21,1380,1400,14
20,1440,1460,1480,1500,1520,154121
,1560,1580,1600,1620,1640
11 t0 NEXT
1120 RETURN
1130 'LOWER-CASE CHARACTERS
START HERE
1140 L$="U2R3U2L3R3D3NF1G1L1"
1'150 GOT02790
1.160 L$:::i"R3E1U2H1L2U2NL1D6"
1170 GOT02790
1180 L$=".BU1U2E1R2F1 BD2G1l.2H1 II
1190 GOT02790
1200 L$="BU1U2E1R2U2NR1D6NR1L2H .t
II

1210 GOT02790
1220 L$="BU1U2E1R2F1D1L3BG1F1R3"
1230 GOT02790
1240 L$="R2L1U3NL1NR1U2E1R1F1"
I. 250 GOTU219fc!I
1260 L$="BD1D1R3E1U1H1L2H1U1E1R1
F1NE1D1G1"
1270 GOT02790
1281!1 L $= "R 1U6NL1. D2R2F 1D3L1 "
129121 GOT02790
1300 L$="BR1R2L1U3BU2U1"
1310 GOT02790
1.320 L$="D1F1R1E1U4BU2U1"
1330 GOT02790
1340 l$="R1U6NL1D4R1NE2F2"
1350 GOT0279f21
1360 L$="BR1R1U6L1BR1BD6R1"
1370 GOTO 2790
1380 L$="U4F2E2D4"
1390 GOT02790
,1 400 L$="U4D1R1E1R1F1D3"
1410 GOT02790
l420 L$="BR1R2E1U2H1L261D2F1"
1.430 GOT02790
t440 L$="BU4R3F1D2G1L2NU4D2"
1450 GOT02790
1460 L$="BU1U2E1F2G2NH1BE2NU2D4R

1"

1470 GOT02790
~480 LS="NR1U4BD2E2R1F1"
t 491!1 GOT02790
1500 L$="R3E1H1L2H1E1R3"
1510 GOT02790
l520 L$="BU4R3BH2D5F1R1E1U1"
1530 GOT02790
1540 L$="NU4R2E1R1ND1U3"
1550 GOT02790
1560 L$="BU4D1F101F1E1U1E1U1"
~570 GOT02790
.
1580 L.$="NU4E2F2U4"
t590 GOT02790
fdb May ' t9S3

--.

1600
1610
1620
1630
164121
1650
1660

L$=="E4BL4F4"
GOT02790
L$="BU2NU2F2R2NU4D1G1L3"
GOT02790
L$="NR4E4L4"
GOT0279f21
'UPPER-CASE CHARACTERS
START HERE
1670 L$="U4E2F2D2NL402"
1680 GOT0279121
1690 L$="R3E1U1H1E1U1H1L3R103NR2
D3"
1700 GOT0279f21
1710 L$="BE4BU1H1L2G1D4F1R2E1."
1720 GOT02790
1730 L.$="R3E1U4H1L2NL1D6"
1740 GOT02790
1750 L$="R4U1BU4U1L3NL103NR2D3"
1760 GOT02790
1770 L$="R1NR1U3NR2U3NL1R301"
.1780 GOT02790
1790 L$="BE2R1NR1D1ND1G1L1H1U4E1
R2D1"
181!10 GOT02790
1810 L$="U3NU3R4NU303"
1820 GOT02790
1830 L$="BR1R1NR1U6NL1R1"
1840 GOT02790
1850 L$="BU1NU1F1R1E1U5NL1R1"
1860 GOT02790
1870 L$="R1U6NL1BD3R1E2U1BD5ND1H
1880
1890
191!10
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2H1"
2000
2010
2020
2030
Fl

GOT02790
L$="R4U1BG1BL2U6NL1R1"
GOT02790
l.$="U6F2E2D6"
GOT02790
L$="U6F4NU402"
GOT02790
L$="BU1U4E1R2F1D4G1L2H1"
GOT02790
L$="R1NR1U6NL1R2F1D1G1L2"
GOT02790
L$="BU1U4E1R2F104G1D1R1BH1L
GOT02790
L$="U6R3F1D161L1NL2F2D1 ''
GOTO 2790
L$="BU1F1R2E1U1H1L2H1U1E1R2

II

2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110

GOT02790
L$="BR2U6NL2R2"
GOT02790
L$="BU1NU5F1R1E1R1ND1U5"
GOT02790
L$="BU3NU3F1D1F1E1U1E1U3"
BOT02790
L$="NU6E2F2U6"
Color ·computer News
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2120 GOT02790
2130 L$="UlE4UlBL4DlF4Dl"
2140 60T02790
2150 L$="BR1R1NR1U3H2U1BR4D1G2"
2160 GOT02790
2170 L$="BU5U1R4D1G4D1R4Ul"
2190 GOT OT/90

2370 GOT02790

2380 L$="BR2BU1U2NL2NU2R2"
2390 GOT02790

2400
2410
2420
2430
244l{I

2190 'CHARACTERS AND NUMBERS
START HERE
2200 l.$="BR2ND1BU2U4"
2210 GOT02790
2220 L$="BR1U2L1BU2R1U2BR2D2R1BD

L$="BR2NU1G1"
GOT02790
L$="BU3R4"
GOT02790
L$="BR2U1"

245121 G[Jlli279l!':i

2460 l.$="U1E4Ul"
2470 GOT02790
2480 L$="BU1NE4U4E1R2F1D4G1L2H1"

2L 102 11

2230 GOT02790
2240 L$="BU1R2ND1R1E1H1L2H1E1R1N
U1R2"
2250 GOT02790
2260 L$="U1E4U1BL.4D1BF4Dl"
2270 GOT02790
2280 l$="BR4H1U1H3E1F1G2D2F1R1E2
U1 II

CHALLENGES

255'='.l GOT02791!l

2590 GOT02790
2600 l.$="BU3E1R2F1D2G1L2H1U4E1R3

"

2610 GOT02790
262!'2! L$="E4U2L4D1"

KAMIKAZE

P.O. BOX 382
WEST POINT, PA 19486

Specify game and version desired.
Price includes shipping. PA residents
·
add 6% sales tax.

MASTERCARDNISAwelcome. Include
card #,expiration date and SIGN order.

19.95

Not as extensive as its big brother but with enough 'boardgame'
strategy to make it more than another shoot-em-up. Using 12 ships
and 68 fighters, search out and destroy Kamikazes. Play levels. 16K
Cassette, Extended BASIC.

ACROSS THE RUBICON

STRICTLY
COLOR
SOFTWARE

24.95

Fight off Takijiro Onishi's Kamikazes, find and destroy his fleet
before it finds you. Hi/res graphics include fighter vs fighter, torpedo
and divebomber vs ship, Kamikaze attacks, ship vs ship and more. 4
levels. 32K Cassette.

KAMIKAZE-16
Wargames I Strategy Games
for your Coco

GOT02790

l.$="NR4E4U1Hll.2G1"
GOT02790
L$="BU1F1R2E1U1H1NL2E1U1H1L

2570 GOT0279e1
2580 L$=="BU1F1R2E1U2H1L2G1U3R4"

L$="BR2H1U4E1"
GOT0279fls .
L$="BR2E1U4H1."
GOT02790
L$="BU2E2NH2NU2NE2NF2D2"

We Sell

L$="R2NR2U6L1Gl"

2560 L$="BR3U663R4"

2290 GOT0279J!1
23el0 L$="BR2BU4U2"
2310 GOT02790

2320
2330
234121
2350
236121

2491(1 GOT02790

.2500
25HI
2520
2530
7540
281 II

19.95

The popular WWII wargame. Break through the Huertgen Forest
using infantry, paratroops, tanks, air and artillery strikes. Requiring 1
to 4 hours to play, variations in terrain and German reaction make
each run different. 16K Cassette, does NOT need Extended BASIC.

MISSION: EMPIRE!

19,95

A strategic wargame/strategy game. Starting with one planet,
incomplete intelligence and limited resources, you must conquer the
galaxy. Play takes 2-5 hours and is DIFFERENT EVERY TIME! All versions
offer a game save option. Specify 32K Disk, 32K Cassette or 16K
Cassette. The 16K version does NOT require Extended 32K Cassette
or 16K Cassette. The 16K version does NOT require BASIC. The disk ·
version is shipped on tape. If you want it on di$k add $3.

ROMPAC BACKUP

15.95

Can't run your ROMP ACS with your disk in or just want backups? This
program makes it easy. Requires 64K. Shipped on tape.

Hangman
2630 GOT02790
2640 L$="Bu1U1E1NR2H1ll1E1R2F1D1G
1F1D1G1L2H1"
2650 GOT0279121
2660 L$="BR1R2E1U4Hll.2G1D2F1R2E1"
2670 GOT02790
2680 L$="BR2ll1BU2U1"
2690 GOT02790
2700 L$="BR1BD1E1U1BU2ll1"
2710 GOT02790
2720 L$="BU1R4BU2L4"
2730 GOT02790
2740 L$="BR1U5NL1R3D5"
2750 GOT02790
2760 L$="BU5E1R2F10161L1D1BD2D1"
2770 GOT02790
2780 'POSITIONS THE BOTTOM-LEFT
HAND CORNER OF THE CHAR 
ACTER'S 5 X 7 MATRIX
2790 DRAW BM"+STR$<X>+", +STR$(Y
11

11

)+";"

2800
2810
2820
2830

'DETERMINES SCALE
DRAW"S"+SK$
DRAWL$
'MOVES REFERENCE POINT TO
NEXT LETTER LOCATION
2840 X=X+2*SK:IF X>256- 2*SK THEN
X=0:Y=Y+3*SK
2850 'RETURNS SPACE-SIGNAL TO 0
2860 IFSP=1THENSP=0:NEX1
2870 RETURN
2880 DATA FEATHER,BOOKKEEPER,SWI
LL,CARROT,BARD,INVISIBLE,FIXED,G
LOBE,CRUST,DIVERSJTY
2890 DATA YELLOW,CYAN,MAGENTA,BU
FF,VECTOR,GAME,PHENOMENA,TAUGHT,
DICE, NUCLEI
2900 DATA BULKHEAD,HOMOGENEITY,E
POCH,DILEHMA,ENIGMA,EPIC,LEXICON
,LICHEN,HACHISMO,MACRAME
2910 DATA MAGlC,MAGAZINE,MAGNIFY
,MAHARAJAH,MALARKEY,MAMMALIAN,MA
PLE,MICROWAVE,MILQUETOAST,MILLIP
EOE
.
2920 DATA MUCILAGE,MUCKRAKER,OWL
,NICKELODEON,OBLIQUE,OCEANOGRAPH
Y,ODYSSEY,OPHTHALMOLOGIST,OPPROB
RIOUS,ORCHESTRA
2930 DATA OSTRICH, ox'vMORON, OVOVI
VIPAROUS,PALFREY,PANACEA,PAPRIKA
,PARAMECIUM,PARKWAY,PHENOLPHTHAL
EIN,PTERODACTYL,PINWHEEL,PLUPERF
ECT,PL.UNGE,PLUMB
2940 DATA POLYUNSATURATED,PRIZED
,PRJVACY,PRDMPT,PROLIFIC,PROSELY
TIZE~PSYCHE,PYROTECHNICS,RENEGE,

QUIZZJCAL,RJDICULOUS,ROCOCO,SHIL
LELAGH,SHEPHERD
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2950 DATA SKUNK,SOYBEANS,SYBARIT
IC,TETRAGRAMMATON,TIKI,TYMPANY,T
YPTFY,IJNHOOt<,UNHAPPY,UNFAVORABLE
,UVULAR, UTOPIA
29.60 DATA VAPOR,VARICOSE,VANQLIIS
H,VEHICLE,VAUDEVILLE,VENGEFUL,VE
RMOUTH,VERONICA,VESTIBULE,VESPER

s

2970 DATA VEXATION,VICINITY,VIBR

ANT,VIGNETTE,VINEGAR,VIZIER,WAIN
SCOTING,WHATSDEVER,WHARF,WHIMPER
2980 DATA ORIGIN,CLIMATIC,CONSTI
TLIENl,PRIMEVAL,HAMLET,KERNEL,DRI
Fl,EXTREME,TAILOR,ABAMPERE
2990 DATA HANGMAN,EXECUTION,COMP
UTER,FILES,SEAL,FACETIOUS,GIRAFF
E,RHINOCEROS,ALBATROSS,UNIVERSE
3000 DATA WHIMSV,WHIRLIGIG,WOHBA
T,XEBEC,XYSTER,YTTERBIUM,ZITHER,
ZTGZAG,ZINC,ZODIAC,ZOYSIA,ZWIEBA
CK, AWFUL., AZIMUTH, AXOLOTL
3010 DATA BABOON,BACHELOR,BACCAL
AUREATE,BACKGROUND,BALALAikA,BAM
BOO,BALLYHOO,BANYAN,BARBER,BARNA
CLE,ACOLYTE,ADUMBRATE,APOPEMPTIC
,APOSIOPESIS,ASHRAM
3020 DATA BARRACUDA,BEANSTALt<.:,BA
ZAAR,BECl<DNING,BEGUILE,BEHOOVE,B
ESMIRCH,BEZJQUE,PINOCHLE,BIPARTI
SAN,BLABBERMOUTH,BOMBARDJERJBOOM
ERANG,BOUQUET,BRAWN
3030 DATA BRAKE,BRAZILWOOD,BRAVA
DO,BUCCANEER,BUCKWHEAT,BULLHEADE
D,BUOYANl,BUREAUCRACY,BUMPY,BUlT
ERFLY,BEDIGHT,BIBULOUS,BLOVIATE,
CACHINNATION,CENOBITE
3040 DATA BUZZARD,CAJOLE,CALUMNY
,CALLIOPE,CAMARADERIE,CALYPSO,CA
MPFIRE,CAMPHOR,CANDY,CANNIBAL
3050 DATA CLERIHEW,COCKAMAMIE,CO
MITY,CONGERIES,COSSET,CANYON,CAN
VAS,ZUCCHINI,CARAFE,CARBUNCLE,CA
RIBOU,CASSOWARY,CATECHISM,CATEGO
RICALLY,CAVALCADE,CRAPULOU~,CREP

USCULAR,DEMIURGE,DIVAGATION,DRAG
OMAN
3060 DATA CAULIFLOWER,CAVEFISH,C
ELEBRATION,CEREBRLIM,CERAMIC,CERT
IFY,CHALKBOARD,CHAMPION,CHILBLAI
N,f:HEVALIER
:3070 DAlt'-\ ClllMF'ANZE.E,ORANOUTAN,G
IBBON,MONKEY,CHIROMANCY,CHLOROPH
YLL,CHOREOGRAPHY,CIRCUMSCRIBE,CI
RCUMFERENCE,CLAIRVOYANCE
3080 DATA CLEVER,CLOBBER,CLOCKWO
RK,CLUMSY,COCOON,COLESLAW,COLOGN
E,COLLOQUIAL,COMBINATION,COMPLEX
3090 DATA SIZE~ATOH,FOLKLORE,TRI
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INTERNATIONAL
COLOR COMPUTER CLUB
Main Office
2101 E. Main St., Henderson, Texas 75652.
Canadian Branch
96 Carleton Dr. Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7H·3N6

WORLD'S LARGEST COLOR COMPUTER CLUB

HERE ARE SOME GOOD REASONS FOR JOINING
1). FREE PROGRAMS. Good programs written by our members are contained in the library,
in the newsletter, and on the new member tape.
2). NEWSLETTER.

A "magazine" sized newsletter (last issue 56 pages), with progrnms, tips
data, reviews, articles and much more.

3). NEWSLETTER Tape A tape of all the programs appearing in the newsletter is available from
the library for $2.00 (to members)
4). CLUB LIBRARY.

The club maintains a library of programs, books and Radio Shack ROM
packs. The programs are member written and are yours to keep, there is
a small fee to cover postage and tape ($2.). The books and ROMpacks
may be checked out for 3 weeks at a time. (extencions possible)

5). DISCOUNTS.

get large discounts on many software and hardware items for CoCo
from some of the MAJOR companies. Also discounts on subscriptions
to the RAINBOW, CCN and Chromasette magazines.

6). ADVERTISE FREE Members may place ads of up to% page per issue in the newsletter
FREE. (The ad must be computer related)
7). BORROW PARTS.

Don't wait weeks for the parts to come in from Radio Shack! Just
check them out of the Clubs Parts library and return when yours arrive.

8). SURPRISE.

You receive a "New member" package containing many useful items.

9). GET HELP.

This is the worlds largest Color Computer Club. With members in almost
every field of expertise. So if you have a problem with the Color
Computer, we can almost always get you the answer. Put your problem
on the Clubs Bulletin Board, write, or call.

10). FIND FRIENDS

As a new member, you will receive a list of the members in your area
whom you may contact for CoCo talk.

HOW TO BECOME A MEMBER:
Write to the club for an application, there are no conditions for membership other than
agreeing to obey the rules, being interested and paying the dues. The membership dues are
$30.00 per year and we believe you get more than your moneys worth. You can save more
than the $30.00 in discounts the club offers you. Example: Subscription to the RAINBOW,
25% off of regular subscription rates. Some members have told me that the new member
tape alone is worth the $ 30. it contains 10, very good programs. Som~ of the programs
contained in the library are, Accounts Receiveable, General ledger, Inventory, Sales file and
ticket program with automatic Inventory update (for 32 K with 2 disc.)

Hangman

AGE,METHANE,PATHETIC,FROZEN,METE
OR, GEYSER, GROUNDSWELL
:311210 DATA COMPOUND, COMPUNCTION, C
ONGLOMERATION,CONVINCE,CONVULSIV
E,COPYBOOK,COUNTERCLOCKWISE,COUN
TERWEIGHT,COVENANT,COWARD
3110 DATA COWPUNCHER,CRACKPOT,CR
AZY,CRICKET,CRUCIBLE,CRUCIFIX,CR
YPTOGRAM,CURDLE,CUPCAKE,CUNEIFOR
M

.

3120 DATA CURFEW,CURVATURE,CYPRE
SS,CZARINA,DAMASK,DECIMAL,DECIBE
L,DEFAULT,DECREPIT,DEHUMANIZE
3130 DATA DEPUTY,DEVELOP,DIAPHAN
ous~OIORAMA,DIRNDL,DIPHTHONG,DIS

COMFITURE,DISGRACE,DISEMBARK,DOG
GE REL
3140 DATA DOUBLET,DOWAGER,DOWNFA
LL,DRIFTWOOD,DYNAMIC,ECONOMY,ECZ
EMA,ELBOWROOM,EMPATHY,ENDOWMENT,
ENTROPY,EPIC,EPILOGUE,ETAGERE,ET
UDE
3150 DATA ELEEMOSYNARY,ENCHILADA
,ENJAMBMENT,ERISTIC,FICTIVE,EVOC
ATIVE,EXHALE,EXPEDIENCY,EXPUNGE,
FACTORIAL, FABLE, FACADE, FANCIFUL,
FANCY,FAVORABLE,FERVENT,FESTIVIT
Y,FEUDAL,FLAVOR,FLUGELHORN,FLAGI
TIOUS,FRISSON,FULGURANT,FUSTIAN,
GESTALT
3160 DATA FLUNKY,FUDGE,FULMINATE
,GARMENT,GAWKY,GAZEBO,GIBBERISH,
GLOCKENSPIEL,GRAFFITl,HAGGARD
3170 DATA HANDYMAN,HAYMOW,HEADAC
HE,HOCKEY,HUBRIS,HAf1MOCK,HUMBU6,
HVPOCHONDRIAC,IAMBIC,INVOKE
3180 DATA JAGUAR,JAVELIN,KITCHEN
,LABYRINTH,LACQUER,LIQUIFY,LONGE
VITY,LOZENGE,LVNX,MACADAM
3190 DATA WATCH,GUARDIAN,POLLUTE
,ENHANCE,INSECT,FIREFLY,HAMPER,V
ILIFY,OCTOPUS,INTELLIGENCE
3200 DATA MAHOGANY,REPLICA,FIEND
,MOUSTACHE,MAGISTRATE,KANGAROO,S
EQUENCE,PICKAX,QUIESCENT,TRIANGL
E

3210 DATA DIGITS,UGLY,WORK,PLAY,

BOOK,SPEAK,HICCUP,KETCHUP,FAZE,F
ACE
3220 DATA LECTERN,SAVAGE,STROBOS
COPE,UNDERWORLD,UNDERSTATEMENT,V
OLCANO,VOODOO,VOCABULARY,VISITOR
,VOID
3230 DATA PACKAGE,PALACE,PEDDLE,
PECULIAR,BOURGEOISIE,PIG,PIT,WlG
,PERFECT,RAGTIME
3240 DATA EAGLE,DRAY,DREADED,COI
NCIDENCE,CIPHER,COIFFURE,CHAFF,B
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OOTLESS,BOSKY,BARNSTORM
3250 DATA PINBALL~NIX,OXEN,AXLE,
ZOOM,ADZE,QUIKfESSENTIAL,APPLAUD
, WISHFUL., CHOPPER
3260 DATA HARUSPEX,CARPET,HEBDOM
ADAL.,CODES,VERTICAL,INCUNABALA,I
RENIC,KABUKI,IMAGINATION,ACCESSO
RY,LABILE,LACUNA,MANICHEAN,USEFU
L,GRAMMAR,MARCESCENCE,MNEMONIC,P
HRASE,MITHRIDATE,BROILED
3270 DATA AUSTERE,KOALA,BENIGNLY
,EVAPORATE,CHIPMUNK,KIWI,PUZZLE,
XYLOPHONE, SAXOPHONE, LAUGHTER
3280 DATA SURLY,ARROW,YACHT,CONN
OISSEUR,ANTIDISESTABLISHMENTARIA
NISM,BACKGAMMON,GOLF,WEIGHTLIFTE
R,SQUAT,BARBELL
3290 DATA BRAIN,ASTEROID,BARGAIN
,PARSEC,COLLISION,MIMIC,SECRET,L
ANGUAGE,CHECKERS,QUART,DHOTI
3300 DATA OENOLOGY,PAEAN,PLANGEN
T,PSYCHOSOMATIC,PHILOSOPHER,QUID
DITY,REBARBATIVE,SAMIZDAT,HYPOTH
ESIS,SYZYGY,AILMENT,VATICINATE,Z
EUGMA,DUTY,SERGEANT,LIEUTENANT,C
OL.ONEL,SPONTANEOUS,MUSICIAN
3310 DATA WARPED,PLANET,CHEMICAL
,HAL.LUCINATION,THERAPEUTIC,SOLEM
N,COLUMN,RHYTHM,PlCNIC,TEMPERAME
NT
3320 DATA SUBLIME,ZERO,VOLUMINOU
S,CAKE,BUG,GAG,BOX,BAG,ACT,AXE
3330 DATA MYSTIC,AGRICULTURE,VEH
EMENT,HEGEMONY,FANTASY,ISLAND,CO
ERCE,TWELVE,TRIUMPH,VIEWPOINT
3340 DATA EXPAND,ANALOGY,BELIEF,
LOCOMOTIVE,JET,AIRPLANE,HAMMER,F
ELINE,CANINE,SYLLABLE
3350 DATA ACADEMY,ONYX,CHROME,FR
ANCHISE,AGGRANDIZE,AMUCK,APPOGGl
ATURA,AQUEDUCT,ARCHAEOPTERYX,ARC
HIPELAGO
3360 DATA ARMADA,ARROYO,AUTOGRAP
H,AUSTRALOPITHECINE,AVOCADO~AWAK

EN, AZIMUTH, BACKBREAKING, BACKWOOD
S,BANJO
3370 DATA BARBECUE,BAZOOKA,BETOK
EN,BLACKBERRY,CHALCEDONY,HALFWIT
,HAPHAZARD,HARMONICA,HIERARCHY,H
EXAPOD,JUXTAPOSE,JUMPY
3380 DATA HYPERCHOLESTEROLEMIA,P
ARASYMPATHOMIMETIC,RHAPSODY,SEMI
PROFESSIONAL, SESQUICENTENNIAL, UN
DERESTIMATED
3390 DATA MATCHSTICK,LUXURY,DWAR
F,SURVIVOR,TOMAHAWK,SQUABBLE,THU
MB,JOKER,VIBRATE,CHROMOSOME,PAPA
YA,HIJINKS
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COLOR COMPUTER ENHANCEMENTS
(16K or 32K EXTENDED BASIC REQUIRED)

SORT 1

$14.95

Alphabetizes Basic string a~rays. (Single Dimension
Arrays) .
' Strings may be divided into fixed -length -fi elds and
sorted by data in a field.
Multiple field sorting is possible. (i.e .. ability to
cause a list of alphabetized states. with peoples
names in each state in alphabetical ord er.
With this utility in memory with your basic program
you can expect a single sort of 300 records to be
done in less than 4 seconds.
' Basic subroutine to call this machin e code utility
and instructions for its use are included.

$14 .95

SORT2

Same as above except sorts on fields separated by
delimiter characters .

$9.95

UPLOAD

This is the upload sidl' uf [)LOAD n1HI DLOADM i11
Extendl'd C o lor Basic
Us<' it to S!!11d n hasic •H
machinl' code progrnm to n11C>thl'r ECH C"lor
Computer .
Programs can be passed direct I). . thru the RS-·2J2
port. or by phone if both compu ter s an! hoo ked to
modems.
Uploaded program arrives at receiving end ready to
save or run or exec ute. whichever is appropriat e .
No editing 1
Patch to correct flaw in DLOADM
public domain software

b

·,upplil'd

<1 >

Will not work with protected tap l's. programs saved
in ascii. programs on disk.
Instructions included with this machi1w code utilit y .

PROGRAMS SUPPLIED ON CASSETTE.

ML-US'R SOFTWARE
115 Rising Sun Circle• Ft. Mitchell, Ky. 41017
ADD $2.00 PER ORDER FOR SHIPPING & HANDLING. MONEY ORDERS PROCESSED IMMEDIATELY.
CHECKS MUST CLEAR BANK BEFORE SHIPMENT.

STYLOGRAPH 2.0

MAIL MERGE

The best word processing system on the market is
now available for the TRS-80 Color Computer with
Color FLEX!!
STYLOGRAPH is an easy to learn efficient way of
creating , reviewing, deleting and printing text. . A
complete array of word processing commands is
available. The STYLOGRAPH system is cursor
oriented with dynamic screen formatting so the text
appears on the screen in the same way it does on the
printed copy . Display is continually updated which
is a feature normally found only on very expensive
word processing systems.
STYLOGRAPH 2.0 COLOR FLEX

10% discount on
cash with order.

$195.

This program takes files of names and addresses
and inserts them into a STYLOGRAPH text for
automated mailing lists.
MAIL MERGE COLOR FLEX

$125.

SPELLING CHECKER
A valuable addition to any word processing task.
Checks all words against an internal dictionary of
over 42,000 words. User expan.dable.
SPELLING CHECKER COLOR FLEX

GREAT PLAINS COMPUTER CO .
P.O. BOX 916 /IDAHO FALLS, ID 83402 I PH: (208) 529·3210
Visa and MasterCard accepted.

•

$145 . .
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you'll love the crisp, clear picture ~
with no RF interference.
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Fully assembled and tested.
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Easy to install - no soldering.
eveiyt:hing you need is included.
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Guaranteed to work. Tested on many brands,
so you know you have a quality product.

~

~

~

Does not disable your TV interface. Change
~
from monitor to 1V and back or display both! ~

r&

Works with color and monochrome monitors

~

~
~~

Easy adjustment optimizes the video signal

exactly for your monitor and computer.
Works with every motherboard version!

~

~

~
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$24.95 I3
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Dealer Inqu ires Invited

~OMPUTERWARE®

~

~..i'..l'eox668
Encinitas, Ca. 92024
(619) 436-3512

J
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(plus $2 shippinp!

::rll!

The Color Computer gets serious with

Computerware® Business Software
What you should know:

* It has been in use for over 4 years on many
*
*
*

6809 systems. This means it is we ll tested.
Complete manuals accompany the systems.
User-friendly menus make them easy to use.
They are not accounting tutorials. They assume
you know and use sound accounting principles.

System Requirements:

* FLEX Operating System
* 64K Memory
* Computerware® Random
* Dual Disk Drives

Basic

(Payroll requires double-sided drives)
Now Available: Payroll, Accounts Recei1 able, Check Ledf{er,
1

Accounts Parable, Check Ledger. fm ·entory Contro l

Write or call.for complete brochure from

P.O. Box 668
Encinitas. CA 92024
(619) 436-3512

tbat you are to hit the enter key on your
computer. Also, for simplicities sake, all
information which you are to actually type
in will appear in BOLDFACE type).
.
Your drive motor should start to hum, m
about six seconds the screen will appear
Ii
.

~---FHL COLOR FLEX V5.0:2
Date (MM/00/YYl_

.I,-·

64KKORNER
By Karen Huston
Vice President
Frank Hogg Labs ,

First you "Got Started with Color BASIC"
Then you •'Went Ahead With Extended
Color BASIC"
Now, "Keep On Going With FLEX!"
What exactly is "FLEX" and what will it
let me do?
FLEX is a Disk Operating System (DOS)
which allows your software to interact with
your hardware. You may have a computer,
and you may have a program written on a
disk, but without a disk operating system
you can put your disk in the drive and wait
forever-the computer won't know the
difference! FLEX is like a bridge between
the two which lets your program be read
from its disk and be loaded into the
computer's memory. NOW you can use it.
Now that I have my FLEX disk, what
should I do with it?
How about trying to use it? Put it in the
drive with the little white "write protect"
sticker on top. Close the drive door and
type:
RUN"FLEX "ENTER"
(When you see this "ENTER" that means
114 May 1983 .

This is asking you for the date. Type in the
numbers of the date in the same form.
(MM/DD/YY)-don't include the paren-
fheses! For example:
2/15/83 "ENTER"
Not too tough right? Now FLEX will come
back with:

-----

This an eMample of FHL Color FLEX's
character set.
A9CDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwKyZ

](l\q"'>«,>.?I

Nice huh.
+++_

? H L Color

FLEX

5.012

JANOARY 15, 198J

·:.+-++-means it's ready and waiting for
you to tell it what to do. Well, let's find out
what is on the disk. Type in:
Color Computer News

''WANNA FIND OUT
WHAT FUN REALLY IS?''
THE Kl ND OF EXCITEMENT YOU GET OUT OF YOUR SYSTEM DEPENDS ON
WHAT GAMES YOU PUT INTO IT.
If You Want to Find Out What it's Like to Use your Computer to its Fullest....Then These are the Games ·
You'll Need! FOR YOUR TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER

OunkeYtJ\UnkeY
32K EXTENDED BASIC NOT REQUIRED

A

RAINBOW
CERTIFICATION
SEAL

ON THIS SCREEN :
Pop the Rivets and Fight Fires

We"re sure you already know
the rules to this game' As game
progresses so does the diffi
culty level.
Cassette . ... . ....... $24.95
Dis kette .... . . . ...... $29.95

ON THIS SCREEN :
Jump Barrels and Ride the Elevator

ULTRA-FAST MACHINE LANGUAGE• HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS• SPECTACULAR SOUND EFFECTS

STAAFIRE

Give your Color Computerf $
a New Image!
1\1~"1

16K EXTENDED BASIC NOT REQUIRED

SCREEN -64

64 Characters X 32 Lines,
Upper & Lower Case

A

RAINBOW
CERTIFICATION
SEAL

Plays like popular arcade game
DefenderN including:
•Hyperspace
• Smart Bombs
• Radar Scanner
Cassette .. . .. .. ...... .. .. $21 .95
Diskette . . .. . . ..... .. .. .. . $26.95

'n t e l le c: tr an i c: s
22 Churchill Lane
Smithtown, N.Y. 11787
(516) 543-6642

16K EXTENDED BASIC NOT REQUIRED

1. Load in SCREEN-64
2. Type EXEC
3. You're Back in BASIC with a 64 x 32
Screen plus ....
FEATURES:
•Slow/Fast Scroll Selectable
•Window Capabilities
•Text & Graphic on same screen
•Superscript/Subscript
• Reverse Screen/Reverse Video
•No Hardware Modification Needed
Cassette ....... . ....... . . ... : .... $19.95
Diskette........ .. . ......... ...... $24.95

Ltd

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

We pay all shipping. All orders shipped in
24 hours. N.Y. residents please add sales
tax. Canadian orders please send M.O. in
U.S. funds only.
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CAT 0 "ENTER"
(this is the number zero, not the letter 0).
You have just "commanded" FLEX to
give you a catal~g of~ all the f.iles. that
reside on the disk m drive fK) (which ts the
FLEX disk of course!). So now, what you
should see on your screen is this:

HELPCOCO. DIR
READ-i'E .TXT
IEJ1PATCH. TXT

56
2

~AT~.BIN

I
:S
3

DIAPATCl.TXT
DIAPATOO.TXT
DIAPATOO . BIN
DIAPATCl.BIN

:5

SECTORS LEFT • 321

Thi' s an e><ample of FHL Color FLEX's
character set.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvw><yz

lC:\:;"'><-:,>.?I
Nice huh.
•••CAT 0
CATALOG"!JF DRIVE NUl1BER 0
DISl<a CC-FLEl •~2

NAME

TVP£

SIZE

.svs
.svs

3'1
'I

PRINT
.SYS
STARTuP .TlT
ALPHA
.TlT
PUTSTAT .CMD

PRT

I
3

110N
110N

.LOW
.010

7

X5124BW
X5124WB
X6424BW
X6424WB
X64:S2BW
X:S216BW

.CltO

9

.010

9

.CMO

8

.010

8

.CltD
.010

7
9
2

XOUT

.CMD

LIST
COPY

.010
.010

SOC

.CMD

SETuP
MOllEROM
CBASIC
BASIC

.010

EXT
INT
HELP

• 010
,010
.010
.010
.010
.010

Pl
.010
NEWDISK .010
NEWDISKA.CltD
CAT
.CltD

1

:S
5
2

5
I
I
I

4
I
:S

I
7
7
:S

.010

I

PUTBOOT .LOR

5

oELETE

2

RENAl1E
TTYSE:T
SAVE
APPEND
BUILD

2
:S
I

ASN

.010
• CltD
.010
.010
• 010
.010
EXEC
.010
.Jl.Jt'IP
• CltD
DATE
.010
a
.010
VEllllSION .010
.010
PROT
VERIFY .010
I
.010
LINK
.010
SAVE
.LOW
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I

2

I
I

2
2

I
I
I
I

I
2

Very Good! You have now used FLEX.
At this point, there are three items that
should be clarified. First of all, what is a
''write protect'' ·s ticker you may be
wondering. Well, the name is relatively
self explanatory. It "protects" the disk
from being "written" on. Therefore, if
you want to change anything already
written on the disk, or if you want to save
some information (write on the disk) you
must "unprotect" it-in other words, take
the little sticker off! Secondly, anytime
you see a 0 used in a command, or to
designate a drive, it is the number zero,
not the letter 0. Last, but not least,
What's a drive fK) (or 1, 2 or 3 for that
matter?) Well, your arives are numbered,
which makes a very convenient way to tell
FLEX which drive you want it to look in. If
you only have one drive, then that's your
drive fK) and FLEX will automatically look
there for any information. With more than
one drive, you have to fell FLEX which
drive contains the information you want to
use. What's nice about two drives is that
you can assign one to be your "system"
drive, and the other to be your ''working''
drive. Your system drive contains your
system disk-FLEX. Once you type
RUN"FLEX" part of the information on
your FLEX disk is loaded right into your
computer's memory. This is the infor
mation that gets -the whole system
running. The rest of the information on
your FLEX disk can be thought of as a
"Dictionary" of sorts. When you tell
FLEX to do something (i.e. type a
command in) it will go to the system drive
and "look up" on the disk what that
particular command means it's supposed
to do. The "work" drive contains the files
Color Computer News
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of information that FLEX is supposed to
"do something" to.
With a one drive system, your system
and work drive are one in the same-called
drive lfJ. This can be a bit of a pain in the
neck at -times if you want to command
FLEX to do something to a file on a
different disk.
Okay, now that you're just about a Pro,
the next thing you'll probably want to do is
to make a back-up copy of your FLEX disk.
There ar~ -five steps to this procedure.
Again, there are FIVE steps to this
procedure, so count them as you go. For
simplicity's sake, we'll be assuming this is
being done on a single drive system.
1. Prepare a new disk to have information
put on it. This is called formatting, and is
done using the NEWDISK command (if
you have a double sided drive, you'll 15e
using NEWDISKA instead). Here's an
example of what the screen would like
during a typical formatting procedure.

+++NEWDISK
AAE ' YOU ~? Y

SOlAro. DISK IN DRIVE O? Y
DOUBLE SIDED? N
DOUBLE DENSITY? Y
NUHBER OF TRACKS? 3:5
VCILUHE twiE? WHATSIT
VCILUf1E NUHBER? 4

FORHATTING COl'tPLETE
TOTAL SECTORS • :579

sided drive? If not, type N. (If you do then
you figure it out).
DOUBLE DENSITY? You have a double
density drive or you wouldn't have gotten
this far, so type Y.
NUMBER OF TRACKS? That depends on
the number of tracks your drive will
support-on one side. Therefore, if you
have a double sided drive, DO NOT
multiply the number of tracks your drive
has by two. Also realize that even though
· a 35 track disk may be read in a 40 track
drive, a 40 track disk cannot be read in a
35 track (for example a Radio Shack)
drive. So if you are formatting a disk that
may be used in assorted drives, keep this
fact in mind. One last note, neither 35 or
40 track disks may be read in an 80 track
drive. "ENTER"
VOLUME NAME? Be original, why not
call it DISK? "ENTER"
VOLUME NUMBER? This ones up to you.
Now hit return and wait. The drive motor
will begin running. This is an indication to
you that formatting is taking place.
NOTE: Prior to the "FORMATTING
COMPLETE" statement, you may see the
message:
TRIMMING TRACK SIZE DOUBLE D.
This is not a problem-for more informatfon
on this, refer to the NEWDISK section of
the FLEX manual.
2. The next step is to use PUTBOOT .LDR
on your newly formatted disk. Here's what
you'll see on your screen after performing
this procedure:

-----

+++

And here's how to get your screen to look
that way.
Put your FLEX disk in the drive and after
"booting up FLEX" (in other words after
typing RUN"FLEX" etc). type:
NEWDISK "ENTER"
FLEX will then come back with:
ARE YOU SURE?
Yes you are, so type: Y
Then FLEX will ask you if you want to:
SCRATCH DISK IN DRIVE O?
BEFORE typing Y, remove your FLEX
system disk and put in a new disk with no
write protect sticker on it.
Now type: Y
FLEX will then ask the following ques
tions:
DOUBLE-SIDED? Do you have a double
Color Computer News

+++ PUTBOOT. LOR 0
PUT BOOT LOADER ON DRIVE O? Y
+++

Now here's how you do it:
Put your FLEX disk back in the drive and
type:
PUTBOOT .LDR 0 (the 0 tells FLEX which
drive to go to). "ENTER"
May 1983 117
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PUT BOOT LOADER ON DRIVE O? Now,
you want to put the boot loader on your
new disk, so this is your chance to switch
disks-then type: Y
3. When you previously did a catalog
(CAT 0) of your system disk, FLEX should
nave come back with a list of all the files it
contained. In this step you're going to
copy one of those files; the FLEX.SYS file.
Here's he reen:

•••SOC Q.FLEX.SYS
INSERT SOURCE DISKETTE ANO PRESS 'ENTER'
INSERT D!'STINATION DISK ANO PRESS 'ENTER'

...

And this is how it's done:
Put your FLEX disk in and type:
LINK O.FLEX.SYS "ENTER"
When FLEX asks for confirmation, that's
your cue to switch disks. Then type: Y
5. The only thing left for you to do at this
point is to copy the individual files
(remember all the ones that were listed
out when you did a "CATalog" of your
disk?) from your original FLEX disk to
your new disk. This is done with the SDC
command for ·a single drive system, and
with the COPY command if you have more
than one drive. With SDC you must write
out each individual command file name
that you · are copying, although you may
list more than one file in the same
command line.
Here's an example of what you should see
when you try to copy the first four files
from your original FLEX system disk
using SDC:

----

And here's what you do:
Put your FLEX disk back in and type:
SDC O.FLEX.SYS "ENTER"
Then when FLEX asks you to:
INSERT THE SOURCE DISKETTE AND
PRESS 'ENTER'
Just hit enter, since the disk which .
contains the file you want to copy on it
(your system disk) is already there. The
destination disk is where you want th-e file
to be copied to, so when FLEX asks you to:
INSERT DESTINATION DISK AND
PRESS 'ENTER'
Put your new disk in and hit enter.
4. Three steps down, two to go. Now
you've got to LINK the boot loader to the
FLEX.SYS. Guess what command you're
going to use? That's' right none other than
the LINK command. Here's what to look
forward to from your screen:

+++LINK O.FLEX. SYS
LINK ·o.FLEx.svs·? y

•••

+++SOC ERRORS.SYS, PRINT.SYS, STARTUP.TXT, ALPHA.TXT
ENTER SOURCE DISKETTE ANO PRESS 'ENTER'
ENTER DESTINATION DISKETTE ANO PRESS 'ENTER'
FILE COPiED
ENTER SOURCE DISKETTE AND PRESS 'ENTER'
ENTER DESTINATION DISKETTE AND PRESS 0 ENTER'
FILE COPIED
ENTER SOURCE DISKETTE AND PRESS 'ENTER'
ENTER DESTINATION DISKETTE AND PRESS 'ENTER•
FILE COPIED
ENTER SOURCE DISKETTE AND PRESS •ENTER'
ENTER DESTINATION DISKETTE AND PRESS 'ENTER'
FILE COPIED
+++

And here's the necessary steps:
While your original FLEX disk is in the
drive, type:
SDC ERROR.SYS, PRINT.SYS, START
UP.TXT, ALPHA.TXT "ENTER"
Now FLEX will come back with:
ENTER SOURCE DISKETTE AND
PRESS 'ENTER'
Hit enter.
ENTER DESTINATION DISKETTE AND
PRESS 'ENTER'
Switch disks and hit enter.
FILE COPIED
Then continue to switch the disks back and
forth as FLEX repeats the above pro
cedure for the next file, and the next file
and finally the last file. Now look for that
friendly little prompt;

+++

Quality Software Is The
Number One Priority At
K & K COM PUTORS

LASER TANK • Pit yourself in a game of strategy and
excitement against the computer. You must defend your
flag from attacking tanks and destroy them before they
destroy your flag or you!!! Only $1595.
GAZON ·The deadly Gazonians are trying to steal your
supplies and you must stop them at all costs. Similar to the
popular "RI POFF" Arcade Game, this game has color and
is faster. Machine language. Only $1995.
MUTATRON ·As the last person alive, you must protect
yourself from sadistic robots bent on killing you . Another
popular Arcade Game, "ROBOTRON", brought to you by
K & K. Machine language. Only $1995.
SHOOT TO SPELL AND FLASH MATH· An educational
package that helps kids learn to spell and educate them
on elementary math. An absolute must for adults with
school aged children. Only $1595.

SUPER ZAP· Enemy spaceships are attacking from all
sides and your mission to defend your starbase from the
deadly Armada of Pyruss. This will be a dangerous mission
since the Pyruss Armada has never been defeated by any
humanoid. Only $15 95.

SPACE HARVEST • Pilot your spacecraft above the
Planetoid Voltar stealing spacefruit and trying to avoid
alien guards. Machine language Only $1995.

SKY DESTROY· Planes and helicopters are coming frora
all directions, they must be stopped' This game is similar to
Atari 's and now available to color computer users.
Machine language. Only $1 995.

SERIAL TO PARELLEL CONVERTER • Have a printer
with a parellel port? Tired of waiting for a line list? With this
little hardware device you can make your color computer
run at any baud rate between 300 and 9600. Let K& K help
your printer to go much faster!!! Only $6795.

BOWLING SCORED FOR DOLLARS· Do your league s
bowling averages. This program will keep individual
scores, team totals, individual averages, t ea m standings ,
and print all this information to your line print er. On
cassette and disk, specify on order. Only $19 95.

r:·iA\
«t;,l§i---

'
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II BLACKJACK
.

'+I
BLACKJACK • A. casino game that puts two players
against the beady eyed dealer of the house. This dealer
deals the cards as good or even better than lntellivision. If
you have any gambling blood at all this game is a must!
Same rules as any Las Vegas casino. Only $15 95.
TAPE INDEX· Trouble keeping track of what programs
are on your tape? Now it's possible to place a directory on
your cassette. Only $1595

INVENTORY CONTROL· This program contains all the
necessary features required for all types of inventories:
sort inventory by stock number, list stock number,
description, amount in stock, cost, wholesale , profits. Only
$4995,
CHECK LEDGER· This bookkeeping system all ows the
user to have current information on your expenses by any
category you wish. Year end tax statements mad e easy.
Disk required. Only $49 95.
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE· Small businessmen , control your
business growth by keeping track of all your cash liabilities
and payment history. Only $4995.
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE· This system keeps track on
the status of all customer accounts, all payment histories
included. Only $4995.

WE'VE CHANGED OUR NAME: FORMERLY K & K COMPUTORWARE, NOW K & K COMPUTORS.
ALL GAME PROGRAMS· require 16K extended( prices are set for cassette, add $400 for disk, except business.}
PROGRAMMERS!!!· K & K pays the highest royalities for your programs. If your program is good, send it to K & K
TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER USERS-New programs are added each week. SEND $100 FOR OUR COMPLETE CATALOG
K & K COMPUTORS
P.O. BOX 833 • STERLING HEIGHTS, MICHIGAN
48077
Tele hone: (313\ 264·7345
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NOTE: Do not attempt to copy PUT
BOOT .LDR using the SDC command
because the results will not be of any use.
Yes, that ' s right-you can 't make a cop y
from a copy.
ALSO NOTE: Even though you may enter
more than one file at a time in your initial
command line, FLEX will only copy the
files one at a time. So in the example
above , this means that you would have to
switch back and forth between your FLEX
system disk and your new disk a total of
four times.
Okay all you "Two Drive Users", here's
what you '11 see on your screen:

+++COPY 0,1

. SYS TO DRIVE •I
O. FLEX
DELETE ORIG I NAL? N
TO DRIVE
O.ERRORS .SYS
TO DRIVE
(I . PRINT
.SYS
TO DRIVE
O.STARTUP • TXT
.TO DRIVE
.TXT
O.ALPHA
TO DRIVE
CHO
.
O. PUTSTAT
TO DRIVE
. LOW
O.l10N
TO DRIVE
. CHO
O. l'ION
TO DRIVE
O. X5124BW . CHO
TO DRIVE
0 . X5124WB . CHO
TO DRIVE
O.Xb424BW .CHO
TO DRIVE
O.Xb424WB .CHO
TO DRIVE
O.Xb432BW . CHO
TO DRIVE
O.X321bBW .CHO
TO DRIVE
0. XOUT
.CHO ·
TO DRIVE
.CHO
O. LIST
TO DRIVE
!). COPY
. CHO
TO DRIVE
.CHO
o .soc

O.SETUP
.010
O.HOVEROH .CHO
O.CBASIC .010
O.BASIC
.010
. O.EXT
.CHO
O. INT
.010
O. HELP
.CHO
O.PI
.CHO
O. NEWOISI( . CHO
O.NEWOISl<A.CHD
O.CAT
.CHO
O.ASN
.CHO
O.PUTBOOT . LOR
O. DELETE .c11D
O.RENAl'1E . c110
O.TTYSET . Cl10
0.SAVE
.c110
0.APPENO . CHO
0.BUILD
.CHO
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TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
. ro
TO

FILE EXISTS

DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE .

U

•1
U
U
U
U

II
•I
II
U

II
U
U

•I
•I
•1
II

•I
II
e1
II
II
U
U

e1
•I
et
U

•I
•I
•I
•I
•I
•I
•I
•I

COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED

COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
CoPIED

.CHO
o·.EXEC
.CHO
O• .JUHP
.CHO
O. DATE
.Ct10
0.0
0. VERSION • Ct10
. CHO
O.PROT
O.VER I FY .Ct1D
.Ct1D
0.1
. c110
O.LINI(
.LQl.I
O.SAVE
O.HE:LPCOCO.DIR
O.READ-<1£ .TXT
0.11£'1PATCH. TXT
0.11£'1PATCH.81N
O.DIAPATCl.TXT
O.OIAPATOO . TXT
O.OIAPATOO.BIN
0. 011\PATCI. BIN

TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
.TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO
TO

DRIVE
DRIVE:
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE:
DRIVE
DRIVE:
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE
DRIVE:

•I
•I
U

,

•I
U

•I
•I
•I
U

•I
•I
U
U
U

U
U

•I
•I

COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
. COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED
COPIED

This is all you have to do:
Put your FLEX system disk in drive 0 and
your new disk in drive 1 and type:
COPY 0,1 "ENTER"
Voila! You're all done! Now, put your
master disk away in a safe place, your new
disk in the drive, your FLEX manual on
your lap, and learn how to use the darn
thing!
Let ' s say you just bought some new
software to run under FLEX (in other
words, is "FLEX compatible'1 . What
should you do with it first?
Just to see what you actually got, do a
CAT (catalog) of your new disk. Now,
realize that CAT is a FLEX command and
is only found on your FLEX disk (this is
what is meant by "Disk Residenf Com
mands"). So, if you have a single disk
drive system and put your new disk in and
type CAT , the system will look up on the
disk to see what CAT means, and guess
what? It won't be there, and your
computer will come back with the message
NOT FOUND. Therefore you must copy
the CAT command onto your new disk.
This is quite simple and is done by using
the FLEX SDC command. Put your FLEX
disk in, type SDC CAT.CMD then hit
enter. When asked for the source diskette,
hit enter. When asked for the destination
diskette , take the write protect sticker off
the new disk and insert it in the drive. Hit
enter. Remove the disk after the cop-y is
complete and put the write protect sticker
back on and then just do a catalog of the
disk (CAT 0). Now you at least know what
it is you spent your money on, and you can
then make a copy or find out what the .
various files do as explained in the
documentation that accompanies your new
software.
Color Computer News

16K COLOR BASIC
16K / EXTENDED COLOR BASIC .
32K COLOR BASIC .
32K / EXTENDED COLOR BASIC .
64K / EXTENDE~D
COLOR BASIC .
G

.......... $249
. .. .. ... .... $335
. ....... . .. . . . ... $299
. . $385

.... $505

.

li'-toE KllS

16K MEMORY KIT (150NS PRIME,4116 ' S) . .. . ..... .
32K MEMORY KIT.(150NS PRIME ,STACKED 4116'S)
64K MEMORY KIT (PRIME 4164 ' Sl
EXTENDED BASIC KIT

. ... $ 29
.. $ 79
$ 96
$ 89

Disk Drive 0 System .. includes :
f1) MPI or Tandon SS40 Double Density drive
(1) Two drive cable
(1) Disk Controller in an RFI stopping aluminum case
Total System Price ... $459 .00
Add on disk drives to your curre nt sys tem :
(all below are double density)

Single Sided 40:
MPI B51 Disk Dri ve RAW $199/ SINGLE $259/ DUAL $498
TANDON TM100-1 : RAW $199/ SINGLE $259/ DUAL $498

Double Sided 40:
MPI B52 Disk Drive RAW $289/ SINGLE $349/ DUAL $678
TANDON TM100-2 : RAW $279/ SINGLE $339/ DUAL $658

Single Sided 80 :
MPI B91 Disk Driv e RAW $279/ SINGLE $339/ DUAL $658
TANDON TM100-3 : RAW $279/ SINGLE $339/ DUAL $658

Double Sided 80:
MPI B92 D is k Drive RAW $389/ SINGLE $449/ DUAL $878
TANDON~TM100-4
: RAW $379 / Sl~(:LE $439/ DUAL $858
.

CCR-8 1 COMPUTER CASSETTE RECORDER .
. $ 54.95
JOYSTICKS .
. .. $21
EPSONMX-80TYPE 11 .
. . $419
. . $579
EPSON MX-80 F / T WITH GRAFTRAX PLUS . .
. . $779
EPSON MX-100 WITH GRAFT RAX PLUS .
SMITH CORONA TP-1 PRINTER (LETTER QUALITY) .
. .. $599
SERIAL / PARALLEL CONVERTER (300-9600 BAUD)
... .. $ 69
DMP-100 PRINTER
.. $359
DMP-200 PRINTER
... ..... $719
MODEM I DIRECT CONNECT
. $134
MODEM II DIRECT CONNECT AUTO ANSWER/AUTO DIAL . $225
HA YES ST ACK MODEM 300 AUTO ANSWER/ AUTO DIAL .... $250
. ... $119
U .S. ROBOTICSACQOUSTICMODEM

COLOR 40/ 80T DISK (ACCESS 40/ 80 TRKS , REQ . 64K) .Disk . $ 21 .95
DONKEY KING by TOM MIX ................... .......... $ 24 .95
. .... . $ 24 .95
COLOR BUG Monitor .(SINGLE STEPPING) .
FLEX w / DBASIC .
. ........... .... ....... $129.00
FLEX Operating System . ... $ 99.00
Other Software at Level IV includes : Spectral Associates,
AARDVARK, lntracolor ... etc . . .. CALL FOR PRICES!!!!!

Level IV Products, Inc. 32429 Schoolcraft Road Livonia, Ml 48150
Michigan (313) 525-6200

Others (800) 521-3305

FUN & GAMES

FUN & GAMES

FUN & GAMES

PAC ATTACK

~:J~~~I~~~

D-

o:l

'9= -

-0

- nlo

BEAMAZEC

PAC ATTACK

EL DIABLERO

DOODLE BUG

Bring arcade fun to your
home! Three little rare earth
muggers chase your man
relenti'essly around a
maddening maze as you
furiously try to eat up
points. Three levels of
difficulty and great graphics
with sound!
cassette...$24 .95
disk...$29 .95

You awake, dazed and
confused, in the middle of
the desert. You had been
learning techniques of
sorcery from an old man
.who lives in these parts . He
told you of his enemy , an
evil sorcerer, a " diablero."
Now your teacher is
missing and you are alone!
Pure adventure! !
cassette . . .$19.95
disk .. .$24 .95

In high resolution graphics
your lady bugs hussle
through an intricate maze
of barriers & turnstyles ,
trying to earn points by
eating dots, letters, &
hearts . Enemy bugs buzz
after you! Exquisite sound
and graphics!
cassette...$24 .95
disk .. .$29 .95

STARSHIP
CHAMELEON
Your intergalaxian vessel
must defend your planet
against evil Gabalatok
attack . You have the unique
ability to change color at
the push of a button to
destroy oncoming bombs
and anti-matter. Watch out
for the semi-intelligent
aerial mines that home in
on you! Nine levels of play.
cassette...$24.95
disk . ..$29.95
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MAZERACE &
CAPTURE THE FLAG
Two great games in one
package' Mazerace is a
board type game of chance
& strategy. The hexagon
matrix is filled with paths &
obstacles . You must reach
the other side before your
opponent. Capture the Flag ·
is similiar but runs in real
time and has a different
field. You can play with a
friend or with the computer.
cassette...$19.95
disk . ..$24.95
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STORM!
A tempest of a game, Storm
is an exciting & colorful
experience with 15 different
battlefields & 9 levels of
challenge. Shoot enough
Rainbow Raiders and you
earn your way to the next
level. Watch out for the
milibars!
cassette...$24 .95
disk ...$29.95

RAIL RUNNER
Watch Out!! Your railroad
engineer must scurry over
the track of the busiest train
switchyard ever, dodging
speeding trains & handcars,
to rescue the poor little
hobos on the wrong side of
the tracks! And the clock
keeps on ticking!
cassette...$21 .95
disk.. .$26.95

COLOR INVADERS
You are at the controls of
the Space Tank, firing at
steller ships and invading
critters. Ships burst in air
with explosive noise. Alien
critters march across the
screen dropping bombs &
screaming as life is zapped
from their fried bodies.
cassette . . .$19.95
disk.. .$24.95

SYNTHER 7
SHARK TREASURE
A diver after sunken
treasure, you brave shark
infested waters to recover
gold & jewels. Graphics to
chill the spine!
cassette . . . $21 .95
disk .. . $26.95

Turn your keyboard into
a musical instrument with
a digital synihesizer.
Adjustable attack, decay,
sustain , release, & pitch
bending. Simulate several
instruments. Fun for
novice & musician!
cassette . . . ·$21 .95
disk .. . $26.95

SPACE AMBUSH
Trapped in a crater,
attacked by a band of
galaxian hoodlums, you
defend Starbase. Fast
paced, hi-res game for
those who want to go
beyond Invaders.
cassette ... $21 .95
disk ... $26.95

MEGAPEDE
Caught in a jungle of
algae, attacked by vicious
spiders & fleas, you must
shoot your way out. A
megaton more action than
any other!
cassette .. . $21.95
disk .. . $26.95

COMPUTERWARE ® PRODUCTS FOR THE

COLOR COMPUTER
Radio Shack or TDP·100

HOME & WORK

HOME & WORK

HOME & WORK

The

Colar
Connection

3D DRAWING BOARD
Draw a simple or complex
object in three dimensions,
then rotate, change
elevation, size & distance of
your object. Educational &
entertaining . Extensive
documentation, including
examples & sample
drawings.
cassette.. .$24.95
disk...$29.95

THE COLOR
CONNECTION

COLOR SCRIBE
WORD PROCESSOR

This is the easiest and most
complete modem package
available for the Color
Computer.
• Supports both full & half
duplex
• You designate the
required parity
• MACROS for log-on &
auto dial
·Requires only 16K
· Big buffer for upload &
download
• Line wrap does not break
words
• 300 baud
cassette.. . $29.95
disk . . $39.95

Scribe is the perfect word
processor as well as a great
programmer's editor.
Features include : fast
change, search, insert, &
delete; move & copy of a
line or whole paragraphs ;
text formatting with margin
justification , automatic
paging , centering, tabs,
headings, & footings. You
can edit files larger than
memory. Works with LCA
47 lower case adapter.
Radio Shack Disk . .$49.95

FINANCE PROGRAMS

HOME MONEY
MANAGER
Organize your income &
expenses' Not only can you
balance your checkbook
but get reports like
summary of expenses or
income for the month by
category . Records up to 480
transactions by date, "paiC:
to", check number, accoun~
number, and amount.
cassette...$19.95

ADDRESS FACTORY
Computerize your mailing
list for church, business, or
clubs. This stores Name,
Address, City, State, Zip, &
Special Code for each
person. You can add,
change, or delete
information and print either
mailing labels or lists. 255
names on disk, 125 on 32K
cassette, or 55 on 16K
cassette.
cassette...$17.95
disk...$22.95

TO ORDER:
Add shipping of
$2 surface or $5
air/Canada. Visa
& MasterCard
accepted.

COLOR DATA
ORGANIZER
SEMI DRAW
Your computer's keyboard
or joystick draws in 8 colors
with semi alpha graphics 8,
12, 24 . You can do
animation and du'mp your
screen's picture to a printer
(Line Printer VII or VIII,
NEC 8023A). From 6 years
and up!
cassette...$21.95

Two great programs, each
with nine options covering
loans and investments.
cassette...$17.95
disk...$22 .95

COO is a little data base
system for small inventory
ideas. remember lists , serial
numbers, etc. It stores,
retrieves, sorts, prints, &
totals whatever you want
within the two 9 digit
numeric and two 16
character string entries .
cassette...$19.95
disk.. .$29.95

Dealer Inquires Invited

CoMPUTERWARE®
Computerware is a trademark of Computerware.

call or write
Box 668
Encinitas, Ca. 92024
(619) 436-3512

BLACKJACK ROYALE

By J . Michael Nowicki
Definitely NOT just "another blackjack
available for your use. The books recom
program", Blackjack Royale is a vehide
mend assigning point values (-1, 0, +1 for
some systems, S's and lO's for others) to
for serious study of the casino game. Use
e~ch card as it is played. Blackjack Royale
it to play blackjack against the computer ,
and . you will find it well-designed and
will accept any such card value system and
enjoyable. Use it to study the principles of
display that running count along with the
probability or to prepare for your next visit
raw card counts whenever you want to
check your own accuracy.
to Las Vegas, and the real power of the
program becomes apparent.
The full range of playing options is
offered: hit; stand; double down; split a
By using the "Change Rules" option,
pair; and insurance betting. Some casinos
play may be customized to the house rules
pe rmit "early surrender" of your first two
of your favorite casino. Options include:
number of decks (up to 8); dealer ' s hole
cards for replacement, and this option is
card up or down; possibility of insurance
offered in Blackjack Royale, also.
bet when dealer's up card is an ace; and
Some casino players believe in i.ipping
burn or deal top card after a fresh shuffle
(toking) the dealer by often betting an odd
(if burned, you get a glimpse of it for your
number of chips, so that whenever the bet
card counting).
is split (by deciding to double down, split
or insure) , the odd chip goes into the
A bibliography of four books offering
"systems" for winning at blackjack is
dealer's pocket. Blackjack · Royale's count
included in the documentation, and this is
of how much money you have left takes
the area where Blackjack Royale really
account of the tokes.
shines. If you just want to practice your
Hey, now no guarantees, of course! No
card-counting skills (how many aces ,
program can control what is basically a
game of chance. Understanding the game
10-count, and low-count cards are left in
the deck), there is a card-count screen
and knowing the odds on the next card by
available for you to check you r running
knowing what is left in the deck can,
count against the computer's exact count
however, make you unpopular with the
before any hit me/ stand choice. If you
casino operators, and you can guess the
want to go further, the routines are
only way to make them dislike you!
WESTBAV
RO UTE I , BO X 666

This all M L Program w il l copy BASIC 01· M L prog1·am s
1nclud1ng most Auto Start Programs It wil l supply th e
beg 1nn1ng. en,d1ng and off se t addresses a ncl a llow you to
ch ange t he loacl address fo1· M L p1·09 1·ams I 0 l!ITors a1 ·e
ignored so l hat bad tape s can be COIT£!C t e d Prog r·urns can
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frn 111 t he kt! ybmwd
CAT NO DM004 16K ExtS1295
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BLANK KEYBOARD OVERLAYS 99¢ EACH
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"INVENTORY ONE' IBY ALAN RDUSEl THEY SAID IT COULDN'T BE
DONE! AN EFFICIENT, EASY TO USE INVENTORY PRD&RA" FOR
S"ALL BUSINESS, HO"ES, CLUBS. "AINTAIN 40 RECORDS 16K,
148 IN 32K. PRINTS INVENTORY STATUS, REORDER REPORTS.
KEEP UP TO DATE INVENTORY DATA. 16-32K EXT TAPE 920.00
'6RAPH ONE" - WITHIN SECONDS YOU DRAW 10 DIFFERENT COLOR
BAR&RAPHS. "AKES PERSONAL OR BUSINESS PLANS CD"E ALIVE
ON SCREEN! ND PRINTOUT.
1b-32K EXT TAPE 912.50
"FILE ONE' - IS AS"ALL DATABASE PROBRA" FOR FILES AND
LISTS, INVENTORY, ADDRESSES. PRINTS "AIL LABELS. IS A
KEY PRO&RAH IN YOUR LIBRARY.1b-32K EXT TAPE-DISK 912.50
'FAttILY PACK ONE~- FUN, EDUCATION. NOT &AHES. USEFUL AT
HONE, BUSINESS: FILE-IT, WEEKDAY, "ATH-QUIZ, 10-TI"ER.
SHOii TO FRIENDS. DEltONSTRATE. 16-J2K EXT TAPE t12.50
"IDDTHINk' DO COllPUTERS THI~? THESE THREE PROSRANS WILL
HAKE YOU llONDER, PONDER, &lESS.
32K EXT TAPE 912.50
"SPANISH ONE' - YOU CAN LEARN SPANISH! NORDS AltD PHRASES.
SPANISH OR EN&LISH. EACH 100 WORDS, 100 PHRASES. BIYES
SOIJHDIN& GUIDES FDR EACH WOllD. 16-J2K EXT TAPE • e.oo
'SPANISH TWO' - "DRE ADVANCED.
16-J2K EXT TAPE 9 e.oo
"&ERltAN ONE' - 1ST BASICS, AIOVE. 1b-32K EXT TAPE 9 8.00
'"ONITOR ONE' - SltALL COLOR ltOMITIM. HELP EXPLORE llACHINE
LANSUASE. VIEW, CHAN&E "E"DRY. 1b-J2K EIT TAPE t 6.00
IWE PAY All POSTA&E. SPECIFY ltEltORY AltOUNTl

Here are some modifications necessary
to complete the Program "JUMBLY"
which appeared in the February issue of
Color Computer News.
ADD THESE LINES:
143 READ A$
144 IF A$= "123" THEN PLAY "01; L44;
CG; 02; CG; 03; CG; 04; CG; OS; C":
FORT= 1 TO 3000: NEXT:GOTO 144
335 JN=63: PA=448
990 PA=PA +:IF PA=463 THEN PLAY
"V3; 05; L60; D" GOSUB 2100: RETURN
2010 PRINT @PA, CHR$(JN);: RETURN
2100 IF JN= 63 THEN JN= 42: RETURN
2110 IF JN= 42 THEN JN= 45: RETURN
2120 IF JN=45 THEN JN=33: RETURN
2130 IF JN=33 THEN JN=94: RETURN
2140 IF JN=94 THEN JN=62: RETURN
2150 IF JN=62 THEN JN=60: RETURN
2160 IF JN=60 THEN JN=63: RETRUN
ADD AT THE END OF LINE 1450: ,123
(I.E. , '1450 DATA DISTRICT, ... ,S 
NIP, 123 ')

If lht• sam•· o ld nl'ws and reviews cause you lo snooze then choose :
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CHANGE THE FOLLOWING LINES:
LINE 150: DELETE 'READ A$'
(I.E., LINE 150 SHOULD BE: 150
~N +1: PRINT N; ... ETC
LINE 620 SHOULD BE:
620 IF T$ = "" THEN GO SUB 1990:
GOTO 530
LINE 1090 SHOULD BE:
1090 RW = RND(291)
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GAIN AN UNFAIR ADVANTAGE!
WITH INVESTOGRAPH
ON YOUR TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER

80

IN·DEPTH, TIMELY INVESTMENT
.YES! I want an UNFAIR ADVANTAGE.
ANALYSIS WITH LESS WORK
Send INVESTOGRAPH rush at the INTRODUC·
,..., p -1
1 'l
" n
Gain the advantage of using the power of the
TORY PRICE of U.S. $245.00 (plus 5% in
Z . 9Z
Color Computer to make more money In
Texas). includes full set of data and program
the market. The easy-to-use, menu driven
diskettes with complete , easy-to-use
-1 . 3 5
INVESTOGRAPH software package provides:
documentation, 1 year warranty.
0
9
1 0
15
1 1 /1 :>
LS r ~ E~ cOMP-{ o~-i2 11 DAY
$ Automatic data entry by the highly rated
Name
Address
COLORCOM/E.
BETTER THAN HIGHER COST $ Screen and hard copy graphs with prices,
City
State I Zip
D Check D Money Order D Visa D Mastercard
PACKAGES RUNNING ON
volumes, moving averages, cycle compo·
Expires_ _
Card No.
nents, momentum, OBV, security comparl"BIGGER" MACHINES
Signature
sons, channels, and several other exclu·
• Stocks, Options and Commodities
Order by phone, call (512)778-5260
sive oscillators.
• Dow Jones and Compuserve Input
Dealer Inquiries Welcome
$ Complete data maintenance utilities.
• Optional unattended run mode
Optional unattended run mode - have dinner
while COCO works for you!
Requires 32 K, Ext. Basic, 1 or 2 disks, Printer
TRS-80'" Tandy Corp.
I P.O. Box 306 • Liberty Hiii, Texas 78642
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If you get and I /O ERROR during a load.
Print the PEEK(129), if a 1 is returned then it
was the tapes fault, if a 2 is returned it was a
memory error.

This ends the modification for JUMBLY to
include the 'walking characters' and the
'end of word-listing' sound-mode.
ACTUAL REPRODUCTION
OF CHART
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DELETE LINES 1290 AND 1330
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StarDOS
Review by Ralph Tenny
PO Box 545
Richardson TX 75080

Owners of the Radio Shack disk system
who have never worked another DOS
(Disk Operating System) can now have a
DOS which does more than link BASIC to
a disk, even without expanding their Color
Computer to 64K and getting one of the
several FLEX mods. It should be noted
right here that people who only work with
BASIC have no need for any DOS; a DOS
is a tool intended to aid the assembly
language programmer.
Star-DOS is a high quality disk utility
system for the Color Computer which is
compatible with Radio Shack Disk Basic.
(In other words, · Star-DOS and Radio
Shack Disk BASIC generate· mutually
compatable disk formats, so that each can
read and modify ·files generated by the
other.) It has six memory resident
commands and three disk resident com
mands. This niay seem like a slim menu,
bµt the most" important commands are
availa}?le. Also, it is easy to expand
Star-DOS to ' meet · the needs of an
experienced programmer. In contrast to
R~dio - Shack 0 DOS, which offers no support
for assembly language, Star-DOS has 18
user accessible functions to handle all the
126 May .1983

110 needed in assembly language prog
rams.
For example, the programmer can use
any of the following routines as sub
routines in his own assembly-language
program:
GETCH - Get a character from the
keyboard.
PUTCH - Output a character to the screen
or printer with wordwrap.
PUTCHN - Same as PUTCH except
without wordwrap.
INLINE - Input from keyboard into a line
buffer.
PSTRNG - Print CR / LF and a strings to
the screen with wordwrap.
PSTRNN - Same as PSTRNG except
without word wrap.
CLASFY - Indentify the contents of the A
accumulators as either letter or digit, or as
a data byte.
PCRLF - Output CR and LF to output
device.
GETNXT - Get next character from input
buffer.
LOADML - Load open machine language
file,
/
OUT5D - Output five decimal digits.
Color Computer News

StarDOS
OUT2H - Output two hex digits.
OUT4H - Output four hex digits.
HEXIN - Input hexadecimal number.
DECIN - Input decimal number.
STATUS - Check keyboard for input
character.
It might be noted that these routines do
more than just the basic description
reveals. For example, consider GETCH.
First, this routine exists in memory
whenever Star-DOS is loaded. To input a
character, the programmer codes "JSR
GETCH" as one line in his program. The
GETCH routine tests the keyboard repea
tedly until a character is entered, then
returns with the character in the A
accumulator, with two exceptions. If the
character is a right arrow, the next key
pressed will be converted to the equiv
alent control character, and that value is
returned in the A accumulator. This mode
allows generation of all 32 standard ASCII
control characters. In the case of the
SHIFT- @ combination, GETCH diverts to
a special 110 control sequence which
allows printer control (on/ off), pause
mode (scroll 15 lines at a time) and an
abort sequence which restarts StarDOS.
The HEXIN and DECIN routines return
only valid characters plus status flags
which can help the programmer identify
what was actually found if the character
returned was invalid.
From the above discussion you can
begin to appreciate that the programmer
need only develop the central core of his
program. With a nucleus of proven 110
routines, he can realize a probable time
saving of SO% or more. In addition to the
list of subroutines above, there are seven
routines which support disk operations,
making it easy to build a custom system
that does exactly what the owner requires.
Star-DOS comes with a well-written
instruction manual. Fifty-five pages are
devoted to a thorough discussion of the
entire software package. Not only are the
instructions thorough and under
standable, a liberal use of examples
enhances the learning process. An appen
dix page is included to explain how to
modify FLEX-based program to run under
Star-DOS, when those programs can be
made compatible with the stock Color
Computer architecture. Each subroutine
and command is docu-mented in detail,
telling exactly what happens and how they
are used. For users just becoming familiar
Color Computer News

with disk operations, the File Control
System (a second part of Star-DOS) is
explained in detail, and nine pages are
devoted to explanation of the file control
block (FCB) ad how to implement an
unlimited number of FCBs as needed by
programs of any complexity. For those
with no experience in this area: the FCB is
a 320 byte section of memory which is
used to control every detail of disk
oper~tion, with no special knowledge
required by the programmer to write
programs which use the disk.
Star-DOS is inexpensive for a disk
program, and is comfortable to use. The
operation is reliable, and will be easy for
less experienced users to learn. It is
capable enough for more experienced
programmers, and the easy expansion
means that users can develop a custom
system around this central core ..For those
users who also want to work wfth BASIC,
the compatibility with R/S Basic will
result in lower start-up cost. Also, it is not
necessary to give up the refinements of
R/S Basic which support the special Color
Computer hardware and its graphics.
On the minus side, Star-DOS is new
enough that there are many programs
which will run with it, but this is being
remedied. At present, the chief lack is an
assembler; an editor/text processor/mail
ing list/mailing label package is available
now.
In the final analysis, Star-DOS is ideal
for the serious disk user who works mainly
in assembly language. At the same time,
the excellent documentation will help the
diligent computer user learn disk system
principles and techniques easily. One very
big "plus" for Star-DOS is that it is the
only DOS which will run on either the 16K
or the 32K Color Computers. Availability
of a DOS can greatly enhance a prog
rammer's efficiency, and especially so if
the DOS has been customized to the user's
requirements. Star-DOS is available for
$49.90 from Star-Kits, P.O. Box 209, Mt.
Kisko, NY 10549.
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THE STRIPPER
Reviewed by Jeffrey Stipes
1674 Lawnel Avenue
Muskegon, MI 49441

Take it off - Take it all off, which is
exactly what this fantastic $7 .95 machine
language utility does to your basic
programs.
This menu driven program enables you
to: 1- delete remarks, 2- pack lines, 3
remove spaces and 4- exit to basic. This
not only means some substancial memory
. savings (I recovered from 5 % to 32 % in a
sampling of twenty programs with the
average savings being 25 %) it also
enables you to indulge in structured and
well documented programs (save and
label this as Master Copy) and then create
and save a stripped working copy.
Through out the entire process the stipper
will display your programs current resi
dent memory on the menu. Though no
specific promise is made you may also
notice a slight speed up of program
execution. Six months later you'll realize
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GAMES

For 16K AND 32K COLOR COMPUTER
STOCKBROKER-Up to 6 players can play the stock
market.For 16K or 32K ECB,The 32K is in High-Res
Grahics.COLORHIND-Up to 4 players challenge for
hiddencotors.CRIEBAGE-For 2 or 4 players.In
High-Res Graphics!(for 32K),CONCEN-Challenge the
computer or a friend to a good ol' game of
concentrati on.REMREM -Challenge your friends. Who
can remember the longest color sequence?
BATTLE-Will you get bombed before you can find
all the ships? An extremely entertaining game for
the family.
ALL GAMES ONLY $20.00 OR ANY TWO FOR $35,0
ALSO FROM AURORA SOFTWARE
MR.COPY-A quality copier written in M.L.that
ill make backup tape copies.MR.COPY is capable o
making up to 99 copies in one loading! $25.00
ROMDISK-If you have a modified 32K C,C, machine
$20.00 ROMDISK will allow you to load your R,S,Ro

1
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just how great it is to have that
uncompromised Master Copy when you go
to add another subroutine or make some
modifications.
* * * Hints and Warnings* * * .
-Delete remarks first, remove spaces
second and pack lines last to get the most
savings.
-Never attempt to edit the stripped
version, use your Master Copy to make all
changes then re-strip.
-Never save a stripped program in ASCII.
The Stripper comes on cassette with
complete and well written instructions on
use and loading for regular basic, exten
ded basic and disk basic.
The Stripper is avaifable from Eigen
Systems , P.O. Box 10243, Austin, TX
78766 or Spectrum Projects, 93-15 86
Drive, Woodhaven, NY 11421
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above TOP computers include joysticks and a game cartridg~·''¥8:W..1.,~nty

BT1000 W/BKRAM
BT1020 CLOCK /CALENDAR
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.
WE~MI 48185

VEGAS GAMEPACK
Reviewed by Jeffrey Stipes
1674 Lawnel Avenue
Muskegon, MI 49441
Vegas Gamepack from the Colorquest
Experience runs in 16K, employs good
graphics and sound.
Upon entering the Casino you will have
the option of selecting 1 or 2 players. You
may enter your name for a personal touch
or be anonymously referred to as player 1
or player 2. From here you enter the
BANK which initially posesses 50,000
chips. Each player may initially select
from 1 to 10,000 chips for play. I found
that a realistic chip selection (in my case
200) was most exciting, yet I must admit to
having succumb to a couple high rolling
visits.
Your game selection includes:
1- The inevitable One-Armed Bandit (slot
machine). These were, I'm sure, typical
machines as they always ate my last 25
chips.
2- Black Jack provides all options except
doubling down. The Dealer must take a hit
on 16 and stand pat on 17, 'Five Card
Charlie' wins double.

3- Up and Down the River is a super five
card game played against the Dealer.
4- Craps is played by standard Casino
rules.
5- Keno is billed as the leisurely money
maker. You select the ten numbers you
want then hold your breath when play
starts.
Your winnings (or losings) are con
stantly updated and available for your
inspection, you can also change players
and games any time.
The only enhancement I would suggest
for this excellent gaming package is
strictly personal in nature. For myself I
pocketed my lucky chip from the Silver
Bird, put on my recording of Paul Anka
live at the Vegas Hilton and poured a tall
cool one in my Circus Circus tumbler.
Vegas Gamepack is available from The
Colorquest Experience, A Division of
Softlaw Corp., 9072 Lyndale Avenue S.,
Mpls., Minn. 55420 $24.95 16K cassette;
or $29.95 for 32K disk.

~4 .!· !f' '@lt ld\IWM lo1'S:H13 ;H13~ I!:Ii! ;I
AUG. 12, 13, 14, 15

PRE-REGISTRATION ONLY
Sharpen your knowledge and skills of
OS-9 and high level languages at the
2nd Annual OS-9 User's Seminar. More
participants, more speakers, more
hardware and software .exhibits . Here's
your chance to learn from the experts.

Fee: $100
Location:
Marriott Hotel Des Moines. Iowa
Pre-Register Now!
Call 515-279-8844 or write:

Microware Systems Corporation
P. 0. Box 4865
Des Moines, Iowa 50304

THE LATEST INFO ·
By Michael W. Shawaluk
1117 Doris Street
Watertown, WI 53094
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I've had my Color Computer for over a
year now, and one of the things I've been
doing with it more than anything else is
learning everything there is to know about
it! From its humble beginnings as a 4K
Color BASIC machine, to its present 32K
Disk Extended BASIC state, there have
been unending opportunities to explore its
capabilities. As an engineer who ' s written
his share of assembly language programs,
I have been interested in what techniques
are used to put together a program the
size and complexity of (Disk (Extended) ·
Color BASIC. As I disassembled portions
of the ROM's which looked interesting my
curiosity gave way to surprise, then
comprehension, and my goals became
. more organized. They fall into the
following general categories:
1. Find out whether (or how) commands
and functions can be -easily added to the
BASIC language. I am not talking about
the USR, EXEC, or DEF FN commands;
rather, the addition of functions and
commands in the same way as is
accomplished by upgrading to Extended
or Disk BASIC.
2. Find out ways to circumvent (or find
solutions to) problems or difficulties with
some of BASIC's commands or functions
130 May 1983
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(a la the old PCLEAR dilemma).
3. Discover new capabilities and variations
of existing commands not documented in
Radio Shack's well meaning but incom
plete (and sometimes inacurrate) instruc
tion m-anuals.
·
This article will cover examples of each
of the above three categories, as they
relate to things that I have discovered or
done. In the typical manner of an
engineer, I will talk about these items in
the reverse order mentioned (last in first
out, like the 6809's stacks).
I. NEW COMMAND VARIATIONS
A. DRAW Command
One of the graphic commands of
Extended BASIC that's received a moder
ate amount of article space in Color
Computer News lately is the DRAW
command. While it is very versatile, one
of the thfngs that has been somewhat
clumsy to do is the placement of a shape
on the screen at co-ordinates specified by
variables. For example, let's assume you
wanted to draw a triangle at screen
location X,Y. Since the DRAW command
requires a string expression llS its oper
and, you would type a command of the
'form:
DRAW "BM" + STR$(X) + "," +
Color Computer News
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A truly outsta nding 100 % M/L ga me with
multi-colored high resolution cha r a c ters
and fast ac tion . 1 or 2 players. Joy stick
or key boa rd control. Demonstra tion mode
with top 5 scores . Pa use fe a ture. For 16K
Co Co and TDP-100.
Cassette· $29.95

v
0

DEALER
INQUIRIES
INVITED

0
0

Ul tra fas t a r ca de ac ti on with c ol o r ~ ul hi gh
resolution gr a phics. 100 % MIL. 1 or 2
players . Top 5 sco res. Pa use fea tu re . Fo r
16K Co Co a nd TDP-100 with joy sticks.
Cassett e· $24.95

WHAT THEY ARE SAYING ABOUT COLORPEDE
" . .. for efro nt of the pack . .... the Rai nbow. Dec. '8 2
... the best grnph i cs nnd pl aya bili ty of a ny color
computer ga me .. . " M cKees port. PA
. . . an ou tstanding offer ing." N. Ve rn on . IN

SETTING THE STANDARDS

P.O. BO X 1035, EAST LANSING , Ml 48823
(517) 351 -8537
FOR THE COLOR COMPUTER & TDP-100

TO ORDER :
V ISA , MC . Mo ney Or der
2 wee ks for c hec ks.
Add $ 1.50 fo r shipp ing.
$3 .00 ou tsid e U.S.
4% tax in Mich.

FRANKLIN BROS. COMPUTERS INC.
Box 3473 , Cambridge , Ontario, Canada, N3H-5C6
MACHINE LANGUAGE MON I TO R ( MLMON16 , MLMON32 )
This
is a machine language monitor for the Colour Computer that
allows you to discover the internal workings of your computer .
It features commands to examine and change memory,
examine and
change the CPU registers ,
execute programs,
and examine, set or
remove breakpoints .
Breakpoints are a way of stopping your
program at any point to see what is happening.
This is a must
for every machine language programmer .
Completely compatible
with BASIC load and save commands.
Small size yet fully
expandable.
Complete program listing included.
Specify machine size as 16K o r 32K
only $13.00
DISK UTILITY PROGRAMS ( DI SKDOC , DIRPRINT )
DISKDOC lets you exam in e and change any track and sector on any
disk.
DIRPRINT te l ls you which files use which tracks and
sectors.
Use these utilities to find out where programs reside,
where they start,
or patch a disk if necessary.
User guide and
diskette allocation information, as well as machine language
storage format included .
only $10.00
All orders add $2.00 postage. American orders accepted
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STR$(Y) + "ESFSLlO"
Besides requiring two invocations of the
STR$ function and a lot of typing, a
moderate amount of string space would be
consumed by the necessity of concatena
ting S string segments to get the final
string needed. Well,I wouldn't be harping
about the limifations of doing it this way if
there weren't a better one, so here it is:
DRAW "BM=X; ,=Y; ESFSLlO"
Those of you who have read an article or
review for the IBM Personal Computer
may recognize this construct (that com
puter's language looks awfully familiar,
for some reason). By using an '='
followed by any simple or subscripted
variable name, terminated by a mandatory
';', any numeric quantity may be speci
fied, whether it be a move co-ordinate as
shown, or the color, scale factor, angle, or
even a draw distance. Besides the obvious
advantage of less typing and shorter
programs, this technique runs faster and
uses less string space. In fact, the above
example would use no string space at all;
since no concatenation takes place, the
string would reside only in the Basic
program text!
B. EDIT Command
If you're like me, there are probably
times when you are in the middle of a
complicated line EDIT, and you suddenly
hit the wrong key and completely obli
terate the line you are editing! Looking
through the Extended Basic manual
and/ or handy reference card gives no easy
way to get back the original line as it was
before any editing took place. Since these
features were originally part of Level II
Basic for the Model I (and are still in
Model III Basic), it seemed strange that
this capability would be left out of
Extended Color Basic. Well, guess what?
It wasn't! That's right, folks, it's been
there all the while, just waiting to be
discovered by an old Model I user (I'm ·
sure someone else MUST have noticed by
now, but since I haven't seen it in print,
I'll put it here for all to see). Here are the
commands I've discoverea are reliably
used to date:
Q - Quit the current edit session wihout
making any changes, with return to OK
prompt
A - Abort the current edit, but remain in
Edit mode and re-display line as it
originally was
E - End current edit session (same effect
132 May 1983

as pressing ENTER)
The last command is given for com
pleteness sake, although it really isn't a
necessity; it was probably included for
Model I compatability's sake. Please note
that the above commands only are
effective when NOT in insert mode (i.e.,
press Shift up-arrow · before performing
them).
II. PROBLEM FIXES
The next subject on the agenda is the
age old problem of trying to perform
PCLEAR statements as part of a program.
Although certain techniques have beerf
developed which seemingly get around
this problem (including jumping to the
end of the program, doing the PCLEAR,
and jumping back to the start + 1
statement, or doing the PCLEAR at the
front followed by a backwards hop), they
are really only band-aid® solutions at
best. The cause for all the problems, for
the records, is a result of what is actually
done during a PCLEAR. Referring to the
Extended Basic or Disk Basic memory
maps, one can see that the graphics
memory resides just below the start of the
user.'s Basic program text.
Since the amount of reserved graphics
memory can be from 1 to 8 pages, the
entire Basic program needs to be moved
up or down in memory if the number of
, reserved pages is to change. Although
Basic can handle this easily enough when
in the direct statement mode, things go
wrong when the PCLEAR command
occurs within the program that is being
moved. Although Basic correctly restores
the start of Basic and end of Basic pointers
in low RAM, and clears all variables in the
process, it neglects to update the pointer
to the next Basic command to be executed.
Depending upon whether the new PC
LEAR is larger or smaller than the one in
effect, and the size of the program to be
moved, results ranging from no side
-effects, ?SN ERROR, or even program
lock-up could result. As before, there is a
solution to all of this, besides the obvious
"don't put PCLEAR statements in your
programs" fix that Radio Shack's news
letters tell us. Jn this case, the solution is
based on my Tnvestigations of the Exten
ded and Disk Basic ROMs, in regards to
techniques used by the writers to correct
problems in (or change the characteristics
of) previous- commands or functions.
While the full story on what I've
Color Computer News
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discovered won't fit here, I will give the
following program, which will fix the
PCLEAR statement for once and for all. In
fact, since the capability was there Tor
free, I even added the ability to PCLEAR
up to 16 pages (if you have enough RAM
available). I'm - sure that at least one
person will say "What about PCLEAR
O?". Well, I thought about that one, and
looked real hard, but I couldn't find a
clean, consistant way to do it. (In general ,
with 32K, that extra l.5K that's tied up
hasn't limited my capabilites so far). This
program is position independent , which is
a fancy way of saying that it can be loaded
anywhere your heart desires (where it
won't get clobbered or moved dynamical
ly). Although the program was originally
written for addition to Disk Basic, the
program can be made compatible to
Extended Basic by changing the third
instruction from JMP $CE2E to JMP
$813C. The program needs to be (C)
LOADM'ed each time Basic is initialize
and EXEC'd once. From that point on,
PCLEAR wherever and whenever you
want.
Although I would like to feel that this
"fix" is the best thing to happen to the
Color Computer since disk drives, there
are several reasons why it will probably
never see much use (not even by me!) .
These reasons are as follows:
1. Each time the computer is turned on,
memory must be reserved, and the
program must be loaded and executed.
This is certainly more bother than simply
typing the PCLEAR statement by hand,
with the possible exception of automatic
menu-type programs which must call a
variety of program with different PCLEAR
amounts.
2. Even though the program itself is
position independent, and can be loaded
virtually anywhere, trying to resolve the
locations for multiple machine language
drivers would become somewhat messy.
This can be resolved by not using
CLOADM or LOADM files, but by
encoding the desired program into DATA
statements and POKEing it into memory.
Thus, several programs can easily be sef
up to reside "back to back" in a given
area.
III. ADDING NEW FUNCTIONS
Last, but not least, is a sampler of
several semi-meaningful new functions
and commands which I have successfully
Color Computer News

linked into Disk Basic. The technique used
to perform this link is the same one used
to add Extended and Disk Basics. As with
the above PC LEAR fix program, several
additional limitations exist to this type of
add-on:
1. Since the Basic tokens are assigned in
numeric order with no gaps, adding the
same functions to Extended and Disk
Basic would result in different token
values. As a result , programs saved in the
default binary format would not be
upward compatible between Basics.
2. As the program uses a· hook left by
Microsoft for possible future expansion,
these function~ might be superceded by
other commands at a future date.
Aside from these 'difficulties, addition of
the functions was an interesting and
rewarding task for me, and might prove to
be useful to someone out there. So, here
they are:
·
DPOKE address , value
Perform a 'double poke', that is, a 16 bit
poke at the address specified, and the
following address. This is the equivalent
of:
POKE address , INT(value I 256) ·
: POKE address + i-, value AND 255
DPEEK (address)
Return a ]6 bit value from two sequential
addresses. This has the same effect as:
PEEK(address) * 256 + PEEK(address

+ 1)

except that the value returned is a signed
16 bit (-32768 to 32767) value.
WINKEY$
Same as INKEY$, except that control is
not returned to the program until a key is
pressed. This means that:
100 A$ = WINKEY$
may be typed instead of:
100 A$ = INKEY$ : IF A$ = "" THEN
100
Although these functions are relatively
simple minded, the techniques used to
link them in are the more important
aspect. It should be mentioned that the
linking-in process must take into account
the following three actions by Basic:
1. Basic must know how to recognize
(parse) the command or function, and
eonvert it to the proper token code.
2. Basic must know how to list the text
equivalent of that token correctly.
3. Basic must know where to go to perform
the command or return a function value,
as well as perform the ·proper syntax,
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argument range, and argument type
checks.
Again, 'the program whose listing is
shown is position independent, and must
be loaded and executed one at each
power-up.
If there is interest in such things, it
would be possible to compile an article on
how to create more useful or extensive
functions. Just let me or Color Computer
News know if you thought 'this was worth
reading or using. (Also, if you think an
explanation of how -these particular prog
rams work, including called routines,
conventions, etc., would be worthwhile,. I
would be more than happy to write it).
You will probably notice that both of the
preceding programs have the same star
ting addresses. Should the rare condition
arise of someone actually entering and
using both of them at once , be sure to
offset-load one of them by an appropriate
amount.
Incidentally, although I'm not a soft
ware house (yet), I am willing _to supply
these program (both binary and source
files) on cassette or Radio Shack format
diskette, if you send me the blank cassette
or diskette, along with $5.00 for postage
and handling. I'll send along some other
stuff which I have come up with; if you
send something of your own which is
Dcub~e

!Oen1itq Software

COLOR TERM +PLUS+
An lntelli~cnl Terminal Program for The Color
Computer or TOP I 00.
features :
llAUO RATE - I IO to 19200
llalf or Full Ouplh
One or two Stop Di ts
Odd, Even or No Parity
Word WRAP
Turn off Lowerca'iO Letters
Send All Control Characters
Print Buffer
Examine Bufftr
Send & Receive BASIC or Machine Language Programs
or Files.
Editor allows entry of tex t Into Buffer as well a•
Editing o f Buffer.
(Oisk Version Has more powerful Editor)
Special Feature:
cOde & Decode ANYTHING In th e Buffer for Secure
Transmission or Storage Using a User defined key word
PRICE 129.95 (Tape) 139.95 (Disk) J 6k or 32k Req.

COLOR DISK SAVER
Saves a disk to tape. Reloads disk from saved tape. Also
ha• tape verify command! 32k Ext. BASIC Req.
PRICE S12.95 (tape)
COLOR nIORllYTllM Are you up or down today,
tomorrow, or years from now? Find out with COLOH
lllORllITHM. Uses high res graphics. Send the chart to
printe r. I 6k or 32k Ext. BASIC Rcq .
PRICE Sl4.95 (tape)
S2 .00 shipping and handling on a ll ord ers. No extra
charge on COD orders, Mastercard a nd VISA accepted .
Chaq(c· ord cr.t add 3'X,. Texas residents add 5'.\', sales tax . .
Allow two wl'cks for pcr.tanal c hecks. Your order will
usually he shipped within two or three days. We will
notify you of any problems within one week. Send 20
<"t'nt stamp for free catalog.
Send orders to:
DOUBLE DENSITY SOFTWARE

•

920 Baldwin Street
Donton. T<>xa• 7620 1
l'hnnc R17lfi66-2004.
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• Fingertip control and greater cursor accuracy
• "Spring-centering" and "free-floating " stick
modes at the flip of a switch
• Comfortable button placement for fast action

~OMPUTERWARE '"·
~

'JI'"""'

6809 Spe c 1al1 s1s

Box 668 •
Encinitas . CA 92024

(619) 436-3512
Computerware is a trademark o f Computerware .

WICO

COMMAND
c 0 NT R 0 LTM
The arcade joystick
comes to the home.

NEW!

The arcade is where the video game craze
began ... where the most advanced electronic
technology was developed.

ADAPTOR FOR
RADIO SHACK® TASSO
COLOR COMPUTER

Now, WICO brings the excitement and
challenge of the arcade to your home.
WICO, the world 's largest designer and
manufacturer of controls for arcade games,
brings 42 years of experience to
Command Control. You get arcade
accuracy ... arcade control
arcade durability
Command Control
makes the game more
fun ... helps make you
a better player.

~

~

0..1.. '"'"'"'

~COfS-~!s:~!~~:o~
Computerware is a trademark of Computerware.

'"'"ed

(619) 436-3512
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deemed worthwhile, I'll return your
$5.00.(NOTE: This is NOT a soliciation for
pirated software!)
•

*
*
*

*
*
*
*

0001 OEOO
0002 OEOO
0003 OEOO

*

"\O", 1 \1+$80

ORG

S7FOO

Command Name Table

SDBCTT CNAME DPOK,E
SDBFTT CNAME DPEE,K
CNAME WINKEY,$

**

Command & Token Address Table

*

0008 7Fll
0009 7Fl 3
0010 7Fl 5

SDBCTA RMB
SDBFTA RMB
SDBFT2 RMB

*

*
OOll 7Fl 7 308CF7

0012 7FlA 80El
0013 7FlC 7EADD4

*

*

C050
2607
3404
BDB262
3504
308CE6
7EB2CE

*

*

BDB73D
9F2B
BDB26D
BDB73D
AF9F002B
39

0027 7F40 BDB740 ·
0028 7F43 EC84
0029 7F45 7EB4F4
Color Computer News

*

Execution Addresses for DPOKE,
DPEEK, and WINKEY$
(filled in at run-time)

SOBCTA,PCR Point to first command address
#$El
Subtract command token offset
$ADD4
and go to look-up and jump routine

Function Execution Routine

SOBFEX SUBB
BNE
PSHS
JSR
PULS
A@
LEAX
JHP

*

2
2
2

Command Execution Routine

SOBCEX LEAX
SUBA
JMP

*

7F30
7F33
7F35
7F38
7F3B
7F3F

MACR
FCC
ENDM

*

0005 ?FOO
0006 7F05
0007 7FOA

0021
0022
0023
0024
0025
0026

Last editted 14 July 1982

*

*

7FlF
7F21
7F23
7F25
7F28
7F2A
7F2D

<C> 1982 Snard Enterprises

CNAME

0004 OEOO

0014
0015
0016
0017
0018
0019
0020

The Micro Works
SOOPER DOOPER BASIC - REV 0.0
<Requires Disk BASIC>

#$50
Subtract function token offset /2
A@
If function is WINKEYS, no arg.
B
No, save token table off~et
$8262
Skip over "<" & ">" and eval. arg.
B
Restore saved offset value
SDBFTA,PCR Point to function address table
$B2CE
and go to look-up & jump routine

OPOKE Command

DPOKE

JSR
STX
JSR
JSR
STX
RTS

$B73D
$2B
$B26D
SB730
[$28]

** DPEEK<> Function
*
OPEEK JSR
$B740
LOO
JMP

o,x

$84F4

Get 1st argument <O to &HFFFF>
& save temporarily
parse over the required ","
& get 2nd argument <same range>
Do the double POKE
& return to BASIC

Integerize pre-parsed value
Then do the double PEEK
and return integer value to BASIC
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*
0030
0031
0032
0033
0034

7F48
7F4A
7F4C
7F4F
7F51

9687
2605
BDAlCl
27FB
7EA56B

WINKEY LOA
BNE
C@
JSR
BEO
B@

*
0035
0036
0037
0038
0039
0040
0041
0042
0043
0044
0045
0046
0047
0048
0049
0050
0051
0052
0053
0054
0055
0056
0057
0058
0059

7F54
7F57
7F59
7F5B
7F5E
7F60
7F63
7F65
7F66
7F68
7F6B
7F6D
7F70
7F72
7F75
7F77
7F79
7F7B
7F7D
7F80
7F83
7F86
7F89
7F8C
7F8F

CE013E
8601
A7CO
308CA2
AFCl
308CB4
AFCl
4C
A7CO
308C9A
AFCl
308CAF
AFCl
8EB277
AF43
AF48
6FC4
6F45
308CBO
AF8C8E
308CBA
AF8C8A
308CBC
AF8C86
39

WINKEY$ Function

JMP

B@

$Al Cl
C@
SA56B
I

Has a key been pressed?
Yes, return with that key's code
No, call key scan routine
& keep looping until a key pressed
Then return a 1-char. string

Entry point ,for initialization

ENTRY

*

0060 7F90

$87

LDU
LDA
STA
LEAX
STX
LEAX
STX
INCA
STA
LEAX
STX
LEAX
STX
LDX
STX
STX
CLR
CLR
LEAX
STX
LEAX
STX
LEAX
STX
RTS

#$013E
Point to next hook entry in table
#1
Token count in command group = 1
,U+
Store as 1st byte in table
SDBCTT,PCR Then store start of ASCII text
,U++
for commands
SDBCEX,PCR and execution address table
,U++
address
Token count in function group = 2
,U+
Same as above, except for
SDBFTT,PCR functions
,U++
SDBFEX,PCR
,U++
#$8277
Load address of ?SN ERROR
3,U
and store in next hook slot fwd.
8,U
for commands and functions
O,U
Also set token counts for next
5.,U
group to 0 <for parser & lister>
DPOKE,PCR Initialize execution table addr.'s
SDBCTA,PCR for DPOKE, DPEEK, & WINKEY$
DPEEK,PCR <in a position-independent manner)
SDBFTA,PCR
WINKEY,PCR
SDBFT2,PCR
Initialization complete!

END

ENTRY

NO ERRORS FOUND
DPEEK 7F40
SDBCTA 7Fll
SDBFTA 7Fl3

DPOKE 7F30
SDBCTT 7FOO
SDBFTT 7F05

ENTRY 7F54
SDBFEX 7F1F
WINKEY 7F48

Location 282 tells the computer if it is in
lower case. If it contains 255 keyboard it is in
upper case. If it contains a O it is in lower
case.
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SDBCEX 7Fl7
SDBFT2 7F15

rl;;~~52~d~~~~~~~;;;;~;i

imemory of the next DATA byte for a READ i
icommand.
i
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..-.......~~~'
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0001 OEOO

NAM

PCLEAR Fix for Disk BASIC - REV 0.0

*
*

<C> 1982 Snard Enterprises

*

Last revision 14 July 1982
ORG

*
*
7FOO
7F02
7F04
7F07
7FOA
7FOC
7FOF
7Fl0
7Fl2
7Fl4
7Fl6
7Fl8
7Fl9
7FlB
7FlD
7FlF
7F21
7F24
7F26
7F28
7F2A
7F2C
7F2E
7F31
7F33
7F35
7F37
7F38
7F3A
7F3C
7F3E
7F40

81CO
2706
7ECE2E
7EB44A
909F
BDB70B
5D
27F5
Clll
24Fl
8606
30
DBBC
1F98
C601
1F02
1093B7
25El
9319
1F03
031B
lFOl
C300C8
9321
2402
9668
4C
2706
1F30
D3A6
DDA6
7E96B4

FCERR
PCLRl

Ll

•

CMPA . #$CO
BEQ
PCLRl
JMP
$CE2E
JMP
$B44A
JSR
$9F
JSR
$B70B
TSTB
BEQ
FCEJ:!R
CMPB #17
BHS
FCERR
#6
LDA
MUL
AOOB $BC
TFP.
B,A
#1
LOB
TFR
D,Y
CMPD $B7
BLO
FCERR
SUBD $19
TFR
O,U
ADDO $1B
TFR
O,X
ADDO #200
SUBD $21
BHS
FCERR
LOA
$68
INCA
Ll
BEO
TFR
U,D
ADDO $A6
$A6
STD
$96B4
JMP

Is this a PCLEAR command?
Yes, go to new routine
No, exit to previous hook
Jump point for ?FC ERROR
Parse over PCLEAR token
Get & evaluate 1st arg.
Is value = o·i·
Yes, error <PCLEAR 0 not allowed)
No; is it > 16?
Yes, error also
No, multiply # by 1536
(256 x 6)

and add to start address
of 1st graphics page
Copy this address + 1 to Y
Is this page currenly reserved?
Yes, error
No, subtract start addr. of BASIC
and save move offset temporarily
Then add in end addr. of BASIC
& save new end of BASIC
<?Part of orig. PCLEAR routine>
If no room for BASIC program
with new PCLEAR in effect, error
There is, get m.s. current line #
Is this direct mode or running?
Direct mode, skip next part
No, running, get saved offset
Add to current BASIC execution
pointer address & restore
Go do rest of PCLEAR command

Entry point for initialization

ENTRY

0038 7F4A

$7FOO

Command Intercept Hook Entry

HOOK

*

0035 7F43 308CBA
0036 7F46 BF0120
0037 7F49 39

PCLEARFX

*

0002 OEOO

0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
0015
0016
0017
0018
0019
0020
0021
0022
0023
0024
0025
0026
0027
0028
0029
0030
0031
0032
0033
0034

PCLEARFX

LEAX
STX
RTS

HOOK,PCR
$0120

END

ENTRY

Point to above intercept routine
& store in hook table
Exit to caller

NO ERRORS FOUND
ENTRY

7F43

PCLRl

7FOA

FCERR
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7F07

HOOK

7FOO

Ll

7F40
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THE VOICE Gives The Gift Of Speech To
The Color Computer and TDP-100
THE VOICE should not be mistaken
with software speech synthesizers which
require the computer to do all the work in
producing speech.
THE VOICE uses a special large scale
integrated circuit, the SC-01 by VOTRAX,
to reproduce any one of 64 phonemes at 4
inflections. Phonemes are basic units of
speech which allow one to reproduce any
word in English as well as many other·
languages.
THE VOICE has two outputs . Speech
may be heard through the user ' s TV
speaker, or the built-in audio· power
amplifier may be connected to your own
external speaker. A phono connector is
provided for this purpose and if the
volume is too high, a built-in volume
control may be used to adjust it to the
proper level.
THE VOICE comes assembled, tested,
burned in, with all the necessary hardware
and software.. A complete manual with
many exam pies are provided to get you
started in developing your own BASIC or
138 May 1983

machine language programs to use
speech.
THE VOICE is completely memory
decoded so it does not conflict with the
Radio Shack disk controller. In this way,
disk owners with an expansion interface
can produce speech from disk with the
VOICE in one slot and the disk controller
in another.
THE VOICE is available from SPEECH
SYSTEMS, 38 W · 255 · Deerpath Road,
Batavia, IL 60510 , (312) 879-6880 for
$179.95 complete witli all hardware and
software.
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New Products
GIMIX TO INTRODUCE NEW GMX III
6809 SYSTEM
at NCC Booth #P7946/8

GIMIX ' new G MX III 6809 system
features the new GMX III CPU board ,
OS-9 GMX III multi-use r, multi-tasking
operating system , and intelligent 110
processor board. The CPU bo ard features
high-speed meinory to memory DMA
transfers and automatic task switching on
interrupts and operating system calls for
higher system throughput , and a Time-of
-Day clock with battery backup. To
prevent system crashes caused by errors
in individual users programs, the system
has fully protected user modes with illegal
instruction and out of range memory
reference trapping and write protection.
The system hardware also includes
256K bytes of static RAM, a 40M Bytes
(unformatted) 5.25" Winchester hard
disk, a lM byte (unformatted) 5.25"
floppy disk, and 3 RS-232C 110 ports.
Power is provided by a constant-voltage ,
ferro-resonant supply with sufficient re
serve capacity to support a fully expanded
system. Hardware option s include me~
ory expansion to 1 megab yte, non-volatile
battery-backup RAM , additional ma_ss
storage capacity, and 110 ports for
additional terminals and peripherals.
The UNIX-like OS-9 op erating system
includes the debugge r, editor and
assembler. Available software includes
BASIC09, PASCAL , COBO L and C.
The base price for a 3 user system is
$9,998.89. Delivery is from stock to 30
days A.R.O. Export m?dels are ava~lable.
* For forther information contact: Richard
Don at (312) 927-5510
* GIMIX and GMX are trademarks of
GIMIX, Inc. Chicago , IL. OS-9 and
BASIC09 are trademarks of Microware
Systems, Corp. Des Moines, IA.

Electronic Imag inations Unlimited is
pleased to announ ce the upcoming release
of a unique line of educational software.
These program s were developed by
educators in pub lic institutions and tran
sferred to the Color Computer/T DP 100 by
professional programmers who work one
-to-one with these instructors. Our staff
also includes mem bers who hold degrees
in special education. Their names appear
on every program to ensure the highest
quality product we can deliver. Every
program is field tested before release and
test data is available to educational
institutions upon request.
We feel this software will enhance the
capabilities of ~he Color Comput~r. in
educational environments. In addition ,
these programs will not be available in the
immediate future for any other computer
system. In our opinion the Color .Computer
is the only inexpensive computer that has
excellent maintenance support , tremen
dous reliability, and continuous company
assistance .
The only drawback is an intelligent
network system which decreases it's
capabilities and use in education. Rad~o
Shack's priorities do not seem to fall m
this category . This is eff~c.ting . their
capabilities in bidding c_ompetitr~·ely m the
educational hardware field. Their support
of the Model III prohibits them from
providing schools with the desire for color
and mini-frame capabilities.
In closing, we would like to extend an
open invitation to .anyone wh? has a
question or suggestion concernmg com
puter assisted in struction or computer
literacy. Please write or call us at:
Electronic Imaginations Unlimited
3702 We st Crocus Drive
Phoenix, AZ 85023
. (602) 978-9198
"DIAL-OUT®
DEBUTS. FIRST PUB
LICATION TO COVER MICROCOM
PUTER TELECOMM UNICATIONS".
DIAL-OUT is the first newsletter to
exclusively cover t he rapidly grow~ng .field
of microcomputer telecommunications.
Each issue features late breaking news
about:
i::I National Newtw orks (CompuServe, Del
phi, The Source, etc);
i::I Local-Area Services (GameMaster, Star
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-Text, etc); and,
*Bulletin-Board Systems (over 300 na
tionwide).
While -numerous articles have been
written about such systems, there has
never been a central source of information
about the countless number of new
systems that are opening for business
every day; until DIAL-OUT.
"We know the companies and indivi
duals at the forefront of telecomputing' ',
states Mike Cane, publisher and editor of
DIAL-OUT. "We can get the information;
and get it to the computing public faster
than any other publication".
Evidence of this claim is 1he premiere
issue of DIAL-OUT, which features an
exclusive in-depth report of a new national
. network for microcomputer users, called
Delphi.
Aside from just being the first to break
this news in such detail, DIAL-OUT #1
offers a biography of, and interview with,
the network's President. In the issue's
centerfold is what Mr. Cane calls a "Menu
Map<.!> ''. This features all of the Delphi
system's-menus, showing exactly what the
network will offer, and giving the system's
Control Commands. It is, in effect, a
miniature "user's manual" and gives the
reader, at a glance, a full view of the
network.
''The number of people using computer
networks and systems has doubled each
year", Mr. Cane concludes. "Microcom
puter telecommunications is an integral
part of the lives of over 100,000 people.
The time has come for a publication such
as DIAL-OUT".
DIAL-OUT is published monthly and
sent to subscribers via First Class Mail in
an envelope. Subscriptions are $25.00 a
year for 12 issues.
For additional information, write: DIAL
-OUT, 175 Fifth Avenue, Suite 3371, New
York, New York, 10010.
"DIAL-OUT" is a tfademark of Mike
Cane.·

-resolution, dot-addressable graphics
mode. The new TRS-80(9 DMP-2100
printer (26-1256) is available for $1995.00
at Radio Shack Computer Centers and
participating Radio Shack stores and
dealers.
The key to the DMP-2100's versatile
performance is a 24-wire print head that
can print 32,400 dots per square inch,
offering formed-letter quality in a single
pass at 100 characters per second (774
words per minute). Print speed in the data
processing mode -is 160 characters per
second, 60 lines per minute at 132
columns. Additional print speeds at 10
characters per inch are 215 lines per
minute at 20 columns; 151 lines per
minute at 40 columns and 93 lines per
minute at 80 columns.
.
The DMP-2100character set includes 96
ASCII, 31 international and 31 graphics
characters for printing versatility. The
printer supports bold face and underline
functions and offers a variety of print .
styles including standard, condensed,
high-resolution monospaced and pro
portional-spaced correspondence charac
ters. Matrix sizes include 18x24 for
standard, 36x24 for high-resolution mono
spaced and nx24 for proportional-spaced
characters.
Radio Shack also offers optional equip
ment for the DMP-2100. A Bi-Directional
Tractor (26-1441) for use with fanfold
paper, labels, and multipart forms, is
available separately for $169.95; and a
Sheet Feeder (26-1440) for' automatic
paper insertion a-nd stacking, is available
separately for $995.00 at Radio Shack
Computer Centers ano participating Radio
Shack stores and dealers.
The DMP-2100measures 5-7/8 x 21-5/8
x 15 inches and is U .L. listed for 120VAC,
60Hz operation.

f)MP-2100 printer
Radio Shack, a division of Tandy
Coporation, now offers letter quality
printing capabilities that rival Daisy
Wheel printers in a new dot-matrix printer
that also features a high-speed mode for
data processing applications and a high
140 May 1983
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New
Users Advocacy Movement Called For In
Microelectronics Field; Charges Of Vio
lence In Video Games & TV reviewed in
AMERICAN FAMILY
The editorial in the January issue of
AMERICAN FAMILY, the national news
letter on family policy and programs, calls
for a forum for users to counterbalance the
influence of national and international
regulatory agencies interferring in the
market place and preventing full develop
ment and availability of the new technolo
gies. The ultimate consumer, and not
powerful interest groups and govern
ments, should determine what is available
in the .market place, the editorial em
phasizes.
In the regular "Families and Tele
matics" column of AMERICAN FAM
ILY's February issue, just out, the
controversy of the effect of violence in
video games and TV on children is
reviewed. The column cites the pioneering
work of fhe Children's Computer Work
shop in the U.S. and the Children's TV
Foundation in Australia is developing
construction approaches in video games
and TV for children.

Product~

being able to use external high quality
speakers is obvious. The use of higher
quality digital to analog converters serves
to further increase music fidelity.
The STEREO COMPOSER produces
music in stereo. Of the 4 voices produced,
2 are directed to each channel. This ability
along increases the realism of the music.
You can even move· the voices between
speakers as the music plays.
The STEREO COMPOSER comes as
sembled, tested, burned in, with all the
software and hardware to allow you to
immediately start enjoying your music. A
complete manual and examples are pro
vided to give you everything you need to
know.
The STEREO COMPOSER is com
pletely memory decoded so it does not
conflict with the Radio Shack disk con
troller. In this way, disk owners with an
expansion interface can produce music
from disk with the STEREO COMPOSER
in one slot and the disk controller in
another.
The STEREO COMPOSER is available
from SPEECH SYSTEMS, 38 W 255
Deerpath Road, Batavia, IL 60510, (312)
879-688: for $119.95 with all hardware and
software.

THE STEREO COMPOSER Brings High
Fidelity and Stereo Music To The Color
Computer and TDP-100
The STEREO COMPOSER music syn
thesizer was developed for the true music
lover. The software provided allows one to
program 4 separate voices with a 7 octave
range. Dotted and double dotted notes, as
well as, eighth, quarter, and standard
triplet notes are supported. The music
may be played at any tempo in any key. In
fact, the tempo and key may be changed
as the music plays.
The hardware features two 8 bit digital
to analog converters which drive two audio
power amplifiers. These amplifiers supply
enough audio power to easily drive your
own external speakers. If you like, the
output may be connecfed to your home
stereo system to further increase fidelity.
Connection is provided by two phono
connectors. If the music is too loud, two
built-in volume controls are provided to
allow you to control the volume of each of
the channels separately. The advantage of
Color Computer News

A TRS-80 users group (with a heavy
concentration of Color Computer owners)
hasbeen formed in the Newark area. We
meet at noon on the first Thursday of
every month at the Rutgers-Newark
computer center. For information call Paul
Gilroy (201) 648-5154 or Marc Mappen
(201) 648-5952. All those who live or work
in the Newark, New Jersey area are
welcome.
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CLASSIFIED
SOFTWRIDE supports COLOR COM
PUTER NEWS
ask YOUR dealer for BATTLE of GETTYS
BURG
AUSTIN CAPITOL MICRO COMPUTERS 512-472-7590
AUSTIN SOFTWARE PLACE
512-453-0851
AUSTIN SOFTWARE & THINGS
512-451-4347
512-444-6135
AUSTIN SOFTWRIDE
DALLAS SOFTWARE CONCEPTS
214-458-0330
MANSFIELD, MA SOFTWARE SHOPPE 617-339-3734
CITRUS HTS. CA. SOFTWARE PLUS
916-726-4979
CHULA VISTA, CA. COMPUTER STORE 916-472-6785
WHEATON, IL. SOFT CITY
312-260-0929
IRVING, TX. SOFTWARE ACCESS
214-659-0504
"I SAY YOUR NAME IN COLOR COM
PUTER NEWS"
THANK YOU
J.B.W. P.O.B. 3504-78764
Co~rCompu~rNewsT~

To
reset
your
113,0:EXEC 40999
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system

POKE

FOR SALE
DMP-100 Printer (4 months old)
$300.00. Includes:-Screen Print
Program, Two Extra Ribbons And
Dust Cover.
J. Stipes (616) 755-6354
General Electric Terminet 300 with
desk, tape punch and tape reader.
$100.00 you ship.
Call (616) 728-9100 for more
information.

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
This section is available to anyone
with something to sell. Classified
ads cost $0.30 per five character
word. All ads in this section are
typeset using this type style set at
21 picas [ 3 1/2"] per column. Clas
sified ads are run on a first come
first served basis, based on avail
able space.
Color Computer News

FAST, EFFICIENT
MACHINE LANGUAGE

NEW ARCADE GAMES
GLAXXONS I EL BANDITO I COSMIC CLONES

ARCADE GAMES
HAYWIRE I ASTRO BLAST I CAVE HUNTER I SPACE RAIDERS
ARCADE GAMES, CASSETTES 24 .95-REOUIRE 16K I DISC 29.95-REOUIRES 34K

ADVENTURE GAMES
CALIXICO ISLAND I THE BLACK SANCTUM
ADVENTURE GAME CASSETTES 19.95-REQUIRES 16K

BUY FROM YOUR FAVORITE DEALER OR DIRECT FROM
MARK DATA PRODUCTS
24001 ALICIA PKWY., NO. 226, MISSION VIEJO, CA 92691 • (714) 768-1551
We pay shipping on all orders in the continental U.S. and Canada. Overseas add $3 .00. California residents , please add 6%
sales tax. We accept MasterCard and VISA. We are always looking for quality machine language programs . Contact us
for details.

17-,,-1·1~
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Mark Data Products

FLEX - OS-9 LEVEL ONE - UNIFLEX - OS-9 LEVEL TWO
ONLY GIMIX Systems can be configured to run any of these.
GIMIX systems utilize the most powerful 6809 operating systems: FLEX, Uni FLEX, OS-9 LEVEL ONE and TWO·· the systems
the PROs use. This means a wide selection of software to choose from as well the ability to develop sophisticated , multi
user/multi-tasking programs on your GIMIX System .

The GIMIX CLASSY CHASSIS™ consists of a heavy-weight aluminum mainframe
cabine\ which provides more than ample protection for the electronics and 1 or 2 optional
5 V. " drives.
Backpanel connectors can be added for convenient connection of terminals , printers ,
drives and other peripherals.
A 3 position locking keyswitch enables users to disable the front panel reset button to pre
vent accidental or unauthorized tampering with the system.
The GIMIX system mother board provides .fifteen 50 pin slots and eight 30 "pin 1/0 slots ··
the most room for expansion of any SS50 system available. The on board baud rate
generator features 11 standard baud rates, 75 to 38.4K, for maximum versatility and compatibility with other systems . Extend
ed address decoding allows the 1/.0 block to be addressed anywhere in the 1 megabyte address space. All components feature
Gold plated connectors for a lifetime of solid connections. All boards are fully puttered for maximum system expansion.
Each GIMIX Mainframe System is equipped with an industrial quality power ·supply featuring a ferro-resonant constant
voltage transformer to insure against problems caused by adverse power input conditions such as A.G. line voltage fluctua
tions etc. The supply provides 8 volts at 30 amps and plus or minus 16 volts at 5 amps, more than enough capacity to power a
fully loaded system and two internal drives.

The 2MHz GIMIX 6809 PLUS CPU board

includes a time of day clock with battery back-up and 6840 pro
grammable timer to provide the programmer with convenient, accurate time reference . Later addition of 9511 or 9512
arithmetic processors is provided for on the board . The unique GIMIX design enables software selection of either OS-9 or
FLEX, both included in many complete GIMIX systems.

GIMIX STATIC RAM boards require no complicated refresh timing cycles or clocks for data retention.
GIMIX memory boards are guaranteed for 2 MHz operation with no wait state or clock stretching required .
Our low power NMOS RAM requires less than 3/4 amp at 8V for a fully populated 64K board . For critical situations, our non
volatile 64K byte CMOS static RAM boards with built in battery back-up retain data even with system power removed . A fully
charged battery will power this board for a minimum of 21 days. A write protect switch permits CMOS boards to be used for
PROM/ROM emulation and software debugging.
The GI MIX OMA controller Leaves the processor free to perform other tasks during disk transfers. an impor
tant feature for multi -user/multi-tasking systems where processor time allocation is critical. The OMA board will accomodate
up to 4 drives 51!." or 8" in any combination running single or double density single or double headed. Programmed 1/0 Disk
Controllers are also available.
GI MIX systems

are designed with ultimate RELIABILITY in mind. You can choose from the below featured systems or
select from our wide variety of components to build a custom package to suit your needs.
GIMIX 2MHz 6809 System including : CLASSY CHASSIS, 6809 PLUS CPU BOARD, 56KB STATIC RAM, 2 SERIAL PORTS
W/CABLES, GMXBUG MONITOR, FLEX, and OS-9 LEVEL 1 . .... . . .. .. .... .. . ... . .. .. . .... . . ....... . . .. ... ... $3248.49
FOR TWO 5 V." 40 TRACK DSDD DRIVES ADD . ......... . ... . . . .. . ... ..... . .. ... . . ... . ....... .... . . . . .. . ... $ 900.00
GIMIX 128KB WINCHESTER SYSTEM including : CLASSY CHASSIS, 6809 PLUS CPU BOARD, 128KB STATIC RAM, 4 SERIAL
PORTS W/CABLES , 51/." 80 TRACK DSDD FLOPPY DISK DRIVE, 19MB 51!." WINCHESTER HARD DISK, OS9 LEVEL 2, EDITOR
AND ASSEMBLER .... ..... . ... .. .. .. . . .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . .. ............ . ..... . ... . . .. . .... .... . .. .. ... . . $8998.09
50HZ Versions Available, 8" Drives Available - Contact GIMIX for Prices and Information.

The Sun Never Sets On A GIMIX!
GIMIX users are found on every continent, including Antarctica. A representative group of GIMIX users
includes: Government Research and Scientific Organizations in Australia, Canada, U.K. and in the U.S.;
NASA, Oak Ridge, White Plains, Fermilab, Argonne, Scripps, Sloan Kettering, Los Alamos National Labs,
AURA. Universities: Carleton, Waterloo, Royal Military College, in Canada; Trier in Germany; and in the
U.S.; Stanford, SUNY, Harvard, UCSD, Mississippi, Georgia Tech. Industrial users in Hong Kong,
Malaysia, South Africa, Germany, Sweden, and in the U.S.; GTE, Becton Dickinson, American Hoechst,
Monsanto, Allied, Honeywell, Perkin Elmer, Johnson Controls, Associated Press, Aydin, Newkirk Electric,
Revere Sugar, Hl-G/AMS Controls, Chevron. Computer mainframe and peripheral manufacturers, IBM,
OKI, Computer Peripherals Inc., Qume, Floating Point Systems. Software houses; Microware, T.S.C.,
Lucidata, Norpak, Talbot, Stylo Systems, AAA, HHH, Frank Hogg Labs, Epstein Associates, Softwest,
Dynasoft. Research Resourc es U.K .. Microwork s. Meta Lab . Computerized Business Systems .
GIMIX Inc . reserves the right to change pricing and product
speecifications at any time without further notice .
GIMIX"' and GHOST"' are registered trademarks of GIMIX Inc.
FLEX and UniFLEX are trademarks of Technical Systems Consultants Inc .
OS·9 is a trademark of Microware Inc .

1337 WEST 37th PLACE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60609
(312) 927-5510
TWX 910-221-4055

The Comp...ny that delivers
Quality Electronic products since 1975.
© 1982 GfMIX Inc.

